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The Internet has facilitated large-scale copyright infringement. Fighting this one case at a time via the standard civil law procedures is costly in terms of time and money. In response, copyright holders have adopted new strategies that they hoped would be more effective at large-scale enforcement. The question is how these large-scale enforcement procedures impact procedural safeguards, most notably due process and fair trial.

Empirical research into large-scale recent enforcement strategies has been limited and tended to focus on individual strategies, rather than on comparative analysis across different strategies and jurisdictions. This dissertation sets out to fill this gap. It presents a comparative empirical study of 22 sanctioning mechanisms from eight enforcement strategies in six countries between 2004 and 2014. It adds to the discussion on the regulation of copyrights and can help policymakers by illustrating the effect of choices made in different countries. For researchers in the field of information policy and law, it provides a detailed description of different enforcement initiatives and adds to the studies on human rights.

This study shows that copyright enforcement procedures are able to scale-up only by offering fewer procedural safeguards to sanctioned parties. Similarly, procedures that impact on a larger scale provide less severe sanctions. The research has also shown that infringement levels are by and large unchanged, and that enforcement procedures create substantial costs, a significant portion of which are externalized to the state and to third parties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The Internet has been a disruptive force in many markets, among them the markets for entertainment and cultural products. The protection of copyright on these products has been undermined by technologies that facilitate large-scale infringement. Copyright is a legal tool which was devised to incentivize cultural production and to facilitate access to culture by the public. How large-scale infringement impacts these values is, so far, unclear. The market is adapting to the changes and seems to be doing well in some areas, and worse in others.

Rights holders, however, view infringement as intrinsically illegal, wrong and harmful. They have sought increased enforcement of copyright via gaining more control over the technologies through which content is distributed. A key problem for any form of control is scale. Since infringement is widespread, enforcement efforts also need to impact at a large scale. Surveys have consistently shown that significant portions of the population in Western countries engage in infringing behavior. Fighting this one case at a time via the standard civil law procedures is costly in terms of time and money. It clearly does not scale well. In response, rights holders have adopted new strategies that they hoped would be more effective at large-scale enforcement. Some of these strategies put intermediaries, like Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and governments in the role of enforcers.

Few people defend infringement, but there are concerns that these new enforcement strategies are disproportionately costly to society. Technologists, academics and civil society organizations, like the Electronic Frontier Foundation, argue that that scaled-up enforcement will be bad for human rights and other public values because it erodes procedural safeguards, most notably due process and fair trial. Fewer safeguards would give too much control over Internet services, and even Internet access, to rights holders. In a nutshell, the argument is that if rights holders can unilaterally decide what is right or wrong because of lacking judicial scrutiny, then this will be bad for free speech, the rule of law, and innovation.

Proponents of intensified enforcement point to the cost of infringement, which they estimate to be in the billions. Rights holders, White House and EU representatives also claim large-scale enforcement can be done in accordance with human rights. According to representatives of the rights holders, such as the Movie Picture Association of America (MPAA) and the US Chamber of Commerce, SOPA and ACTA follow the same rules of civil procedure you would find in an ordinary trial. In their view, copyright enforcement targets illegal sites and people that infringe on copyright only and does nothing to harm legal uses of content and Internet users who are not sharing protected content.

Who is right? A crucial part of the answer depends on identifying the actual impact of the new strategies on procedural safeguards. This is an empirical question. Empirical research into large-scale recent enforcement strategies has been limited and tended to focus on individual strategies, rather than on comparative analysis across different strategies and jurisdictions. This dissertation sets out to fill this gap. It presents a comparative empirical study of 22 sanctioning mechanisms from eight enforcement strategies in six countries between 2004 and 2014.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will first unpack the controversial issues around large-scale infringement and enforcement in a bit more detail. This sets up the main research question to be operationalized, studied, and answered in the subsequent chapters. Part of this introductory chapter was first published as an article in the Illinois Journal for Law, Technology and Policy.¹

1.2 New technologies and large-scale copyright infringement

Justin Bieber is one of the biggest and most popular artists of our time. The Canadian star, originally discovered on YouTube in 2007, has won several Grammy awards, attracted over 60 million followers on Twitter, and appeals to audiences worldwide. His success is directly related to his presence on Twitter and, especially, YouTube, where his videos attract millions of views.² YouTube is one of the most popular websites in the world.³ It has become an important cultural medium, reaching well beyond pop stars and their fans. Politicians share their content on the platform, companies build their brands there, and important events are broadcasted live via the site.

Although Justin Bieber has many fans, there are also many people who do not like him. A Google search for the exact phrase “I hate Justin Bieber” brings up hundreds of thousands of results. Among the people who dislike Bieber is a young man with the Internet name ‘iLCreation’. One day, he decided to remove a very large number of Justin Bieber videos from YouTube, including Bieber’s entire official Vevo channel.⁴ This happened relatively easy and quickly. He claimed to own the copyrights on Bieber’s songs and sent notices to YouTube requesting Youtube to take the videos down.⁵ The site complied promptly. Immediately, mobs of teenage girls requested the videos’ reinstatement, with trending topics like “#WEWANTJUSTINBIEBERVEVOBACK”. The videos were back online after some hours.⁶

Notice and takedown, the procedure ‘iLCreation’ used, is a copyright enforcement procedure created to grant rights holders additional tools to protect their content on the Internet. Those tools backfired in this case. It was not the first or last time, either. During U.S. first lady’s Michelle Obama’s speech at the Democratic Convention, her content was flagged as copyright infringement as well,⁷ as was a short NASA video of the Martian Rover landing on Mars.⁸ The list of such examples is seemingly endless, with a long tail that never makes it into the public view.

⁴ Vevo is the official channel recording studios use to present their work to the public.
New copyright enforcement procedures are meant to better protect content on the Internet, but it would have been much more difficult for the original copyright enforcement procedures to backfire in such a way. ‘iLCreation’ would have had to go to either YouTube headquarters or to a judge, state his rights and provide evidence.

How did we end up in this situation? First, and most obvious, our society changed. In a short time, we adopted new information and communications technologies (ICT), which affected communication, culture and economics. Sociologists have argued that our society has changed from an industrial society to an information society or network society.\(^9\) This means we live in a society in which information is an important part of economic, political and cultural life.\(^10\) Historian Adrian Johns claims that information has become one of the most important foundations of the social, economic and cultural order of the 21\(^{\text{st}}\) century. It has, in fact, become such a key commodity that he claims that the economic power of knowledge and imaginative creativity in the 21\(^{\text{st}}\) century is on par with the hegemony of manufacturing in the 19\(^{\text{th}}\) century, and energy in the 20\(^{\text{th}}\) century.\(^11\)

At the heart of this shift is the rise of the Internet. One of the Internet’s most important characteristics is its openness, according to Jonathan Zittrain. He refers to it as the “generative” character of the Internet. Zittrain defines generativity as the “system’s capacity to produce unanticipated change through unfiltered contributions from broad and varied audiences.”\(^12\) The infrastructure and technology underlying the Internet and computers remain constantly evolving and thus free for others to build on and improve upon.\(^13\)

Generative systems are powerful and valuable because they allow for the production of useful things like the Web, but also because they allow a huge number of people to express themselves through speech, art, or code and enable them to work with other people in ways previously impossible.\(^14\) The Internet, like the personal computer (PC), was originally designed to have people build on, expand, and ‘tinker’ with its capabilities. It is exactly this open character that made it initially attractive to large audiences, and made innovations like the World-Wide Web, instant messaging, peer-to-peer networking, Skype, Wikipedia and other innovations possible.\(^15\) There is, of course, a downside to this openness as well. It leaves the Internet vulnerable to problems, like viruses, spam, identity theft and crashes.\(^16\)

The Internet’s openness has also affected cultural production. One of the most important changes is how cultural artifacts are made.\(^17\) Anyone with a PC and an Internet connection can make a movie or record a song, and can distribute it easily. It has brought about radical changes in the organization of information production, such as the rise of peer-

---

\(^10\) According to the International Organization for Standardization and the International Electro Technical Commission, information is defined as “knowledge concerning objects, such as facts, events, things, processes, or ideas, including concepts, that within a certain context has a certain meaning.” Definition taken from ISO/IEC document 2382-1, from 1993.
\(^12\) Zittrain, *The future of the Internet*. P.70.
\(^14\) Zittrain, *The future of the Internet*. P.42.
production like Wikipedia and user-generated content via platforms like YouTube.\textsuperscript{18} The changing information infrastructure has consequences for the underlying economics and regulation. Information business models no longer require high up-front costs and low marginal costs of distribution to reach a wide population and this challenges the old information business models like the mass media model.\textsuperscript{19} Similarly, the openness of the internet has changed the ability to control information flows significantly.

These changes disturb the power balance among actors with competing interests: governments, incumbent companies, new market entrants, intermediaries, users, hackers, et cetera. Different groups try to get control over the new technology. Lessig warned that although cyberspace started out largely free and unregulated, it could potentially be a system of perfect regulation. Governments are intrinsically drawn to this type of control, because it helps to maintain social order. Incumbent companies leverage it to protect profitable business models.\textsuperscript{20} Lessig warns that governments and commerce could band together to construct an architecture that will allow for perfect control and will make highly efficient regulation possible.\textsuperscript{21} This struggle for control has led to numerous tensions in the online world. In his book ‘Code’, Lessig predicted that there would be three main areas of controversy: privacy, free speech and intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{22}

This dissertation focuses on one arena where this power struggle is taking place: intellectual property, and copyright in particular. Copyright has grown to be one of the main legal tools to regulate information flows. According to the World Intellectual Property Organization, copyrights exist “to encourage a dynamic culture, while returning value to creators so they can lead a dignified economic existence, and to provide widespread, affordable access to content for the public.”\textsuperscript{23} These laws apply to creations of the human mind and give the creators property rights over their creations.

There are two types of intellectual property (IP); industrial property, which applies to inventions (broadly speaking), and copyright. The latter applies to artistic creations, like books, music, paintings, sculptures, films and technology-based works such as computer programs and electronic databases. It is said to apply to the form of expression, but not the ideas behind them.\textsuperscript{25} Although copyright is a property right, it is unlike rights to tangible goods and physical property. Intellectual property concerns goods that can be used by an individual or other entity without affecting the ability of anyone else to use that same object.\textsuperscript{26} The marginal costs of producing an additional one of the same are essentially zero.\textsuperscript{27} At the same time, if someone copies a song, it is difficult to prevent further copying. IP is thus said to involve objects that are non-rivalrous (because multiple people can enjoy

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{19} Benkler, The wealth of networks. P.5.
\textsuperscript{22} Lessig, Code, Version 2.0.
\textsuperscript{26} David Easley and Jon Kleinberg, Networks, crowds, and markets: Reasoning about a highly connected world, (Cambridge University Press, 2010). P.784.
\end{flushleft}
the same good) and non-excludable (because it is difficult to prevent others from using the content). Excludable goods are things like private goods. You can prevent other people from entering your car, for example. Physical tokens that hold expressions, like CDs, DVDs, and books, are also excludable.

Intellectual property (IP) rights, like copyright, aim to make expressions legally excludable: they exclude others from reproducing or making the first sale of any token instantiating a type that has been created by the rights holder. This means the author of a book can forbid others from selling a copy of his story without paying him royalties (according to the law, in the case of non-digital books—at least the first sale of the particular token expressing his story—used books and other media may be sold without paying royalties). Copyright protection is not absolute; it is limited in scope and time, while certain (fair use) exceptions are allowed if they benefit the general good, like exceptions for educational purposes or parody.

Today, national copyright laws have been standardized to some extent through international and regional agreements such as the Berne Convention and the European copyright directives. This Berne convention was succeeded in 1967 with the establishment of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) by treaty as an agency of the United Nations. Copyright is now largely recognized as a fundamental principle in western society. It has been included in the Universal declaration of human rights, and has been incorporated in the international Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural rights. It has been standardized more or less through other international treaties, regional agreements and legislation. The WTO agreement on trade related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS) is an international agreement that lays down minimum standards of intellectual property protection. Becoming a member of the WTO requires ratification of this TRIPS agreement. So countries that want to be part of the world economy have to recognize and enforce copyrights.

New Internet-based technologies have undermined the protection of copyright on cultural products. Digitalization changed the economics and character of reproduction, and dramatically lowered the traditional and economic boundaries to infringe on copyrights.

---

30 Lehman, Intellectual property and the national information infrastructure. P.64. P. 90.
33 Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights says that ‘(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits, and (2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.’
34 Article 15 states that: ‘1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone: (a) To take part in cultural life; (b) To enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications; (c) To benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author, 2. The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for the conservation, the development and the diffusion of science and culture, 3. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to respect the freedom indispensable for scientific research and creative activity, 4. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the benefits to be derived from the encouragement and development of international contacts and co-operation in the scientific and cultural fields.’
35 Lessig, Free culture. P.51.
made copying information easy and inexpensive and decoupled information from its medium (the physical entity or token carrying it). Networked devices allow for the inexpensive distribution and reproduction of those digitized files. At the click of a mouse, perfect copies could be searched for and sent to the other side of the world.

As digitization and the Internet facilitated content reproduction and distribution, it also facilitated infringement on a large scale. Copyright infringement rose rapidly with Napster and the rise of peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing. P2P file sharing allowed users to swap MP3 files, thereby bypassing traditional music business models, causing massive copyright infringement in the process. One of the groundbreaking features of P2P file sharing is that it, like the Internet, scales well. Instead of relying on one central server to distribute content to users, P2P decentralizes distribution to its users, which prevents the costs of hosting network congestion, and increases the volume of content that can be shared. The only centralized control of Napster was a central index server that allowed users to search for content.

After Napster was sued, similar programs quickly followed that allowed for the same level of copyright infringement and further decentralized the file sharing architecture, like Grokster, KaZaA, Morpheus, Limewire and eventually BitTorrent, the most sophisticated P2P file sharing protocol. After that, BitTorrent followed, the most sophisticated P2P file sharing protocol so far.

According to industry reports, P2P file-sharing platforms were adopted on a massive scale. According to PC Pitstop and BigChampagne, 220 million PC’s worldwide had P2P applications installed in 2008. BitTorrent, specifically, had 100 million regular users worldwide. According to some reports, two thirds of BitTorrent traffic consists of copyright infringing material.

File sharing has also grown via other means, mainly through HTTP. This is largely due to the rise of content on demand systems, like YouTube, Megavideo, Dailymotion and Netflix (also called ‘Web 2.0’ services), the rise of social media like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, and the move towards ‘cyber lockers,’ like Rapidshare and Megaupload. Those large cyber lockers and streaming sites like Rapidshare generated 32 million daily visits, whilst megavideo.com and megaupload.com each generated 14 million daily visits.

According to the research agency Envisional, in 2010, 23.76% of all (non-pornographic) Internet traffic worldwide was infringing. Other research estimates the percentage of users engaged in copyright infringement online between 15-45%. This means

39 Bridy, “Is Online Copyright Enforcement Scalable?” P.700-703.
44 Pornography was left out of the results as it is difficult to establish whether pornography online is copyright protected or not.
millions of users infringe on copyright online. In terms of types of content, users access music, video, games, books, photos, software and other files.

While copyright infringement has happened on such a large scale, it has been difficult to estimate the exact effects on the market for entertainment. There is no scientific consensus about how to synthesize the fragmented empirical evidence of the effects. There has been an enormous amount of research, which has been interpreted to draw a great number of different, sometimes contradictory, conclusions. Consulting firm Considerati has summarized a wealth of these studies. While some studies find no effect or a net positive effect, the majority of economic studies suggest copyright infringement has a negative influence on legal sales.

In the mean time, the market has been adapting to the changes. It seems to be doing well in some areas, and worse in others. The changes showed that business models in the entertainment industry could no longer rely on the industry’s ability to retain exclusive control over distribution through physical channels. At the same time, Napster and the advent of P2P sharing not only undermined the traditional business model, but also showed the potential benefits of digital distribution. It potentially allows for more direct contact between creators and consumers, and allows for changing the role of ‘middlemen.’ It reduces some costs, like distribution, but it can also create new costs, like the need for online advertising.

In response, new business models have arisen. For music distribution, this includes a la carte services like iTunes, that sell individual files in digital form, and subscription services like Spotify, which requires users to pay a monthly fee for full access to streaming content (Spotify also offers a free subscription with advertisements and certain access restrictions). The movie industry saw the emergence of similar subscription services, like NetFlix, the popular movie streaming service, and services where people can receive a movie file that they can access for only a limited time, like Movielink. Modern technology allows for more personal video recording, like ReplayTV and TiVo, which has been undermining the revenue model for TV, which is mainly based on advertising and subscription. Books switched to eBooks, which mainly follow the same business model, and are strengthened by new distribution tools. Some of these books are protected by DRM. So far, however, we have not seen a massive shift to eBooks, mainly, some authors suggest, because the reading experience is not the same. Other print media rely on advertising, and the switch to the Internet has meant increased competition for advertising revenue. Paper media occasionally switches to an online subscription model, like the New York Times has done.

### 1.3 The challenge for enforcement

Although the market has shifted and seems to be doing well in some areas, rights holders have understandably focused on the losses to their business models. Rights holders have

sought to increase enforcement of copyright via gaining more control over the technologies through which their content is distributed.

One way to prevent Internet users from downloading copyrighted content without paying is, for example, through technological locks like ‘digital rights management’ (DRM). DRM makes digital works harder to copy, or can make it easier to ensure payment for copying.50

Apart from those technological ways, rights holders, sometimes in collaboration with governments, have developed new enforcement strategies through new and existing laws. A key problem that rights holders were trying to solve was scale. This has created a variety of new strategies to scale up enforcement. These can be categorized into four groups – see Table 1.1. We briefly discuss each of the four types of strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enforcement strategies</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target demand side</td>
<td>Targeting end users through law suits and settlement requests</td>
<td>Graduated response procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target supply side</td>
<td>Criminal cases against large suppliers /(DRM)</td>
<td>Notice and takedown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: four groups of enforcement strategies

(1) Strategies that target the demand for infringing content (end-users) directly on a large scale by aiming for settlements instead of actual lawsuits. Private players, like rights holders or their representatives, sue end users.

In the US, the music industry and lawfirms have targeted thousands of people. Specialized law firms threaten users with lawsuits on the basis of their IP address. The goal of these warning letters is not to actually make it to court, but to generate quick settlements. For example, The US copyright group (DC area firm of Dunlap, Grubb & Weaver) has filed thousands of lawsuits on behalf of independent film makers.51 In Germany, each year hundreds of thousands of file sharers are sent letters by law firms requesting copyright payments for illegal downloading. According to one lawyer defending recipients of such letters, half a million of those letters were sent in 2011 and about 250,000 were sent in 2012. The letters request payments of between 300 and 1,500 Euros. By going after quick settlements rather than court cases, the costs of sanctioning infringers has gone down.52

There is a special term used to describe this strategy in Germany, namely ‘Abmahnwahn’ (warning letter madness). Numerous firms are engaged in this practice.53 A new law has

50 I. Trotter Hardy, Project looking forward. P.69-70.
made the requested payment only 150 Euros. The idea behind that legislative change is to protect consumers.

(2) Strategies that target end-users indirectly through the introduction of graduated response procedures. These procedures use a system of increasingly severe sanctions for each infringement to deter users, often starting with a warning letter and ending with Internet disconnection or fines as the ultimate sanction for repeat infringers. These procedures require intermediaries in the administration of sanctions.

In countries like France, New Zealand, Taiwan, South Korea, and the UK, graduated response systems have been introduced. There are some differences between the ways the system is implemented in each country. For example, the French system is legislative in nature, with a public authority administering the system. In Ireland, the whole system is private and implemented by an ISP (Eircom). In the US, rights holders and ISPs agreed to a memorandum of understanding, with provisions that lay down a privately administered graduated response system.

(3) Strategies that target the supply side directly by taking down or filtering complete websites that offer infringing content. Governmental parties often carry out these procedures, through criminal procedures.

The Court in Sweden sentenced four of The Pirate Bay representatives to one in year in jail, and damages of 2.7 million Euros for assistance in making copyright protected content available and providing means. Meanwhile, a Hong Kong court of appeals sentenced a user to three months in prison for uploading three movies to a P2P site. The focus now seems to be on fighting infringement on a commercial scale by introducing criminal penalties. The proposed ACTA (article 23(1)) treaty contained provisions on this for example.

Private players sued P2P search engines, cyber lockers, Usenet forums and websites that link to content. In some cases, lawsuits were unsuccessful, and websites offering content like YouTube were allowed to keep doing business. But in other cases, those

---


56 ‘Loi favorisant la diffusion et la protection de la création sur Internet,’ also referred to as the HADOPI law, 13 May 2009.

57 Copyright infringing file sharing amendment act 2011, 18 April 2011.

58 Internet Service Provider Liability Limitation Bill 2009, 21 April 2009.

59 Copyright Act 1959 Article 133-2 and Article 133-3.

60 Digital economy act 2010 C.24.


63 A massive torrent indexing website.

64 Geiger, “Challenges for the Enforcement of Copyright in the Online World,” P.3.

65 Geiger, “Challenges for the Enforcement of Copyright in the Online World,” P.3.


67 Jessica Litman, "Sharing and stealing." Hastings communications and entertainment law journal 27 (2004). P.3 and: See MGM v. Grokster, 380 F.3d 1154 (9th Cir. 2004); A&M v. Napster, 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001); In re Aimster, 334 F.3d 643 (7th Cir. 2003)
websites ceased to exist. The goal of these lawsuits was to put the website out of business, take it down, or change it completely. For example they have tried to sue the Internet service providers that enable consumers to trade files.\(^6^8\)

Governments have also targeted supply directly, mostly through criminal lawsuits. The US Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) launched ‘Operation in Our Sites’ and seized hundreds of domains in the US, often in cooperation with rights holders. Operators of large websites and cyber lockers are prosecuted for criminal copyright infringement. This is what happened to Megaupload, whose sites were seized.\(^6^9\)

(4) Strategies that target the supply side indirectly by taking down infringing content through intermediaries. This involves Notice-and-takedown procedures, where under threat of legal action, intermediaries are asked to take down certain content of their platform. This can potentially scale quite well, by automated mechanisms for detecting infringing content and issuing takedown requests. This raises the question, however, of what safeguards are in place for users that upload content from mistaken or disputed takedowns, such as the cases of Justin Bieber and Michelle Obama that were discussed earlier in this chapter. There can be consequences for repeat infringers here too: YouTube blocks users from uploading, if they have received too many warnings. Given that some of these user channels are serious businesses in their own right, generating millions in revenue, mistaken or disputable sanctions are potentially harmful.

Notice and notice also falls under this category. In Canada, this means that ISPs forward notices from rights holders to users when those users host or share infringing content. However, ISPs do not reveal contact details of their subscribers or take action afterwards.\(^7^1\)

1.4 The stakes on both sides

Infringement is illegal and widely disapproved. This does not automatically mean, however, that all forms of enforcement are merited and justified. Some authors are concerned that the new enforcement strategies are disproportionately costly to society. These concerns are articulated in the context of different discussions.

The first discussions focuses on the expanded reach of enforcement by the extended application of copyright itself and by technological protection measures. In 1790, only maps, charts and books were covered by copyright, but this has greatly expanded. It only focused on the right to publish, and forbade republishing by others.\(^7^2\) It first only regulated publishers, but now also covers users, and authors, because they also make copies and can also distribute.\(^7^3\) This has put pressure on the first sale doctrine. Originally, a user would be free to do anything with a purchased work, but now rights holders would still be able to
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control their work, as copies are being made for use. So the law now controls the creativity of everyone, not just of commercial enterprises.

Other discussions focused on technological regulation like DRM. In his book *Code*, Lessig has brought forward that regulation through technology could pose serious risks, as they disregard fair use. The private parties imposing DRM have not been democratically elected and can now steer our behavior online, as much as the law can do. Ian Hickson says DRM was intended to provide leverage for content creators against creators of playback devices. It is an extra measure of control.

Increasingly, the discussion has shifted to procedural safeguards. Technologists, academics and civil society organizations, like the Electronic Frontier Foundation, argue that scaled-up enforcement will be bad for human rights and other public values because it erodes procedural safeguards, most notably due process and fair trial. Safeguards prevent mistrial and abuse of the law. These guarantees are laid down in a number of international treaties and national constitutions, and require for example the right to have a fair hearing, certain standards of evidence, the presumption of innocence, some rights to legal assistance, transparency, oversight, accountability and appeals.

Bridy names this as one of the main challenges to copyright: notice and takedown scaled up well to deal with large-scale instances of infringement, but sometimes at the cost of procedural safeguards. She mentions that thus far, copyright holders and governments have looked towards enforcement initiatives that could scale as well for other forms of copyright infringement, like through peer to peer channels. These new enforcement initiatives could be the graduated response procedure, but she warns that in some cases this could put pressure on procedural safeguards like due process and fair trial.

One of the ways this tension arises is because enforcement is delegated to private players, like ISPs, to decrease costs and make it less time consuming. According to Elizabeth Thornburg, this is problematic because they are not legally obligated to guarantee the same procedural safeguards as a judge would. She also writes that they are biased towards corporate repeat players, which in this case refers to the rights holders and their representatives. Those graduated response procedures also rely on procedures outside of ordinary courts. According to Lilian Edwards, “only this way it can scale to deal with thousands or even millions of file sharers.” The special UN rapporteur on free speech has expressed similar concerns. Similarly, Hugenholtz warns that the gradual displacement of civil law remedies by mechanisms of self-imposed enforcement gives reason for concern, because they potentially affect fundamental freedoms of the citizens subscribing to the
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Internet – notably, rights of due process, freedom of expression and information and right to privacy.\(^\text{83}\)

Yochai Benkler warns that this is a trend: “copyright maximalists” try to create new pressure points that will allow them to more easily enforce copyright “without having to go to the trouble of identifying specific infringements or proving anything to a court.” Benkler argues that the industry perceives copyright laws as “too balanced” for their taste, and that they wanted to replace traditional copyright law, as balanced by courts, with the unilateral power to shut down whole websites suspected of aiding piracy, he writes.\(^\text{84}\)

**Free speech, privacy and safeguards**

One of the reasons why safeguards could be important is because of their relation with free speech. Free speech is important in democratic society. It serves an instrumental value, that democratic progress and the pursuit of truth and knowledge is based on open discussion,\(^\text{85}\) and protects against tyranny,\(^\text{86}\) and has intrinsic value in itself to enable flourishing.\(^\text{87}\) Free speech is however not absolute, there are restrictions. Some false speech can limit the pursuit of truth and knowledge,\(^\text{88}\) or cause harm. Meanwhile, other values may be more important.\(^\text{89}\)

Volokh argues that in the US, copyright is just like any other speech restriction, and should therefore be treated as such: there should be strict judicial review, and authorities should be cautious when restraining speech in advance. He argues that the specific boundaries of whether speech falls in an unprotected category are notoriously hard to define. Merely describing the categories of speech that are unprotected is not sufficient; Courts must independently review judgments to see whether or not certain speech is protected.\(^\text{90}\)

Volokh argues that similar scrutiny should apply to copyright as this restricts speech as well. Copyright law restricts you from “writing, singing, painting, or otherwise communicating what you please.”\(^\text{91}\) Copyright law regulates expressions. They give the creator or an author of an expression the exclusive right to copy, distribute and adapt certain expressions for a period of time, after which the expression reverts to the public domain. Ideas, the information behind the expression, are free.\(^\text{92}\) It also regulates software. Essentially copyright and freedom of expression regulate the same thing: expressions. Expressions that aren’t covered by copyright, are covered by free speech protection. There is, according to Volokh, no reason to treat copyright different from any other speech restriction.\(^\text{93}\) Therefore, he argues, safeguards in copyright disputes are important.

\(^{88}\) Schauer, *Free speech*. P.17 and P.33.
\(^{89}\) Schauer, *Free speech*.
\(^{90}\) Volokh and McDonnell, “Freedom of Speech and Independent Review in Copyright Cases,” P.2436
\(^{91}\) Volokh and McDonnell, “Freedom of Speech and Independent Review in Copyright Cases,” P.2433
\(^{92}\) Lessig, *Free culture*. P.64
Connected to that argument is the point made by some critics that it would be bad to give a limited group of players, whether governmental or corporate, a lot of control over what happens in the public sphere without mechanisms for judicial scrutiny. It could hamper people from taking part in the meaning making process and social dialogue that is central to liberal democracy.94

Privacy is also important in this context. It can be considered as a legal right connected to due process of law (a safeguard), but also as a value in itself, growing in importance because of technological developments. Because of this, it deserves special attention. Privacy rights protect us from the unlawful interference in our private life by other parties (typically, but not exclusively, the state), unless there are compelling reasons to do so. Privacy rights extend to family, home, possessions, communications, reputation, and honor.95 New technologies have made privacy breaches incredibly easy, even where it concerns the most personal human behaviors. Privacy protects us from harm and is an essential aspect of our autonomy.96 Moor argues that privacy is also an expression of another core value: security. Societies have become larger, more interactive, and less intimate. We therefore need protection from strangers with potentially bad intentions. Especially in a culture that is highly computerized.97

Copyright enforcement potentially impacts privacy in at least two ways; increased surveillance and the loss of anonymity.98 Some imply a tradeoff exists between fundamental rights and copyright. In fact, it has brought Pirate party head Christian Engstrom to say that “As long as there are ways for citizens to communicate in private, they will be used to share copyrighted materials.”99

Opponents of enforcement point to mistakes in large-scale enforcement

NGOs, like the European Digital Rights initiative (EDRi) and the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), have repeatedly pointed towards mistakes made during large-scale enforcement. The EFF has pointed towards problems with the detection of copyright infringement online,100 which led to the takedown of book reports,101 academic expressions and public domain films.102 In similar fashion, sites like Torrentfreak highlight other

98 Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style".
abberations. It reported, for example, that the makers of the movie Hurt Locker sued 24,583 people. One of them was a dead man. Another was a hockey stadium. Other rights holders filed a John Doe lawsuit against a blind man for downloading pornography. And when seven record labels sued Sarah Ward based on just KaZaA screenshots and Comcast’s disclosure of her name and address in response to a subpoena, it turned out the accused only had an old Macintosh computer incapable of running KaZaA software. Techdirt repeatedly blogs about these cases, like when a photographer put one of his photos on his own website, and that photo was taken down for copyright infringement. A study by the University of Washington in 2008 revealed that the methods used by anti-piracy companies meant that any user can be framed for copyright infringement today, even if they do not have P2P. The researchers could generate DMCA takedown notices for printers.

Critics of the new enforcement strategies also point to rights holders who, in their view, have abused copyright for financial and other reasons. They repeatedly write about abuse by, for example, politicians, governments, companies, and the church of Scientology. The most extreme example of abuse is that terrorists used a DMCA claim to get the identity of an anti-Islamic YouTuber to threaten him.

According to these groups, these examples of negative side effects of large-scale enforcement are symptomatic of a larger problem: the lack of safeguards threatens other

values. Techdirt has repeatedly\(^{115}\) asserted that some copyright enforcement procedures lack due process.\(^{116}\) That is why they view many of these strategies as disproportional.

NGOs have therefore lobbied for more user rights. Art. 19, a global civil society group for freedom of expression has in the past appealed for a notice and takedown regime involving judicial review.\(^{117}\) In the debates on the e-commerce directive in the EU on the role of intermediaries in copyright enforcement, EDRi warned that an increased role for intermediaries jeopardized due process and other human rights.\(^{118}\) La Quadrature du Net, a French digital rights NGO, calls the French HADOPI law a defeat for the rule of law, in particular because of its erosion of due process rights and the presumption of innocence.\(^{119}\) During EU discussions on the Telecoms package, which included increased pressure by rights holders to include stringent enforcement mechanisms like graduated response, La Quadrature lobbied extensively for the inclusion of procedural safeguards (which would come to be known as ‘amendment 138’).\(^{120}\) The EFF warned against the adoption of graduated response procedures for due process reasons, after the French constitutional court had struck down the first HADOPI law for delegating Internet access control to non-judicial authorities.\(^{121}\)

An additional argument by EDRi is that having little safeguards would be bad for legal certainty, also in the market.\(^{122}\) Barriers to entry and transaction costs are higher because of legal uncertainty. It is often unclear which rights have to be cleared, and who the actual rights owners are. For amateurs, failing to do so could result in massive fines.\(^{123}\)

**Proponents of more enforcement point to societal costs of infringement**

The industries in turn argue that they cannot innovate without having adequate protection of their rights. Proponents of intensified enforcement point to the cost of infringement, which they estimate to be in the billions. Bridy for example mentions that the language used by the copyright industries has been effective at framing infringement as a large-scale problem, and this language has seeped through the debates and case law. Copyright infringement happens on a “massive scale,” costs “billions of dollars” and “countless


\(^{123}\) Lessig, *Free culture.*
jobs.” The RIAA (Recording industry association of America) refers to illegal downloading as “stealing.” The MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America) strongly encourages everyone to protect and enforce intellectual property rights. Section 1.3 already described the costs associated with infringement and in following chapter we will come back to the academic discussion on this topic.

Michael O’Leary, of the Movie Picture Association of America (MPAA), in a testimony for the House Judiciary Committee on the proposed SOPA law, said that the new law was about saving jobs. He also mentioned the amount of jobs supported by this industry. The deputy trade representative also said of new initiatives like the ACTA treaty, that “We believe that ACTA will help protect the intellectual property that is essential to American jobs in innovative and creative industries.”

One of the obstacles rights holders face is a lack of public support for regulation and enforcement. Some write that this is because citizens have no direct personal interest in the protection that copyright offers. They will not be entitled to remuneration on the basis of their creative expression. Citizens do feel an intrusion into their personal freedoms through enforcement. Meanwhile, public support for copyright is further diminished by the image that these norms only serve large companies, like Disney and Universal.

Rights holders have sought to make clear that infringement is intrinsically wrong and harmful. They have tried to shift the norms in this debate. According to Alain d’Astous, associations and recording companies have turned to a number of communication strategies to convince consumers not to engage in piracy behavior. First of all, they have tried to show that there are negative personal consequences tied to piracy. By suing individual users, they have shown that pirating music on the web can get you into trouble with the law. They view regulation and litigation as part of an ‘education’ campaign. According to RIAA lawyer Cary Sherman, "Enforcement is a tough love form of education." They also aim to make warning and education part of the graduated response procedure in the US.

**Proponents of enforcement claim it can be done in accordance with human rights**

Rights holders, the White House and EU representatives also claim intensified enforcement can be done in accordance with human rights. During the debates on recent proposals like SOPA and ACTA, rights holders like the MPAA and the US Chamber of Commerce claim they follow the same rules of civil procedure you would find in an ordinary trial. In their view,
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Copyright enforcement targets illegal sites and people that infringe on copyright only and does nothing to harm legal uses of content and Internet users who are not sharing protected content.

Steven Tepp, a lawyer with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, a U.S. lobby group supporting more copyright enforcement procedures says that opponents of enforcement are constantly misleading and scaring people to make their point. He says that opponents engage in scare tactics and that every targeted site under SOPA will be offered due process.

The U.S. Copyright Office supports legislation like SOPA, calling it an essential tool in combating infringement. Maria Pallante, the director of the Office, stated that combating infringement "requires all key members of the online ecosystem, including service providers, search engines, payment processors, and advertising networks, to play a role in protecting copyright interests -- an approach I endorse... In my view, such tools are essential to stopping the economic devastation caused by rogue websites..." And: "there will be times when blocking access to websites may be the only quick and effective course of action and that providing this tool to the Attorney General is therefore a critical part of the equation. Likewise, I believe that search engines should be fully within the reach of the Attorney General and should be ordered in appropriate circumstances to dismantle direct hyperlinks that send unwitting consumers to rogue websites."

It is "beyond troubling to hear hyperbolic charges that this bill will open the floodgates to government censorship," said Rep. Mel Watt, a North Carolina Democrat, during a House Judiciary committee hearing.

On SOPA, the MPA has said in a testimony before congress, that it is narrowly defined to target only rogue websites, not the legitimate ones. They also explicitly mention that sufficient rules of due process would apply. They say “in fact, it provides foreign-based sites with exactly the same procedural protections afforded U.S. citizens under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This includes requiring prosecutors to notify the site and its registrants or owners of their intent to act under the bill, and to notify any intermediary that may be ordered by the court to discontinue providing services to that site. As such, domain name owners or site operators would have every right to defend themselves in court should they choose to."

They also mention that: “equally strict standards would apply in cases where a content owner seeks to act to prevent online theft by a rogue site. Contrary to wild assertions bandied about by those who oppose this legislation, H.R. 3261 does not give content owners the power to shut down websites. The bill sets out a new voluntary notification process that encourages private, out-of-court solutions as the preferred means to efficiently and effectively protect against the enormous losses that result from content theft. Indeed, the bill contains provisions that will provide immunity for voluntary action against sites dedicated to the theft of U.S. property or sites that endanger public health. At the same time, the bill preserves the ability of rights holders to seek limited injunctive relief
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in the courts against a rogue website if intermediaries choose not to take action against a website. Rights holders must clearly show, as they would under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65, that immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result in the absence of timely action. Content owners that file frivolous or unsupported claims could face damages, including costs and attorneys fees.”

This reasoning also surfaces for other new enforcement procedures. On graduated response, rights holders assert that the real mitigation measures have judicial scrutiny, and that the other measures do not have the same amount of scrutiny but that this is reasonable because they are about education first.

On ACTA, the deputy trade representative of the White House says: “ACTA recognizes the importance of online privacy, freedom of expression and due process, and calls on signatories to protect these values in the course of complying with the Agreement.” In Europe, some blame the media for simplifying the copyright enforcement provisions in the ACTA Treaty. They claim that the treaty would not rewrite the rules of liability. European Commissioner Karel de Gucht has said: “ACTA is not an attack on our liberties, it is a defense of our livelihoods. This is because we do not have to modify any part of our internal legislation, the so-called acquis communautaire. What is legal today in the European Union will remain legal once ACTA is ratified. And what is illegal today will still remain illegal with ACTA,” (..) “Nothing changes in the eyes of the law. And since our freedoms are not threatened by our current laws, our freedoms will not be threatened by ACTA.”

1.5 Research question

Who is right? To offer policymakers guidance on this question, this dissertation aims to make an empirical contribution to the academic and policy literature through a comparative empirical study of the effects of large-scale enforcement on procedural safeguards. The need for a more empirical basis for the debate is widely recognized. In 2013, the US National Research Council released a report on the status quo of research on copyright policy at the time. In it, they identified new avenues for research. Among other things, they called for more empirical data and research on the enforcement of copyrights.

Previous research that explored this avenue has focused on a specific copyright enforcement procedure. For example, there has been research on the practice of notice and
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takedown in the U.S.\textsuperscript{143} These studies have been incorporated in the chapters dealing with specific enforcement procedures.

The contribution of this dissertation is empirical, rather than performing legal analysis. The case studies refer to legal analyses to provide the legal background of enforcement procedures, but the research does not intend to propose new legal interpretations.

All empirical research is bounded in time. The empirical part of this research has been conducted between 2004 and 2014. This unfortunately, but inevitably, means that some of the very recent empirical work is not included in the case studies, such as those on the practical application of enforcement procedures\textsuperscript{144} and a comparative study of several enforcement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{145}

With its focus, this research adds to existing studies by providing empirical evidence of the practical effects on procedural safeguards of eight enforcement strategies in six countries, providing a uniquely broad comparative perspective and shedding light on the empirical reality of copyright enforcement and the relationship between scale, severity and safeguards. This brings us to the following overall research question:

\begin{quote}
“How does large-scale copyright enforcement on the Internet influence procedural safeguards like due process and fair trial, what are its costs and its effectiveness, and what do these findings imply for public policy?”
\end{quote}

To answer these questions, the study has been divided in two parts. The first part provides the background against which this research has been done and operationalizes the question into an empirical research design. The second part offers the empirical work through case studies and synthesizes the main findings into an answer to the research question.

Part I will first describe infringement (chapter 2). The main problem copyright enforcement strategies try to solve is that of rampant copyright infringement. How big is this problem? Rights holders have proceeded to frame the problem as large-scale, but what exactly constitutes large-scale? If enforcement strategies target specific behavior, how is copyright infringement currently taking place? What does research say about the damages of copyright infringement? It will then describe enforcement procedures (chapter 3).

Copyright enforcement strategies might influence different variables, but how do copyright enforcement strategies differ? Afterwards it will describe the theoretical framework and research design (chapter 4). Although the discussion on deterrence, costs and safeguards is done in the political and public debate, what theoretical predictions can be made on these relations? How can we best evaluate these claims?

Part II will describe the empirical research. Two cases deal with the direct pursuit of file sharers in the US and the UK (chapters 5 and 6). Two cases deal with graduated response procedures in France and Ireland (chapter 7 and 8). Two cases deal with notice and takedown procedures as applied by Google and in the Netherlands (chapter 9 and 10). Two
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cases will describe procedures aimed directly at the supply of infringing content in the US and in Spain (chapter 11 and 12). Chapter 13 will provide the analysis and discussion, followed by limitations to this research, a summary and bibliography.
PART I: BACKGROUND
2. LARGE-SCALE INFRINGEMENT

2.1 Introduction to this chapter

This chapter shows how new Internet-based technologies have undermined the protection of copyright on entertainment products and how these technologies have facilitated large-scale copyright infringement. It will show that there are multiple ways through which users can infringe on copyrights online. After that, the chapter will show that there are different actors involved.

The chapter will then go into the scale of infringement. What constitutes large-scale? The chapter will show how infringement currently happens on a large scale. It will show the different incentives for infringement. Although infringement has happened on a large scale, the exact effect on the entertainment market is unclear. In a segment on the economic impact of infringement, the chapter will show that the market has adapted to some changes and seems to be doing well in some areas.

2.2 Copyright infringement

Copyright is infringed when the exclusive rights copyrights grant are exercised without permission of the copyright holder while the limitations included in copyright law don’t apply. Copyrights give the creator or author of an expression a set of exclusive rights, which can be categorized in two dimensions: Moral rights give the author the right to take actions to maintain the personal link between himself and the work. Economic rights allow the author or rights owner the rights to reap financial benefits from his creations.146

Copyright protection is however not absolute; it is subject to numerous limitations to benefit the general public. First of all, the protection is not extended to certain categories of work. For example, in most countries no copyright protection is granted to laws and court decisions. Another limitation is that certain free uses are allowed, like quoting from copyright protected works, use of protected works in education, or use for news reporting. In some countries there are laws that allow for free reproduction, if the work is only for personal, private and non-commercial use. In the US, copyrights are regulated in such a way that they balance individual rights (the right of the author) with societal rights or the ‘general good’, such as the value of free information. That is why fair use and fair dealing are permitted as they benefit the public, without sacrificing the creators’ rights. This also allows the use of works without the authorization of the rights holder, limited to some requirements. In Europe there is no broad exception like fair use, but a category of exceptions that sums up uses that are allowed. Although the roots of the exceptions differ, they are broadly similar in practice.147

A somewhat different limitation is the use of non-voluntary licensing. This means that in some cases third parties can use the work of creators without their authorization, but only if those third parties pay compensation.148
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Copyrights exist from the moment of expression. Originally, registration was required, but legislators reversed this provision in 1978. Copyrights last for a long time. The duration is provided for in national law, but it is generally 50 years after the death of an author. Some countries, like the US, have extended the term to 70 years after the death of an author.\textsuperscript{149}

Another limitation is what is referred to as the ‘first sale doctrine,’ this means that a copyright owner never has complete control over all possible uses of his work.\textsuperscript{150} If you buy a book, it is not up to the author to decide how many times you read it, and whether you choose to read the last chapter first. The rights cover only the first sales of the tokens containing the expression, and protect against appropriation of the types for all but a limited number of uses.

Moral rights always belong to the original author of the work, but economic rights can be transferred. This happens through assignment, which means the ownership of the rights is transferred, or through licensing, which means the rights owner transfer the performance of acts for a specific period of time and for a specific purpose. After transfer, the original owner of the right can collect royalties, a payment based on the use by the third party. Licensing can take the form of the collective administration of rights, which means a single entity gains the exclusive licenses from authors and other rights holders, so it can act on their behalf in for example collecting remuneration, or in preventing or detecting infringement.\textsuperscript{151}

Related rights are copyright-like rights, and are the rights granted to protect the legal interests of certain persons and legal entities that contribute to the creation of works or making the work available to the public. This means they protect performers, broadcasting organizations, or producers of phonograms. Related rights are similar to copyright, and for example allow related rights holders the right to prevent communication to the public without consent, usually last for a shorter period of time (20 years after the recording is made or the performance took place for example), and are also subject to limitations.\textsuperscript{152}

In summary, copyright infringement means that the copyright protected work is used without authorization or license by the rights holder, which means reproducing the work (copying), performing, distributing it, public performance, broadcasting or communication to the public, translation into other languages or making derivative works without consent, or without falling under one of the exceptions or fair use provisions specified in national copyright law.\textsuperscript{153}

\subsection*{2.3 The Internet facilitates copyright infringement}

Internet-based technologies have undermined the protection of copyright on cultural products. Copyright infringement through new technologies is off course nothing new. People were copying music illegally since the 1960s using cassette tapes and in the 1980’s by videotaping to copy broadcasts and movies. Yet Internet piracy is by far the biggest challenge to existing industries. It grew massively in the mid 1990’s because of affordable CD burners and the Internet in conjunction with digitalization (in particular the mp3 file format
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for compressing digital music).\textsuperscript{154} Piracy started in the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) groups, where users could communicate in private.\textsuperscript{155}

According to the ‘digital dilemma’, a report prepared by the Computer Science and Telecommunications Board and the USA National Research Council, new technologies put pressure on copyright in a number of ways. In particular, three technological innovations altered the way we access and use information: digitalization, the incredible growth of computer networks, and the creation of the World Wide Web.

Analog technology records sound waves or video waves in their original form, and translates them into electronic pulses. Digital technology samples the analog wave, and turns that wave into numbers that are stored in a digital device. This video or audio data are translated in a series of “1”s and “0”s. This provides many benefits: it is easier to store and compress information. An analog CD allows for around 74-80 minutes of music, whereas a CD that contains MP3 files\textsuperscript{156} that can be played on a computer allows for around 480 minutes of mp3 music.\textsuperscript{157} Copying digital information is easy and inexpensive. A digital copy can be as good as its original, so having access to digital information can assure perfect reproduction of an infinite number of copies.\textsuperscript{158}

This development liberated information from its physical carrier or medium. It means that information can flow through networks without the need for a physical entity or token to carry that information.\textsuperscript{159} This put pressure on business models that depended on the sale of those tokens, which were an important source of income in the music (CDs) and movie business (DVDs).

Networks connect our computers, and allow for rapid and inexpensive distribution and reproduction of information. This also lowers the barriers for piracy. Getting access to information means that it can be freely distributed to an unlimited amount of people connected to the network.\textsuperscript{160} Distribution happens through the click of a mouse and can reach the outskirts of the world within seconds.\textsuperscript{161}

Consequently, the web provides the infrastructure on which computers can exchange, organize and publish information. This information can in turn be scanned for information of interest, and more information can be put on the web.\textsuperscript{162} The web also makes the tools for replication and distribution available to all users.\textsuperscript{163} This has consequences for traditional modes of business, as it allows for more direct contact between creators and consumers, and allows for the cutting out of ‘middlemen’. It strips some costs, like distribution costs, but it can also create new costs, like online advertising.\textsuperscript{164}
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According to Lessig, it was originally also difficult to regulate the Internet, because to regulate constituents, “you need to know (1) who someone is, (2) where they are, and (3) what they’re doing. But because of the way the Internet was originally designed (..), there was no simple way to know (1) who someone is, (2) where they are, and (3) what they’re doing. Thus, as life moved onto (this version of) the Internet, the regulability of that life decreased. The architecture of the space—at least as it was—rendered life in this space less regulable.”  

This applies directly to copyright: If a user infringes on copyrights, enforcing them requires that rights holders can identify the infringing user that is infringing, and that they can take the social context of content access or use into account. It is almost impossible to identify whether use falls under ‘plain use’, copyright exceptions or the fair use clause. The first sale doctrine can also not apply, as selling a digital good once, makes it available for everyone else, because of its digital nature.  

The worldwide web adds additional problems by being worldwide. Copyright infringement can transcend national boundaries, so it is sometimes unclear which jurisdiction applies to a case. Furthermore, all countries have different perceptions of laws, views and culture with regards to information and copyright.  

Apart from those technological innovations, the widespread adaptation of those new technologies as a part of everyday life added to the increasing pressure on copyright. The Internet has grown at an incredible rate. It has doubled in size every fourteen months, since its conception approximately forty years ago. A growth rate like that can lead to scaling problems, but the founders of the Internet solved this by decentralizing the transmission and distribution of data as packets through the entire network. This makes data transmission more efficient, carried out by each machine in the network, instead of flowing through one central hub, like in the case of the original telephone.  

Digitalization changed the economics and character of reproduction, and dramatically lowered the traditional and economic boundaries to infringe on copyrights, and the worldwide Internet and its rapid adoption made spreading this information easy. This changed the economics of piracy: as a cost structure, copyright works have high sunk development costs and low costs of reproduction and dissemination. ICT lowers costs of reproduction and dissemination. The costs of creating new works also fall, but not as much.  

Although initially mainly music was pirated, a general increase in Internet speed during the 2000s together with the development of better video encoding techniques made it possible to share movies and TV shows. This speeding up of network connections
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happened quickly. Broadband reached 100 million users in June 2004,\textsuperscript{176} and went up to 221 million in June 2007, and was at 357.6 million fixed broadband subscribers in 2014.\textsuperscript{177} The next generation of broadband is so fast, that it allows users to send or receive 200 mp3 music files in five minutes, an entire Star Wars DVD in 3 minutes and all the works by Charles Dickens in less than 10 minutes.\textsuperscript{178}

### 2.4 Different methods of large-scale copyright infringement online

As infringement was made easy, large-scale infringement took off. The Internet has been remarkable at scaling up its network. The creators of the Internet decentralized data transmission by distributing data in tiny packets through the network. This makes transmission less susceptible to interruption, as data does not travel through one single hub. Through nodes, the Internet can expand from any point in the network, which in turn increases its ability to grow. “The bigger it gets, the bigger it can keep getting.”\textsuperscript{179} But this ability to scale up the network has also allowed the network to scale up copyright infringement.

There are many different ways to infringe on copyrights online. Harris interactive conducted a survey in 2009 that “showed a net increase in the use of web-based or “non-P2P” methods during the last six months, with the biggest increases in use coming from overseas unlicensed MP3 pay sites (47%) and newsgroups (42%). Other significant rises included MP3 search engines (28%) and forum, blog and board links to cyber lockers\textsuperscript{180(18%).}”\textsuperscript{181}

Especially the use of cyber lockers rose. In 2010, when Harris Interactive researched the knowledge of 5000 respondents of where they could download infringing content, 74% said P2P, but 66% said cyber lockers. When asked what the most popular way was to access infringing content. 80% said they used P2P, and almost 50% said they used cyber lockers.\textsuperscript{182} The IFPI had the same conclusion in its 2010 report (on 2009), which said that P2P file sharing was not diminishing, but access to infringing music through other platforms was “growing considerably.”\textsuperscript{183}

Cisco systems predicted that although P2P traffic would keep growing through 2014, it would drop to 17% of total Internet traffic. File hosting traffic would grow much faster.\textsuperscript{184} A study by Netnames, commissioned by NBCUniversal, shows that compared to 2011, in
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2013 the traffic to cyber lockers fell by 8%, while the traffic to P2P sites grew by 31% and the traffic to streaming sites grew by 34%.\textsuperscript{185}

### 2.4.1 P2P Protocols

Like the Internet, P2P decentralizes by distributing workload. This makes it scale up infringement well. Instead of having one central server that serves individual clients which is susceptible to crashing by too much demand, the P2P system operates at the edges of the network, and scales up distribution by having every peer offer downloads. This means that an increase in peers increases the overall network capacity.\textsuperscript{186}

Different P2P protocols exist. Napster was the first one, and introduced peer-to-peer file sharing in 1999. It still had a central index server, which enabled users to search for files and connected peers for transfers, but this central server was not used to store or transfer data. It was so popular, that a year after its launch, almost one in four adult American Internet users said they downloaded music files, and more than half had used Napster to do so.\textsuperscript{187} Worldwide, Napster had 64 million Napster users in 2001.\textsuperscript{188} According to Mediakraft, Napster was the fastest software adoption in history.\textsuperscript{189}

After Napster was forced to shut down, different P2P protocols followed that enjoyed similar success. KaZaA, Napster’s first successor, was downloaded by more than 230 million users worldwide.\textsuperscript{190} Limewire is another P2P follow up that was forbidden by an American judge at the end of 2010, but a number of unofficial versions are still used.\textsuperscript{191} Other follow ups are eMule, a P2P client that works on the eDonkey network,\textsuperscript{192} Grokster, Morpheus and several regional protocols.

In terms of technology, later file sharing protocols, like FastTrack (which is used by Grokster and KaZaA) and Gnutella (used by Morpheus and Limewire) removed the central indexing server and further decentralized.\textsuperscript{193} FastTrack used super nodes, mini-indexing servers that indexed content of nodes connected to them. Gnutella was completely distributed, so searches were routed through the network to all the different nodes until the file was located. This made Gnutella somewhat inefficient en meant longer search times.\textsuperscript{194} But because these P2P follow-ups further decentralized by making every individual
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computer acting as a search engine and an indexer, it was easier for the technology to respond to legal challenges.\textsuperscript{195}

The only problem with these P2P protocols was that they enabled free riding. Nodes could download content without uploading. This decreases content availability and puts pressure on the limited nodes that are uploading.\textsuperscript{196}

This problem was solved by the BitTorrent file-sharing protocol in 2001. The protocol made it impossible to download without uploading. Like FastTrack, BitTorrent is a hybrid P2P model. It is currently the most popular P2P protocol and a relatively quick way to exchange large files. File exchange happens through Torrents, small files that refer to other files. These .torrent files contain the information that is needed to start a download through BitTorrent. Users use indexing sites or torrent portals (websites) to find torrents quickly. Popular sites were Piratebay.org, Mininova and Isohunt.com at the time of this research. This is where users can also upload torrents, which can be searched on the site. Trackers facilitate traffic between different peers in the network. They make sure that users are referred to other users that share content through the .torrent file. Trackers are not necessarily operated by the same party as the indexing site. Peers in turn are the different participants in the network. The files are shared by peers partly or completely (called seeders), and downloaded by other peers (called leechers). Downloaders automatically are available for uploads, which make BitTorrents quick.\textsuperscript{197} The collective of peers sharing a file is called a swarm. When leechers request files, they are immediately send a list of other peers (about twenty) currently transferring the same file. These neighbors are forced to share the file whilst downloading. The leecher then downloads the file from the seed and the other peers currently transferring the file. This means a leecher serves other peers whilst downloading. This makes data transfer fast and efficient. The only inefficiency that remains is that neighbors are named randomly, not based on the actual location. This over consumes bandwidth and can prolong download times. This has caused concerns for ISPs.\textsuperscript{198}

According to the PEW Internet tracking survey, in 2008, 15 percent of online American adults admitted to using BitTorrent.\textsuperscript{199} Big champagne, a media measurement company, estimated in 2009 that around 200 million computers worldwide had P2P Applications installed, and the popular pirate bay torrent index site had more than 25 million unique peers that used their site to exchange files.\textsuperscript{200}

In a study by the Internet Commerce Security Laboratory, the researchers found that in 2010 43,3\% of all BitTorrent torrents were movies, 29,1\% of them were TV shows, and 16,5\% of them were music.\textsuperscript{201} An IPOQUE study from 2009 painted a similar picture, saying that video was the most popular content in terms of volume and by number of files. Second
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on BitTorrent is software (one third of the files), whereas on eDonkey this was audio. Software was on the rise compared to 2007.\textsuperscript{202}

\subsection*{2.4.2 Usenet}

Usenet is a synchronized global network meant for the exchange of text files and binary files (like music, movies and images). It is divided into a broad range of discussion groups that are referred to as ‘newsgroups,’ intended for public viewing. They are arranged around different subjects, which vary from technical issues to hobbies. Users can reach these newsgroups and interact with them by making contact with the newsgroup server. This is done through a newsreader, or specific applications. Most ISPs offer Usenet, but there are also commercial Usenet servers, like Giganews. They are popular, because they allow for newsgroups in which binary files are offered, and allow these binary messages to be on their servers for long periods of time. They usually also offer software and index, which make searching the network easier. An example of such index sites are Fill Threads Database (FTD) and NZB.\textsuperscript{203} At the time of this research, popular community-based websites that allowed members to link to content were warez-bb.org and Risloh.net. A popular newsgroup that allowed users to post something that others could download was Newzbin.com.

\subsection*{2.4.3 Cyber lockers}

Cyber lockers are sites where consumers can temporarily store content. Through a download link (that sometimes requires a password) those files can be shared with other parties.\textsuperscript{204} Technologically speaking, one could argue that this is a step backwards from P2P networks, as cyber lockers have a centralized architecture, which makes them inefficient and an easy target for copyright holders. Some of those cyber lockers require payment, which makes them seem like legal retailers, and some claim to sell licensed files only. However, this is often not the case. Examples of these sites are Mp3fiesta.com and legalsounds.com. Popular hosting sites at the time of this research were Rapidshare.com and Megaupload, which were taken down. Both were in the top 50 of the most visited websites in the world.\textsuperscript{205} Aggregators give users a convenient single location to search for content. They are cyber locker search machines or cyber locker index/link sites. At the time of this research, popular examples of this were filestube.com and neemp3.com.\textsuperscript{206}

\subsection*{2.4.4 Streaming sites}

A distribution model that at the time of this research was on the rise both legally and illegally was the streaming model. This means that infringing content can be made public through streaming sites. Most of these sites are indexed through linking sites, like Surfthechannel.com.\textsuperscript{207} Popular unauthorized streaming sites were Skreemr.com and Megavideo. Users can in turn use other programs to convert those streaming files into
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content. Fetschmp3 for example allowed users to convert streaming files into mp3’s. The most popular authorized streaming site is YouTube, although some of its content is unlicensed.

According to an IPOQUE study in 2010, streaming took over P2P users for video content and would grow more in the future. YouTube was at the time of this research the third most popular Web site.

2.4.5 New “Darknet” technologies

The darknet is the collective noun for “a collection of networks and technologies used to share digital content(...)” which is “not a separate physical network but an application and protocol layer riding on existing networks.” Darknets stand for the diverse ways end users share music, like new P2P, but also CD and DVD copying, or key and password sharing on email and newsgroups. There are numerous new ways to share content on the rise. Because of new enforcement measures, users flock to more private P2P networks that protect their anonymity and stand less of a chance to be prosecuted than in the larger more public P2P networks. Examples are DirectConnect, WASTE, ALLPeers, Wuala, MUTE, Freenet, the U2P Network and JAP. These new networks also allow for more encryption, making it more difficult to identify its source. Other surveys reveal that users might use emails to start file sharing.

Apart from this Internet sharing, users may step towards hand to hand physical sharing. Users have incredible libraries of content on their computers (In Britain for example, the average teenager had 800 songs illegally copied from friends on his or her computer), and burning and exchanging content between friends is common. As the cost of digital storage media decreases, and its storage capacity increases, this form of file sharing could grow exponentially. Apart from Moore’s law, that processing power doubles every two years, there’s such a thing called Kryder’s law (same for storage capacity) and Nielsen’s law (connectivity speed). In fact some said that 60 TB disk drives would be a reality in 2016. That is 10 million mp3 files.

Other examples that were on the rise: Tribler, a decentralized BitTorrent client, supposedly downloaded by the thousands. RetroShare allows users to create a private and encrypted file-sharing network, where you can add friends by exchanging PGP certificates, and communication is encrypted by OpenSSL, so files that are downloaded always go through a friend.
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2.5 Players involved in copyright infringement online

According to consulting firm Considerati, there are a number of players involved with copyright infringement online. I have taken their overview as the standard, and have supplemented it with other information.

2.5.1 ‘The scene’

‘The scene’ or ‘Warez scene’ is a set of groups that have as their main goal the spread of content. They are underground communities that specialize in distribution of copyrighted material, in cracking software, and in creating circumvention tools. They view cracking software as a challenge.\(^{218}\)

They have no central leadership, central location or organizational features, but consist of groups with their own rules and procedures that are especially geared towards content categories. There is hardly a financial incentive, groups are in competition to get content released as quickly as possible.\(^{219}\)

The scene originally took form at The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) during the end of the nineteen-seventies. They were a so called virtual society, aimed mostly at games at first. Software companies started calling this underground hacker movement ‘pirates’, and the most notorious hang out was called ‘pirate’s harbor’.\(^{220}\) In the current day and age, they have become more known, and there is even a TV show that focuses on their activities in a dramatized way, called ‘the scene’.\(^{221}\)

Although the scene has been big, normal downloaders hardly get into contact with them. Someone affiliated with the scene will get his or her content from a source, which can be something straight out of a production studio, release that to a release group, which in turn is delivered to a top site. Topsites are large websites where all files are spread. After the upload, they announce it in the topsite IRC, and on other websites. In 2010 there were about 100 different active groups and 100 topsites worldwide, which accounted for 500 new releases each day.\(^{222}\) Couriers eventually take the content from the top site to FTP sites, Usenet, or P2P.\(^{223}\)

According to Cuevas and others, in 2010 67% of all content spread on Bit torrent derives from these only 100 sources, and these sources enable 75% of all downloads.\(^{224}\)
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2.5.2 Internet intermediaries

Other players that willingly or unwillingly facilitate copyright infringement are Internet intermediaries. According to the OECD, ‘Internet intermediaries’ “bring together or facilitate transactions between third parties on the Internet (see figure 2.1). They give access to, host, transmit and index content, products and services originated by third parties on the Internet or provide Internet-based services to third parties.”  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet intermediaries</th>
<th>Third-party producers of content, products and services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet access and service providers; wired and wireless</td>
<td>Provide access to the Internet to households, businesses, and government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. Verizon, Comsat, MTN, Internet Initiative Japan, BT, Free.fr and mobile operators offering Internet access such as Vivabyte, Orange, T-moblie, MTN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web hosting, data processing and content delivery</td>
<td>Transform data, prepare data for dissemination, or store data or content on the Internet for others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. Nuvoleo, Akamai, OVH, Easyspace, Rackspace, Register.com, Go Daddy, GMO Internet Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet search engines &amp; portals</td>
<td>Aid in navigation on the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. Google, Yahoo, Baidu, Naver, MSN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce intermediaries</td>
<td>Enable online buying or selling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. Amazon, eBay, Ali Baba, PayPal, Praline.com</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment systems</td>
<td>Process Internet payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. Visa, PayPal, MasterCard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative networked platforms</td>
<td>Act in creating content and social networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.g. Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Onyxwire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: Internet intermediaries.

Internet intermediaries form the middle ground between end users or consumers, and producers. The roles in this graph are presented in a way that separates them by clear lines. However, often, Internet intermediaries fulfill more than one role.  

Internet intermediaries add economic and social value to the Internet by using their position of middleman. An interesting economic aspect of this position is that Internet intermediaries are severely dependent on having a great number of users, because Internet services create network effects. This means that if more users are connected to a network, that network becomes more valuable. However, intermediaries often operate two sided business models. This means that they have two distinct groups of users, and the value that one type of user gets increases if the quality of the other kind of users increases. The intermediary needs to bring the two groups together. Search engines service users and advertisers and e-commerce services service buyers and sellers. Intermediaries have many tasks and different groups to cater to and this can create tension. For example, it is in the interest of the search engine to appeal to users, and clearing its search results of any copyright infringing files might not supply those users with what they want.  

Internet intermediaries have different revenue models. These can be advertisement models, fee models (users pay to subscribe to a service), brokerage models (like
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commissions on transactions in e-commerce platforms) or models based on voluntary donations.\textsuperscript{229}

They provide more and more social and economic benefits, and play a key role in the Internet ecosystem. As they operate, create and maintain most of the Internet infrastructure, they control most of what is happening online. This makes them interesting for rights holders that look for efficient ways of copyright enforcement.\textsuperscript{230} As mentioned there are many different forms of Internet intermediaries.

\textit{Access providers/ISPs}

The first group consists of access and service providers. Although many use the terms interchangeably with the acronym ISP, there is a difference: access providers provide subscribers with access to the Internet. 'Service provider' on the other hand is a confusing term as it fails to differentiate between the different roles of providing access, hosting, etc. This is because access providers many times also provide web hosting, web page design and other smaller services. For the purpose of this research, ISP will refer to access provider.\textsuperscript{231} Access providers thus provide the access to the Internet that their subscribers can use to upload or download copyright infringing material.

\textit{Hosting providers}

Hosting providers offer the technical infrastructure where distributors can store or upload content.\textsuperscript{232} They have huge data centers that allow space usually for web hosting. This means that these intermediaries allow users to create their own website and make this website accessible through the World Wide Web. Sometimes they also allow server hosting or data processing services. This also involves cloud computing, which is currently on the rise.\textsuperscript{233} These services are usually provided by ISPs, and are mostly small scale for personal web pages. Hosting providers can allow users to host infringing content.

\textit{Search engines}

Other parties involved are for example search engines. Internet search engines and portals are websites like Google or Baidu in China that use a search engine to generate and maintain databases of Internet addresses and content that is easily searchable.\textsuperscript{234} Search engines are important, because they can allow users to find infringing content. BPI performed an experiment where they searched Google for the UK’s top 20 singles, followed by ‘mp3.’ On average 17 of the 20 first results linked to infringing material.\textsuperscript{235}

\textit{Web e-commerce intermediaries}

Web e-commerce intermediaries connect buyers and suppliers and enable Internet transactions between them. They consist of Internet retailers and auction platforms, or business-to-business electronic markets using the Internet.\textsuperscript{236} Internet retailers might allow
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for the selling or buying of infringing goods.

**Payment service providers**

E-commerce payment systems consist of payment systems that use a credit or bank account to enable e-commerce transactions and payment systems for paid services, provided by non-bank institutions operating on the Internet. They offer online services to merchants, and accept payments through for example credit card, online banking or money transfer. They usually are able to connect to multiple banks. This is good for the merchant, because it saves the merchant the trouble of connecting to different banks. This especially comes in handy when a company operates internationally. They sometimes also offer risk management services. They make money by taking a small percentage of each transaction or a low fixed cost per transaction. Examples of payment service providers are ideal, PayPal, and Paymate. Interestingly enough they often don’t know who is using their services, which means they also handle payment for websites that offer services that might be based on infringing content, generating income for those websites.

**Participative-networked platforms**

Participative-networked platforms facilitate social communication and information exchange. They range from blogs, to wikis, instant messaging services, mobile applications, social networking sites, virtual worlds, online computer games, video content and file sharing sites, sites allowing feedback on written works, photo sharing sites, podcasting and group based aggregation. Participative-networked platforms can enable users to contribute their own information, which can consist of copyright infringing material.

**P2P Operators**

P2P operators offer networks or platforms that allow users to upload or download content, or that provide guidance to places where this can be done. Often a peer to peer network uses an overlay network (built as an application layer) on top of native or physical network topology. This overlay is used for indexing and peer discovery and make P2P systems independent from the network. Content is subsequently exchanged directly over these IP networks. The exceptions to this rule are anonymous P2P systems, which use extra routing layers to obscure the identity of the source or of the destination node/user.

**Advertisers**

Advertisers sell advertising space at popular websites, which generates income for those sites as well. This is done through banner ads, for example, and websites and advertisers make money per visitor, view, or click. As some infringing sites are dependent on sources of income, advertisers play a role in the distribution of infringing content. However, advertisers buy their advertising space at blind networks, so they often don’t know where their money goes.
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This part shows that different internet intermediaries are willingly or unwillingly involved in copyright infringement.

2.5.3 Peers/users

The third big group is users or peers. Users up- and download potentially infringing content through the different distribution networks. Legally there are a couple of important distinctions to be made.

Users are mostly identified by their IP address. This is the numerical label assigned to a device (for example a computer or a printer) that is connected to a computer network and uses the Internet Protocol. In this sense it can identify a host or network interface, and serves as location addressing. However, as a result of a shortage in IP addresses, the Network Address Translation (NAT) was created, which allows for communication through the router. Computers inside of the private network of that Internet connection communicate with the router, which in turn communicates with the other IP addresses in the public network. This means that the router is identified as the Internet connection of the subscriber that communicates with the outside world.

This is relevant because this can lead to erroneous identification of copyright infringement. Subscribers that pay for the Internet connection might not be the actual users of that Internet connection, and the ones engaged in copyright infringement. Many more people can use that Internet connection than the subscriber. For example, a bar may allow for open Wi-Fi, enabling many users to use the same Internet connection. Another problem could be that a connection might be infected with malware, which means that some of its actions will be outside of the owners’ control. As one American judge put it: “Where an IP address might actually identify an individual subscriber and address the correlation is still far from perfect, (...) the infringer might be the subscriber, someone in the subscriber’s household, a visitor with her laptop, a neighbor, or someone parked on the street at any given moment.”

As a response, rights holders have sued subscribers on the basis of the idea of ‘negligence’, for leaving their Wi-Fi open to infringement by others.

Because IP addresses identify users, this information is privacy sensitive. Only ISPs can identify users on the basis of their IP address. But a problem is that there are dynamic IP addresses as well, which change every period of time. This could make identification problematic.
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2.6 The scale of copyright infringement online

It is difficult to make an exact, objective statement about the scale on which copyright infringement happens online. Throughout the years a lot of research has been done, some aimed specifically at the scale of different methods of copyright infringement or at the scale of infringement regionally. Researchers have employed different methods when estimating the amount of infringement, and have focused on different indicators to establish the scale of infringement. Some research and estimates have been brought forward by the industry itself and may therefore not be independent. Other research may not take into account all the relevant factors in determining scale and the development of scale throughout the years. Therefore this chapter aims to provide an overview of research done in this field to get a broad image of scale, rather than look for one specific number. Note that none of these reports take into account basic forms of what could theoretically be copyright infringement, like sending files to friends or family. They focus on larger scale infringement, while actual infringement might be much higher.

2.6.1 What constitutes ‘large-scale’ copyright infringement?

It is difficult to establish what constitutes the large scale in ‘large-scale infringement.’ Bridy points out that this is to an extent a rhetorical construct. Rights holders have succeeded in constantly referring to copyright infringement as ‘massive’ and ‘large-scale,’ which has been an effective strategy, as this rhetoric has been followed into court decisions and legal documents.250

There are a number of facts that seem to suggest that copyright infringement happens on a much larger scale than before. Because the economics of reproduction and distribution changed, every user is potentially a large-scale reproducer and distributor. Originally copyright infringement generally required high upfront costs, which means it was reserved for larger scale organizations. As James Boyle puts it: “The technologies of reproduction or the activities necessary to infringe were largely, though not entirely, industrial. Imagine someone walking up to you in 1950, handing you a book or a record or a movie reel, and saying ‘Quick! Do something the law of Intellectual property might forbid.’ (…) triggering the law of intellectual property would be genuinely difficult. Like an antitank mine, it would not be triggered by the footsteps of individuals. It was reserved for bigger game.”251

There are many ways to evaluate large-scale infringement. One can look at the amount of users connected to P2P protocols, the amount of Internet traffic used by P2P protocols and then look at the amount of illegality on those networks. Or one can look at the amount of infringing content accessed through the HTTP protocol. Afterwards, one can compare those numbers to copyright infringement numbers before digitization and the Internet.

The majority of studies suggest that most of the files on P2P networks are infringing. However, it is difficult to find research that is truly independent or uncontested.252 A study by the Internet Commerce Security Laboratory in 2011 deducted from a sample of trackers
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that 117 million seeds were available across more than one million torrents. They said that around 0.3% of all content offered on BitTorrent was legal. However, this study was heavily criticized because it only included popular torrents. Another organization, Envisional, also researched the amount of infringing content in 2011 in the most popular downloaded torrents. They concluded that of the 10,000 most popular torrents, 99.2% were infringing. In total they argued that 63.7% of all content offered through BitTorrent was infringing. Scientists from the University of Amsterdam and TNO estimated that 95% of all content exchanged through file sharing sites and networks was infringing in 2008.

Envisional specifically researched BitTorrent index site Mininova. At the time of that research Mininova was removing all infringing content from its network (on 29 November 2009). According to Envisional, after the removal, the amount of torrents dropped from 1.3 million to 10,000 (which equals a drop in 99%). The amount of downloads dropped from 10 million to 500,000 a day. Other BitTorrent sites reported an increase in visitors immediately.

With regard to the HTTP protocols, Envisional researched the amount of infringing cyber locker traffic, and said that 73.2% off all cyber locker content was infringing in 2010. They claimed that video streaming was mostly legitimate, but that 5.3% was copyright protected content.

A logical next step would be to look at the amount of users connected to those protocols and the amount of Internet traffic used up by those protocols to see at what scale copyright infringement takes place. As the next couple of pages will show, those numbers range in the millions of users.

Then there can be a comparison with copyright infringement before digitalization and the Internet. These numbers are difficult to come by, but in the mid 90’s, RIAA released a report that CD piracy started to slowly overtake music cassette piracy. Mainly street vendors were arrested, with the number of arrests ranging in the hundreds. The number of seized CD’s was over 1 million, and the same for infringing cassettes. Taken together, for example for the US, this means that the majority of P2P traffic is infringing, we know that millions of US households have P2P applications installed, we know that music piracy is a common form of piracy, and we know that the number of arrests by the RIAA mid 90’s for music piracy was in the hundreds. We also know that the number of infringing files floating around the Internet is in the billions, and the number of confiscated CD’s and cassette tapes

---

253 Robert Layton and Paul Watters, “Investigation into the extent of infringing content on BitTorrent networks,” Technical report (Internet Commerce Security Laboratory, University of Ballarat, Australia, 2010).
257 Envisional, Mininova: Assessment of Copyrighted Torrent Link Removal (2010).
by the RIAA mid 90’s was in taken together 2 million. Taken together, and also considering that CD burners were already around mid-90’s, it is fair to say that we are dealing with large-scale copyright infringement.

2.6.2 Estimates on users engaged in copyright infringement

As copyright infringement took off at the turn of the millennium, mostly through sharing music on P2P protocols, early research focuses mainly on P2P platforms and music files to estimate the amount of copyright infringement online. The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI), representing the recording industry worldwide, released numerous ‘Digital Music Reports’ between 2004 and 2011 on the state of the music industry online. In these reports, the IFPI reserved considerable attention to the threat of online piracy. Its first reports highlighted a large scale by focusing on the amount of simultaneous users on p2p networks, and by estimating the number of infringing websites. As different forms of copyright infringement became more dominant later on, the IFPI stopped using these data as an indicator for the scale of copyright infringement after 2006. Around the same time, the OECD released its Broadband report, in which it also estimated the amount of simultaneous users on P2P networks. Both reports have been included in Table 2.1.

According to Big Champagne, the number of simultaneous users on P2P networks was higher. They released a report with data on P2P in the USA alone, with levels that already surpassed the worldwide numbers as provided by the IFPI. Table 2.2 shows the amount of infringing websites and FTP (File transfer protocol) sites, as stated by the IFPI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Studied region</th>
<th>Amount of users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>6.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>10 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Champagne</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>7.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>8.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Champagne</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>8.9 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Champagne</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>10 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Champagne</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>9.35 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: studies on simultaneous users on P2P networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Studied region</th>
<th>Websites and FTP sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>430,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>450,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: studies on infringing websites and FTP sites.

261 The reports can be found on their website: [http://www.ifpi.org/](http://www.ifpi.org/)
These reports focused on the amount of simultaneous users. This means that the actual amount of people engaged in copyright infringement may have been many times higher. There have been few estimates on the amount of users worldwide, for most research has been country specific (table 2.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Studied region</th>
<th>Total users engaged in copyright infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEW</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>13 million downloading unlicensed content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEW</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>35 million downloading unlicensed content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEW</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>18 million downloading unlicensed content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEW</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>23 million downloading unlicensed content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFF</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>60 million used P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NPD group</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>15 million households downloading from P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Pitstop and BigChampagne media measurement</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>184 million PC's with P2P installed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Pitstop and BigChampagne media measurement</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>190 million PC's with P2P installed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Pitstop and BigChampagne media measurement</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>220 million PC's with P2P installed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO/IVIR</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>4,7 million people download from an illegal source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrester research</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>5,4 million people download from an illegal source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netnames</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>N-America, Europe,</td>
<td>327 million unique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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These numbers were mostly based on P2P traffic, but the HTTP protocol accounted for a large number of infringing traffic as well. According to the Mark Monitor Traffic report for 2011, Rapidshare generated 32 million daily visits, whilst megavideo.com and megaupload.com each generated 14 million daily visits in 2011.272

Table 2.3: studies on total users engaged in copyright infringement.

Another, comparable way to estimate the amount of copyright infringement online, is by looking at the percentage of Internet users that access or share unlicensed content (table 2.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Studied region</th>
<th>Percentage of users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEW</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>25% accessed unlicensed music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>17.9% of broadband users downloads unlicensed music273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden</td>
<td>18% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden</td>
<td>18% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEW</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>29% accessed unlicensed music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden</td>
<td>15% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden</td>
<td>15% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden</td>
<td>14% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>20% connected to P2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden</td>
<td>17,6% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>16% regularly swaps music on P2P networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNO/IVIR</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>38% overall illegal file sharing274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Statistic Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forrester research</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Holland</td>
<td>40% downloading without license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter research</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Europe’s top markets</td>
<td>21% engaged in unauthorized music sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris interactive</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>29% downloads music without license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>45% downloads music without license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen company</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>EU top 5 markets</td>
<td>23% of users visiting unlicensed services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen company</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>44% of users visiting unlicensed music services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen company</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>45% of users visiting unlicensed music services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Intellectual Property Council</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>29% acquires music through illegal means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggin Entertainment Media Research</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>32% infringes copyrights online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Assembly</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>46% of adults have accessed unauthorized content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPD Group</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>65% of all music acquired through illegal means (of which 19% online)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVIR/CentERdata</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>27% of the population share files illegally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netnames</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>N-America, Europe, Asia/Pacific</td>
<td>25,9% of all Internet users infringe copyrights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVIR/CentERdata</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>25,8% of people between 12 and 65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

There are a couple of points to take away from this research. First of all, most of this research or these estimations were either financed or commissioned by important stakeholders like the music industry, which makes their independence questionable. This is the case with many of the estimations made by the IFPI for example.

Also, there are some methodological difficulties. They focused on what happened online. A report by the NPD group revealed that the majority of all music in the US was acquired through illegal means (65%). Most of that happened offline, through hard drive trading or through burning from others.\textsuperscript{285} It also did not take into account what happened to files after downloading. The files could be spread amongst friends and family members for example. Another important point is that most of this research was based on surveys. Surveys suffer from the problem that some people might not confess to downloading or uploading illegal content online. Another problem in general was that some parts of the population or some regions in the world might have slower Internet connections, no connections at all, or might be technologically less savvy. Another problem is that some of the surveys or estimates included older parts of the population as well, who tend to be technologically less savvy. For example, in the research done by the American Assembly, it was revealed that although 46% of adults in the USA had accessed unauthorized content, that number rose to 70% among young adults (18-29).\textsuperscript{286}

One thing is clear from these numbers: copyright infringement online has happened on a large scale throughout the years consistently, with percentages of the population infringing on copyrights estimated between 14% and 50% in different reports. In fact, when the digital music index was released in 2012, which shows how many people pirate and what they pirate, those numbers were so all-encompassing, the Guardian proceeded to refer to file sharing as “mainstream.”\textsuperscript{287}

On the other hand, some studies suggest that overall file sharing is declining. However, this differs per type of content.Sharing music illegally has declined and sharing games illegally decreased slightly, while sharing audiovisual content has increased massively. They hypothesise that the steep drop in the illegal sharing of music is due to the rise of viable legal alternatives.\textsuperscript{288} Follow up research suggested that sharing movies illegally kept increasing the following year, but only slightly, while the use of legal services online for audiovisual content increased steeply to the same level as sharing movies illegally.\textsuperscript{289}

\section*{Table 2.4: studies on percentage of infringing internet users.}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Year} & \textbf{Percentage of infringing users} \\
\hline
2014 & 14\% \\
2015 & 16\% \\
2016 & 18\% \\
2017 & 20\% \\
2018 & 22\% \\
2019 & 24\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}


\textsuperscript{287} Lanre Bakare, “Illegal music fileshearing is now mainstream,” \textit{the Guardian} (September 18, 2012), \url{http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/sep/18/illegal-music-filesharing-mainstream-ed-sheeran}

\textsuperscript{288} Joost Poort and Jorna Leenheer, “File sharing 2@12: Downloading from illegal sources in the Netherlands,” \textit{Institute for Information Law & CentERdata}, Amsterdam/Tilburg (2012). Retrieved from \url{http://www.ivir.nl/publications/poort/Filesharing_2012}

2.6.3 Estimates on infringing content and traffic

Another indication of scale is the amount of infringing content and traffic on the Internet. One of the ways to measure this is by looking at the percentage of Internet traffic that is infringing. Researchers have mostly looked at P2P traffic for this (table 2.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Studied region</th>
<th>Percentage of Internet traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFF</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>60% File sharing²⁹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>80% infringing traffic²⁹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>83% P2P Traffic²⁹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>69% P2P Traffic²⁹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>49% P2P Traffic²⁹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>South Western Europe</td>
<td>64% P2P Traffic²⁹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>80% Illegal file sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>66% P2P Traffic²⁹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>65% P2P Traffic²⁹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>70% P2P Traffic²⁹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Northern Africa</td>
<td>42% P2P Traffic²⁹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>52% P2P Traffic³⁰⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Southern Europe</td>
<td>55% P2P Traffic³⁰¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>45% P2P Traffic³⁰²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipoque</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>South Western Europe</td>
<td>54% P2P Traffic³⁰³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>45% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>15,1% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>22% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>31,9% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Asia/Pacific</td>
<td>8,4% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envisional</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>23,76% Infringing traffic³⁰⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>19,2% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>11% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandvine</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>36,7% P2P Traffic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²⁹² Schulze, "Internet study 2007."
²⁹³ Schulze, "Internet study 2007."
²⁹⁴ Schulze, "Internet study 2007."
²⁹⁵ Schulze, "Internet study 2007."
Early research also included the number of infringing files circulating the web. Although this is not directly relevant to this research, it shows that the number is high. Of course, these numbers do not take streaming into account (table 2.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Studied region</th>
<th>Infringing files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>0.6 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webnoize</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>2.79 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>0.6 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webnoize</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>3.05 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetPD</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>3.6 billion files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>1.1 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>0.9 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>8.7 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>8.85 billion music files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPI</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>40 billion music files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6: studies on number of infringing files.

Markmonitor research further determined that sites that offered pirated digital content had 53 billion visits in 2011, and the digital music index showed that the amount of BitTorrent downloads was incredibly high in 2012. In the US it was at around 96 million torrents, whilst in the UK it was 43 million.

Again, it shows that copyright infringement has happened on a large scale, as a huge amount of infringing content is spread around the Internet, and accounts for a large

---


percentage of Internet traffic. Research done by Netnames suggests that the amount of infringing traffic was still growing steadily in 2013.312

2.6.4 Type of infringing content

Although early research in particular focused more on the sharing of music files, users switched to other types of content, like videos, games, books, software, photos and other files.313 Music started off as the most popular content to share illegally. NetPD said that 3.6 billion files were downloaded monthly in 2002, of which 60-70% were music files.314 Gradually, as bandwidth increased, movies and TV shows became more popular too. In fact, 35% of all torrents consisted of video material towards the end of 2010.315 Other research suggested that sharing music illegally declined and sharing games illegally decreased slightly, while sharing audiovisual content has increased massively. These studies suggested that this difference could be attributed to the rise of viable legal alternatives in music at the time.316 Research done the next year suggested a continuation of this trend: the illegal sharing of audiovisual content increased slightly, while the use of legal services online for audiovisual content increased steeply to the same level as sharing movies illegally.317

But other types of content have grown popular as well, such as software. In 2008 the Entertainment Software Alliance detected more than 700,000 copyright infringements a month, spread over 100 countries.318 According to the Business Software Alliance, 57% of all the worlds’ computer users admitted they pirate software in 2011. In Western Europe this figure was 32%, in North America it was 19%.319 The numbers by the BSA have been criticized for its assumptions, because it assumed that customers would otherwise buy software at market price.320 For videogames, the International Intellectual Property Alliance said that in December 2008 13 video game titles were downloaded 6.4 million times without consent.321 Ubisoft even claimed that they suffered a 93-95% piracy rate for PC games, by which they

---

meant only 7% of users actually paid for the product.\textsuperscript{322} On the other hand, console based video game piracy seemed to be low, limited to only 1-2% of the population in the USA for example.\textsuperscript{323}

With regards to books, some have claimed that book piracy is a non-issue.\textsuperscript{324} However, FairShare Guardian, the anti-piracy service of copyright protection company Attributor, estimated that of every book published, 10,000 copies were downloaded for free. The most popular books that were stolen were investing and business books, according to the study. However, it should be noted that Attributor sells copyright solutions for authors and publishers, and thus has a stake in these numbers.\textsuperscript{325}

\section*{2.7 The business of infringement}

Apart from ideological and social motives for file sharing, some distributors have financial incentives for facilitating copyright infringement as well. They make money through payment sites or advertisement.\textsuperscript{326} As distributors don’t pay for the spread of content, most costs are limited to the cost of spreading content or hosting content.

Payment sites are sites that attract consumers with infringing content that can be downloaded, bought or streamed at a low price. At times these forms of payment involve a subscription. In the case of cyber lockers, payment is usually generated by offering ‘premium’ services instead of the free light version that has all kinds of downsides.\textsuperscript{327}

Another way to make money from distributing infringing content is by allowing for advertisement at places where users can download or access infringing content. These amounts are supposedly big, as those sites generate many visitors a year. In 2010, Markmonitor calculated that Megavideo, Megaupload and Rapidshare combined a total of 21 billion visitors a year.\textsuperscript{328} Mininova supposedly had a turnover of 1 million Euros, of which the majority was based on advertisement sales.\textsuperscript{329}

Distributors also make money by selling products and services that stimulate the spread of infringing content. The problem is that usually those products or services have substantial non-infringing uses, and do not qualify as infringement tools per se.\textsuperscript{330}

Although there are many claims that piracy is profitable, Joe Karaganis disputes these claims. He provides a list with some famous platforms for infringing content and their revenues.
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For example, when The Pirate Bay was taken to trial in 2009 in Sweden, many groups made statements on its revenues. The IFPI claimed that the site made around 3 million dollars a year. The MPAA claimed it was even more, around 5 million. However, prosecutors calculated its revenues as much lower: 170,000 dollars from advertising. The website itself claimed to pay 112,000 dollars a year for server and bandwidth costs, whilst making 100,000 dollars a year in revenue. One has to take into consideration that this was one of the most visited websites in the world (top 100).

When the site owners of NinjaVideo, a movie indexing site based in Brooklyn, were arrested in 2011, prosecutors alleged they had made 500,000 in two and a half years. Brian McCarthy, the owner of Channelsurfing.net, a sports streaming site, was alleged to have made 90,000 dollars in five years. Both the primary owner of NinjaVideo and the owner of Channelsurfing faced jail time under the US No Electronic Theft Act.

During their domain name seizure program in 2010 (called ‘Operation in Our Sites’), the US Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) made some revenue estimates, based on information from advertising network Valueclick. According to ICE, Torrentfinder, a BitTorrent site, made about $15,000 in ad revenue from Valueclick over a year in 2008-2009. Onsmash, a music link site, made around $2,500 in 2009-2010.331

2.8 Economic impact of infringement

The copyright industries have thus far dominated the debate on the economic impact of copyright infringement online. They claim that they suffer huge losses as a result of large-scale copyright infringement, but these claims are often contested.

For example, in the debates surrounding the extremely controversial SOPA law in the US, the US Chamber of Commerce, a lobby organization that advocates for more IP protection and enforcement, claimed that piracy threatens “19 million American jobs”332 This number was debunked for including the entire tech sector, which was actually against more IP enforcement.333 An earlier BASCAP (Business Action to Stop Counterfeiting and Piracy, set up by the US Chamber of Commerce) study claimed that in 2.5 million jobs were destroyed by counterfeiting and piracy across G20 economies in 2008.334 However, according to the US congressional research service, the US movie industry had only 374,000 people working in it in 2010, which is not much less than the 392,000 in 1998.335 Another well cited report by the industry was by frontier economics that reported 1.2 trillion in losses. However, this report was also commissioned by BASCAP.336 This report has also been criticized on methodological grounds.337 The US government accountability office concludes

334 Full report at: Mike Masnick, “Ridiculous.”
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that it is difficult, even maybe impossible to quantify the economy-wide impacts of piracy.\footnote{Nate Anderson, "US government finally admits most piracy estimates are bogus," \textit{ArsTechnica} (April 13, 2010), http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2010/04/us-government-finally-admits-most-piracy-estimates-are-bogus/} They say that for example a 200 billion dollar in losses figure surfaced in an FBI press release, but the FBI itself has no record of the source or methodology. BSA numbers, who claimed to have lost 9 billion to piracy in 2008, were also considered false because they assumed a one-to-one rate of substitution, and also extrapolated data of surveyed countries to non-surveyed countries. A well cited OECD report claimed that 200 billion dollars per year could be lost to counterfeiting.\footnote{"OECD project on counterfeiting and piracy," \textit{OECD Website}, http://www.oecd.org/sti/ind/oecdprojectoncounterfeitingandpiracy.htm} However, that report intended to indicate an upper bound, which meant to illustrate that the number could be that high, but is in reality probably much lower.\footnote{Felix Salmon, "Counterfeiting: Much Less Prevalent Than You Think," \textit{Upstart Business Journal} (Oct 26, 2007), http://upstart.bizjournals.com/views/blogs/market-movers/2007/10/26/counterfeiting-much-less-prevalent-than-you-think.html?page=all}

Other reports suggest that having less strict IP rules and less enforcement would actually benefit the economy. A study by Australian Digital Alliance claimed that expanding copyright exceptions like fair use could potentially add 600 million to the local economy.\footnote{Lateral Economics, "Copyright reports," \textit{report for the Australian Digital alliance} (september 2012), http://digital.org.au/content/LateralEconomicsReports} Another study by the Computer and Communications Industry Association claimed that fair use accounts for 5.4 trillion in revenue for the USA.\footnote{Thomas Claburn, "Fair Use Worth More to Economy Than Copyright, CCIA Says," \textit{InformationWeek} (Sept 12, 2007), http://www.informationweek.com/fair-use-worth-more-to-economy-than-copyright-ccia-says/d/d-id/1059122?}

The same uncertainty arises in the academic world, where different studies reveal contradicting outcomes. Well cited research by Harvard says that people that download would not necessarily have bought those files, and this leads them to conclude that file sharing is harmless.\footnote{Felix Oberholzer-Gee and Koleman Strumpf, "The Effect of File Sharing on Record Sales: An Empirical Analysis," \textit{Journal of Political Economy} 115 (February 2007): 1-42.} Some say that file sharing has only a modest impact on box office revenue.\footnote{Koleman Strumpf, "Using Markets to Measure the Impact of File sharing on Movie Revenues," \textit{Conference paper} (July 11, 2014), http://conference.nber.org/confen/2014/Si2014/PRIT/Strumpf.pdf} Others study says that BitTorrent does not hurt sales.\footnote{Chris Taylor, "Hey hollywood, Online Piracy Doesn’t Hurt Your U.S. Box Office Returns [STUDY]," \textit{Mashable} (Feb 13, 2012), http://mashable.com/2012/02/13/online-piracy-box-office/#mTHsb11Q9skl} Stan Liebowitz has repeatedly argued against this and says that file sharing is harmful.\footnote{Stan Liebowitz, "File Sharing: Creative Destruction or Just Plain Destruction?" \textit{Journal of Law and Economics} 49.1 (2006): 1-28.} Other research claims that file sharing leads to more societal welfare and is therefore overall beneficial.\footnote{Annelies Huygen et al, "Ups and downs; economic and cultural effects of file sharing on music, film and games." \textit{TNO Information and Communication Technology Series} (2009).}

According to consulting firm Considerati, although some studies suggest there are no effects and some suggest positive effects, the majority of the different economic studies suggest copyright infringement has a negative influence on legal sales.\footnote{Schermer and Wubben, \textit{Feiten om te delen}. P.77.}

What we do know is that global record music sales dropped from 26 billion (2000) to under 16 billion (2010). However, there could be other reasons for this, like tougher
economic times. A U.S. consumer expenditure survey revealed that 40% of people who have no computer also bought less music in these years. Also, the decline in sales has not stopped creation. In fact more music albums were released: 75,300 in 2010, which is 25% more than in 2005.349 There is also an increase in concert visits, which could mean that money originally spent on records is now spent elsewhere, but still benefitting the artists.350 Meanwhile the Congressional research service showed that box office revenues for movies have been steadily rising.351

All in all it remains a controversial topic for methodological reasons. Research and studies seem to suggest that piracy has affected sales, but these studies suffer from a number of problems. First of all, there appears to be no consensus on how these losses should be measured. Some research focuses on a comparison between regions, some include consumer surveys in which consumers are asked about their downloading and buying coupled with monitoring P2P networks and sales. The biggest problem facing these studies is the problem that it is difficult to predict the exact relation between downloads and sales. According to Considerati, this relation is ‘endogenous,’ which means factors unknown to researchers exert their influence on sales and downloads. The best way to describe this is that there is no easy measurable causal link between the two.352 Downloading the song does not imply same user would have bought the CD otherwise.353 The Considerati report says that downloading unlicensed content has a number of negative effects: First of all substitution. This means that the price consumers are willing to pay for a product is the same or higher as the product market price, but turn to downloading instead because it is free. This means a loss in sales. If the price they are willing to pay is lower than the market price, there is no substitution. In other words, substitution happens when consumers will not buy a product they otherwise would have bought, because they can download it for free. Another negative effect could be loss of demand by sampling. Consumers can now try content, and if they do not like the product may decide to stop themselves from buying. Consumers can also trying new content now, which can lead to postponement of buying the actual content. Because prices get lower over time, this is a negative effect for the rights holders. Positive effects of downloading unlicensed content include sampling, and ‘Indirect appropriability,’ which means that a consumer is willing to pay more for the original if he can copy it and because it can allow for network effects, which means that when more people have a certain type of content, the better or more profitable it is for rights holders.354

Another difficulty is that consumption patterns differ between types of content. Users might prefer actual paper books over eBooks, the experience of going to a concert might benefit from music downloads, and cinema sales are soaring, even though DVD rental stores are shutting down. This is why some studies look at societal welfare. Although copyright infringement undermines certain business models, societal welfare increases by allowing more users to access content.
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A number of studies argue that pirates are the best customers. HADOPI, the French anti-piracy authority paradoxically released this in research, later analyzed and made public by Techdirt. A survey from the American Assembly, a think tank, confirms this. The European Commission has also done research that says that file sharers buy more music. A UK government report also said that the top downloaders are the top spenders. Research by the University of Amsterdam says that pirates spend more on legal sales. In other words, numerous sources show that pirates tend to spend money on content. Meanwhile, many studies claim that the entertainment market is doing well, but that only specific sections of the industry have been suffering.

Jonathan Band researched the performance of the five leading firms in three copyright intensive industries: motion pictures, publishing, and software. He compared this with the performance of five leading firms in three other industries: construction, transportation, and mining. They also compared the profitability of the firms in those industries. They found that copyright intensive industries were more profitable and performed better than the other industries in the past ten years.

In 2014 Jonathan Band and Jonathan Gerafi looked at reports “prepared by investment advisors concerning publicly traded companies. These equity research reports make investment recommendations (e.g., buy, hold, or sell) based on the companies’ performance and the risks they face." They found that “overwhelming majority of the equity research reports did not mention copyright infringement as a possible risk factor.” This would suggest that even to the entertainment industries themselves, infringement is less of a big deal.

In 2013 Jonathan Band and Jonathan Gerafi also looked at CEO compensation in copyright intensive industries. In their report, they make clear that CEOs of those industries receive “significantly higher compensation” than the CEOs of firms in other industries, like construction, transportation, and mining.

Numbers on revenues in the major rights holders industries seem to confirm that those industries are performing quite well under infringement pressure. A report by the Movie industry in 2014 said that the revenue for movie studios went up four percent globally to 34.9 billion dollars, displayed in figure 2.2.

---
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In 2013, the number of people employed by the movie industry hit an all time high. PRS for Music and others said that the music industry was actually still growing (in spite of analog record sales falling). In February 2013, it was revealed that the music industry grew as well. This growth was mainly attributed to digital sales. The London School of Economics released a policy brief in which they revealed the music industry was thriving and that policy should be based on that (figure 2.3).

Figure 2.2: Global box office of films (in US$ Billions).

In 2013, the number of people employed by the movie industry hit an all time high. PRS for Music and others said that the music industry was actually still growing (in spite of analog record sales falling). In February 2013, it was revealed that the music industry grew as well. This growth was mainly attributed to digital sales. The London School of Economics released a policy brief in which they revealed the music industry was thriving and that policy should be based on that (figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Trends in total revenue of the music industry, USD Million.\(^{369}\)

Country specific reports on for example Canada\(^{370}\), Sweden, \(^{371}\) and Norway\(^{372}\) paint a similar picture. Techdirt has released ‘The sky is rising’ report, in which they cite other research. They claim that more books are published each year, that the eBook market is growing, video game revenues are up, and that video and music are up as well.\(^{373}\)

Lunney and Glynn revealed that the rise of file sharing did limit revenue in the music market, but that it also meant that more new music was created.\(^{374}\) The bureau of labor statistics also showed massive growth in independent artists in 2013.\(^{375}\)

However, other researchers say that file sharing limits diversity: Hervas-Drane and Noam analyzed the cross border implications of the Internet on the cultural sector and found that consumer online sharing has short term effects: producers cut prices, consumers download more foreign content (due to less import barriers). This is desirable: less import costs is less wasteful. However, it homogenizes consumption patterns across countries and


\(^{373}\) Michael Masnick and Michael Ho, *The Sky is Rising, a detailed look at the state of the entertainment industry*, (Jan 2012), https://www.techdirt.com/skyisrising/


reduces volume of production. Also drives consumers to consume the same content, it reduces cultural diversity in the world economy. 376

Some of the reports show that business is not necessary declining, but that business models are shifting. Peter di Cola did a large analysis of artist interviews and revealed that as many musicians as file sharing hurts them as say that it helps them, and that musicians were only dependent on music sales for 50% of their income (figure 2.4).377 The Future of Music Coalition recently concluded a survey of musicians, which found that only six percent of artist revenue comes from sound recordings; two-thirds of respondents received zero income from recordings.378

![Figure 2.4: average share of music income from major revenue streams, all respondents.](image)

This means that missed income through declining record sales could be compensated elsewhere. Dutch website Sargasso revealed that the price of concert tickets in the Netherlands went up (figure 2.5).380 This could be an example of those compensating revenue streams.

Another big business change has come from new Internet distribution. YouTube for example paid out 1 billion in music payouts alone, it was revealed in 2014.\textsuperscript{382}

These new platforms are growing. Netflix and YouTube recently surpassed 50% of all Internet traffic, much higher than BitTorrent.\textsuperscript{383} A report by Generator research predicts that online movie streaming can be as profitable as TV or disc sales.\textsuperscript{384} Price Waterhouse Coopers predicts that online sales of music will displace CD sales in 2015.\textsuperscript{385}

Some argue that subscription services like Spotify are unprofitable.\textsuperscript{386} But Spotify has helped the Swedish music market get back to levels of 2004. The market has gone up by 30%, a report says.\textsuperscript{387} Payouts are increasing, the company itself says.\textsuperscript{388} In 2011, Spotify had paid over $100 million to rights holders since its launch, a large portion of which went to the independent (“indie”) music community.\textsuperscript{389}

\textit{Wired} magazine called it the “neo-Napster transformation,” “in which music is
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\caption{price concert tickets in the Netherlands between 1976 – 2012 in Euros, corrected for inflation.\textsuperscript{381}}
\end{figure}
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streamed from a collection of servers, rather than stored on local hard drives.” Major Internet companies, including Apple, Amazon, and Google, have launched services similar to the Facebook and Spotify connection. All these cloud services might “clear . . . the psychological attachment that people have to owning their music. Once songs live in the cloud—hand customers pay rent to store them (which Apple intends to launch)—it is a small step to do away with the concept of ownership all together.”

Apple’s iTunes sold its 100 millionth song in 2011 and was negotiating with Hollywood to stream movies through iTunes. Kindle books (e-books) were already outselling ordinary books in the Amazon store at the time of this research, and new platforms similar to iTunes were being launched for eBooks, like Calibre and Apple’s own iBooks.

The access to free content has apparently in some cases increased sales or aided remuneration of artists through parallel sales. Spotify has apparently increased iTunes sales. YouTube has actually devised new ways to allow artists to make money, including through partner programs for visible channels and sharing advertising revenues. It has also created a “Merch” store that will allow fans to buy merchandise directly on their channels, as well as digital downloads, concert tickets, or possibly meetups.

Some say that a proper evaluation of industry, should also take into account how funds are being spread within rights holders’ studios. Some say movie studios keep too much for themselves without actually rewarding creativity. Although rights holders and especially collective rights organizations have come under increased scrutiny, there is still criticism on how they divide funds. Collective rights organization BUMA in the Netherlands for example, has been criticized for not evenly paying artists for music distributed through Internet channels, like Spotify.
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3. LARGE-SCALE ENFORCEMENT

3.1 Introduction to this chapter

The previous chapter has shown that copyright infringement happens on a large scale and in a number of ways. The scale on which infringement takes place has remained relatively stable. Depending on the region, 15% to 70% of the population has infringed on copyright. While it is unclear what the exact effect of this on the entertainment economy is, most research suggests the losses are concentrated in a certain sector of that economy. The overall welfare effects are not clear and might even be positive.

This chapter shows one of the ways in which rights holders have tried to respond to this infringement: by seeking increased enforcement of copyright via gaining more control over the technologies through which their content is distributed. The previous chapter showed that a key problem that rights holders are trying to solve is scale. Since infringement is widespread, enforcement efforts also need to impact at a large scale. Dealing with infringement on a case-by-case basis is too costly in terms of time and money, especially when judicial procedures have to be followed.

In response, rights holders have adopted new strategies to scale up enforcement, which can be categorized into four groups: (1) they target the demand for infringing content (end-users) directly on a large scale by aiming for settlements instead of actual lawsuits. (2) They target end-users indirectly through the introduction of graduated response procedures. These procedures use a system of increasingly severe sanctions for each infringement to deter users, often starting with a warning letter and ending with Internet disconnection or fines as the ultimate sanction if infringement keeps happening. These procedures require intermediaries in the administration of sanctions. (3) They target the supply side directly by taking down or filtering complete websites that offer infringing content. Governmental parties often carry out these procedures. (4) They target the supply side indirectly by taking down infringing content on other websites. Notice and takedown procedures allow rights holders to notify websites of infringement and require them to take this content down.

3.2 New enforcement strategies: scaling-up

Today national copyright laws have been standardized to some extent through international and regional agreements such as the Berne Convention and the European copyright directives. This Berne convention was succeeded in 1967 with the establishment of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) by treaty as an agency of the United Nations. Copyright is now largely recognized as a fundamental principle in western society. It has been included in the Universal declaration of human rights, and has been incorporated in the international Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural rights.

401 Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights says that ‘(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits, and (2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.’

402 Article 15 states that: ‘1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone: (a) To take part in cultural life; (b) To enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications; (c) To benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of
been standardized more or less through other international treaties, regional agreements and legislation. The WTO agreement on trade related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS) is an international agreement that laid down minimum standards of intellectual property protection. Becoming a member of the WTO requires ratification of this TRIPS agreement. The latter requires each WTO member to implement appropriate measures to prevent the abuse of intellectual property rights, like efficient enforcement procedures, measures to prevent infringement, and criminal procedures to fight copyright piracy on a commercial scale. After TRIPS, countries have sought to further develop copyright laws through bilateral free trade agreements and economic partnership agreements.

Multilaterally, the WIPO copyright treaty (WCT) and WIPO performance and phonogram treaty (WPPT) were the first change to specifically combat copyright infringement online. Rights holders have attempted to further combat infringement multilaterally through for example the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement, negotiated from 2008 between several countries, which aimed to increase international standards for IP enforcement. Although the treaty was signed by the participating countries, it was not ratified after the European Parliament rejected it after much protest.

Within the Council of Europe the convention on cybercrime was adopted (Budapest convention) and entered into force in July 2004. Non-Council of Europe countries like for example Australia, Japan, US and Canada ratified as well. It deals with crimes committed via the internet, particularly linked to copyright. Article 10 of that convention established that each party had to establish criminal offenses under its law for the infringement of copyrights.

Within the EU framework, numerous laws have aimed to increase copyright enforcement and to transpose the WCT and WPPT in EU law. The InfoSoc Directive harmonised several essential rights (reproduction right, distribution right, right of communication to the public of works and right of making available to the public) of authors and rightholders (performers, phonogram producers, film producers and broadcasting organisations), as well as the limitations and exceptions to these rights. It also granted rights holders protection against circumvention of technological protection measures. The Enforcement Directive of 2004 aimed to create a level playing field for enforcement of IPR in different EU countries, by harmonising enforcement measures across the EU. It contained provisions on civil law measures, damages, corrective measures and evidence, while also containing provisions on injunctions or seizures of suspected goods, and permanent
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injunctions.\textsuperscript{408} It also stimulated the development of self-regulation.\textsuperscript{409} The E-Commerce Directive harmonized a special liability regime for certain types of online intermediaries.\textsuperscript{410} It for example created liability exemptions for intermediaries\textsuperscript{411} and included a provision that member states would not impose a general obligation on intermediaries to monitor their networks.\textsuperscript{412} It also encouraged the creation of ‘Codes of Conduct’ for self-regulation to combat infringement.\textsuperscript{413}

Through these regulatory initiatives, rights holders have looked to combat copyright infringement on the internet, and to scale up enforcement. Consumers take the risk of getting caught into account when infringing on copyrights, which would imply that large-scale infringement requires large-scale enforcement.\textsuperscript{414} The two most important ways to enforce copyrights are through civil remedies and through criminal sanctions (the latter for large/commercial scale infringement). For civil remedies enforcement is intended to compensate economic injury suffered as a result of infringement and as a deterrent to further infringement. Criminal sanctions are intended to punish and deter further infringement.\textsuperscript{415} Enforcement online is difficult. P2P networks operate anonymously, so in to discover users for enforcement purposes, enforcers are dependent on IP addresses identified by ISPs. This requires help by ISPs. Also, as mentioned before, getting an IP address does not mean it identifies the actual user infringing.

To discover infringing content, enforcers usually depend on surveillance programs. They use particular types of monitoring, performed by private, non-governmental entities, that maintain extra-judicial determinations of copyright infringement, and are extra-legal in nature (outside of litigation).\textsuperscript{416} This has led to the creation of industries of anti-piracy enforcement technologies. Companies like Audible Magic scan online for copyright material, and check it with a huge database of content. Other companies are Gracenote, Advestigo, Auditude, Vobile, and Attributor.\textsuperscript{417}

Enforcement is also complicated. It contains a wide range of subject matter (ranging from literary works to performances), a wide range of infringers (ranging from kids downloading music to international cartels), and a wide range of enforcers (ranging from different civil entities like the copyright holders to enforcers in the form of the state).\textsuperscript{418}

The WIPO copyright treaties of 1996 formed the first significant change to facilitate copyright protection in the online environment. These treaties have been implemented in the USA through the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) and in the EU through the copyright directives, and extended copyright protection to computer programs. According to
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Bridy, these laws aimed to achieve a dual objective: to safeguard the important contribution of private players like intermediaries to Internet growth, and to deal with massive copyright infringement by scaling up enforcement. To achieve this objective, the laws introduced the safe harbor provisions and notice and takedown procedures, which would allow rights holders to combat infringement on a large scale. They also made it illegal to circumvent measures that control access to copyrighted works like DRM, and criminalized production and dissemination of technology, devices, or services intended to circumvent those measures, whether or not there is actual infringement of copyright itself. In addition, the DMCA heightened the penalties for copyright infringement on the Internet.

The industry reacted to the advent of file sharing through the Internet through litigation; they first sued the intermediaries whose “sole purpose it was to enable illegal file sharing”, like Napster. After Napster, RIAA sued other P2P platforms, like Scour, Aimster, AudioGalaxy, Morpheus, Grokster, KaZaA, iMesh, and Limewire. However, with the fall of each P2P file sharing platform, a new one has arisen, leading to a technological arms race.

The notice and takedown provisions would acquit intermediaries of any liability if, upon gaining knowledge of copyright infringing activities by their customers or subscribers, they would act and prevent the copyright infringement. These provisions have been laid out in two main global models, that of the EU (mentioned above) and the US (Digital Millennium Copyright Act). In some member states of the EU, these notice and takedown procedures were further developed through self-regulatory codes of conduct. Another legal instrument in the DMCA granted rights holders the ability to obtain the identities of alleged infringers by serving subpoenas to intermediaries accompanied by a notice of infringement.

According to Bridy, the notice and takedown was initially successful as an enforcement procedure. Upon receiving a notice by a rights holder that one of the intermediaries’ customers or subscribers is engaged in copyright infringing activities, the intermediary is obligated to remove or takedown the infringing content. According to Bridy, the upside of this approach was that it could scale successfully. Rights holders could send thousands of notices to have intermediaries take infringing content down. In fact, intermediaries facilitated this large-scale enforcement by allowing for automated
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notification procedures (YouTube offers an online interface, like Facebook, allowing for notice and takedown in large numbers). But the notice and takedown procedure proved unsuccessful to scale for P2P networks. They are distributed networks, and membership to those networks is anonymous and dynamic. This led the industry to fall back on one of its first legal reactions to the advent of file sharing through the Internet; to sue users involved in file sharing, whilst continuing to sue P2P platforms. Since the advent of file sharing over the Internet, the entertainment industry in the USA filed over thousands of lawsuits against individual file sharers and P2P intermediaries, to stop file sharing.

Suing individual users has proven costly in PR terms. According to Rolling Stone magazine, it has made the content industries “the most hated industry since the tobacco industry.” Partly, because suing individual users has been prone to error. The industry filed ‘John Doe’ lawsuits, based on IP addresses, in the hope of identifying infringing users in the legal process. But as an IP address is not a user, this led to a number of eye-catching (and often hilarious) indictments, the most notable being the case that was filed against a dead grandmother with no access to Internet, a blind man for downloading pornography and a hockey stadium. However, the lawsuits have not been able to curb massive online infringement. BitTorrent made enforcement difficult, allowing for decentralized protocols which make it incredibly difficult to identify and close down one central chokepoint to prevent users to access content. BitTorrent is an open source protocol, instead of proprietary like Napster, which prevents it from being targeted in a lawsuit. Furthermore, BitTorrent sites pread internationally, which makes it hard to target them in a lawsuit. A well-known example of this is the Pirate Bay, a Swedish website hosting ‘torrents’. Even though the Pirate Bay lost a lawsuit in Sweden and was summoned to take the website down, the website was still up at the time of this research. The Pirate Bay moved its site to another jurisdiction after each takedown.

In the EU, rights holders have been hesitant to pursue individual file sharers. In part, this is because of European privacy legislation. In the Promusicae case, the CJEU ruled that rights holders could not force ISPs to hand over subscribers’ identity in a civil copyright suit, but that the Privacy Directive did not prevent member states from creating an obligaton to disclose personal data for civil proceedings. However, a fair balance had to be struck with fundamental rights.

Some countries tried to increase the penalties that may be awarded to individual users for file sharing. However, this has been ineffective. Sweden introduced IPRED
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legislation, which in first instance led to a 30% drop in Internet traffic. But 8 months later, file sharing traffic was back to normal. Some argued that there was even more P2P traffic. According to a cyber norms sociological research project, file sharers were simply getting better at hiding their identities online.

Rights holders have therefore looked towards more efficient ways to exert pressure on illegal file sharers online. Internet intermediaries distribute, host and locate content, and thus play a vital role in the information society. This makes them a suitable candidate to exercise control over what happens in their networks. According to De Beer & Clemmer, intermediaries more actively police their networks, to filter content and voluntarily cooperate in copyright enforcement processes.

Rights holders have for example tried to use the law to force intermediaries to more actively combat infringement. In the CJEU case of L’Oreal v. eBay the court stated that the third sentence of Article 11 of the Enforcement Directive “must be interpreted as requiring the Member States to ensure that the national courts with jurisdiction in relation to the protection of intellectual property rights are able to order the operator of an online marketplace to take measures which contribute, not only to bringing to an end infringements of those rights by users of that marketplace, but also to preventing further infringements of that kind. Those injunctions must be effective, proportionate, and dissuasive and must not create barriers to legitimate trade.”

Similarly, rights holders have created new self-regulatory initiatives to combat infringement. These self-regulatory initiatives have practical advantages over legislation, because they are more precisely geared towards the needs industry, generated and revised much quicker and therefore more flexible, and that may be more effective. However, he also says they raise human rights objections and suffer from a ‘democratic deficit’.

The increased cooperation between rights holders and intermediaries is demonstrated by a shift in laws, agreements, treaties and case law. There are multiple ways in which this more active cooperation between rights holders and intermediaries take form: intermediaries play an active role in regulating the behavior of their clients. They can send warnings to users who infringe upon copyrights, monitor traffic from and to users, cut down services to certain users (slowing their connection for example) or cut them off from the Internet all together. Another way of cooperation is by blocking access to certain websites, like cyber lockers. The OECD distinguishes four different ways of cooperation: Notice and notice, notice and takedown, graduated response and filtering.

Filtering consists of blocking access to websites that infringe on copyrights, or by examining Internet traffic to see whether or not it contains copyright infringing content.
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(through deep packet inspection (DPI)). Both approaches have surfaced as ways to combat online copyright infringement, like in the originally proposed Protect IP act in the US. Also, private agreements have surfaced to block cyber lockers and file sharing websites.

There has also been pressure on intermediaries in the EU and the US to use deep packet inspection. This technique has to be implemented by network operators and would work with a fingerprinting model. Using a vendor’s software to generate a unique signature for each protected object, DPI analyzes the traffic of an IP network in real time and inspects all the information in the packets. It can recognize objects in a bit stream and can then notify or manipulate. For example, it can for example limit BitTorrent traffic or recognize requests for URLs and censor websites by blocking access to them.

Mueller writes that DPI for copyright enforcement does not serve the economic interests of ISPs. It benefits rights holders, but imposes administrative and hardware costs on the ISPs, undermines their immunities and alienates or cuts off customers. ISPs would therefore not implement DPI out of their own will. It has also been controversial, and has faced heavy resistance by consumer rights, civil rights and ISPs. Similarly, in discussions by stakeholders to make the IPR enforcement directive (2004/48/EC) more effective, technical measures like DPI were rejected as ineffective, detrimental to the operation of networks and harmful to innovation. Engineering studies brought to light the scalability limitations of DPI for copyright enforcement.

Although the E-Commerce directive prohibits a general monitoring obligation, it does allow for specific injunctions against ISPs. Therefore, rightsholders have asked national courts of the EU member states to issue filtering and/or blocking injunctions against ISPs hosting and providing access to copyrighted content. The CJEU in some ground breaking cases has made a clear distinction between filtering measures, which are used to detect copyright infringements but require some form of pre-emptive monitoring of networks, and blocking measures, which basically impede access to copyrighted material. Also, in the Scarlett v SABAM case the court ruled that installing DPI to prevent copyright infringements for all electronic communications among all its customers as a preventive measure and for an unlimited time was illegal.

In the US, the DMCA safe harbor prevented the imposition of technical measures like DPI. Rights holders have therefore tried to pressure higher education institutions to implement DPI measures against infringement. Despite opposition, the final version of the Higher Education Opportunity Act passed July 31, 2008 and was signed into law August 14 of that year. By threatening educational institution’s federal funding, this legislation helped to create an incentive structure that nudged many universities into graduated response
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policies, educational programs and, occasionally, DPI-based technical measures. While many resisted having DPI for copyright imposed on them, many universities nevertheless choose to block file-sharing protocols to conserve bandwidth, or to minimize the transaction costs associated with responding to notice and takedown requirements.453

In the UK and in the Netherlands, anti-piracy organizations have succeeded to get a court order to block access to the Pirate Bay. At the time of this research, the question remained whether this blockade was effective. Although anti-piracy organizations claimed the blockade was effective in fighting copyright infringement, some ISPs claimed that the percentage of file sharing did not diminish.454 They claimed it led to even more BitTorrent traffic.455 It also led to what some refer to as a whac-a-mole game, where a court order obliges ISPs to block access to the Pirate Bay IP address, but proxies are set up, or the Pirate Bay changes IP address, which requires another court order for blocking.456 Others claimed that these court orders only drew more attention to the Pirate Bay and increased the amount of visitors.457

The graduated response procedure, the most far-reaching Internet enforcement procedure that involves intermediaries, allows for slowing down or cutting off Internet access for consumers if they infringe on copyrights a number of times.458 Variations of this procedure have been adapted in France, the UK, South Korea, and the US and are adopted or debated in other countries.459 In the EU, rights holders tried to include graduated response procedures in the “Telecom Package” 2009 – the EU regulatory framework for electronic communications.460 However, after much protest, no explicit reference to this procedure was made in the new laws.

There has also been increased pressure to take intermediaries, like cyber lockers, websites, streaming services or Usenet forums, down more easily by suing them or seizing their servers or domains. In 2012 in the USA, the servers of Megaupload, the biggest cyber locker, were seized, and its owners arrested. However, taking down Megaupload did not slow down file sharing. At the end of the day when Megaupload was taken down, traffic had shifted to other cyber lockers, mainly in Europe, according to DeepFields. Sandvine said that users may have shifted to video streaming sites as well.461
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Similarly, there have been new legislative proposals that would make the taking down or seizing of intermediaries easier. After intense pressure by the US government, this led to the creation of the SINDE law in Spain. In the USA, the controversial SOPA law was proposed, but withdrawn after public resistance.\(^\text{462}\)

Other approaches have focused on the removal of funds for piracy, by “following the money.” These self-regulatory Memoranda of Understanding have been stimulated by the European Commission and aim to reduce the profits of commercial scale IP infringements in the online environment, by involving advertising service providers, payment services and shippers. The UK pioneered this approach by launching a pilot project called Infringing Website List (IWL) in 2013. Rights holders or their representatives can provide a list of infringing sites which will be checked by the City of London Police’s Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU), which provides a list of undesirables for advertisers to avoid.

### 3.3 Different typologies for enforcement strategies

There are different typologies for enforcement strategies. Cohen, Bridy and Danahar, Smith, and Telang all use different typologies that I will describe here shortly. The major copyright industries have been trying to distribute copyright enforcement across a wide range of actors. According to Cohen, the overlap between these strategies deserved consideration as the emerging regime sought to change the infrastructure to allow for more control.\(^\text{463}\) She says that the rights holders pursued an agenda that sought to control the intellectual consumption and communication, at the expense of individuals and independent technology vendors. That agenda sought to implement a regime, which in turn relied on a group of strategies.

Cohen grouped them on the basis of the behavior they primarily target. Each strategy was internally homogenous, although they used different regulatory modalities. This differed from the approach taken by Lessig.\(^\text{464}\)

She distinguished between:

A. **Surface level technological restrictions**: These are copy protection technologies like DRM that operate at the level of individual files.

B. **Pressure on independent technology developers**: These are pressures on technology developers whose technologies might allow for copyright infringement. Examples are regulatory measures such as in the DMCA that prohibit the production of anti-circumvention measures, the aim to minimize technology that makes copying easier, like the P2P providers.

C. **Trusted systems functionality**: These strategies aim to move copyright enforcement functions deeper into the user’s electronic environment. Like implementing controls at the operating level.

D. **Pressure on network gatekeepers**: Pressure on ISPs and search engines to implement various measures, like notice-and-takedown and filtering.

E. **End-user initiatives**: Lawsuits, or interfering directly with exchange of files on P2P networks (by for example using decoy files).

---
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F. Rhetorical positioning: Use rhetoric to position online copyright infringement as morally objectionable and “socially insidious”.  

Her distinction is thorough, and seems to be focused mainly on P2P networks and includes strategies that are outside of enforcement, like anti-circumvention measures and rhetoric. As we saw in the previous sections, because infringement has spread to other ways, I will use a different typology to distinguish between strategies to enforce copyrights on a large scale. As the next sections will show, this fits better with trends in enforcement.

Bridy made another distinction, which is a simpler version of the one by Cohen, and focused on the level of the intervention: the content level, the network level, and the user level.  

Interventions at the content level are DRM, interventions at the network level are aimed at technology like P2P software. The latter has been done by courts, and through network surveillance. This has also been done by looking at ISPs. Interventions at the user level were done through punishment and education.  

As I am interested in more enforcement procedures, this would be not useful for my research.

Danahar, Smith, and Telang used a typology along two axes. They talk about ‘interventions’, and look whether the intervention is regulatory (government-driven) or voluntary (industry-driven) and whether the intervention targets the supply or demand side of piracy.

They distinguish between:

A. Regulatory interventions aimed at the demand side: HADOPI in France, IPRED in the EU.
B. Regulatory interventions aimed at the supply side: Megaupload shutdown.
C. Voluntary interventions aimed at the demand side: Copyright Alert System in the U.S., various industry lawsuits against file-sharers.
D. Voluntary interventions against the supply side: voluntary changes in search engine ranking algorithms to reduce prominence of piracy in search results.

Although this distinction is clear, it does not take into account the delegation of enforcement, which influences costs and human rights. These effects are relevant for the research question of this study. I have therefore adjusted those existing typologies to one that fits my research.

### 3.4 A typology of enforcement strategies

Rights holders have a number of strategies to scale up copyright enforcement. For the purpose of this research a strategy to scale up copyright enforcement is a spatially delimited
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strategy by actors to increase the amount of sanctions for copyright infringement. This ranges from rights holders suing a large number of end users at a court, to notice and takedown as done by intermediaries, to taking down intermediaries. This does not mean that rights holders or governments use one unique strategy at a time. They may use many different strategies at the same time, within or even outside of the country.

In the previous section Julie Cohen distinguished between enforcement strategies on the basis of the behavior they targeted. I have chosen an adapted route, because I am interested in the relation between the scale of sanctions and safeguards. Safeguards and sanctions both apply to legal entities instead of behavior, so I choose to differentiate between enforcement strategies on the basis of their primary target. Within these strategies, big differences remain.

Because I’m interested in the relation between scale en safeguards, I have chosen sanctions as a starting point for these enforcement strategies. By sanctions I mean any form of punishment, so a warning letter is included as well. I have fitted these strategies in a typology, based on the primary targets of enforcement (demand or supply), and whether that target is met directly or indirectly. Targeting directly means that the target is sanctioned, whereas indirectly means that other players are used or threatened to sanction others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enforcement strategies</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target demand side</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users through law suits and settlement requests</td>
<td>Graduated response procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target supply side</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal cases against large suppliers / (DRM)</td>
<td>Notice and takedown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: four groups of enforcement strategies

A. Copyright enforcement strategies that target the demand side directly

The first type of strategies aim enforcement at the demand side: individual end users that try to access copyright infringing content. Private players, like rights holders or their representatives, sued end users.

Most of the civil lawsuits have been aimed at individual end users not for accessing, but for sharing content. For BitTorrent anyone who downloads uploads as well. Especially in the US, representatives of the recording and film industries have sued thousands of individual consumers accusing them of making recorded music available to other consumers over the Internet.\(^{471}\) In the US, § 512(h) of the DMCA originally allowed rights holders to serve subpoenas to service providers to obtain the identities of alleged infringers. This provided an easy way for rights holders to identify and sue large numbers of infringers. However, in the Charter Communications case,\(^ {472}\) the Eight Circuit of the US concluded that serving subpoenas to service providers excluded § 512(a) providers (mere conduit providers). This made identification significantly more difficult for rights holders, and led
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them to ‘John Doe lawsuits,’ seeking expedited discovery according to Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to identify accused file sharers.473 This way, thousands of end users have been sued by the industry.

As most individual users did not have the financial means to go to court, they settled for smaller sums of money. Over 200,000 people have been sued for allegedly sharing copyrighted material online. Copyright holders or their representatives obtained the personal details of users to settle with them for a few hundred up to a couple of thousand dollars. This meant users avoided trial but also avoided potentially larger fines. Even though 200,000 is a large number, those cases rarely made it to court.474 This made suing and settling profitable for copyright holders.475

On behalf of rights holders, special law firms threatened users with lawsuits on the basis of their IP address. However, the goal of these warning letters was not to actually make it to court, but to generate quick settlements. For example, The US copyright group (DC area firm of Dunlap, Grubb & Weaver) filed thousands of lawsuits on behalf of independent film makers.476 4500 individuals were sued for using BitTorrent to download the movie Far Cry.477 5000 were sued for downloading the movie ‘Hurt Locker.’478 The U.S. Copyright Group simply asked people to accept a standardized settlement agreement and pay up. In fact they had a website for sued individuals where they can settle their claims, which displays the phrase “All Major Credit Cards Accepted.”479 These were usually small fees, which was tempting for individual end users who wanted to avoid the potentially enormous costs of going to court or being fined statutory damages for copyright infringement. However, it raised questions about procedural safeguards.480 Later, judges have started to react negatively to these rights holders, referring to this strategy as “an extortion scheme” whilst some of them have actually tried to reverse expedited recovery to protect individuals.481 Another judge argued that he could not come to a decision on the basis of subpoenas, and that a trial was required.482

This strategy has been particularly appealing to rights holders in the pornographic industry. They had extra leverage, because, apart from the damages and costly trials, end users would also want to avoid the public shame associated with pornographic content. For example, the ‘adult copyright company’ sued 16,000 John Does for infringing copyright in
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In Europe, this strategy surfaced as well. Law firms in Germany send out thousands of letters to file sharers requesting payments each year.\footnote{Michael Fritz, “File-sharing in Germany: Could the cost of getting caught be about to come down?,” ZDNet (August 9, 2013), http://www.zdnet.com/file-sharing-in-germany-could-the-cost-of-getting-caught-be-about-to-come-down-7000018915/.} In England this strategy has been condemned. Andrew Crossley, from the ACS: Law firm was suspended from his duties for two years and ordered to pay a fine by the Solicitors Regulation Authority, after he sent approximately 20,000 British citizens threatening letters in which he asked them to pay 500 pounds for a settlement.\footnote{Jasper Bakker, “Afpersende Britse piraterijbestrijder geschorst,” Webwereld (January 19, 2012), http://webwereld.nl/nieuws/109247/-afpersende--britse-piraterijbestrijder-geschorst.html}

In the EU ISPs are not required to hand over individual user data, unless the law requires that they have to. Therefore, the amount of copyright infringement lawsuits in the EU has been lower than in the US.\footnote{Gwen Hinze, “EU Law does not require ISP to hand over customers’ identity data in alleged filesharing case,” Electronic Frontier Foundation (January 30, 2008), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2008/01/eu-law-does-not-require.} Also, countries like the Netherlands and Belgium allowed for a private home copying exception, which made small scale downloading of copyright protected content allowed.\footnote{Art 16b – 1 and Art 16c – 1 of the Dutch copyright law, and art. 22, § 1, 5° of the Belgian copyright law.}

A potentially different strategy is when individuals are prosecuted criminally for file sharing. Although this usually happens when individuals facilitate copyright infringement (so in fact, when they act as supply, which is another category), there are cases of people file sharing that were prosecuted (in Sweden). The prosecution initially tried to get the man a prison sentence, but the judge eventually sentenced the man to a fine.\footnote{Enigmax, “World’s unluckiest torrent pirate fined but avoids jail,” Torrentfreak (February 12, 2012), http://torrentfreak.com/worlds-unluckiest-bittorrent-pirate-fined-but-avoidsjail-120212/.} Other people have been sentenced to two year probation for sharing songs. These cases mainly refer to uploading though.\footnote{Ernesto, “60-year old file-sharer gets 2 years probation and fine,” Torrentfreak (August 31, 2011), http://torrentfreak.com/60-year-old-file-sharer-gets-2-years-probation-and-fine-110831/.} In Japan illegal downloading is a crime that can lead to a two year prison sentence or a fine of two million yen (25,700 dollars).\footnote{“Japan introduces piracy penalties for illegal downloads,” BBC (October 1, 2012), http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-19767970.}
B. Copyright enforcement strategies that target the demand side indirectly

Rights holders have looked towards ways to enforce copyrights more effectively on the demand side, by using intermediaries and/or government institutions, through a process that aims to combine education with sanctioning. These graduated response procedures are systems that warn the infringing user (the warning is called a 'strike'), and after a number of warnings allow for more stringent punishment, in the form of the slowing of Internet connections, fines, or cutting off Internet access. Graduated response procedures are implemented through a statute, codes of practices, cross-industry agreements, or from remedies ordered by a court.\(^{491}\)

France has taken a legislative approach. The HADOPI bill created the HADOPI authority in charge of the graduated response system. Rights holders could complain to this authority about copyright infringement, and the authority would send warning letters to subscribers through their ISPs. After two warnings the authority could propose more stringent measures, like disconnection for up to a year. Originally, the law did not allow for judicial review, but this was struck down by the French constitutional court, and after that the third strike required a ruling by a judicial authority before more stringent measures could be taken. These measures could be the disconnection of Internet access, a fine of 300,000, and a two-year prison sentence. The data on alleged infringements would be researched by the Trident Media Guard (TMG), provided to an industry association (Societe Civile des Producteurs Phonographiques (SCPP), who would review the data and then transmit it to HADOPI.\(^{492}\)

Ireland has taken a non-legislative approach, the result of a legal battle between the representative body of the recording industry in Ireland (IRMA) and the largest ISP in the country, Eircom (40% of the market). The settlement in January 2009 required Eircom to commit to 1. Inform subscribers that their IP address had been detected infringing copyright, 2. Warn them that they could be disconnected, and 3. Disconnect them if they did not listen. This protocol was the result of a contractual agreement, instead of a legislative one. Subscribers agreed to this mechanism, by agreeing to the terms of service. There was no judge involved, and Eircom was the arbiter of innocence or guilt. It did allow for an appeals process, but if the subscriber was found ‘guilty’, his connection is cut off for 7 days.\(^{493}\) Other ISPs have been sued, and at the times of the research it was unclear whether they would implement the system as well. It was also unclear how rights holders would find infringement, either through DPI or through IP hunting (DtecNet).\(^{494}\)

In the UK, the Digital Economy Act introduced a graduated response system. ISPs were obligated to notify subscribers that their IP address had been used to download copyrighted material illegally. ISPs had to keep records of the number of notices issued to each subscriber, and had to make lists of subscribers that had received a specific number of notices. Rights holders would be able to obtain a court order and then ask the ISPs to disclose the identities of the subscribers and sue them. OFCOM, the UK communications
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regulator was at the time of this research expected to create a code with specifications of the process, standards of evidence, etc.\textsuperscript{495} If this approach would turn out to be ineffective, section 124G provided that the secretary of state could take additional measures such as limiting access to subscribers after they received a number of complaints.\textsuperscript{496} The digital economy act was delayed until 2014.\textsuperscript{497}

In the US, private parties and ISPs agreed to a memorandum of understanding, with provisions that laid down a privately administered graduated response system. The Memorandum of Understanding created a Center for Copyright Information, a private entity charged with administration and oversight of the Copyright Alert System. The CCI consisted of members of the copyright industry and the participating ISPs. The CAS involved six strikes, where ISPs warned subscribers that they should not infringe, followed by more severe sanctions for those who did not listen. Like in Ireland, subscribers were bound to this system through the ISP terms of service. ISPs delivered a variety of possible sanctions, like slowing down Internet speed and suspending access. Subscribers could appeal in a non-judicial process which included the American Arbitration Association, under contract with CCI.\textsuperscript{498}

Other countries implemented different versions of graduated response mechanisms. In South Korea the emphasis seemed to be on users that hosted content, whereas the graduated response systems in Taiwan did not obligate ISPs to terminate user access. The New Zealand system was still under discussion at the time of this research.\textsuperscript{499} In South Korea, the national human rights commissioner recommended to abolish the system.\textsuperscript{500}

\textit{C. Copyright enforcement strategies that target supply directly}

Some strategies aim enforcement at supply. Intermediaries might facilitate infringement on a large scale, and could therefore be more attractive to pursue than individual end users. Private players sued P2P intermediaries,\textsuperscript{501} websites that offered content, Cyber lockers, Usenet forums, and websites that link to content. In some cases, lawsuits were unsuccessful, and intermediaries like YouTube were allowed to keep doing business. In other cases intermediaries ceased to exist. The goal of these lawsuits was to put the intermediary out of business, take it down, or change it completely. For example, rights holders have tried to sue the Internet service providers that enable consumers to trade files.\textsuperscript{502}

Governments have also targeted intermediaries directly, mostly through criminal lawsuits. The US Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) launched ‘Operation in Our Sites’ and seized hundreds of domains in the US, often in cooperation with rights holders.\textsuperscript{503} Operators of large websites and cyber lockers were prosecuted for criminal copyright
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infringement. Cyberlocker Megaupload was forced to shut down after a coordinated effort between the U.S. government and the government of New Zealand and the Hong Kong customs.

This also involves the government blocking access to domains or ‘taking down’ websites. This has been called ‘notice and action.’ This was in the proposed SOPA law, in the SINDE law in Spain, and in the Digital Economy act in England. The SINDE law included a commission that evaluated claims that were reviewed by a judge.

To an extent, enforcing on the demand side is directed at end users as well. These enforcers usually perceive uploading as worse than downloading content, which is why most of the lawsuits have been targeted at end users that were uploading on a very large scale. This is why the penalties for uploading are generally worse than for downloading. For example, the Netherlands originally allowed for a home copying exception, whilst keeping uploading illegal. In Japan downloading could lead to a 2 year prison sentence, whilst uploading infringing music and videos could lead to a 10 year prison sentence, and a ten million yen fine (around 100,000 dollars). In Holland, anti-piracy organization BREIN searched for large-scale uploaders and filed a complaint with the police to start a criminal prosecution.

Other strategies that target the supply side target ‘the scene.’ This is criminal enforcement that aims to shut down those organizations. For example, in 2010, police in 14 European countries conducted coordinated raids, after years of investigations. They seized servers and arrested people.

Technological protection measures, like DRM, also prevent supply, but are less relevant to my thesis, because they do not involve an actual sanctioning moment.

D. Copyright enforcement strategies that target supply indirectly

Sometimes intermediaries are in a better position to obstruct other intermediaries who facilitate copyright infringement. Private players sue those intermediaries in private lawsuits, to employ their assistance. They target access providers to block access to certain content. For example, access providers were sued in the UK and the Netherlands to prevent access to the Pirate Bay. It can also mean that private players sue payment processors to cut off funds to infringing websites, or that private players sue payment processors to learn more about a business entity so that they can sue that entity later.

Enforcement strategies that target the supply side indirectly use intermediaries to prevent the supply of infringing content. This involves notice and takedown, where under threat of legal action, intermediaries are asked to take down certain content of their platform. This scales up, but the question remains whether there are many safeguards for
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users that upload content. There are in some cases consequences for repeat infringers here too: YouTube blocks users from uploading, if they have received too many warnings.

Notice and notice also falls under this category. In Canada, this means that ISPs forward notices from rights holders to users when those users host or share infringing content. However, ISPs do not reveal contact details of their subscribers or take action afterwards.\footnote{Thomas Mennecke, "Canada Plans P2P and file-sharing Crackdown," Slyck (March 24, 2005), http://www.slyck.com/news.php?story=720.}
4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH DESIGN

4.1 Introduction to this chapter

Chapter 1 introduced the main research question: “How does large-scale copyright enforcement on the Internet influence procedural safeguards like due process and fair trial, what are its costs and its effectiveness, and what do these findings imply for public policy?”

Chapter 2 showed that infringement happens on a large scale. Chapter 3 showed how rights holders (and governments) have scaled up copyright enforcement to fight massive infringement.

This chapter will describe the theoretical framework and research design. Theoretically, this problem falls within the field of legal economics. Research on enforcement in other sectors suggests the fears of the opponents of the new strategies are warranted. Legal economics predicts a certain level of effectiveness of enforcement: effective deterrence requires large-scale enforcement and more severe sanctions to increase the costs of breaking the law. Large-scale enforcement (increasing the chance of getting caught) is particularly effective. These theories also describe that scaling up enforcement is costly and that one way to cut costs is to reduce procedural safeguards, because legal procedures are time intensive and expensive. This means there could be a relationship between scale and safeguards. There could also be a relationship with severity, as it is another way to increase effectiveness. How does severity influence safeguards? If consequences of punishments are more severe, mistrial would create larger societal costs. If this applies to copyright enforcement, the consequences would be huge. Infringement happens on a large scale, so for each new enforcement proposal to be effective, costs would be massive or the enforcement strategy detrimental to human rights, the rule of law and innovation. This section will also describe and clarify procedural safeguards as a concept.

This study will use case studies to empirically test whether the predicted relationship between scale, severity and safeguards also holds in the area of online copyright enforcement and how enforcement strategies deal with costs and what their effect on infringement is. Because the predicted relationship between scale, severity and safeguards happens at the sanction level, I will use sub-cases of those enforcement actions when an enforcement strategy contains multiple types of sanctions. This chapter will describe my research methodology, by specifying the methods, my units of analysis (the cases and sub-cases), my variables, my case selection, what data I collected and how, and how this connects to the analysis.

4.2 The economics of enforcement

Legal economics suggest a number of legal solutions to attain the most efficient economic allocations. The most influential legal economist is Ronald Coase, who wrote ‘the problem of social cost,’ an influential article on law and economics.

With his theory, Coase laid the groundwork for “new institutional economics,” an economic approach that focuses on social and legal norms that underlie economic activity. 510

According to Coase, the legal system has a large influence on the economic system, and legal norms had to be evaluated in ways that led to the most efficient outcome.\textsuperscript{511}

Copyrights are a complex system of economic rights that aim to stimulate creativity. Online piracy has disturbed this traditional economic cost-benefit analysis of copyright. In the analogue environment, distribution of unauthorized copies had limited impact on rights holders, and as a benefit stimulated network effects of the copyrighted good and enlarged its market.\textsuperscript{512}

Because copyright holders suffer economic losses, they seek to deter infringement in a way that does not cost to them more than the losses they suffer. As infringement happens on a large scale, they must deter cost-effectively.

Many scientific disciplines have studied why people break the law. Psychologists and sociologists have made important contributions because crime runs in families, which raises questions about genetic disposition and the influence of family background on the willingness to commit crimes. Ethnographers have studied how gangs are formed, and have looked at the internal structures of those in many cases criminal enterprises. Criminology is regarded as a separate discipline that studies the nature, extent, causes, and control of criminal behavior. Apart from that there have been debates in law, sociology, and philosophy that have focused on normative concerns that play a big role in defining crime and the appropriate punishment.\textsuperscript{513}

Later, the legal economics approach was added to the list of disciplines studying crime. In 1986, University of Chicago economist Gary Becker wrote the seminal paper “Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach.” This paper presented a new approach to crime and punishment by using the economic method. He looked at criminals as rational individuals that seek to maximize their own well-being, but through illegal instead of legal means. Becker recognized that economic insights can provide an interesting analysis of criminal behavior and law enforcement. By modeling an individuals’ response to certain incentives, we can improve our understanding of how the certainty and severity of punishments may affect the individuals’ decision to engage in illegal activities. Becker suggested using the theory that normally applies to individuals interactions in market environments to provide insights into the analysis of alternative crime control policies.\textsuperscript{514} In doing so, he also formulated models that would allow crime policy to be empirically tested. In formulating his theory, Becker was the first economist to apply economic theory to non-market social structures, for which he was awarded the 1992 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences.\textsuperscript{515}

This economics approach to crime is focused on constraints rather than on preferences. So it does not take into account certain psychological factors: in Becker’s view everyone may become a criminal. This is linked to the classical school of criminology. In particular it is linked to the field of deterrence theory, which deals with the effects of punishment on crime. The idea is that people refrain from committing criminal behavior out of fear of legal punishments. Pioneers in this regard were Cesare Beccaria (1738-94) and

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832). They were utilitarianists, which means they believed that people’s actions are motivated by obtaining pleasure and avoiding pain. If potential offenders expect pleasure from crime, they can be deterred by increasing the potential pain associated with it. In particular, potential offenders are deterred by legal punishments that are: (1) certain, which means potential offenders are likely to get caught and punished, (2) celeritous, which means the punishment is swift, and (3) severe, which refers to the amount of punishment received by an individual.

Becker makes two observations with regard to criminal policy and criminal activities: obedience is not taken for granted, and public and private resources are spent to prevent offenses and apprehend offenders. Also, conviction in itself is not enough; in some cases more severe punishment is necessary. The main question in Becker’s article is “how many resources and how much punishment should be used to enforce different kinds of legislation?” In his article, Becker defined the social loss of crime as the sum of: (1) the costs of crime, (2) costs of arrests and convictions, and (3) the costs of sanctions (imprisonment, parole, fines, etc.). The probability and severity of punishment was determined to minimize this sum. Some writers have expanded Becker’s definition by for example looking at the costs of crime in the equation. This is the range of benefits and costs that have an effect of people’s decisions. People will allocate time to criminal activity until marginal benefits equal marginal costs. For most people marginal benefits of crime will be lower than marginal costs, which will make them not commit crime. Gains may be monetary, psychic or pure satisfaction of wants. Costs may be material, psychic, expected punishment costs, and opportunity costs. Punishment costs are formal and informal sanctions, and pecuniary costs from lawsuits. Opportunity costs of crime are the net benefit of the legal activity forgone while planning, performing and concealing the criminal act. The lower the individual’s level of income, the lower his opportunity cost of engaging in illegal activity. The costs to society of crime may be material and hospital costs.

He argues that the optimal amount of enforcement depends on, among other things, the cost of catching and convicting offenders, the nature of punishments (fines or prison terms), and the responses of offenders to change after enforcement. In other words: the higher the cost of justice, the more crime there is. An interesting side note in this regard is that although the most important weapons against crime have been tools of arrest and punishment, the theory also seems to suggest that governments can limit the benefits of crime, or follow the sociological literature that says that other economic ways to reduce crime are to look at the access to and rewards of legitimate activities.

His paper was followed by George Stigler’s “the Optimum Enforcement of Laws” and Isaac Ehrlich’s “Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation.” Stigler wrote that behavior is prescribed individually (for example through contracts and agreements) and unilaterally. When prescribed behavior is fixed unilaterally instead of by individual agreement, we have regulation or law, and these have to be enforced. When citizens depart from prescribed behavior this is called a crime or violation.

---
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The goal of enforcement is to achieve a degree of compliance with a rule or prescribed behavior that society believes it can afford. One reason not to do this is that enforcement can be costly. The extent to which laws are enforced depends on resources devoted to that task. Because of this cost limitation it would be almost impossible to detect and punish all offenders. Offenders are deterred by expected punishments, which are (broadly speaking) the probability times the severity of the punishment.\footnote{Stigler, “The Optimum Enforcement of Laws,” P.56.} The more significant the offense, the more likely society will want to use resources to prevent the offense. This does not necessarily mean that more resources will make punishment more severe, but it means that the offender will be pursued more ‘tenaciously’ to increase the probability of apprehension.\footnote{Stigler, “The Optimum Enforcement of Laws,” P.57-58.}

Ehrlich conducted empirical research to test whether Becker’s theory was true. His conclusion was that offenders as a group respond to incentives in much the same way as people who are engaged in legitimate activities do. He argued that from his empirical research (with all of its own shortcomings), it seemed plausible that the probability of conviction coupled with the severity of punishment had a deterrent effect on offenders.\footnote{Isaac Ehrlich, “Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation,” Journal of Political Economy 81.3 (1973), 521-565. P. 560}

Using these theories in a normative fashion, the economic analysis of crime and criminal law uses a welfare economic analysis to judge the desirability of policy design: a utilitarian perspective. The basic idea is that the welfare of society depends on well-being of individuals of that society as measured by the extent to which their aims have been fulfilled. Distribution of income is not a variable that is taken into account. So it is about the sum of additional benefits by a change. If benefits are larger, that change is ‘good.’ \footnote{Panther, “The economics of crime and criminal law,” P.368.}

The economics of crime and criminal law is ‘etiological’, which means it takes the norms protected by law as a given, and looks at causal determinants of criminal behavior. Norms that are protected are usually those that guarantee the functioning of a market society. Off course public goods, external effects, asymmetric information and transaction costs make the world more complex, but it remains uncertain how they should affect the selection of norms to be protected by criminal sanctions.\footnote{Panther, “The economics of crime and criminal law,” P.368.}

After those papers, the theoretical and empirical economic literature on crime has grown rapidly. Some studies have expanded Becker’s model, and some have provided criticism. I will mention some of those studies briefly. Mathur has done a large empirical investigation that revealed that the more severe the punishment is for a particular crime, the lesser it is probable that the criminal will be punished. This might be based on the fact that for harsher crimes, judges might be more hesitant to award severe punishments, for example in cases of the death penalty. His data also revealed that certainty of punishment is a more important deterrent than severity.\footnote{Vijay Mathur, “Economics of crime: an investigation of the deterrent hypothesis for urban areas,” the review of economics and statistics 60.3 (1978), 459-466. P.465}
Some papers have introduced reasons why punishment should not be set as high as possible, which Becker's model seems to suggest. One reason might be the perceived unfairness that only a limited amount of offenders would be (harshly) punished, while some would suffer no consequences. This problem is worse when we take legal error into account. Another reason might be the wish of retribution. Thomas Miceli argues that when we take the unfairness of legal error into account, the optimal punishment might be lower than maximum punishment. An interesting variation is by not looking at whether people choose illegitimate behavior over legitimate behavior, but also how intensive they do so. Another way of looking at the deterrent effect is that when people perceive the risk of getting sanctioned as higher, they are less likely to engage in criminal behavior. Nagin writes about this especially. He argues that although empirical tests seem to confirm the existence of a deterrent effect through increasing the certainty and severity of punishments, little is known about risk perception. This does not take into account the differences of wealth between individuals.

Other papers have focused on the potential measurement errors that empirical research in this field can have. When looking whether or not sanctions are an effective deterrent there will always be a measurement error in crime rates, and simultaneity bias due to potential feedback of the number of offenses on arrests per offense (when crime is on the rise, citizens will want to see more police).

Of course, Becker and his followers cannot deliver the perfect theory to predict crime and the effects of enforcement. For example, in research it was revealed that people that go to church are less likely to commit crimes, and that people whose peers commit crimes are more likely to do so. Also, attitudes towards risk can be important, because they can steer an individual’s response to the threat of punishment for criminal behavior. It also does not take into account rules of thumb, rules of information, habitual behavior, behavior that is emotionally motivated or impulsive behavior, etc. However, one could argue that all these behaviors may be influenced by rational calculations. If you stick by this view, the consequences that a change of policy has may still be best predicted by using the rational actor methodology. In other words: “the average aggregate behavior changes as if people were rational.”

But there’s more substantial criticism, of which the two most controversial themes focus on deterrence by sanctions and the question of how extreme sanctions should be.

---
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Regarding deterrence; most of the economic analyses prescribe that either the severity or probability of sanctions will lead to a decrease in criminal offences. So individuals are deterred by sanctions. However, this is subject to criticism. The expected punishment can be interpreted as a decrease in the expected “income” for the criminal activity. This might be true on the individual level, but tells us nothing about the total effect. Cameron shows that higher expected sanctions can have ambiguous effects: There can be positive correlations between legal and illegal income if the legal employment provides information or other useful services for criminal activities, there can be spillover effects (crime can switch region which could lead to higher aggregate crime levels), or there can be a perverse “industry supply” effect (by incarceration, people get to know other criminals which can lead to the formation of “crime firms.”)\(^{537}\)

Furthermore, the policy conclusion of Becker’s model implies that sanctions should be as extreme as possible. Especially in cases where it is more expensive to increase the probability of sanctions, severity may be increased. Stigler has shown why this might be inefficient through his explanation of sanctions that “fit the crime.” He argues that there are different types of criminal activities, some more severe than others measured by the social damage they cause. If policy prescribes the severest penalty for the least severe crime, there will be no marginal deterrence for more severe crimes.\(^ {538}\) However, Posner argues that this does not take into account the total effect. Sure, more severe crimes may increase in relation to less severe ones, but the total amount of crimes decreases.\(^ {539}\) In other words: if punishment were sufficiently severe to make sure no crimes were committed, marginal deterrence would not be necessary. On the other hand, one would expect that this could be perceived as unfair by the democratic electorate.

After Becker’s article, an important contribution was made by John Harris, who writes that the legal framework Becker takes as a constant can be subject to policy choice. In particular in the area of what he calls “rules of the game” (which means standards of evidence, presumption of guilt, rights to counsel, and procedures for arrest and indictment), great variations exist that have implications for the Becker model. Having more of these rules of the game can prevent that guilty persons go unpunished (Type I error) and prevent that innocent persons are punished (Type II error). However, those rules of the game make the cost of apprehending and convicting a given percentage of offenders much higher. That is why in some states of emergency, or in a state of martial law, legal safeguards are relaxed to apprehend a maximum proportion of offenders at minimum cost. But this introduces yet another trade-off: Having less of these safeguards adds social costs to the equation in the form of wrongful punishments. Especially when more harsh punishments are imposed in the wrong way, the social loss is higher. Harris adds that even procedures like “stop and search” or wiretapping, although not convictions, impose forms of punishment on the innocent.\(^ {540}\)

Harris also adds that some of these losses will be perceived differently among social and economic groups within any society. Property owners have more to lose and will perceive the social loss as a result of offenses as much greater than groups who have little to lose. Meanwhile, higher income individuals will feel the costs of enforcement more through taxes. On the other hand the loss of unjust punishment may also impact only specific groups,
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who will in turn attribute more loss to those processes. This should be resolved in the political process.\textsuperscript{541}

Other authors have added that the conviction of innocent parties increases social costs even more because it encourages crime as it reduces the marginal deterrence to its commission.\textsuperscript{542} And from the other perspective: some researchers have found that making courts and enforcement more accurate increases deterrence as well.\textsuperscript{543}

4.3 Procedural safeguards

There are many terms for these “rules of the game”, the rights connected to procedure. ‘Fair trial,’ ‘fair hearing,’ ‘fairness,’ ‘due process of law,’ procedural due process,’ ‘fair procedure,’ ‘procedural justice,’ ‘procedural safeguards’, ‘legal safeguards,’ ‘legal rights,’ and ‘natural justice’ are some of the words most commonly used.\textsuperscript{544} The origin of these concepts can be traced back to the Magna Carta in 1215, where in clause 39 it was written that

No freemen shall be taken or imprisoned or disseised or exiled or in any way destroyed, nor will we go upon him nor send upon him, except by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the land\textsuperscript{545}

which meant the Magna Carta not only established the rule of law in England, but also laid down certain procedural requirements for the delivery of justice. Although originally intended to prevent arbitrary government power, procedural requirements now have to be guaranteed in civil trials as well.

Throughout history, these rights have evolved into many separate concepts, each with their own scope, application and name. In their core, many of the underlying principles and external concepts overlap.

In his Dictionary of International Human Rights Law,\textsuperscript{546} John Gibson presents 9 categories of human rights. One of those categories he calls legal rights, which stand for the rights granted to individuals within the context of the public order of the state or other political community. All these legal rights are connected in the context of what he calls ‘the due process of the law.’ Although he takes an international perspective and his list is broader than most national laws are, I have chosen this as a starting point because it offers the most comprehensive list of all the legal rights. Most of these are part of the body of law in some shape or form in democratic states, or are directly applicable as international law. I have also chosen this list because it takes a principled approach: it names the principles before going

\textsuperscript{541} Harris, “On the Economics of Law and Order,” P.170-171.
\textsuperscript{542} Stigler, “The Optimum Enforcement of Laws,” P.57
\textsuperscript{545} http://www.constitution.org/eng/magnacar.htm, translation: No free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or stripped of his rights or possessions, or outlawed or exiled, or deprived of his standing in any other way, nor will we proceed with force against him, or send others to do so, except by the lawful judgement of his equals or by the law of the land. (from: http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/magnacarta.asp)
into their codification (which means he looks at norms before looking at where those norms are to be found in legal texts).

The foundations for these safeguards include the right to life that every human being has, the right to have an effective remedy when rights or freedoms are violated, and equality before the law and protection from discrimination.\textsuperscript{547}

Although all safeguards are different, some share similarities in their nature or in their application to specific phases in the process. Some rights are substantive (e.g. the right to legal assistance), some procedural (e.g. the right to examine witnesses), and some both (e.g. right to equal protection). Some rights apply to the discovery/arrest phase of enforcement (e.g. treatment with humanity and respect), some apply to detention (e.g. habeas corpus), some to the trial (e.g. fair and public hearing), some to after trial (e.g. right to appeal), some to punishment (e.g. no death penalty except for specific reasons or crimes) and some to multiple phases in the process.\textsuperscript{548} Many of the rights are connected. The rights are mentioned in table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIGHT</th>
<th>TYPE OF RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No arbitrary arrest or detention (includes 2-13)</td>
<td>Arrest Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Treatment with humanity and respect</td>
<td>Arrest Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Basic causes for arrest and detention should be made known (legal rules)</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Information of reasons for arrest and charges</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Right of habeas corpus (when deprived of liberty by arrest or detention, a person is entitled to proceedings before a court on the lawfulness of his detention)</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hearing before judicial authority</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Hearing without delay</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. No coercion</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Bail (The right to be released from detention in exchange for guarantees – usually money- to await trial is connected to the basic right to liberty of the person and the presumption of innocence)</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. To a court for judicial determination</td>
<td>Detention for alleged cause Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Compensation for error in arrest/detention</td>
<td>Detention for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Detention conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Presumption of innocence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Equality before tribunals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Fair and public hearings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Competent, independent, and impartial tribunal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Information of any criminal charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Information on nature and cause of charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Information in language defendant understands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Time to prepare defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Trial without delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>To be tried in defendants presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Legal assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Information of right to legal assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Legal assistance without payment if defendant lacks sufficient means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Obtain attendance and examination of witnesses on defendant's behalf on same basis as witnesses against defendant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Free assistance of an interpreter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Defendant not compelled to testify against himself or herself (no self-incrimination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Defendant not compelled to confess guilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Public judgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Penalty must be in law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Penalty must be personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Procedure for juveniles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Compensation for error by miscarriage of justice in conviction process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Protection against double jeopardy (no one can be tried or punished twice for the same offense)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Trial Due Process

Trial Due Process

Trial Due Process

Trial Due Process

Post-trial Due Process

Post-trial Due Process
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36. <strong>Right of appeal (at higher tribunal to review decision or allow for possible retrial)</strong></td>
<td>Post-trial Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. <strong>Detention punishment to be humane, with respect for inherent dignity of the human person</strong></td>
<td>Punishment Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. <strong>No cruel or unusual punishment</strong></td>
<td>Punishment Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. <strong>No death penalty except for specific reasons or crimes</strong></td>
<td>Punishment Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. <strong>Punishment only of the offender</strong></td>
<td>Punishment Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. <strong>Detention punishment provisions for juveniles</strong></td>
<td>Punishment Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. <strong>Aim of penitentiary system is reformation and social rehabilitation</strong></td>
<td>Punishment Due Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. <strong>Contract inability will not lead to imprisonment</strong></td>
<td>Other legal right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. <strong>Equal protection of the law</strong></td>
<td>Other legal right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. <strong>Ex Post Facto Law (a person cannot be convicted for something that was not considered an offense under law at the time the act was committed)</strong></td>
<td>Other legal right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. <strong>Privacy (no unlawful interference with it)</strong></td>
<td>Other legal right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. <strong>Torture (is never allowed)</strong></td>
<td>Other legal right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1: legal rights by Gibson**

These due process rights have roots in strong philosophical traditions. In ‘Two theories of justice’, John Rawls writes that

> If laws are directives addressed to rational persons for their guidance, courts must be concerned to apply and to enforce those rules in an appropriate way. A conscientious effort must be made to determine whether an infraction has taken place and to impose the correct penalty. Thus a legal system must make provisions for conducting orderly trials and hearings; it must contain rules of evidence that guarantee rational procedures of inquiry. While there are variations in these procedures, the rule of law requires some form of due process: that is, a process reasonably designed to ascertain the truth, in ways consistent with the other ends of the legal system, as to whether a violation has taken place and under what circumstances. For example, judges must be independent and impartial, and no man may judge his own case. Trials must be fair and open, but not prejudiced by public clamor. The precepts of natural justice are to insure that the legal order will be impartially and regularly maintained.

There are even strong psychological reasons for due process rights. People want to have the opportunity to influence the outcome of the process. Social psychologists have researched

---
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what people regard a ‘fair’ process. Allan Lind and Tom Tyler revealed that four elements are regarded as important. In the process, both parties get to express their views, the third party demonstrates consideration of what both parties have said, the third party tries to be fair and impartial, and the third party treats both parties with dignity and respect.553 Other research shows that people want the opportunity to express their opinion, even if they know they cannot influence the outcome. According to Lind and Tyler, this is based on the group value theory.554 In sum, fairness is also about people’s perceptions of the fairness of the policies and procedures in making decisions.555

With this in mind, I will use the following terms and definitions. Even though many concepts are used interchangeably, like due process rights, legal rights, etc., from now on, I will use the term ‘procedural safeguards.’ I define procedural safeguards as the safeguards that aim to protect individuals from arbitrary power and from wrongful punishment, when they face deprivation of property or liberty as a result of enforcement or some form of arbitration like in a court of law.

Obviously, they are not the only factors that could potentially influence a trial. These safeguards tell us little about the social justice of certain trials. Litigation is expensive, and dominated by attorneys. But those are not questions this thesis aims to answer directly.

4.4 Case study research

There are many different ways to conduct social science research: through experiments, surveys, histories, analyses, etc. They all have their benefits, and depend on a number of things, like the type of research questions, the control the researcher has over events, and to what extent the research aims to cover historical events.556

Most methodological debates on social science highlight trade-offs between two competing imperfect methods of analysis. Large-N studies and/or statistical analyses offer more comparative merit by having a larger sample that is more representative of the specific objects of interest, and offer the researcher a chance to make inferences, through deduction, on the basis of usually quantitative evidence.557 This method has been criticized for “conceptual stretching”558 and for lacking the appropriate tools to examine the specific causal processes associated with big national level outcomes.559 Small-N studies and/or intensive case study analyses offer a more in-depth and more contextual analysis of the object of interest, are more inductive in nature, and usually qualitative.560 The central

554 Welsh, “Remembering the Role of Justice in Resolution. P.52.
shortcoming of this method has been called “too many variables, small number of cases,” by which they mean that the outcomes are hard to externalize to other situations.

According to Landman, a sliding scale exists between those two theories, which he calls the ‘epistemological continuum,’ ranging from ‘soft’ hermeneutic approaches to ‘hard’ nomothetic approaches. They all differ by the type of reasoning, the balance between evidence and inference, the nature of the knowledge claims made, and the scope of the empirical coverage.

This research is a case study research. According to George and Bennett, case studies have many strengths. They allow for exploratory research to derive new hypotheses, they allow for conceptual validity by taking into account context, and they allow the assessment of more complex causal relations. This fits, as I aim to investigate the relation between different elements of copyright enforcement: those relations are too complex to assess in an experimental context only. I also have little control over the events. My case studies can add to scientific knowledge by limiting the number of independent and dependent variables, and by situating the research in the context of previous research. Through description, this research can also contribute by shining light on how enforcement procedures work in practice.

I also test to what extent a predicted causal relationship exists. For this, I need a larger amount of observations. Case study research allows for this structured and focused comparison. Data collection is guided by questions, that make this comparison and cumulation possible. I intend to be on the middle of Landman’s continuum, and will select a middle-large amount of cases. Gerring has made a typology of covariational research designs (table 4.2).

In my research, there is no temporal variation, but there is spatial variation. The main research is cross-case study research. For a relatively large sample of different enforcement strategies I will check how they perform on the different variables: scale, severity and safeguards. By comparing the cases on the different variables, I can achieve more external validity. Meanwhile, many cases include different measurement points: some of those cases may yield multiple within case empirical results on the variables, so I will use sub-cases as
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well. I will compare and graph those results because they will hopefully tell me something about the connection between the three variables. Specific information from within the case can tell me more about how different actors choose to act, and how they view their responsibilities in light of the variables.

4.5 Conceptualizing cases

One of the first tasks of a case study researcher is to define what the case in the research is. According to Gerring, a Case is “a spatially defined phenomenon (unit) observed at a single point in time or over some period of time. It comprises the type of phenomenon that an inference attempts to explain.” These units need to be similar, because I draw inferences based on their comparability.

According to George and Bennett, this means clearly defining the universe, the class, or subclass of events, to overcome criticism of being not ‘comparative’ enough. Cases must be instances of only one phenomenon. And cases should be chosen on the basis of research objective and strategy. Case studies should also employ variables of theoretical interest for policymakers.

In political science and human rights studies the main unit of analysis is usually the nation state, but because that would be too broad for my research, I have not done that.

To identify cases, I have used what George and Bennett call “typological theorizing,” which is “the development of contingent generalizations about combinations or configurations of variables that constitute theoretical types.” I have done this already in chapter 3, and created typologies of the different enforcement strategies.

The typologies help comparison. A typology can identify the qualitative types of a single multidimensional dependent or independent variable. Sometimes, typologies generalize on the basis of variance of independent variables, but they can also characterize variants of a given phenomenon in terms of conjunctions of variables.

At first instance I will stick to the typology described in chapter 3, the different ways in which rights holders and governments have attempted to scale up copyright enforcement:

1. Target demand directly (direct private lawsuits, sending threatening letters to get users to settle for sums of money without any court intervention).
2. Target demand indirectly (Private graduated response, government graduated response)
3. Target the supply side directly (target intermediaries, or direct criminal lawsuits against the scene for example)
4. Target the supply side indirectly (notice and takedown aimed at hosting providers, SOPA, filtering)

In my research, the typology is based on the primary targets of enforcement (demand or supply), and whether that target is met directly or indirectly. In this regard, targeting directly means that the target is sanctioned, whereas indirectly means that other players are used or threatened to sanction the target.
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In most of the enforcement strategies multiple actors vary and play a determining role where it concerns the level of safeguards offered. This has been taken into account in the analysis. This applies to privately administered judgment in particular: in the case of notice-and-takedown the entities actually ‘judging’ whether some content is infringing (after a notice) are the intermediaries, and even if it were possible to gather the data on all the intermediaries, those intermediaries perform differently on the variables that I am interested in. For example, in an experiment done by the organization Bits of Freedom in the Netherlands, some service providers performed better at offering safeguards than others.\(^{572}\) I have to take this into account in the analysis: some procedures allow for more discretion than others.

There are also differences between the players that initiate the enforcement (some are initiated by private players, some by public players), because they require different safeguards in the initiation process, for example with regards to gathering evidence.

Although I am interested in enforcement procedures, based on the theories in legal economics we know that sanctioning moments are important. The happen on certain scales and have particular severities. Some enforcement procedures have multiple sanctions. The graduated response procedures for example have multiple strikes and increasingly severe penalties. However, they cannot be separate cases, because they are to be understood from within the enforcement strategy. Those subcases are all connected under one case umbrella, and cannot be evaluated separately from this umbrella. Enforcement strategies have a particular impact (on infringement levels) and costs which are evaluated on a broader level. Therefore I make a distinction between cases and subcases: cases being the enforcement procedures in a given country and subcases for the different sanction moments within one enforcement strategy. Subcases are used more often in case study research.\(^{573}\) This creates two levels of analysis.

This creates a large-\(N\) for potential case studies but will make measurements precise. Because the case definition is more limited than the nation state assessment I used in the chapter on levels of infringement, where possible, I will include the local infringement levels.

The unit of observation is each individual actor, and the unit of analysis is the enforcement strategy that involves each actor.

### 4.6 Criteria for case selection

In statistical research, large samples usually involve some degree of randomization to guarantee representation. Usually this randomization is also distributed across the different ranges of the variables. For case study research this is more difficult, because of its small ‘\(N\)’. Random sampling would be unreliable and might be uninformative.\(^{574}\) Therefore case selection is important. Case selection can have logical or pragmatic reasons for case selection – the language, personal entree, special access to data, etc.\(^{575}\) But there has to be some systemization as well, to create external validity. George and Bennett differentiate between different strategies for case selection, as does Gerring. I have described them.
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George and Bennett say that you can either have (1) cases of the same type (that either validate the types or are deviant) that because they have the same independent variables have similar outcomes, (2) most similar cases that have different outcomes because they have one different independent variable, (3) most likely, least-likely, and crucial cases that have a specific interest like an extreme value, (4) least similar cases that differ on all but one independent variable.\textsuperscript{576}

Gerring differentiates nine types of selection that guarantee representativeness and causal leverage (which means they provide variation along dimensions of theoretical interest).\textsuperscript{577}

He mentions typical cases (typical examples of some cross case relationship),\textsuperscript{578} diverse cases (which illuminate the full range of variation on variables),\textsuperscript{579} extreme cases (who display extreme or unusual values),\textsuperscript{580} deviant cases (who deviate from some cross-case relationship),\textsuperscript{581} influential cases,\textsuperscript{582} crucial cases (most or least likely to exhibit a certain outcome),\textsuperscript{583} pathway cases (one independent variable is likely to have a certain outcome),\textsuperscript{584} most-similar (have similarities except on one of the variables),\textsuperscript{585} and most-different cases (different on everything except one of the variables).\textsuperscript{586}

I chose 8 different cases. They are to an extent diverse, to achieve a minimal representation of the full variation of the population. I chose two large-scale cases initiated by government parties aimed at supply (Sinde, and ICE). I also wanted to get typical/crucial cases, which were the graduated response (HADOPI and Eircom) and notice and takedown cases (Google search/YouTube and the Netherlands). The lawsuits (UK and USA) I chose because they were to an extent typical as well, and controversial. Another reason to choose them is that the RIAA wanted the lawsuits to be a deterrent. I also wanted to differentiate as much as possible between public and private procedures, as costs are carried differently and can be an important factor.

In the Netherlands I had easier access to data, so I chose to do Notice and takedown in the Netherlands. I also chose to look at how Google deals with Notice and takedown in the US, because they have a system that receives complaints on a large scale. Another reason I chose HADOPI in France is that within the EU France is the biggest advocate for more copyright enforcement, and HADOPI is the first government administered graduated response procedure. Eircom in Ireland I chose because it was the first privately administered graduated response. I chose the Sinde procedure in Spain because of the procedure is unique in an international context. I chose mass lawsuits in the UK because of language and because the case was controversial. Finally I chose two extra cases from the USA, because the lawsuit campaigns kicked off there, and because the ICE case would be an interesting small scale variable.
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As I look at the strategies (cases) and the specific sanctioning moments within those cases (subcases), there will be measurements on two levels and a large number of observations. The different cases and subcases are in table 4.3. The subcases are also described in the case chapters themselves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Subcase</th>
<th>Demand/supply</th>
<th>Direct/indirect</th>
<th>Public/privately administered</th>
<th>Large/small scale</th>
<th>“Typical”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (US)</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Semi large scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (UK)</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Semi large scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADOPI graduated response (France)</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Large scale</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eircom graduated response (Ireland)</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Large scale</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-day suspension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-month suspension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD at Google/YouTube</td>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Large scale</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD Google Search</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCRP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD YouTube</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD in the Netherlands</td>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Large scale</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD NL ISPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3: case selection.

### 4.7 Variables and data

Regarding the data I need, I can answer a lot of my questions through desk study, but especially the practical side remains unanswered. Those will turn into interview questions. For each other variable, I have included a set of questions I will ask around each case.

Applying economics of crime theory to copyright enforcement reveals interesting insights. However, I do not plan to use Becker’s formula to determine the optimum amount of copyright enforcement. There are too many uncertainties about the exact social cost copyright infringement creates, as argued in the previous chapter. Also, it is unsure how many people are involved in infringement (although we know it is a large part of the population) and there are big differences between people to what degree they infringe on copyrights. An additional difficulty is that infringement takes place cross-border, so this would make any equation about optimum levels of enforcement problematic.

To help me solve my research question, some insights in Becker’s model are relevant. We have already seen that copyright infringement happens on a large scale, and we know that copyright enforcement seeks to deter potential infringers. To effectively deter, enforcement has to be certain. Another deterrent is the severity of the sanctions. For copyright this means enforcement needs to at least happen on a large scale or have very severe sanctions, as infringement is done by so many people. Changing just one would theoretically mean that enforcement would become disproportional or that enforcement costs would skyrocket. Harris has added to Becker’s theory that “rules of the game” make enforcement costs higher. We know that many due process concerns have been raised over new copyright enforcement mechanisms. This could imply that rights holders and governments have attempted to decrease these rules of the game to scale up copyright enforcement in a cost-effective way.

Deterrence theory also describes that the severity of sanctions is relevant. Mathur has done a large empirical investigation that revealed that the more severe the punishment is for a particular crime, the lesser it is probable that the criminal will be punished. This
might be based on the fact that for harsher crimes, judges might be more hesitant to award severe punishments, for example in cases of the death penalty.  

Becker makes two observations with regard to criminal policy and criminal activities: obedience is not taken for granted, and public and private resources are spent to prevent offenses and apprehend offenders. The main question in Becker’s article is “how many resources and how much punishment should be used to enforce different kinds of legislation?”

The goal of enforcement is to achieve a degree of compliance with a rule or prescribed behavior that society believes it can afford. Enforcement can be costly. The extent to which laws are enforced depends on resources devoted to that task.

Following this theoretical framework, a number of variables are relevant: scale, severity, safeguards, costs and the deterrent effect of each sanction.

4.7.1 Scale

The first and most important way to deter is by increasing the chance of getting caught. In other words: scale. For the chapter on the level of infringement, scale was measured in many different ways: the amount of users that infringe on copyrights, the number of websites that offer copyright infringing content, the percentage of users that is engaged in copyright infringement, and the percentage of Internet traffic that consists of copyright infringing content. Those are to an extent all measures for scale. In my case, it will mean ‘the amount of sanctions:’ whenever a legal party (person or intermediary) is sanctioned. Because it revolves around the sanction, scale will be evaluated at the subcase level. Different types of parties are likely to be affected in different ways by sanctions.

For the first and second categories (targeting the demand side directly or indirectly), scale is relatively easy to determine: the amount of users directly sanctioned. There are a number of ways to measure this: how many lawsuits there are per year in a given jurisdiction. For threatening letters sent, this is more difficult. The people responsible have been rather secretive about this.

Targeting individuals indirectly should include warning letters too. Harris writes that not just convictions have to be included as even warnings or procedures like wiretapping and stop and search have consequences and exact forms of punishment. Because the graduated response procedure involves multiple steps which gradually increase in severity (starting with warning letters), I will have separate measurement points that I will take into account in my results. I can justify this by having the severity variable, which means I take into account the different dimensions of the different steps.

For the supply side, scale can also mean instances of infringement but also the amount of intermediaries sanctioned as a separate measurement point. Again, I can justify having these different measurement points by taking into account the severity of the sanctions.

---
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I will graph this after looking at the empirical data. If significant clusters arise, I can graph them on an ordinal scale.

Questions I will ask are: what is the scale on which this procedure takes place? In each step of the procedure, how many claims/sanctions per unit of time? How often is sanctioned in relation to the claims?

In my analysis, I estimated scale performance by comparing it to the population and level of infringement in the region that applies to the enforcement procedure.

4.7.2 Severity

Deterrence theory prescribes that to effectively deter, sanctions do not just have to be certain, but they also have to be severe. A more severe sanction will increase the potential costs of breaking the law, which should discourage offenders if it exceeds the benefit of breaking the law. That is why the case studies also include the severity of sanctions. Because this again relates to the sanction itself, severity will be evaluated at the subcase level. Some procedures have large consequences for targets, some have less. This could also play a role in the effect of up scaling on procedural safeguards.

Unfortunately there is no objective way to turn severity into a variable. There is a large body of research that has attempted to do this, but each from within their own discipline, so for example just criminal sanctions, or just private sanctions. Some of this research is based on philosophy, some on surveys. There is a big difference between the disciplines, because private sanctions are more retributive in nature and therefore usually include sums of money. For criminal sanctions there is a bigger moral aspect involved, and the sanctions include ‘immaterial’ sanctions like prison sentences and even the death penalty (obviously not for copyright). Administrative sanctions often include sanctions for businesses. There have been no comparisons, at least none that would be relevant to copyright sanctions.

In public administration, a popular work is the so-called ‘enforcement pyramid.’ This pyramid is a model conceived by John Braithwaite that provides a scale from low to high intervention (figure 5.1). This pyramid ranges from informal measures to heavy measures, whereby criminal sanctions are considered heavier than civil sanctions.
I propose making a similar categorization, on the basis of personal consequences, by which I categorize the degrees of severity ranging from low to high. The potential penalties range from warnings to fines of hundreds of thousands of dollars. One problem I face is that the sanctioned parties differ: intermediaries may be sanctioned and people may be sanctioned. This means I will make my pyramid much smaller. Only three variations will exist. In my cases, I will collect the different sanctions and categorize them relative to each other.

Questions I intend to ask are: in each step of the procedure, what is the sanction that follows? How often is sanctioned in a particular way (related to the choice for sanctions of the sanctioning party). In the case of graduated response, although disconnection is the ultimate sanction, the question remains how often this sanction is truly applied.

4.7.3 Safeguards

Landman distinguishes three ways in which human rights are measured. Firstly, human rights are measured ‘in principle.’ This is a measurement of a formal commitment, where scholars or practitioners look at human rights as they are laid out in national and international legal documents. To achieve this, they translate qualitative legal information into quantitative information, which is in turn used to track commitment of countries to principles of human
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rights. That principled commitment can be used to test the practical commitment of
countries.592

Another way is to measure human rights ‘in practice.’ This is a measurement of the
rights that are actually enjoyed and exercised by groups and individuals regardless of the
formal commitments of the governments (the rights in principle). Since World War II, NGOs
have conducted a lot of social research on human rights violations throughout the world.593

Others measure human rights as outcomes of government policy that has a direct
bearing on human rights protection.

Measurement itself has taken the form of coding country participation in regional
and international human rights regimes, coding national constitutions according to their
rights provisions, qualitative reporting of rights violations, survey data on perceptions of
rights conditions and experiences, quantitative summaries of rights violations, abstract
scales of rights protection based on normative standards, and individual and aggregate
measures that map the outcomes of government policies that have consequences for the
enjoyment of rights.594

For my research, I am mostly interested in what happens in practice. As mentioned, I
will make an analysis of the specific copyright enforcement regimes and the safeguards they
offer, but those regimes might involve extrajudicial players that are not legally required to
provide safeguards to users in the enforcement process. This only makes my practical
analysis more interesting. To what extent do those players allow for similar levels of
protection?

I immediately confess that this is to an extent arbitrary, constructed by myself
without any formal, objective justification, and during the research subject to my own
interpretation, but I think its strength lies in its comparability, and the justification will be
provided in the case studies themselves and the variety of measurements. Through an
extensive explanation in each case, I hope to be transparent about my classification. If I have
measurements that vary on the safeguards-variable scale, I have points that form reference
points relative to each other.

‘Scoring’ or ‘grading’ enforcement regimes on the safeguards scale will be done by
gathering empirical data in the different case studies. To grade enforcement I will use the
checklist of questions on safeguards. This will allow for more comparison.

There is no full objective way to ‘measure’ to what extent safeguards are present in
an enforcement regime. Legal notions are by their nature formulated in a broad way, and
difficult to quantify. It is impossible to determine what a given ‘maximum’ amount of
safeguards is. How do you determine if a judge is 100% independent? And is a 100%
independent judge even desirable? In the past, previous research has used reference points
to compare results for things like judicial performance. As I am conducting a cross-case
analysis, I do the same. The level of safeguards will be measured in cases relative to each
other and will be placed on an ordinal scale. This implies that amongst my cases I will include
enforcement regimes for which I hypothesize that they will lead to extreme values on my
variable scale. In so doing, they will be reference points in themselves.

There is a growing body of literature on the social scientific analysis of human rights
problems, with contributions from scholars from a variety of disciplines, as well as from
governmental and non-governmental organizations like the United Nations and the World
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Bank. To determine what I am looking for, I have analyzed previous attempts to assess similar values. A number of international organizations have made similar analyses in developing countries. Among others, the UN, the World Bank, the World Justice Project, Freedom house, the Vera Institute of Justice, and the Centre for Democracy and Justice have written handbooks and papers that aim to aide development workers in the field. Some of those reports are means of political pressure, others measure progress to help reform programs. They ‘grade’ countries performance in specific fields. For example, Freedom house delivers the annual ‘Freedom in the World’ report on the state of civil and political rights in a number of countries in the world, whilst the World Bank has the ‘Worldwide Governance Indicators Project,’ covering over 200 countries.

Unfortunately, there is not one single set of measures for human rights across different categories and dimensions, so I have looked at several previous attempts. While some measurement tools raised in those texts might not be relevant to my thesis (“are YouTube representatives democratically elected in a transparent way?”), and while there is a considerable overlap between some of the tools, the reports do provide a helpful guidance for setting up effective measuring points, data sources, and data analysis.

To come to my own perspective on how to measure the amount of safeguards in enforcement regimes, I have also looked at the book ‘studying human rights’ by Todd Landman, scholarly literature, and I have looked at the most authoritative reports by governmental and non-governmental organizations. This is based on the organizations that issued them, and by referral (what were the reports most commonly referred to in the field). Another great help was Annemarie Bridy, who in an article, evaluated numerous enforcement mechanisms on the basis of similar principles, like procedural fairness.

Some measurements used in the literature on developing countries fall outside of the scope of my research and are not used. For example, as I do not intend to evaluate the entire legal profession, I will not look at the quality of and accessibility of legal education in a given setting. Also, a lot of the literature focuses mainly on corruption. This means that important indicators are things like judicial salaries and additional privileges granted to judges or whether or not judicial appointments correlate with changes in the national administration. Those also fall outside of the scope of this research.

To be able to determine the effects of the new enforcement strategies on procedural safeguards, we need to conceptualize procedural safeguards more precisely. For safeguards,
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I have chosen privacy at first. It not only presents value in itself as a human right, but it is also an important first step to prevent abuse of power in trial. Regarding the more heavy safeguards, I have included demands set on the status of the arbitrator and the trial itself. Finally, I have taken into account the means of the accused. I have included a more external trial safeguard in the form of transparency. I include proportionality as a norm of fairness as well (which is considered punishment due process), as this is necessary for my assessment of penalties in a more general sense. These safeguards again relate to the level of sanctions and are assessed on the subcase level.

**Privacy**

How is infringement found? On what level (of the physical infrastructure – DPI, or the application layer by participating in the network) is it found? Who finds the infringement? Does a transfer of personal data take place? How does this take place? How is this data stored? Is this data made public? Is it anonymized? Who has access to this data? What kind of barriers exist (legal or technological) to get access to this information?

**Impartial, competent, and independent judge/arbitrator**

Which authorities judge the infringement? Who make up these authorities? What is their background? Do they have a financial, personal, or professional relation with other parties that are relevant to copyright disputes? What can arbitrating parties lose in the procedure, and what can they win? This latter question especially applies to what these parties lose if they judge incorrectly (for example, in the case of Notice and takedown, ISPs have an incentive to judge in favor of the claimant, because otherwise they might lose their safe harbor).

**Presumption of innocence**

Who has the burden of proof? How do arbitrators deal with claims/accusations? How does this stand in relation to the amount of claims/accusations? What constitutes evidence of infringement? Do they check the sender of the claim, the person infringing, how infringement takes place, whether it takes place over a long time, or the purpose of the infringement, and to what extent the infringement affects the artist? What kind of questions do arbitrators ask when dealing with complaints? Is there a checklist? Do claims have requirements before they are processed? If a large number of claims are received, and they cannot all be processed, is there a sample procedure used? Is there a difference between how claims from different senders are treated? In what way are claims made? Is it an automated system? What costs are connected to sending a claim? What costs are connected to unjustified claims? What costs are connected to judging a claim? What costs are connected to sanctioning? What do parties that file a claim have to win or lose when they do so unjustified? How do parties deal with the IP address problem (how do we know the IP is used by the alleged infringer)?
Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal

Is there contact between the claiming party and the supposedly infringing party? How much? At what stage? Is there contact between the party that sanctions and the party that is sanctioned? How much? When? Do parties have the possibility to present their views? Can parties appeal the decision? Where and how? Is there a hearing? Can parties request a hearing? What kind of barriers exist for alleged infringers to react to claims (financially? Do they have to risk losing their privacy?), so what do they have to do to react? What authorities deal with reactions to claims? What is the background of the people there? Do they have a relation with any of the parties? How many reactions come in? How do authorities deal with these reactions? How does this relate to the amount of reactions? What constitutes evidence in those reactions? What type of reactions is most common? How are these reactions treated, or how does the organization deal with specific reactions that appear most common (change of policy for example)? What do parties stand to lose when reacting? Can all the parties get all the information on the conflict? E.g. what are alleged infringers suspected of? Can a real judge be involved? What barriers exist to involve an actual judge? Does this change the possible sanction?

Transparency

What does the judgment of the judging authority look like? Is a judgment subject to specific requirements? E.g. are the decisions well motivated? Are these decisions made public? Are there specific decision making rules that the authorities stick to? How was the creation of the mechanism transparent? To what extent were parties able to influence the design of the enforcement mechanism? To what extent is its implementation transparent? Is there for example a website that states how the mechanism works, or where the agreement that created this system is published? Or a code of conduct? Is it clear how the rules are applied? And is it clear who applies the rules?

Proportionality

Is the measure necessary for its goal? Is the measure a suitable means to achieve that goal? Does it not present an excessive burden on the parties it addresses?

4.7.4 Impact on infringement levels

To what extent do enforcement procedures impact infringement levels? It is important that I direct the answer to this question as specific to the enforcement mechanism as possible. In some cases, I also used estimates by parties. However, those answers are highly political (because every party will have an interest in the answer). Regarding effectiveness, it makes more sense to evaluate the effectiveness of the strategy as a whole. This takes place on the case level.

4.7.5 Costs of the system

Another interesting and potentially moderating variable is the cost of the system. As the theory of deterrence is economic in nature, cost is an important consideration for enforcers. In many cases, these costs will remain hidden, because private organizations have the
freedom to refuse to tell me their specific budget details. By constructing the story, I hope to still shine some light on the costs the system has. Because the costs of every sanction at the subcase level cannot be disaggregated, this is evaluated at the case level.

Questions I will ask are: what does it cost to spot infringement? What are the costs to file a claim? How many people work in this system? How much do they cost? What does it cost to judge? How much does it cost to deal with reactions/complaints? How do these costs all relate to the budget of the claiming party/judging party. Extra: What are the costs of all the lawyers and judges involved? Does the enforcement mechanism require an (automated) system that costs money? How much does it cost? And its maintenance?

4.8 Data collection/research tools

The empirical information I need relates to the enforcement mechanism itself. To get valuable answers to my research I use data triangulation, which means I get my data from different methods but also different, sometimes opposing sources. This is important in the context of my research, as most parties have a stake in presenting their answers to their benefit. The different methods I use are interviews, literature study, and legal analysis.

First of all, I included news articles, academic research and reports by NGOs on the practice of mass litigation. I studied local laws and case law as well. I included a list of more specific documents at the introduction of each case study.

Then, I did qualitative interviews. I included a list of interviewees at the introduction of each case study and a full list in my bibliography. I took most advice from Rubin and Rubin in their book on qualitative interviewing. This book deals with ‘responsive’ interviewing; which means that you should ask additional questions until you understand the other person’s point of view. This can be differentiated from asking predetermined questions. It prescribes depth interviews instead of more general quantitative ones.

Survey researchers ask standardized questions. Demographers analyze official data. Some social researchers experiment. Naturalistic, qualitative social researchers gather information by observing and by talking with and listening carefully to people who are being researched. The data is acquired by participant observation and qualitative interviewing.

My previous sections show the information I am looking for. Most of this information I could only get through qualitative interviewing, because some things cannot be answered simply or briefly, or because I sometimes needed more explanation or examples. Qualitative interviewing is useful for describing social and political processes.

According to Rubin and Rubin, the interview takes place by gently guiding the conversational partner in an extended discussion. Depth and detail follow from following up on answers.

This means I started with broad unstructured questions, like: “how does the procedure work in practice, start to finish”, and would later go into more narrow questions, after the discovery of patterns. This made the interviews semi structured.

604 Herbert Rubin and Irene Rubin, Qualitative interviewing: The art of hearing data (Thousand Oaks, California, Sage, 2005), P.1.
605 Rubin and Rubin, Qualitative interviewing, P.1-3.
606 Rubin and Rubin, Qualitative interviewing, P.1-3.
607 Rubin and Rubin, Qualitative interviewing, P.1-3.
608 Rubin and Rubin, Qualitative interviewing, P.4-9.
609 Rubin and Rubin, Qualitative interviewing, P.4-9.
Naturally, I followed up those questions with things that seem interesting or relevant. So say a party would say that they cannot handle the scale of claims, I could ask them if they think they could do better with more people, or resources, etc. All data is suspicious, because every party has an interest in overstating the costs.

To be thorough and accurate, I needed to demonstrate that I have not been deceived. I handled this through the before mentioned data triangulation. I asked some of the same questions to different people in separate roles to check interviews for consistency.\textsuperscript{610}

Some actors could not submit to an interview in person or over the phone, and chose to answer my questions through email.

To strengthen my credibility, I have kept record of all interviews, the recordings, but also the email conversations I have had.

In terms of ethics I have asked all participants to describe their perspective of the procedure, and emailed them how I intended to publish the cases. I gave them a chance to correct possible mistakes.\textsuperscript{611}

The interviewees I have chosen had to provide different, contending perspectives. I made sure they were experienced (by which I mean as much firsthand experience as possible) and knowledgeable in the area. I also tried to vary on key distinctions and made them aware of opposing views, to enhance credibility and quality.\textsuperscript{612} After the section on case selection I have included a list with interviewees and a justification for this choice (4.9)

Most of the times this meant I talked to the claimant or their representative, the parties that applied the procedure, and representatives of consumers. The latter was necessary because it was often difficult to actually speak to consumers directly.

I also did literature study and legal analysis. I looked and compared findings with other sources of information, like documents, scientific articles, laws, newspaper stories, court decisions, and testimonies.\textsuperscript{613}

\section*{4.9 Interviewees}

\textit{Interviewee selection}

For each case, I approached interviewees that could provide different perspectives on enforcement strategies. This meant I wanted to speak to rights holders and anti-piracy authorities first, as they were the parties who initiated the enforcement and had in many cases lobbied for new enforcement procedures. This at times meant I also wanted to speak to government officials, as some procedures are initiated by the government. Closely linked to rights holders are the actors hired by rights holders to enforce on their behalf. Next, I wanted to speak to the actors involved in the application of the sanction in the procedure. I approached intermediaries, judges and at times government officials administering the procedure. Lastly, I approached the side of the internet user/defendant. This included lawyers representing defendants, consumer organizations, and human rights organizations. At times I also included technology experts. I have summarized the interviewees per case on the basis of these categories (table 4.4).

\textsuperscript{610} Rubin and Rubin, \textit{Qualitative interviewing}, P.70-75.
\textsuperscript{611} Rubin and Rubin, \textit{Qualitative interviewing}, P.97.
\textsuperscript{612} Rubin and Rubin, \textit{Qualitative interviewing}, P.64-69.
\textsuperscript{613} Rubin and Rubin, \textit{Qualitative interviewing}, P.70-75.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Enforcement</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Internet User/Defendant</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Lawsuits</td>
<td>Gill Sperlein</td>
<td>Judge Otis Wright</td>
<td>Mitch Stoltz (EFF)</td>
<td>Delvan Neville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RIAA (Former)</td>
<td>Nancy Gertner</td>
<td>Corynne McSherry (EFF)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK lawsuits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADOPI</td>
<td>ALPA</td>
<td>Sarah Jacquier (HADOPI)</td>
<td>Jeremie Zimmermann (La Quadrature du Net)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SFR (ISP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eircom graduated response</td>
<td>IRMA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Digital Rights Ireland</td>
<td>UPC (ISP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD Google Search</td>
<td>RIAA</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>EFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attributor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guardian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTECNET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD Netherlands</td>
<td>Brein</td>
<td>XS4ALL</td>
<td>Bits of Freedom</td>
<td>ECP-ECN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaseweb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Steven Welk</td>
<td></td>
<td>EFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Lemley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINDE</td>
<td>Jorge Cancio</td>
<td></td>
<td>AUI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melia (Second)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asociatío internautas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4: Interviewees.**

These are not the only parties I approached for interviews. On the rights holders side, I have also approached the Movie Picture Association (MPA) (both the US and EU departments) as they are one of the major organizations representing rights holder worldwide. They, unfortunately, repeatedly refused to talk to me. Similarly, I approached law firms that have represented rights holders in lawsuits against end users in the US (relevant to my first case): I approached the Copyright Enforcement Group (CEG) and Guardaley. Although I spoke to the first firm briefly, they refused to submit to an interview.

For the French HADOPI procedure, I did speak to the French anti-piracy authority, but I also wanted to get the practical perspective of the technology company enforcing on their behalf (TMG). They, however, refused. In Ireland, I spoke to the rights holders involved in the graduated response procedure (IRMA). I wanted to get the perspective of the anti-piracy authority as well (INFACT), but they did not respond and eventually their website went offline. It is unclear what happened to their organization.

I approached US government officials to get their perspective on enforcement. I contacted the new commission responsible for graduated response there, and the officials
responsible for the takedowns described in the ‘ICE takedowns’ case. They never responded. I tried other channels as well, but the US government was in a financial shutdown at the time. The Spanish rights holders were also not able to submit to an interview.

Thankfully, many rights holders and anti-piracy authorities did submit to an interview. The RIAA however only submitted to an email through email, and the tech company Dtecnet (responsible for enforcement in the graduated response procedure in Ireland) refused to go into detail on Eircom.

On the side of the actors applying the sanctioning in the enforcement procedures, thankfully many were willing and able to speak to me. Unfortunately, Eircom refused to talk about their graduated response procedure. I also approached more judges in the US (including magistrate judges), but they refused. On the consumer/internet user side no one refused.

I had approached numerous actors for the case on the UK, but they all referred me to official documents containing enough factual descriptions to finish my case study.

**Mitigating selection bias**

Looking at the list of interviewees and in particular the refusals, it is clear that actors operating on the side of rights holders were more hesitant to submit to interviews. It is unfortunate because it introduces potential selection bias which might undermine the outcomes of this research. I will briefly outline how I mitigated selection bias and argue why the relative under-representation of rights holders does not invalidate the findings of this study.

This study observes a relationship between specific variables. To do that, it uses sources that are publicly available and corroborated by independent sources, such as academic research. This information has been supplemented with interviews with practitioners who answer questions about their own practice. These are meant to illustrate the thinking of stakeholders on the impact that enforcement strategies have on them.

In other words, the case studies present two key types of evidence. First, I reconstructed basic properties of the enforcement strategy from neutral sources (e.g., academic research and public records). As will become clear, these descriptions are straightforward and uncontroversial.

Second, when reconstructing the impact of the enforcement on the interests and rights of specific stakeholders, I present the opinion of those stakeholders. The latter type of evidence is clearly demarcated in the text. Rather than presenting these observations as facts, I present them as claims by the stakeholders on how they are impacted and on what they see as the wider impacts. I do not aim to validate or measure the subjective experience of actors involved in enforcement procedures. I do mention when external evidence was available to corroborate their claims. The fact that some stakeholders refused to participate does not invalidate the fact that these other stakeholders hold certain views. As long as the status of these claims is clear, they help develop understand the impact of enforcement strategies.

A final, and important, point is this: While it remains unfortunate that the views of rights holders are included only to a limited extent, we should let not let their decision to not participate block academic research in this area for fear of selection bias. Doing so would de facto provide these stakeholders with veto power over research and impose undesirable limitations on the public debate.
4.10 Analysis

The analysis must guarantee a great degree of internal and external validity.\textsuperscript{614} External validity is achieved by ensuring that the case selection is representative of the relationship I intend to explore. Internal validity means that the research design illuminates the causal relationships of interest.

Internal validity is achieved through process tracing. Because case studies rely heavily on contextual evidence, and are quasi experimental, and because they rely on deductive logic to reconstruct causality, it is insufficient to show correlation in outcomes. Process tracing is necessary. Gerring calls it ‘detective work.’\textsuperscript{615}

Process tracing requires exploring all the links in the causal chain, and making them explicit so that each micro mechanism can be proven.\textsuperscript{616} All pieces of evidence are relevant to central argument. It does still also rely on general assumptions about the world, theoretical (like nomothetic laws) or pre-theoretical (common sense).\textsuperscript{617} It is useful to clarify the argument with each turn, and to verify each stage of the model, along with an estimate of relative uncertainty.\textsuperscript{618}

In my cases I therefore describe how each step of the procedure takes place and take into account the considerations of all the parties involved. I describe how each enforcement strategy performs on the different variables. These variables are categorized relative to each other in the conclusion, tabled and finally graphed.

\textsuperscript{614} Gerring, Case study Research, P.151.
\textsuperscript{615} Gerring, Case study Research, P.172.
\textsuperscript{616} Gerring, Case study Research, P.181.
\textsuperscript{617} Gerring, Case study Research, P.178.
\textsuperscript{618} Gerring, Case study Research, P.184.
PART II: CASE STUDIES
5. TARGETING END USERS DIRECTLY IN THE USA IN 2004-2013

5.1 Introduction

After attempting to bring down infringement by targeting P2P programs like Napster, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) shifted its attention to end users. They targeted end users by connecting to P2P programs and collecting IP addresses uploading copyright protected works. They would then sue unidentified uploaders, use early discovery to ask the courts to authorize subpoenas against the ISPs, to identify the subscribers behind the IP addresses. Afterwards the RIAA lawyers would send letters demanding settlements or amend the lawsuit to name the individual identified. Law firms later copied this tactic and applied it on a larger scale, using the rules of joinder to group many defendants together. This strategy relied on settlement requests and in some cases on an eventual trial. It is therefore divided into two subcases which are different potential phases in the procedure (settlement letter and court case).

This chapter will first provide the legal background to this procedure. For this section I used legal sources and some academic literature. It will then go into the procedure in practice, for which it used legal sources and academic research, supplemented with news articles and reports by NGOs. At the end of that section it will provide some perspectives from practitioners, like Gill Sperlein, a lawyer with numerous clients, who walked me through the process from his perspective and told me the specific problems rights holders are faced with in the pornographic industry. Delvan Neville, a tech expert who served as an expert witness in a number of cases, walked me through the technological process.

After that section, this chapter moves on to the variables. The information mentioned above is supplemented with interviews with Judge Otis Wright and former Judge Nancy Gertner for the judicial perspective from their experience with numerous cases. I also spoke to Mitch Stoltz and Corynne McSherry from the Electronic Frontier Foundation to get a civil rights perspective. Finally, an email conversation with the RIAA gave some of the perspective for large-scale enforcers. Unfortunately, I was unable to speak to most of the law firms targeting end users directly at the time.

The information was collected from January 2012 until the end of 2013.

5.2 Legal background

Although there have been many ways to target end users, all such methods share the aim to target as many users as possible in the most cost-effective way. It was difficult to categorize, because the campaigns happened in different ways. Targeting end users has been done through DMCA subpoenas, through universities, through John Doe lawsuits and pre-settlement letters, and through a later introduced graduated response system called the Copyright Alert System (CAS). The latter was not the subject of this case study.

The Recording Industry of American Association (RIAA) ran a mass end user campaign starting in 2003, and ending in 2008. They stopped because they wanted to seek cooperation with ISPs to deter file sharing (which has led to the copyright alert system).619

Afterwards, other companies took to mass litigation campaigns, which quickly gained notoriety in media coverage and online under the name “copyright trolling.” The name surfaced as a derogatory term to address plaintiffs who sought damages for infringement not to compensate for damages, but as a primary or supplemental revenue stream. It was difficult to determine exactly which firms were “trolling”, and which ones were genuinely trying to compensate for damages.

Although this practice gained notoriety in the past decade (also in relation to patent cases), it was more than a century old. Harry Wall purchased public performance rights in the 1870s that were otherwise unenforced. He then enforced those rights against infringers, finding the statutory penalty of 40 shillings profitable, without going through the creative process himself.620

Targeting end users was possible through US copyright law, which was part of federal law and authorized by the Copyright Clause of the US constitution. Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 said that Congress shall have the power:

“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”

The copyright act of 1976 regulated US copyright law, and had been amended by 15 anti-piracy laws since then,621 mostly expanding copyright protection, increasing infringement penalties, and creating new enforcement provisions. One of the most important amendments was the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998, which implemented the WIPO copyright directives and added new Internet protection for copyright. It created the safe harbor provisions and created anti-circumvention laws for technological protection measures.622

Most of US copyright law could be found in title 17 of the United States Code (USC). §106 laid down the exclusive right in copyrighted works for the copyright owner (reproduction, make derivative works, distribution, public performance, publicly display, perform publicly through audio transmission).

Section 501 specified infringement of copyright: anyone who violated any of the exclusive rights of §106 to §122 would be infringing on copyrights. This means there was strict liability. Primary infringement was the main basis for civil suits against individuals. The first file sharing case decided was the Capitol v. Thomas case, in which Jammie Thomas was fined 222,000 dollars for “making available” 24 songs over P2P networks.623

Section 504 provided regulations for damages and profits. An infringer pays the copyright owner’s actual damages or statutory damages. Actual damages are compensatory damages that provide redress for the injuries cause by a wrongdoer and any additional profits the infringer made (the copyright owner is however required to present proof of the

622 17 USC section 1201 and further.
infringer's gross revenue, whereas the infringer is required to prove his or her deductible expenses and profits that were made not in connection to the infringing work). Statutory damages are unrelated to the harms suffered.\textsuperscript{624}

The choice was in the hands of the copyright owner. Statutory damages were between 750 and 30,000 per infringement, but could increase; if the copyright owner managed to prove that infringement was committed willfully, statutory damages could increase to 150,000. If however the infringer managed to prove that he was not aware and had no reason to believe that his actions constituted an infringement of copyright, the court could reduce the statutory damages to 200 dollars. Other grounds for reducing the damages could be when an infringer believed that his use was fair, in certain jobs under certain conditions. Section 505 provided that in addition, the court could order recovery of the costs and a reasonable attorney’s fee. This showed that damages may be very high after copyright infringement cases.

Section 512 provided provisions on liability for material online. They contained safe harbor provisions and provisions that aimed to include ISPs in enforcement. In one part of that section (512(h)), the article provided that a copyright holder “may request that the clerk of any United States district court issue a subpoena to an ISP” to identify an alleged copyright infringer. Rights holders initially relied on this provision to obtain the identities of people allegedly downloading copyright protected material. However, in Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. v Verizon Internet Services, Inc., the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit put a stop to the record companies’ use of § 512(h) subpoenas. The court ruled that under § 512, "a subpoena may be issued only to an ISP engaged in storing on its servers material that is infringing or the subject of infringing activity." In other words, they concluded that subpoenas should not be issued when the ISPs acted as a mere conduit. These ISPs had no power to remove or disable access to copyrighted content and only allowed downloaders the ability to access the Internet.\textsuperscript{625}

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit subsequently agreed with the District of Columbia Circuit, which causes the rights holders to stop pursuing this path to obtain downloaders’ identities.\textsuperscript{626} This meant rights holders were dependant on the rules of discovery to obtain identities on alleged infringers.\textsuperscript{627}

Infringers could also be held criminally liable for infringement. Infringers could be liable in two situations: (1) when the infringement is “for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain”, or (2) when they distributed “1 or more copies or phonorecords of 1 or more copyrighted works” with a total value greater than $1,000 within any 180-day period.\textsuperscript{628} Criminal infringement was punishable by up to ten years in prison (for repeat offenders)\textsuperscript{629}


\textsuperscript{626} Charter Commc’n, Inc., Subpoena Enforcement Matter, 393 E3d 771, 777 (8th Cir. 2005).


\textsuperscript{628} 17 USC section 506

\textsuperscript{629} 18 USC section 2319
Section 506 described criminal copyright infringement and enforcement. Punishment took place under the rules of section 2319 of title 18. Requirements were that the infringement was willful (which the owner has to prove, simply reproduction or distribution is not enough) and was committed (1) for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain, (2) by the reproduction or distribution, including by electronic means, during any 180-day period, of 1 or more copies or phonorecords of 1 or more copyrighted works, which have a total retail value of more than 1,000 dollar, or (3) by the distribution of a work being prepared for commercial distribution, by making it available on a computer network accessible to members of the public, if such person knew or should have known that the work was intended for commercial distribution. This applied to works of which the copyright owner had a reasonable expectation of commercial distribution, when the copies of the work had not been commercially distributed, or if a motion picture was still in theatres, but copies had not been made available for sale to the general public outside of theatres. Part (b) of this article deals with forfeiture, destruction, and restitution, but referred to section 2323 of title 18.

Title 18 section 2319 dealt with criminal infringement of copyright. It named the punishments for violation of section 506 of title 17. This ranged from jail sentences to large fines.

Targeting multiple individuals at once was enabled by the rules on joinder which were laid down in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.\textsuperscript{630}

Rule 19 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure addressed situations in which joinder is mandatory, which was "if: (1) complete relief cannot otherwise be granted to those who are already parties, or (2) the person claims an interest relating to the subject of the suit and resolving the suit in the person's absence will either impair the person's ability to protect that interest or leave one or more of the persons already parties to the suit subject to a "substantial risk" of multiple or inconsistent obligations."\textsuperscript{631} Rule 19 did not apply in this case and rights holders have not argued for it in copyright cases.

However, under Rule 20 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, defendants could be joined together in one action under the following conditions:

"(A) Any right to relief is asserted against them jointly, severally, or in the alternative with respect to or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences; and

(B) Any question of law or fact common to all defendants will arise in the action."\textsuperscript{632}

Meanwhile, Rule 21 simply described that "misjoinder of parties is not ground for dismissal of an action," and that the proper remedy for misjoinder was severance. As a result, on the basis of article 21 courts could severe joinder. This did not mean the action was dismissed, but that the court could drop parties from the action. This happened in

\textsuperscript{630}19-21 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
numerous cases, where the court argued that merely using the same network was not enough for joinder, or that the case at hand concerned different actions.

For the BitTorrent lawsuits, the question of joinder proved to be more complicated. This was because BitTorrent made file sharing cooperative. It was also decentralized as opposed to earlier P2P file sharing platforms where P2P would establish connections between two users. Copyright holders have therefore argued that BitTorrent "necessitates a concerted action by many people in order to disseminate files" and that therefore joinder should be allowed. They said that joinder was proper because the actions against the joined file sharers arose out of "the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences."

Apart from the rules of joinder, this strategy required the rules of discovery to work. After section 512 could not be used for discovery of identities, rights holders moved towards the rules on discovery in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The rules of discovery enabled parties to get access to information and documents relevant to the case. In these cases, rights holders wanted to know the identities, because they only had IP addresses.

They therefore filed a motion for expedited discovery in court. Expedited discovery allows for the discovery of information, before the parties have held a Rule 26(f) discovery conference (the latter can take around three months to commence).

Rule 26 did not lay down any procedural requirements, but following to case law, judges used two standards to evaluate these requests. A more stringent test that required the showing of some irreparable injury and a more "liberal" test that allowed courts to grant expedited discovery "based on the 'reasonableness of the request in light of all the surrounding circumstances.'" Copyright holders argued that they needed expedited discovery in order to disseminate files, and that therefore joinder was proper because the actions against the joined file sharers arose out of "the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences."

Apart from the rules of joinder, this strategy required the rules of discovery to work. After section 512 could not be used for discovery of identities, rights holders moved towards the rules on discovery in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The rules of discovery enabled parties to get access to information and documents relevant to the case. In these cases, rights holders wanted to know the identities, because they only had IP addresses.

They therefore filed a motion for expedited discovery in court. Expedited discovery allows for the discovery of information, before the parties have held a Rule 26(f) discovery conference (the latter can take around three months to commence).

Rule 26 did not lay down any procedural requirements, but following to case law, judges used two standards to evaluate these requests. A more stringent test that required the showing of some irreparable injury and a more "liberal" test that allowed courts to grant expedited discovery "based on the 'reasonableness of the request in light of all the surrounding circumstances.'" Copyright holders argued that they needed expedited discovery in order to disseminate files, and that therefore joinder was proper because the actions against the joined file sharers arose out of "the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences."
discovery because they could not identify the defendants beyond their IP addresses without subpoenaing the ISPs for the identifying information attached to each address.\textsuperscript{639}

The procedural validity of these lawsuits was evaluated at the motion for expedited discovery\textsuperscript{640} or after it had been granted, on a defendant's or ISPs motion to quash a subpoena requesting the name associated with the IP address.\textsuperscript{641}

This is relevant, as there was an ongoing discussion on the limits of joinder as applied to these mass lawsuits. So discovery could have been granted without procedural validity because the rules of joinder had been wrongfully applied. Some authors said that judges should consider whether or not defendants were part of the same swarm at the same time as one another, and issues like personal jurisdiction. If those have not been satisfied, the judge should consider severing the cases.\textsuperscript{642}

\section*{5.3 The procedure in practice}

Rights holders and their representatives have found different ways to target end users directly in the US. This case focused on settlement requests and lawsuits, but also shortly describes the original process through DMCA subpoenas and how rights holders used universities to target students.

\textit{DMCA Subpoenas}

As a reaction to massive file sharing, The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) originally kicked off the large-scale litigation campaigns. Their main goal was to curb illegal content distribution.\textsuperscript{643}

The RIAA started by accessing P2P networks and collecting IP addresses that were uploading/offering recordings owned by their clients.\textsuperscript{644} They needed the help of ISPs to identify the subscribers that matched the IP addresses so they used a subpoena provision included in the DMCA. The RIAA was convinced that the mere allegation of infringement, without judicial oversight, would grant them the power to discover identities of alleged infringers.\textsuperscript{645}


\textsuperscript{643} DeBriyn, “Shedding Light on Copyright Trolls,” P. 84.


\textsuperscript{645} Electronic Frontier Foundation, \textit{RIAA v The People: Five years later} (2008). P.2, and: 17 USC. 512 (h)
They served subpoenas to numerous ISPs, but Verizon (and Charter Communications and Pacific Bell Internet Services) refused.\textsuperscript{646} Verizon and the others lost the first round in court, so the RIAA issued thousands of subpoenas, reaching more than 1,500 between August and September 2003.\textsuperscript{647} In September 8, 2003, this led to the first 261 lawsuits. The goal of this was deterrence: “It is simply to get peer-to-peer users to stop offering music that does not belong to them,” and: “not to be vindictive or punitive,” all according to then RIAA president Cary Sherman.\textsuperscript{648}

Others, like Titan Media (gay hard-core pornographic videos) used the subpoena process to identify and contact individuals, offering them “amnesty” to avoid a potentially embarrassing lawsuit.\textsuperscript{649}

After some criticism, the RIAA moved towards sending letters. In October 2003, they sent 204 letters,\textsuperscript{650} offering settlements around 3,000 dollars.\textsuperscript{651} 80 people did not accept these settlements and were sued a few weeks later.\textsuperscript{652}

On December 19, 2003, the mass subpoena campaign was brought to a halt when a federal court decided that the DMCA provision only allowed rights holders to seek discovery if the infringing material was stored on an ISP’s network, and not for information stored on subscribers’ computers.\textsuperscript{653} By that time, the RIAA had already issued more than 3,000 subpoenas\textsuperscript{654}, leading to 400 lawsuits, and hundreds of settlements.\textsuperscript{655}

\textbf{Going after students}

As part of their new “Deterrence and education initiative”, the RIAA started targeting college students, from February 28, 2007.\textsuperscript{656}

They would send out “pre-litigation letters”\textsuperscript{657} to universities with the request that

\begin{itemize}
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they would be forwarded to unidentified alleged file sharing students. In those letters, the RIAA mentioned the IP address and threatens further action unless a settlement is agreed of around 3,000 dollars within 20 days of receiving the letter.

RIAA launched a website to facilitate easy settlements: www.P2Plawsuits.com. Individuals receiving pre-litigation letters could settle their cases there, even by paying with credit card. Some universities refused to cooperate.

*John Doe lawsuits by the RIAA, and pre-settlement letters*

DirecTV was the first party to ever engage in a mass scale lawsuit campaign. The satellite TV company launched lawsuits against “middlemen” who help others to get free access to their signals. In May 2001, law officers together with DirecTV officials did 3 raids of Internet companies. They seized millions of dollars worth of illegal devices, but also more than 100,000 credit card receipts.

They then launched an “end-user campaign” by sending mails to 100,000 people who were suspected customers of those middlemen. In those mails, customers were contacted by lawyers. The letters cited federal statutes that outlaw piracy or possession of signal theft equipment. They gave recipients a couple of weeks to contact DirecTV or face lawsuits.

When they called the number included in the letter, people would get a settlement offer made by a lawyer who would ask them to agree to maintain service with DirecTV for a subscription fee, sign a letter that they would never “steal” DirecTV programming in the future, and pay a financial restitution of between 2,500 and 4,000 dollars. If not, they would be taken to civil court. The letters reached the Internet forums relatively quickly. In the letters they threatened to sue for 100,000 dollars. The EFF called it a “classic shakedown venture.” DirecTV grouped multiple defendants in one filing to reduce their own costs. In the process, they filed about 24,000 lawsuits.

It is said that the RIAA copied this practice in 2001, and expanded it as DMCA subpoenas were ruled out by the US courts. On January 21, 2004 the RIAA moved towards “John Doe” lawsuits, starting with 532 people. The RIAA would sue unidentified uploaders, asking the courts to authorize subpoenas against the ISPs, to identify the subscribers behind

---


the IP addresses. Afterwards the RIAA lawyers would send letters demanding settlements or amend the lawsuit to name the individual identified. Speculated that they reached about 30,000 people by October 2007.

In those letters, the RIAA pushed for settlements ranging between 3,000 dollars and 11,000 dollars.

In practice, this strategy relied on permissive joinder, discovery and statutory damages, which have all been mentioned in the previous section. In some cases, the nature of the copyright protected content played a role as well.

Initially, rights holders like the RIAA would obtain the IP addresses of alleged infringers by using the P2P programs used for infringement and searching for copyrighted works. They would collect the IP addresses of users sharing the work.

The main problem rights holders faced was that to target these users, they needed to ascertain their true identities. The collected IP address only revealed the subscriber’s ISP, but only the ISP itself will be able to link the IP to a name and address.

After collecting the IP addresses, the record companies would not name the defendants individually, but they would file a suit against a group of anonymous “John Doe” downloaders sharing the same ISP, stating that the listed John Does had infringed on their copyright. Whilst filing this suit, they also filed motions for expedited discovery to subpoena the Does’ ISP to discover the Does’ real names and information. They started using this approach after the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals shut down their strategy of using the DMCA to subpoena ISPs to obtain identifying information of users uploading files, as mentioned in the previous section. Many courts simply agreed and issued subpoenas. Firms kept costs low by filing claims in a single complaint. Normally plaintiffs would have to file a lawsuit against each IP address to get the power to subpoena ISPs to get the identities, which costs 350 dollars per complaint. Dealing with larger numbers of Does saved millions of dollars. This streamlined the discovery process. Normally, a rights holder filed a complaint naming each defendant as a “John Doe” defendant. When the identity was later discovered, the complaint was amended to include the real party to the complaint.

However, these cases rarely went to court. Uncovering the identities was the end goal, because plaintiffs would aim for settlements. Their litigation strategy hinged on
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the defendants' acceptance of their settlement offer. After learning the true identity of the alleged infringer, the lawyer or rights holder could send out a pre-settlement letter, in which they asked them to pay an amount if they did not want to be named in a suit. The offer was designed in such a way as to "push" the defendant to settle, even if they have strong defenses.

Part of this push was based on the threat of being named in a suit and facing higher damages in court (including legal costs for the defense). This push was particularly effective because of the high statutory damages the law provided for copyright infringement and because of a few high profile cases in the past in which large sums of money were awarded as punishment. In their settlement letters, some lawyers explicitly refer to these statutory damages. The lawyer then offers a significantly lower settlement amount, sometimes even through an automated online payment portal. Lawyer Steele for example threatened with statutory damages and attorney's fees: "Under the Copyright Law of the United States, copyright owners may recover up to $150,000 in statutory damages (...) per infringing file plus attorney's fees in cases (...) In at least one case where the Copyright Law has been applied to digital piracy and statutory damages were applicable, juries have awarded over $20,000 per pirated file."

Another part of this push at times involved the nature of the copyright protected work in question. Many cases involved pornographic material which could make people more inclined to settle to prevent the public exposure of a lawsuit.

“Trolls?”

In the context of mass litigation, the term “copyright troll” surfaced as a derogatory term referring to some law firms enforcing copyright on a large scale. Professor Shyamkrishna Balganesh defined them as follows: “A copyright troll refers to an entity whose business revolves around the systematic legal enforcement of copyrights in which it has acquired a limited ownership interest.”
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James DeBriyhn has written an article on “trolls” who enforce copyrights as a business model. He distinguishes three different types. The sample troll, the online news troll, and the troll that uses mass file sharing litigation as a business model.

The sample troll makes millions by suing (mostly popular) artists who have used a part of a copyrighted work (a sample) in their own songs. There are examples where trolls bought the rights to commercially unsuccessful songs and enforced them against others who used the sample and only after those new songs became commercially successful, generating massive profits. They more often sue for actual damages (instead of statutory damages) because they are motivated by the commercial success of the derivative work. As an example, Drive-In Music Company sued Sony BMG entertainment, because Cypress Hill’s song ‘How I Could Just Kill a Man’ used a sample from ‘Come On In’ by Music Machine.

One of the first new copyright trolls was an online news troll, called Righthaven. Righthaven purchased the copyrights of various newspapers’ content, and sued users that reposted old articles on other websites. Righthaven sued for permanent injunctions, statutory damages, attorney fees, and costs, and demanded ownership of the domain name of the infringing website. They allowed the people they sued to settle for 5,000 dollars, which is less than the potential statutory damages, or the cost of hiring an attorney to defend against infringement claims. However, their campaign has been described as a failure because some judges have ordered Righthaven to pay legal and attorney fees, rendering their model less profitable.

The most famous of the mass file sharing law firms (called mass litigation trolls by DeBriyn) was the firm ‘Dunlap, Grubb & Weaver,’ also known as the ‘Copyright Group.’ This firm sought to “create a revenue stream and monetize the equivalent of an alternative distribution channel,” according to DeBriyhn. They first represented Voltage pictures and sought statutory damages from a large number of unknown defendants for infringement of the Award winning movie ‘The Hurt Locker.’ The business model aimed to generate profits through the threat of statutory damages, by seeking settlements. After representing Voltage pictures, they represented other movie studios in mass litigation (though never the MPAA).

I tried to contact them. When they answered the phone, they immediately asked “are you calling because you received a notification?” They refused to comment further.

Another firm, the Adult Copyright Company (“Hardcore protection”), used the nature of the content to leverage settlements. To avoid the stigma of being named in a pornography lawsuit, individuals could be more quickly to settle.

Apart from those groups, there were also actual scams that played into the large-scale enforcement business, like the “Internet copyright law enforcement agency.” They claimed to be an “international organization that helps to enforce copyright laws on the Internet worldwide by informing potential copyright law violators regarding the serious criminal and/or civil liability they may face, and providing them with an opportunity to help them comply with copyright laws.”

---
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This ‘agency’ sent out numerous copyright infringement notices to users, asking them to pay up to 495 dollars or face felony charges and jail time for infringement. This agency was later revealed to be a scam that intended to shake down users for money.692

**Practitioners and experts**

For my research, I got the perspectives of practitioners through interviews. They said that a lot of the BitTorrent litigation has centered on independent movies or adult movies.693 The litigation campaigns were, however, highly lawyer-driven. “Lawyers came up with a model that was not just a deterrent but also meant to return some profits lost to infringement. They needed to keep litigation costs low.” “So they sued large numbers, offer relatively low settlements and then lawyers would be paid a percentage of those settlements and rights holders would get a percentage too.”694 According to Delvan Neville, there was a number of more large-scale ‘trolling’ operations, which he referred to as “lawsuit factories.”695

Prenda Law was the most famous one (at the time of the interview) but was running into trouble.696 It was driven by two lawyers, who were filing “all over the country.”697

According to Delvan Neville, “Prenda has lied all over the place. It’s difficult to know how much is real. They have no shame about saying things that are not true at all.”698

Apart from that, there is the above mentioned Copyright Enforcement Group (CEG)699, Guardaley700, the IPP701 (which stands for Intellectual Property Protection – which mainly helps photographers), and the Crystal Bay Corporation702. According to Delvan Neville, the last two used Guardaley software. “They present themselves as separate entities, but use the same software and business.”703

In these interviews, the practitioners gave their perspectives on the procedure as it involved or impacted them. For example, they said that generally, lawyers had a tech company in-house, or that they hired one to spot and gather information on infringing users. They did this on P2P software, like BitTorrent and eDonkey.704

This tech company then gathered information on the infringing IP and provided it to the attorney. They usually attached a time date stamp. Sometimes they also added the seed (the logarithm that identifies the seed), and sometimes they added information on the user.705
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According to Sperlein, the method to collecting IP’s this way was accurate. He said IP spoofing did not work because it required someone to know the correct address to get it to work. People might have put fake IP addresses in the seed file, “but if the tech investigator is any good at all they will ping the IP address. So you will eliminate the spoofed ones.” Sperlein also said that false positives were avoided because the “IP address is the source of the infringing file.”

The Prenda law firm has used in-house technology. They used a modified BitTorrent client to get IP addresses.

About the procedure in practice, Sperlein also addressed his experience with the rules of joinder. “One can only join cases if it will reduce the work on the court.” He mentioned that this was only possible if the transaction occurred as part of the same transaction. Right holders would generally join people from the same swarm (not just ISPs). They were in the same transaction.

After getting the IP addresses, it was possible to spot at which ISP those addresses were based, so the lawyers lumped those together. They sued against does 1-50, and tried to get early discovery at the judge.

Early discovery was possible because if someone cannot serve summons and complaints they have to be able to identify. If a court allowed it they would send a subpoena to an ISP like ATNT with a list of IP addresses. The ISP would then send you back a list with all the names and addresses. According to Sperlein “they will charge you for it—not legally—but they would.”

Then they looked at the people participating within a certain time frame. For example, they could log how long it would take for one person to download a file, and log all the people participating in that swarm at that same time.

According to Neville, the Copyright Enforcement Group system differed from the others. They recorded the infringement, but they did not only pursue people in court through early discovery. “They send notices via ISPs to individuals (basically a DMCA notice) giving those users a code: saying here’s a specialized code, if you punch it in, pay a 200 dollar fee, the issue will be settled outside of court. So they don’t do the whole discovery thing Prenda does. Then if an individual goes to a website they identify themselves in that way.” No one could tell me who the ISPs were that CEG used. According to Sperlein, there were one or two ISPs who have done it. He said ISPs generally refused to cooperate. The Copyright Enforcement Group unfortunately refused to verify this.

The interviewees also went into the content of the letters that were sent out by themselves or the other law firms. Gill Sperlein would send a subpoena, plus a letter with factual information, which would include information on how to contact EFF, and tell them their rights to object to the subpoena. This information would be based on litigation with the
RIAA, where ISPs stood in place of count holders. Most courts did not require it, but Sperlein put it in.\textsuperscript{716}

Sperlein said that sending the letter was often difficult because he would only have the name of the account holder. “This is the problem of the proverbial grandmother: you never know who actually committed infringement. But we know it came from that account. This is still the beginning of an investigation. We could theoretically do forensic analysis of those computers in the house or look for actual file, which would take around 5,000 dollars when we look to settle for less. For either side it does not make sense to go through that. This became a judgment call.” Sperlein would try to figure out whether alleged infringers were lying or he would have them sign a declaration under penalty of perjury.\textsuperscript{717} “But it’s the account holder, so not the actual infringer. It’s not that it didn’t happen, but you do not always identify the infringer at the first step.”\textsuperscript{718}

The large-scale firms took another approach. Malibu Media (IPP) would ask for a few thousand dollars, so under what it would cost to fight the case. CEG would ask for a couple of hundred dollars. In CEG’s case, there were no real counterclaims, because there was not a case filed. The defendant could not accomplish anything in CEG cases. It was difficult to figure out how many people were targeted, because there was no paper trail.\textsuperscript{719}

People often settled out of embarrassment (especially where it concerned pornographic content). Sperlein said some of the other law firms wanted to use the nature of the content as a means to leverage settlements. He said that Prenda and others would go after things like transvestite pornography or particularly “salacious” material to get a higher settlement. According to Sperlein this was bad. It also became the mantra of the other side, he said.\textsuperscript{720}

Tech expert Delvan Neville said people also settled because the settlement amounts were often much lower than the cost of legal representation. These threats work, because of famous cases like the Jammie Thomas case, where the defendant was ordered to pay large amounts of money. Some large-scale actors in the stock-photo area have gone for judgments first, so they could use them as leverage later. Masterfiles.com was one of those large-scale actors that asked for around 3-4,000 dollars now.\textsuperscript{721} “Many people don’t realize that the statutory damages or the higher damages are the maximum,” says Delvan Neville. “Does don’t realize or understand this. But attorney fees and costs are still there. In the Bellwether case, where actors went through trial first, it was 300,000 dollars for that part (the attorney fees and costs) alone.”\textsuperscript{722}

People also settled because copyright infringement is strict liability. “Although the circumstances might affect the level of damages, whether you understood the law or not, it does not matter: you copied it, you’re responsible,” Sperlein says.\textsuperscript{723} “Why would you risk all the fees? I would send out letters with link, with settlement agreement and allow them to pay through PayPal. People would do it, so they are clearly guilty,” again Sperlein.\textsuperscript{724} He said
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he did take the personal circumstances into account, “because I wanted to do it in a way that is smart and morally right.”

### 5.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

#### Scale

Righthaven had filed numerous lawsuits expecting huge amounts of money ranging around 75,000 dollars. The website [http://www.righthavenlawsuits.com/](http://www.righthavenlawsuits.com/) kept track of all of this.

In the first six months the RIAA targeted students, they sent letters to 2,926 students at 100 different campuses in the US. After a year, this became over 5,400 letters to 160 different schools. The RIAA expanded their practice as DMCA subpoenas were ruled out by the US courts. On the 21st of January 2004, the RIAA started their “John Doe” lawsuits, starting with 532 people. The RIAA would sue unidentified uploaders, asking the courts to authorize subpoenas against the ISPs, to identify the subscribers behind the IP addresses. Afterwards the RIAA lawyers would send letters demanding settlements or amend the lawsuit to name the individual identified.

In 2004, the RIAA filed 5,460 lawsuits. By the end of 2005, the total number of RIAA lawsuits had risen to 16,087. After February 2006, when the counter had reached 17,587, the RIAA stopped making announcements on the exact number of suits. Some speculated that this number ranged in the 30,000 by October 2007. It took the RIAA five years to sue 35,000 individuals according to others. Of those cases only two cases actually went to trial. The RIAA themselves said they only brought action against 18,000 individuals. They also said that the majority led to settlements.

Law firms sued over 100,000 does in only thirteen months, starting on January 1, 2010. Ars Technica immediately wrote an article about how their numbers surpassed the RIAA in less time.
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Although it is difficult to find concrete data on the exact number of people targeted, EFF said there were well over 100,000 John Does. Also, there were over 2,000 actual case filings. By August 2011, there were already over 200,000 john does. For the CEG it was difficult to determine how many there had been, because they also used ISPs to send notices to Internet users directly. There was no paper trail.

On a subcase level, this means the amount of settlement letters ranged in the hundreds of thousands in the USA as a whole, while there were only very few actual trials.

Severity

There were different types of sanctions. The actual damages awarded by courts, and the settlements requested by law firms or rights holders and actually paid for by users. The actual damages awarded by courts (the few time a verdict was actually reached) were high, because of the system of statutory damages. The most famous one is the first ever file sharing case, against Jammie Thomas, who was ordered to pay $222,000 in damages. Very few suits led to a verdict. The Thomas case was redone after a faulty jury instruction and a second jury found Thomas liable for a larger $1.92 million statutory damage award. The case would eventually total multiple court cases, with as a final judgement by the appeals court reinstating the original verdict of $222,000 in damages and deeming the high damages as constitutional. The other major suit (against Tenembaum), filed by Sony, awarded the record labels $22,500 per song for thirty songs for a judgment totaling $675,000.

Other judgments were less high, but nonetheless incredibly high for individual users. A court awarded a 22.500 dollar judgment against a Chicago woman. Another court awarded 40,850 in damages against an Arizona man who attempted defense without a lawyer. Ignoring lawsuits can be more expensive than settling. One judge has by default awarded 6.200 dollars.

With regards to settlements, the RIAA settled for amounts ranging between 3,000 dollars and 11,000 dollars. Malibu Media (IPP) would ask for a few thousand dollars which is under what it would cost to fight the case. “The CEG just asked for a couple of hundred dollars” according to Delvan Neville.

---
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Safeguards

Privacy

Whether or not this enforcement strategy interfered with privacy rights, depended on whether personal data was processed. This usually happens when infringement is found, and when enforcing parties have access to personal data.

In this case, infringement was found by participating in the P2P network. The RIAA and MPAA used MediaSentry to collect information about IP addresses that potentially infringed files via P2P networks. They created lists of potentially infringing files and checked that with files offered for download by IP addresses. They also actually downloaded from an IP address, and added dates and times of observations.

There was some controversy over MediaSentry, because in some US states it was not officially licensed as a private investigator, which caused some defendants to argue to disregard any evidence collected by MediaSentry.749

Originally RIAA wanted to get the identities of file sharing IP addresses by sending subpoenas to ISPs to sue those customers. However, when Verizon resisted the subpoenas validity on procedural and privacy grounds, the appeals court finally held that the DMCA regulation only applies to data hosted by an Internet service provider, and not to data on a customer’s computer. As a result, the RIAA and other enforcers had to file individual civil suits against each accused file sharer, and can find out the name under supervision of a court. There were now more ways for users and ISPs to prevent this access to personal data by enforcing parties.750

Soon after getting to know the identity of those users, they were often sent settlement forms where they could agree to pay several thousand dollars to the RIAA and sign an agreement not to engage in any further file sharing. This procedure has been protested, because it allowed for the stripping of anonymity without the possibility to challenge this in court.751

The lawyers used tech companies or had in-house technology to identify users. The only barriers they faced were ISPs and judges. The firms needed to supply a user’s IP address and the time the infringement occurred to an ISP to get the identity of an infringer. The copyright group used a company to monitor P2P networks for illegal distribution of the Hurt Locker, but the method used was a secret.752 However, it was not that difficult but also not
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that reliable. These addresses were then checked for quality and chance of success (for example, addresses outside of the jurisdiction could be dropped). These IP addresses could be cross referenced against IP log databases controlled by the ISP. However, not all ISPs were willing to share this information. This meant that copyright holders had to file a complaint to get the power to subpoena.

In my interviews, former judge Nancy Gernter said she did not like this process. “I didn’t like that the RIAA went to universities when they found an IP address which was listed at a university. This took place without the owner of the IP address knowing that this was going on. When they came to me for subpoenas, I put in place a requirement that required them to tell the university that they had to tell the IP owner that they could contest it. I wanted a procedure in place to allow people whose identity would be disclosed the right to fight it. I did that on my own. There was no defendant so I had to protect potential defendants.”

**Impartial, competent and independent judge**

There were numerous opportunities for review during this enforcement strategy: in the settlement letter phase and later in the potential trial phase. To start with the latter, I had no reason to doubt the impartiality, independence or competence of the judges eventually involved in the court cases on copyright infringement.

In the settlement phase, review on the merits of the case was only done by the parties bringing the claim. Gill Sperlein for example mentioned that he would take personal circumstances into account. He wanted to “do it in a way that is smart and morally right.” This was admirable, but there were no real legal incentives to make sure enforcement happened in such a way. The incentives all pointed in the other way as law firms bringing the claim could stand to benefit financially from these claims. They also had little to lose from their assertions.

The settlement phase also included review by a judge to assess whether early discovery and joinder were allowed. I also had no reason to doubt their impartiality, independence or competence.
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Presumption of innocence

As mentioned in the section above, the merits of the case could only be judicially reviewed if alleged infringers protested the settlement request brought forwards by the plaintiffs. This protest was however actively discouraged, by creating economic incentives to settle. This potentially reversed the presumption of innocence.

This procedure placed little burden of proof on the accusing parties. This was because the judicial review that took place in the settlement phase was intended to evaluate whether there were sufficient grounds to grant early discovery and allow for joinder. It was not the same test as a full trial on copyright would have.

Even for just discovery and joinder, some authors claimed there were strong procedural reasons to reject these claims. There might be improper joinder and a lack of personal jurisdiction by the court. 758 The same writer said that when those issues were raised, district courts were "split on whether to allow discovery of the anonymous defendants' identities." 759

The rights holders generally filed the Doe lawsuits in the jurisdictions where the ISP connected to the Does had their headquarters or some other significant presence. This made sense as the the rights holders did not know where the Does live. However, courts needed to have personal jurisdiction over a defendant to be able to deliver a judgement. 760 Meanwhile, joinder could need to be severed when the requirements of joinder were not fulfilled. 761 For example, the district court in Dragon Quest Products, LLC v. Does 1–100 held that: [T]he initial seeder, other seeders, the various peers, and the Defendants may have participated in this swarm months apart from each other. While the four categories of individuals, the initial seeder, the other seeders, the peers, and the Defendants, may be connected by the same initial seed file, the Court finds that this connection alone is not sufficient to establish joinder." 762

The settlement requests placed the burden of proof on the defendants. It is unclear how much evidence was provided by the plaintiffs, in those settlement requests, but they were designed in a way to incentivize settlements instead of proper weighing of the evidence. The requests asked for smaller amounts of money that it would take to get legal aid or fight the case, at times they referred to the potential of very high statutory damages and in some cases they used the nature of the content to leverage settlements.

This was problematic. Because they had to keep administrative costs low, plaintiffs have been described as “not so meticulous” in their search for targets."[S]ince an innocent John Doe is just as likely to pay up as a guilty one," the lawyers did not need to take much


care in ensuring that the John Doe actually was engaged in infringing activity. The strategy has been described as "shoot first, and identify ... targets later."763

My interviewees confirmed this picture. Even though the subpoena was required because of due process rights, discovery was granted easily, according to Delvan Neville.764

Judge Otis Wright said that the accusing party had to give evidence on how the subpoena request would translate into the identity of an infringer. "They have to make that connection, with a degree of certainty that gives me comfort."765

When I asked whether he considered granting subpoenas ‘rubber stamping’, he said: “it’s a simple thing. Everyone is entitled to discovery in litigation. Third party discovery is almost routinely granted, if it appears to be reasonable in its face. For something like that it’s reasonable to find out the identity. The easiest way is to go to an ISP.”766

When I asked how he evaluated discovery requests, he also said “I didn’t subject it to a great deal of scrutiny. I can’t speak for anybody else.”767 He did say “I was judge to handle all of the cases, in that process to – I had seen half of district judges and magistrate judges had granted the request for the issuance of a subpoena for the ISP to obtain the identity of a subscriber. So some do, some don’t. It isn’t a situation that is going to get, demand, or require much thought.”768

When I asked how much thought, Judge Otis Wright said that “generally in the past there hasn’t been. Now that we have come to understand the wide scale abuse that has taken place, they will get a lot more scrutiny, certainly from me. There are things I’m going to be more curious about knowing. I want to know about the nature of the alleged infringed product.” As an example, he mentioned the difference between a Disney and a pornographic movie.769

Former judge Nancy Gertner said she did not want to rubber stamp, which is why she went through extra lengths to arrange for extra defenses for defendants.770

Mitch Stoltz from the EFF says that the burden of proof rests heavily on users that receive letters. This is because the only formal arbitrators in the procedure, judges who grant discovery, do not evaluate the evidence thoroughly. “Courts are really busy. They have to make tough decisions about life and death. They are underfunded and pressed for time. When they see something that looks straightforward, and there’s no opposition and no defendants, it looks legit. The judge has no incentive to dig deeper, because that would be more work for them. A judge therefore counts on the honesty and good will of lawyers. The whole system depends on that. That’s why they (FK: these law firms) were able to do this for so long.”771
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However, later judges have started questioning this process. Malibu media ran into trouble. Prenda law as well. The EFF also said some judges started to notice these red flags.

This followed a large consumer backlash. This backlash was mainly directed against Prenda law, who had filed lawsuits all over the US. It resulted in multiple allegations against John Steele, one of its main lawyers. According to Sperlein, this created a bad name for all adult entertainment lawyers.

He says that the new people who were doing it for adult industries were lawyers who did not understand the business and who had never represented the adult industry before. According to Sperlein, “Federal judges started getting wind of these tactics.” Also, he says “EFF and its supporters were really good at avoiding question of liability in those copyright cases, and focused on the process.”

Because of this, courts became more reluctant to grant discovery. Gill Sperlein says: “It’s over. No one’s doing it anymore.” He said federal courts have said that they do not want this type of litigation, because it is “inherently sleazy.”

Judge Otis Wright said in the future these request will be subject of much more scrutiny. He would for example check “If that is the product in question. Then the first question I’m going to have is: is this case really about protecting the IP rights? Or is this literally a shakedown, in which they are enlisting the assistance of the court?”

According to him, it was not “over”, but “I simply think there will be no rubber stamps anymore. People will take a look. The subject material becomes important now. I can’t say I ever enquired into the subject material. I probably never knew. Now, because of the abuses. There’s going to be a hard look. We are just going to ask some questions now.”

He said one of the things they will look at is the type of product. “I am going to be curious as to whether or not the 80 year old great grandmother is going to be interested in Vin Diesel. I am going to require a bit more evidence, in order to be satisfied that –one- it isn’t a shakedown, - two - that once you get this info, it is more likely that the identity of the infringer is actually found. Trolls have done a disservice to entire industry. They have caused this practice to come under greater scrutiny, because it has been abused. There have been situations where they have no intention whatsoever of trying these cases. The goal is to simply extract a settlement. The best way to do that is to cause or threaten to cause the John Doe defendant as much embarrassment as possible.” Mitch Stoltz of the EFF also said that the threat of public accusing someone of downloading porn is much stronger. “It just is. That’s a fact of life.”

Judge Otis Wright said that in future cases, he would also look at the evidence that was supplied. He said that in the past various kinds of evidence had been used. Sometimes
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there was no evidence at all, sometimes they simply said that they have made a phone call, and that there was only one person in the household. “What has never been answered to my satisfaction is: how do you know that the Internet was not accessed by someone not in the household? You can’t be certain that simply because a particular subscriber’s Wi-Fi was accessed for something illegal, that the subscriber is responsible. You can’t establish with certainty that it was someone in the household at all.”

Corynne McSherry of the EFF said that even though it is hard to dispute that a lot of the people do unauthorized copying, trolls set up a system thoroughly biased against defendants. “It’s designed to extract settlements, because they know equally likely that people pay up when they are not guilty.” About the evidence, she says that because copyright is strict liability, there is a low standard of evidence.

The EFF doubted that the high settlement amounts were necessarily an indication of ‘guilt.’ They said that it was hard to tell whether or not there were a lot of false positives. “My feeling is that because the incentives to settle are so high and the incentives to identify the right people are so low, and because they are just identifying subscribers and not the users, that there has to be a high rate of false positives.” There were also numerous defenses that could not be brought forward now. “So even signing something saying that you did it, does not mean you did it. Even if 90% or 99% did it. I care about the other 1%. I think we have a responsibility as citizens and lawyers that those people aren’t paying money they should not be paying,” Mitch Stoltz of the EFF said.

Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal

Parties are notified, but this is already the settlement request. The judicial review that took place was when plaintiffs first filed a motion for expedited discovery. However, John Does could not contest a motion for expedited discovery, and therefore these motions only provided one side of the story.

Because the game ended after discovery most of the time, this was problematic. Technically there was a right to be heard prior to conviction, but the system was used by large-scale players to incentivize settlements, as mentioned before. As some authors have put it: "For the plaintiffs in mass lawsuits against BitTorrent file sharers, the game is
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essentially won or lost at the expedited discovery stage.” 790 Defenses were possible, but potentially costly. Appeal was also possible, but would mean trial.

My interviewees confirm this perspective. When talking about the money it could potentially cost to go to trial, Judge Otis Wrights said: “you won’t risk it. That’s why it is such a wonderful scheme.” 791 Corynne McSherry said that this process wreaks havoc on rules of civil procedure. “As a lawyer I care about that.” 792 According to former judge Nancy Gertner, who was involved in a lot of the RIAA litigation, most of those cases settled: because of the threat – without a doubt. 793 That is why she put in place multiple systems to protect users, like the opportunity for them to object to a discovery request. 794

She would also periodically hold conferences in which she would invite all the defendants and try to explain the law to them. She would give them a list of free counsel. She said: “I certainly had to do more than I would if there had been lawyers on the other side.” 795 She said “the hearing is something I chose to do to communicate with defendants.” It was for “kids, who were ignoring court messages or orders.” 796 “I took time out of my schedule – I gave them 2 minute lessons in the law.” 797

Alleged infringers had little defenses. Former judge Nancy Gertner said that for the RIAA cases, “most of the time -around 99% - people were not represented by lawyers. The vast majority settled, because they had no resources to defend. They also settled because the record companies often had them: there was nothing to defend. 798 Other people were represented by lawyers, but even those settled. Only Tenenbaum went to trial.” 799

She said there was “not a more clear case of unequal resources than this case. There would be 4-5 lawyers on one side representing the RIAA, and on the other side an individual with his mother or friend.” 800 “Nobody had the resources to hire a lawyer – so navigating through discovery requirements was often times impossible, the settlements ranged from a couple of thousands to 8,000 or 9,000.” 801

She might have considered defenses, “I thought: there might be an argument if it had been downloaded before it was available legally online. Or someone on 1 or 2 cases. Fair use might comprise.” 802 So there may have been defenses. “I knew them broadly, but they were never raised before me, and in Tenenbaum they were raised badly.” 803

Because the practice became well known throughout the Internet, users allegedly file sharing stopped paying the pre-settlement money, and became familiar with several
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defenses against the allegations (like: my Wi-Fi is unsecure). Sperlein says that the IP only identifies the account holder, so not the actual infringer. “It’s not that it didn’t happen,” he says, “but you don’t always identify the infringer at the first step. Steele (from Prenda Law) and others never had the intention to go to the next step.” Then people started responding less. “Grubb, Weaver (of the Copyright Enforcement Group) and Steele would take just what they could and then move on. They were just looking for fast money to pocket. They weren’t looking for the long term perspectives of their clients.”

Transparency

This system is opaque. The only paper trail was at the courts, which granted discovery. This gave details on the discovery process only, but not on the specifics of the cases, and whether or not there was proof that the users actually infringed on copyrights.

For the Copyright group, there was even less paper trail, as they apparently did not even use the help of courts to get contact details and simply got some ISPs to forward settlement requests for them.

Proportionality

Proportionality requires that the measure is necessary for its goal, suitable and no excessive burden on individual rights.

One of the first ways to assess whether the measure is proportional is whether the measure is necessary for its goal. In this case, that remained questionable. It was difficult to determine the exact losses of the separate studios, and whether money was actually flowing back to those studios rights now. It was certainly suitable to get a refund for the larger scale law firms, but the RIAA themselves viewed it as an educational system only. It did present an excessive burden on the parties it addresses. Statutory damages had no relationship to the harm of infringement. Fines ere much higher than they would be for similar offenses, and much higher than the losses incurred by studios. During the RIAA campaign for example, the EFF mentioned that ‘Tammy Lafky faced 500,000 dollars in penalties (RIAA offered to settle for 4,000 dollars), but she made only 21,000 dollars per year, had no child support and was a single mom.’ Cassi Hunt, another alleged infringer, faced a 3,750 dollars settlement, but already had student debt. The RIAA argued that she should drop out to pay off the settlement. These in some cases severe penalties have been the subject of discussion. Some American scholars have debated the constitutionality of statutory damages for copyright. Some have tried to fight the constitutionality of these damages in court.
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was interesting that during the Thomas Rasset trial, music industry executives and musicians themselves were surprised by the size of the verdicts.812

5.5 Impact on infringement levels

Bridy wrote that mass litigation against end users had only limited deterrent effects.813 There was only a “transitory deterrent effect.” Surveys conducted done at the end of 2003 and at the beginning of 2004, after the RIAA began their campaign, showed a decrease of file sharing in the US. But follow on surveys showed that percentage had rebounded by 2005.814 For the thousands of people who got sued, there were millions who were not.815 The fear about being prosecuted declined among users.816

Another study showed that lawsuits against end users produced a negative effect and intensified the development of new tech to make it harder to identify the user.817

After the RIAA’s lawsuits, P2P activity continued growing.818 According to BitChampagne, P2P traffic doubled since the start of the lawsuits by RIAA.819 The amount of users as well:820 by 2007 and 2008 that number had continued to grow.821 The amount of people that share illegally remained fairly constant until 2008, at around 19%.822


My interviewees had their own perspectives on the effectiveness of mass litigation campaigns. Gill Sperlein for example said that “another reason to stop doing it was that it was teaching more people that BitTorrent existed.”

The RIAA said: “the campaign had run its course. In the beginning, we set out to change the public perception around sites like Napster which were championing the idea that if it was available on the Internet for free it must be legal. Fast forward to 2008 (when we discontinued the lawsuit program) and there were hundreds of legitimate services worldwide offering fans millions of authorized songs in convenient ways and people knew that getting music off of sites like LimeWire was illegal. We succeeded in raising awareness about the problems of piracy. Now we’re focused on promoting the burgeoning legitimate music marketplace, which now boasts more than 500 authorized services worldwide where fans can get their favorite music at the click of a mouse or the tap of a finger. That’s why we partnered with music retailer organization the Music Business Association to create an informational website www.whymusicmatters.com that offers fans a one-stop guide on where to get their favorite legal music.”

The RIAA said it did not want to pursue the pre-settlement letters made popular by a number of US law firms. They said: “We’re not interested in pursuing that route. Instead, we’re focused on educational warnings to prevent illegal downloading via the Copyright Alert System, and promoting the wide array of legitimate services available to fans today via whymusicmatters.com and other efforts.”

On the graduated response system, they said: “We do prefer this program, in part because it offers users several opportunities to do the right thing. It is premised on the notion that users may not know that illegal downloading is occurring in their house, so it takes an educational approach by sending the account holder warnings about illegal activity on their account. These warnings also provide users a list of authorized music services (via whymusicmatters.com). We know hardcore downloaders will not be deterred by this program, and will likely never be deterred, but to the extent that we can peel off some casual downloaders and get them interested in one of the many legitimate services out there, that’s a win.”

But apart from deterrence, or “raising awareness”, litigation could have had other functions. Gill Sperlein, a lawyer who has represented the pornography industry, said litigation could also be seen as a “first line of defense” until rights holders figured out their business models. In the copyright domain, this was common according to Sperlein. He said that every technological advancement faced initial resistance by copyright owners. He advised his clients about three ways to deal with these advancements: litigate, educate, and change business models. “You must do all three.” “Litigation is the least attractive: it’s the most expensive and most time consuming.” He said “litigation slows developments down until technology or legislation catches up as well. The DMCA was passed twenty years ago, before P2P was invented.” It also allowed rights holders to “slow things down so they can
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figure out their business models” in a way that allowed them to “continue to monetize their creative process.”

Another reason for mass litigation campaigns is that they could be used as a genuine retrieval of damages. According to Sperlein, mass copyright infringement was more damaging to the pornography industry than to the other creative industries. This was because there were many economic differences between both. First of all, there were no box office runs for porn. “These are just like mainstream movies that go straight to DVD and make no money at all.”

He said the pornography industry also benefitted less from advertising than other content producers do, and advertising was one of the main new models for the retrieval of funds online. The top 100 most popular websites contained 6-8 adult orientated tube sites, so the potential would be big, but there were difficulties with advertising, he said. The big companies did not want to be associated with adult content. So those websites mostly contained advertisement for scams: fake Viagra, or advertisement for other porn sites like live cam sites. Most free content aimed to get users to those cam sites. Sperlein said that under the current model “no money goes back to content producers.” “However, there were ways in which one could compete. On tube sites the resolution was not that good and HD is better.” It was however more difficult to compete with BitTorrent infringement, he said. “The saving grace is that BitTorrent is not something the average user is comfortable with.” Although he said some Tube sites were “playing along” with rights holders now, although there were still “underground groups.”

Also, the pornographic industry was much more decentralized. Playboy and Hustler were exceptions, all the other studios were much smaller. There was no RIAA or MPAA. “The RIAA represents 90% of music titles. We can represent one title only.”

Nonetheless, it caused the industry to “focus on P2P infringement.” And because the torrent tracker websites were mostly located in other countries, they were “difficult to go after.” So, the “only practical way is to sue the end users” to retrieve funds. Especially, Sperlein says, because the newly developed Copyright alert system (CAS) did not deal with the adult entertainment industry. “Disney is at the table.”

The lawyers that sent out thousands of demand letters on behalf of the producers of the Movie “the hurt locker” confirmed that their litigation campaign was not intended as a compensation or as deterrence but to “create a revenue stream and monetize the equivalent of an alternative distribution channel.”

Because of the notoriety of those practices, less people settled. Sperlein estimates that at first 80% of the cases were resolved in the pre-trial phase, whereas nowadays this number is “probably less than 20%.”
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5.6 The costs of the system

Costs were an important factor in this strategy. For rights holders, their representatives, and the large-scale firms, economic feasibility predicted whether they would actually engage in litigation like strategies.

According to some, for the RIAA, the massive lawsuits RIAA were a “money pit.” In the five year period the RIAA spent 90 million dollars on legal fees, whilst only recovering 2.5 million dollars. According to those sources, this is why the RIAA stopped.

The large-scale firms had to be able to continue, so they made the strategy economically feasible. They did this by keeping costs low. They filed claims in a single complaint. Normally plaintiffs would have to file a lawsuit against each IP address to get the power to subpoena ISPs to get the identities, which would cost around 350 dollars per complaint. Since they dealt with larger numbers of does, they saved millions of dollars. This streamlined the discovery process. Normally, a rights holder would file a complaint naming each defendant as a “John Doe” defendant. When the identity would be later discovered, the complaint was amended to include the real party to the complaint. DirecTV grouped multiple defendants in one filing to reduce their own costs. In the process, they filed about 24,000 lawsuits. In essence, mass lawsuits were "a strong tool for leveraging settlements-a tool whose efficiency is largely derived from the plaintiffs' success in avoiding the filing fees for multiple suits and gaining early access en masse to the identities of the alleged infringers."

Some judges were not happy with the process and have said that by circumventing joinder and personal jurisdiction rules, these plaintiffs used copyright laws to implement a low-cost, high-volume litigation strategy that was tantamount to a "massive collection scheme." Some of them also were not happy with the evasion of filing fees. In one case, the court estimated that “plaintiffs have improperly avoided more than $25,000 in filing fees by employing its swarm joinder theory.... Nationwide, these plaintiffs have availed themselves of the resources of the court system on a scale rarely seen. It seems improper that they should profit without paying statutorily required fees.”

Rights holders have also used other techniques to keep costs low. Righthaven used a model complaint it reused as a template for pleading.
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Meanwhile, some authors have argued that this system affects the way copyright is supposed to function. In an article on “copyright trolls”, Professor Balganesh argues that copyright trolls disrupt the “enforcement equilibrium” central to copyright’s function as an institution.\(^{847}\) In short, he argued that this strategy forces a disconnection between the incentive to create new content and the incentive to litigate. Originally, this connection would exist in all copyright holders. As the incentive to enforce is based on a cost-benefit analysis, some claims are tolerated despite being actionable as such. Because “trolls” have no interest in the creation, distribution or use of creative works, this equilibrium is disrupted.\(^{848}\)

My interviewee also discussed the costs of the procedure. They said that joinder was also beneficial because it saved legal costs. In fact, the rules of joinder were designed to prevent an excessive burden on courts. As judge Otis Wright puts it: “there have been occasions in the past where the courts have been presented with a large number of cases often brought by the same plaintiff or alleged copyright owner. It is much more efficient if one judge handles all of those cases.”\(^{849}\)

It was still a burden on courts nonetheless. Former judge Nancy Gertner said: “any time you have large numbers of people who are not represented by counsel it is tremendously burdensome. There were things I did to protect the plaintiffs, but I had to think of them on my own.”\(^{850}\)

Courts were slowly putting a stop to these large-scale pre-settlement campaigns, by looking at the economics. According to Gill Sperlein, they therefore ordered that cases could not be joined. “Litigation becomes economically unfeasible for right holders, unless they use litigation as a deterrent. RIAA did that and could because they spread money around a large industry.”\(^{851}\) Sperlein said that the filing fee is 400 dollars. “It’s a lot of money. And a lot of these IP addresses are not fruitful – people move – or the case is not morally attractive.”\(^{852}\)

And actually proceeding to court instead of going for settlements was expensive too. Sperlein said that as a defense “everybody says they have an open wireless now. But nobody does. And you can prove it, but it would be too expensive.”\(^{853}\)

According to Sperlein the best way to stop this practice was economically: by ordering that cases cannot be joined. Doing so would make litigation economically unfeasible for right holders.\(^{854}\) This mattered, because success of this procedure is measured by identification of large numbers of does.\(^{855}\)

Corynne McSherry said these high prices were “their problem”. “The Rules of civil procedure apply to everyone. Litigation is expensive. If you don’t like it, then you should consider answers in other places like your business model.”\(^{856}\)
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5.7 Conclusion

The case showed how rights holders and law firms targeted allegedly infringing users directly. They first collected IP addresses by participating in the P2P network. In order to identify users connected to those IP addresses, they needed help of ISPs. They either asked ISPs to forward their claims or they got a subpoena from a local judge to force ISPs to give out contact details using the rules of early discovery. They used the rules of joinder to group multiple defendants at once. While the RIAA originally sued users leading to few court cases, law firms aimed for settlements directly.

For the evaluation of performance on the variables, the case has been divided into 2 subcases, which were all different potential phases in the procedure (settlement letter and court case).

Although there were only few actual court cases for the RIAA, the law firms have targeted hundreds of thousands of people with settlement requests. The severity of the court cases ranged into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, while settlement requests ranged between the hundreds and thousands of dollars.

The safeguards in the court cases were as they would be in a regular trial, but settlement requests offered less. Some ISPs forwarded the settlement requests to users, without the interference of a judge, while in other cases the judge was involved only in the process of early discovery and joinder. That remained the only involvement, unless the procedure led to a trial. Settlement requests were however designed in a way to discourage court cases. The burden of proof therefore rested heavily on the accused. Although users were sent a notice, this was already the settlement request. Technically there was a right to be heard or appeal, but that was discouraged because it could lead to high costs. Accused parties had unequal access to defenses. There was little transparency and the punishments were not proportional.

There was little to no impact on file sharing. The case also showed that targeting end users on a large scale was expensive, but that grouping defendants and aiming for settlements saved costs. Some have called this strategy economically problematic. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.
6. TARGETING END USERS DIRECTLY IN THE UK IN 2006-2011

6.1 Introduction

In the UK, two law firms launched similar strategies to target end users directly. They collected infringing IP addresses and would take this information to court to seek Norwich Pharmacal Orders, to identify infringers at the ISP level. After identification they would send out letters to allegedly infringing users connected to those IP addresses. Two lawyers from Davenport Lyons (Miller and Gore) and and one lawyer from law firm ACS:Law (Crossley) were later punished and suspended by the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal for applying this strategy. This strategy relied on settlement requests and in some cases on an eventual trial. It is therefore divided into two subcases which are different potential phases in the procedure (settlement letter and court case).

The first section will detail the history of this procedure whilst also providing the relevant legal background. It will then go into the procedure in practice. For that, I relied on two cases before the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal, against (1) Miller & Gore, and (2) Crossley. They have been the most famous cases of this type of mass copyright enforcement, and because their cases went to the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal, there are detailed descriptions of how they went to work. In fact, so detailed, that when I approached consumer organization ‘Which?’ and when I approached the Solicitors Regulation Authority, both referred me to the disciplinary tribunal, who sent me the court cases. For additional questions on the cases I contacted the disciplinary tribunal again. Although I am aware that after these two law firms engaged in this type of mass copyright enforcement the practice resurfaced when Golden Eye and others started sending letters to other users in 2012, those latter cases only feature in this study to a minor extent.

This information resurfaces in the section on the variables. Additional information was found in case law and through the book by Andrew Murray, on Information Technology Law. In addition to this, I included news articles, academic research and reports by NGOs on the practice of mass litigation. The reason I use the term ‘speculative invoicing’ instead of targeting end users directly is that the law firms involved have been fined for this procedure, as they employed contingency fees and targeted end users as a business model. Although the term is not neutral, other academics like Andrew Murray use it as well, and I think it describes the practice in this case more accurately.

The information was collected from January 2012 until mid 2013.

6.2 Legal background

In the UK, rights holders have generally shied away from large-scale enforcement aimed at individual users, with the exception of some that engaged in what Murray refers to as ‘volume litigation.’ Later, he started calling it ‘speculative invoicing.’ Although this term is not neutral, it does adequately describe the procedure. Between 2006 and 2011, these law firms pursued thousands of file sharers allegedly acting in breach of the Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act 1988, until they were ordered to stop their work by the Solicitors

Disciplinary Tribunal. In case 10619-2010, Miller and Gore, two lawyers (and partners) of the firm Davenport Lyon were found to be breaching the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct. In case 10726-2011, Crossley, the main partner and only registered solicitor for the firm ACS:Law was also found to be breaching the Solicitor’s Code of Conduct.

The lawyers used monitoring firms like the Swiss anti-piracy company Logistep to spot infringers. They tracked down eMule or eDonkey users they claimed were sharing their content, and gathered information on them. With this information, they requested a court order to get ISPs to give up the names and addresses connected to those IP addresses. In each English case Davenport Lyons obtained a ‘Norwich Pharmacal Order,’ which relates to the obtaining of information regarding infringements from parties who may not themselves be involved in the infringement, i.e. the ISP. In the original Norwich Pharmacal Co and Others v Customs & Excise Commissioners case in 1973/74, it was ruled that a party who became even innocently involved in someone else’s wrong doing, was under obligation to provide the injured party with information to identify the wrong doer. After the contact details were obtained, those people were then sent ‘pre settlement letters’ in which users were asked to pay a small settlement fee to avoid trial.

During the volume litigation process in the UK, a lawyer named Elizabeth Martin, who represented Logistep, was banned from practicing law in France for six months by the Paris Bar council for sending out similar letters, while Logistep itself got into trouble in Italy and Switzerland.

One of the clients of Davenport Lyons, Zuxxez entertainment, a video game developer, already had used a similar strategy in Germany in 2005, when they filed thousands of claims against Germans who allegedly shared one of their video games on the eDonkey network. After some time, ISPs stopped responding to those claims.

At Davenport Lyons, two lawyers operated the process. Miller was responsible for the relationship with clients, while Gore was the litigation partner.

In 2005, Miller presented a paper to the Entertainment and Leisure Software Publishers Association (ELSPA) on tackling online piracy, in which he advocated a procedure of volume litigation. They would obtain Norwich Pharmacal Orders to get names and addresses of a person whose IP address appeared to have been used for illegal file sharing. He suggested that instead of or before taking those people to trial, letters seeking damages should be send to the infringers before in which they would threaten an injunction.

The paper mentioned the economies of scale that could be achieved, calling it a “cost effective method” because “most cases settle early on”, and “we do not believe a full trial will ever be necessary.” They also advocated only pursuing persistent infringers (up- or downloading five or more computer games). These practices initially appeared attractive to copyright holders. They were sought by Topware Interactive, Codemasters, Reality Pump, Techland, and Atari.

---
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Miller approached Logistep that had developed a software package to identify IP addresses allegedly sharing copyright-protected content. After that, he attended the Leipzig Game show in the summer of 2006 to attract potential clients.

Between 2006 and 5 May 2009, Davenport Lyons acted for six clients (referred to as Tw, Cm, RP, T, A, and Dp in the case before the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribune.) All clients represented computer games. A and Dp were German, and Dp had acquired some rights owners that also represented films, music and pornography. Therefore the number of letters sent on behalf of Dp is much higher. The British Phonographic Industry (BPI) was only involved in 33 claims.

Miller had approached those clients to ask them if they wanted to retrieve funds and if they wanted to share those varying percentages with Logistep and the firm. For example, he used a report, prepared by Logistep, to show German client A that their games were downloaded frequently in the UK. Davenport represented A for three of their games.

In the agreements, recoveries would be divided among Davenport Lyons, Logistep or another monitoring agency, and the rights owners (usually split around 33% each), plus some money for expenses. The disciplinary trial case described that they knew they were going to do this as a large-scale operation involving thousands of members of the public.

But then bad publicity started to influence the process causing clients to drop out. It started when it became clear that allegations were made on the basis of IP addresses alone. Also, some people sought out the media. Ken and Gill Murdoch, an elderly couple, had received a letter on behalf of Atari but had never played a video game before. They contacted consumer organization ‘Which?’. Publicity got really bad, when Davenport Lyons also started representing pornography companies, and sent letters to “respectable” elderly citizens. For example, a seventy year old woman was accused of sharing “Army Fuckers”, a gay pornography involving “muscled soldier men in Czechoslovakia.”

A number of recipients had sought out legal advice. At one point a firm represented around 250 alleged infringers. The settlement letters led to some uproar, especially when complaints were made to consumer magazine “Which?”, and after the involvement of the BBC in the programme Watchdog (on Monday December 8, 2008). Eventually, some clients, like Cm. and A., withdrew from the mass litigation campaign after negative publicity.

Complaints were first filed at Legal Complaints Service (July 29 2008), but they said the actions undertaken by Davenport Lyons were legal. Then, complainants went to the legal services ombudsman, who said it should be decided by courts.

---
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When the case eventually reached the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal, the Tribunal ruled that Miller and Gore allowed their independence to be compromised, because they had a new system developed in which they had a clear financial interest in the end result, making the scheme pay was an important element of it, they did not verify the validity of the claim (instead they had their own interpretation of the law), were not concerned about loss of reputation of clients, but persisted.878 They also did not act in the best interest of their clients (as it was all about the interest of the firm).879 A more serious violation was that they acted in a way to decrease trust in legal profession.880 They also entered into arrangements to receive contingency fees where they should not have881 had conflicts of interest with the interest of their clients,882 and abused their position to take advantage of other people.883

As a result, Miller and Gore were suspended for three months, and both were ordered to pay a fine of 20,000 pounds.884 Meanwhile, Crossley faced the same allegations in front of the Solicitors disciplinary tribunal. Between February 2006 and February 2011 he practiced on his own account under the name of ACS:Law.885 In fact, ACS:Law signed a deal with Davenport Lyons at the start of 2009, transferring some of the work and employees to ACS: Law.886 According to Gore, they transferred the work because they: “were losing money in carrying out this work and particularly in the current economic climate it was not financially viable.”887

In the agreement between both law firms, they transferred all the remaining work, and ACS:Law would continue working on those cases. All the clients of Miller and Gore were transferred to ACS:Law.888

Recoveries would be distributed among the client, the firm and the monitoring firm (around 33% each, but at times, for example in the case of T, only 25% for the client.889 Company MCAT owned and operated by existing client of the respondent named LB. MCAT signed up owners, MCAT would pursue infringers on their behalf.890 They are copyright monitoring companies licensed by rights holders to pursue file sharers.

In October of 2010, ISPs like BT and Sky started refusing to hand over details. Not only did an Internet attack on ACS: Law cause personal details of alleged file sharers to leak online, but the ISPs also feared that people would not actually be sued.891

Few cases actually did make it to court. Some of Davenport Lyons’ cases had made court, but only through default judgements, which excluded a hearing or notice.892 None of the ACS:Law cases went through a proper hearing that included defendants. In the only case
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to make it to court Media CAT, a company assisted by Crossley, commenced 27 cases before the Patents County Court for copyright infringement.

They applied for default verdicts using a ‘request for judgement,’ which did not include notice, and in this case did not include a hearing. These default judgements were eventually denied. In that case, Judge Birss QC was damning of the process, as the judge found that the Norwich Pharmacal order was not the place to test novel legal claims about copyright infringement, that the claims far exceeded any damages likely to have accrued. Even before the case would reach the solicitors disciplinary tribunal, this judge of the patent court condemned Crossley, saying that he breached the solicitors code of conduct, and that he “brought the legal profession into disrepute.” The judge also said: “one odd thing is that if tens of thousands of letters have been sent threatening legal action, where are all the legal actions?”

The main cause for breaching the code was that Crossley asked for contingency fees for prosecuting (conditional fees that granted him a percentage of the winnings if the case was won). A year later, Crossley would face the solicitors disciplinary tribunal.

Crossley would be suspended for the same reasons as Miller and Gore. He had been more aggressive in his pursuit, and would be suspended for two years, and ordered to pay 76,326.55 pounds.

In March 2012 the practice resurfaced. Instead of using a copyright monitoring company, rights holders themselves chased infringers. However, ISPs initially refused. It led to court case Golden Eye (international) Ltd v Telefónica UK Ltd [2012] EWHC. 723 (Ch), which has numerous similarities to the Media cat case cited earlier.

Golden Eye sought 9.124 personal details under order to be served on Telefónica, operator of O2 broadband network. They wanted to demand payment of 700 pounds for their own work and under agreement for 12 other claimants who had contractually agreed for Golden Eye to represent them in the case in return for a proportion of any damages received. This mainly concerned adult content produced by Golden Eye and Ben Dover Productions that was shared on BitTorrent networks.

At first hearing judge Arnold J examined the relationship between Golden Eye and their legal representatives and other claimants. The judge determined that case was distinguishable from Media Cat and awarded the order to ‘Golden Eye’ and ‘Ben Dover.’ The judge refused to issue the order for the other 12 claimants. He said there was no fair balance because other claimants surrendered control of litigation to Golden Eye in exchange for 75% of revenues. To the judge it seemed like a court sanctioning the sale of privacy and data protection rights to the highest bidder.

The judge also criticized the amount of money requested. Golden Eye claimed it had to be set so high because some people would not pay up. To the judge this suggested the cases were not about recovering damages, but about maximizing revenue.

Golden Eye appealed this decision, and although the Open Rights Group intervened, in December 2012 a Court of Appeal reversed it: judge Patten LJ said that revenue distribution did not jeopardize or undermine the proper administration of justice. These

---
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cases were, according to the court of appeals, not “simply a money-making exercise
designed to take advantage of the vulnerability of the subscribers rather than a genuine
attempt to protect the rights of the other claimants,” therefore, the court said, “I can see no
justification for refusing relief based on a disapproval of those arrangements. Indeed it is
difficult to articulate what that disapproval can be based on.” Andrew Murray said this last
verdict left the door open for “speculative invoicing.” Golden Eye has started sending out
more letters, through their solicitor Wagner. Here too, people claimed to be innocent and
stepped forward.

Another result is that some scams started using the same tactics. Although they
represented no rights holders, they sent letters demanding payments and based themselves
on the new Digital Economy Act.

6.3 The procedure in practice

The law firms targeted infringement carried out over eMule (or eDonkey) and BitTorrent.
To detect infringement, they used forensic anti-piracy agencies like Swiss company Logistep
or NG3 Systems Ltd who conducted an exercise of “monitoring the unauthorised exploitation
of the work on the P2P network”

These agencies would gather information and evidence on infringers, usually
consisting of the content uploaded, the IP address of the alleged infringer, the user’s
eMule/eDonkey user ID, and a timestamp. Davenport Lyons never admitted to using
Logistep in these cases, but the Internet Piracy Portal stated that they were partners. The
Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal case mentions that Davenport Lyons used ‘Ls’ (Switzerland)
for five clients, and Dr (Germany) for Dp.

Forensic agencies like Logistep accessed P2P sites and pretended to be users that
wished to access copyright protected material. They made connections with individuals
offering data. Then they registered the download and compared it to the original material to
see whether or not it was copyrighted. ACS: Law used four different companies for
monitoring IP, depending on the clients. Those companies would also act as peers on P2P
sites, used their software to make connections with individuals and then compared it with
original material to see if it was copyrighted.

The law firms would take this information to court to seek Norwich Pharmacal
Orders, to identify infringers at the ISP level. ISPs did not object but sought recovery of their

---
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legal costs which was generally agreed to by the firm on behalf of their clients. Also, ISPs would sometimes manually check requests, because of small error rates.

Having identified the users allegedly infringing, the law firms would send out letters to those users. None of the letters were actually addressed to an individual, but general in commencement. These letters would contain:

- “a letter of claim, demanding that Mrs M pay compensation of £500 plus the ISPs costs of £25;
- a statement report detailing, amongst other things, the name of the ISP and the IP address;
- a copy of a letter to the ISP requesting disclosure of the details of the subscriber to whom a specific IP address related;
- a copy of the relevant section of a spreadsheet sent to the ISP in relation to the alleged infringer’s address;
- a document requiring the alleged infringer to give an undertaking not to upload, download or otherwise make available the client’s game, to delete any copies of the game from the alleged infringer’s computer and to pay £525 to the Firm by way of damages and costs (or a variant on such a sum);
- a payment form;
- a credit/debit card transaction form;
- a document entitled “Note on Evidence”;
- a copy of the Norwich Pharmacal order obtained on behalf of the client;
- a document entitled “Code of Practice for Pre-Action Conduct in Intellectual Property Disputes”.

Legal charges would for example be limited to: “Based on the evidence supplied to us, your Internet connection has been used to make the Work available on peer to peer network(s), either through your own acts or by permitting others to do so, for third parties on the same network(s) to download. Such activity constitutes a breach of the provisions of sections 16(1)(d) and 20 of the Copyright, Designs & Patents Act 1998 (sic) (“the Act”). Where our client’s Work has been copied on to the hard drive of the personal (or office) computer (“PC”) used to make the Work available on P2P network, there will also have been a breach of the provisions of sections 16(1)(a) and 17 of the Act.”

According to Torrentfreak, notes on evidence would for example say: "Our client has retained forensic computer analysts to search for and identify Internet addresses from which their games are being made available on so called "peer to peer" (P2P) Internet sites for the purposes of making them available for download by third parties without our client’s consent or license.

Our client is in possession of compelling evidence that on the following date and time 15.09.2006 12:15:22 [made up date/time for illustration purposes] (captured in the German time zone), the Game was made available from the Internet protocol (or IP) address XXX.XXX.XXX.XX specifically for the purpose of downloading by third parties without our client’s consent or license.

---
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subscriber associated with that IP address at the time in question." The letters referred by Torrentfreak had been taken online, so I could not verify their authenticity.

The letters sent by ACS: Law were similar to the Davenport Lyons ones, and only subject to stylistic changes, like removing reference to administration fees when infringers were offered to pay by installments. Envelopes on adult content letters were marked “strictly private and confidential” and the heading of the material was not placed in the heading of the letter, after advice taken from a defamation partner.

The letters were intended to scare people into quick settlements. This is why the price needed to be low. Miller suggested 500 pounds, because “it needs to be like an “expensive parking ticket” to maximize recovery and at the same time, be a sufficient sting to warn (most of) them not to do it again...” If recoveries were too low, they wanted to start suing.

In those letters, Davenport Lyons asked for 500 pounds in compensation, plus the ISP administration costs of 25 pounds. The wording of the letters suggested that the amounts would be much higher in court.

6.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

Scale

Davenport Lyons sent out 6.113 letters to individuals. However, they intended to send out at least 13.745 letters. Miller had said that 50% of all letters went unanswered, and were placed in a pool to consider litigation action. Although they claimed to have a recovery rate of 50%, that amount seems to be much lower, looking at the figures provided per client in the tribunal case, which seems to lie between 19.9% (for client ’T’) and 38% (for client ‘Tw’). The costs were often much higher, than the recovery.

In some cases, people disputed the claims. Davenport continued in all but one case (an 11 year old autistic grandson). The idea generally was to start suing afterwards, but that stage was not sufficiently reached. Litigation had proceeded in only 5 cases, and at 6 May 2009 they were considering a further 6. Legal proceedings on behalf of client Tw against 5 infringers led to summary judgments (3 uncontested) and two challenged after summary judgment.

---
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Later on, 30 cases were discontinued. In 9 cases because of infringers representations and 27 of those 30 eventually received a written apology. Most of the discontinuing happened because of two ISPs who had had technical issues about IP addresses and suggested a lack of integrity with the data.\textsuperscript{928}

Because the case was filed the firm did not make another intended 7,000 claims. They were paid 357,000 pounds as a result of 1,561 claims, and 4,000 claims were still outstanding because they were transferred to ACS:Law.\textsuperscript{929}

ACS: Law provided that a total of 20,323 letters were sent out, and that out of that “total number of claims there were 1,457 alleged infringers who had agreed to pay costs or damages in full and 518 infringers who had agreed to pay costs and/or damages in part.”\textsuperscript{930} That is a recovery rate of 10%.

ACS: Law aimed to proceed to litigation, but judgements in the case were denied by the Patent court.\textsuperscript{931}

Severity

Damages were calculated arbitrarily.\textsuperscript{932} Davenport Lyons asked for 300 pounds in damages, but this quickly rose to 500 pounds and 600 pounds.\textsuperscript{933} Usually, the firm asked for an additional 25 as ISP administration costs.\textsuperscript{934} The total amount could be raised to 1,000 pounds if people did not pay immediately.\textsuperscript{935}

ACS: Law asked for different amounts, depending on its client. Damages claims were usually higher for movies and games (between 400\textsuperscript{936} and 700\textsuperscript{937} pounds) than for music (between 350\textsuperscript{938} and 500\textsuperscript{939} pounds).

Few cases lead to an actually judicial verdict of damages. One of the major cases reached a court verdict of 16,000 pounds (6,000 pounds for damages, and 10,000 pounds in legal costs).\textsuperscript{940} In other cases, four suspected uploaders were ordered to pay 2,750 pounds. These cases were all default judgements as the defendants did not show up in court.\textsuperscript{941}
Safeguards

Privacy

Whether or not this enforcement strategy interfered with privacy rights, depended on whether personal data was processed. This usually happens when infringement is found, and when enforcing parties have access to personal data.

Infringement is found at the top layer, by participating in the P2P network. Forensic agents identified IP addresses that are infringing. By participating, they would in some cases also have access to the catalogue of a user that is sharing content through P2P networks. However, by participating in the network, the user accepted this.

After taking the IP addresses to the court, the lawyers obtained a Norwich Pharmacal Order which would enable them to force ISPs to identify the users matching those IP addresses, and share those contacts with the law firms.

These personal data should be stored in a privacy respecting way. Hackers exposed all the personal details stored at ACS:Law after some attacks. At the tribunal, the question arose as to whether the firm failed to take the appropriate technical and organizational measures against the accidental loss of personal data. If not for the firms’ limited means they would have received a penalty of 200,000 pounds. On the other hand, they appealed this. They were the victim of a DDOS cyber attack by a large group and that no one could have responded well enough according to analysis.

Impartial, competent and independent judge

These cases have been condemned for their lack of judicial review. The only review that happened was in first instance done by the law firms and rights holders that had a financial interest in a ruling in their favor.

Afterwards, the courts reviewed the applications for Norwich Pharmacal orders, but this was not the same type of review one would get in trial. In one of the few cases to actually make it to trial, Mr Justice Birss QC, patents county court judge, commented on an application for the discontinuance of 27 claims on the Norwich Pharmacal process. The judge commented that a person had no way to defend themselves. The judge also said: “It is remarkable, therefore, that the underlying cause of action on which all these cases are based has not been tested at trial.”

Robust correspondence between lawyers and sophisticated parties is part of the legal process. However, letters which deal with issues of the complexity of the ones arising in this case need to be considered very carefully if they are addressed to ordinary members of the public.
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The judge himself damned the lack of judicial oversight. The only oversight in the process was when the judge determined whether a Norwich Pharmacal order should be granted. That required different standards of evidence, and did not go into the specifics of copyright. The test carried out in the granting the order was completely different that the test applied by a court to determine whether infringement had taken place.\(^{951}\)

No one would test legal theories applied, and no one could judge the quality of the monitoring software.\(^{952}\)

Very few cases reached court, in ‘request for judgements.’ I had no reason to doubt the impartiality, competence or independence of those judges.

**Presumption of innocence**

The distribution of evidence was heavily tilted in favor of the law firms, not only procedurally, but also psychologically.

The letters were intended to scare people into quick settlements. This is why the price needed to be low. Miller suggested 500 pounds, because “it needs to be like an “expensive parking ticket” to maximize recovery and at the same time, be a sufficient sting to warn (most of) them not to do it again...” If recoveries were too low, they wanted to start suing.\(^{953}\)

In those letters, Davenport Lyons asked for 500 pounds in compensation, plus the ISP administration costs of 25 pounds. Then it said: “Damages and costs are likely to be much greater than this sum. It is the sum that our client is prepared to accept (on this occasion only) by way of settlement to help defray its costs if you are prepared to give the undertaking sought and enclosed with this letter and settle the matter early by paying the compensation claimed in this letter.”\(^{954}\) The money claimed initially started at 300 pounds for the first letters, but quickly rose to 500 and 600 pounds.\(^{955}\)

The letters then went on: “If it becomes necessary to issue proceedings against you, our client will be seeking as a minimum from you an interim payment of at least £1,000 and will request the Court to determine the level of total damages and costs which should be awarded against you and which are likely to be much higher.”\(^{956}\)

In the letters, the law firms attached a document headed “notice on evidence.” It said: “we cannot, due to the number of people we have written to, enter into further detailed correspondence with you regarding our client’s claim. In the event that you wish to dispute the matter, you will have an opportunity of doing so in any court proceedings, if it becomes necessary to issue them against you.”\(^{957}\) This part also included a forensic analyst’s evidence which said: “Because of data protection law the ISP will normally require us to apply to the court for a so called Norwich Pharmacal (or disclosure) order. Full evidence of the nature of our claim against you is provided to the Court, which is then invited to order your ISP to disclose your contact details. This enables us to write to you. On the day set out in the Letter of Claim, such an order was made against your ISP, pursuant to which your ISP
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provided your name and address some weeks later and we were then able to write to you."\(^{958}\)

In the case before the disciplinary council, numerous witnesses testify to the intimidating character of the letters.\(^{959}\) One witness (who, as it later turned out, was wrongfully accused) stated in court that these letters are “extremely intimidating, especially in a document of the length of the one that we received first off.”\(^{960}\) Others said they were “intimidating threatening letters which are causing stress and anxiety.”\(^{961}\)

The granting of the order created the impression that a judge had looked into the matter and people were already guilty. An expert witness said that “it is easy for seasoned lawyers to underestimate the effect a letter of this kind could have on ordinary members of the public. This court’s office has had telephone calls from people in tears having received correspondence from ACS:Law on behalf of MediaCAT. Clearly a recipient of a letter like this needs to take urgent and specialist legal advice. Obviously many people do not and find it very difficult to do so. Some people will be tempted to pay regardless of whether they have actually done anything simply because of the desire to avoid embarrassment and publicity given that the allegation is about pornography.”\(^{962}\) Some people thought it was a scam and went to the police.\(^{963}\)

The wording of the letters suggested that the amounts would be much higher in court.\(^{964}\) This is also what the lawyers expected: Crossley recommended doing a minimum of 5 and up to 100 test cases per annum in proceedings. “This should have the effect of substantially increasing the recovery rate of payment in any phase and is therefore an important part of the process.”\(^{965}\) However, some of the “evidence” provided by the lawyers was based on claims not yet proven or decided by courts: the firm claimed there was a positive obligation on the IP holders to secure their Internet connection.\(^{966}\)

The evidence collected in these cases was questionable: in the cases, expert witnesses discussrf that people might have their Wi-Fi hijacked, or use a dynamic IP address.\(^{967}\) The IP address identified a premises or a router, not the computer or individual.\(^{968}\) To make matters worse, there could also have been an error rate for identification by the ISP. ISPs therefore sometimes manually check.\(^{969}\)

In the Media CAT case as well, the judge commented that merely accusing someone of being part of a P2P swarm is insufficient evidence of infringement. “Proof that a person owns a photocopier does not prove they have committed acts of copyright infringement.” He quoted an expert witness, saying “trackers were not assiduous in keeping their lists up to date, that IP addresses get reallocated and that an IP address may end up on the tracker list even when a person starts downloading a file onto their home system but then stops immediately. No file is downloaded (or so little of the file as to be irrelevant) but the tracker
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system has logged the IP address as a node on the P2P network.” Although this did not mean the assertions of infringement were wrong per se, it did mean those were matters “to explore with proper evidence.”

Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal

Identified subscribers would receive a notice, but it would be vague and pages of legal and technical jargon.

There was hardly room for appeal: the firm’s employees were provided with an information pack around March 2009. “File-sharing Quality Procedures and Control” had a Q and A with things like: “we maintain that an Internet account holder is responsible for his Internet connection and therefore liable for any infringing activity occurring on it. In some cases you will find that the account holder is the parent of a child who has committed the act...”

The notices sent also said that any formal response from an individual had to be made in writing, particularly if they had any defense to put or criticisms to make of the evidence. Responses to users had to be approved by the file sharing partner, or the senior paralegal on a daily basis. These responses had specific answers for specific questions. For example, to the question “What if I don’t pay,” the answer would be given that then they might consider litigation and the damages and costs sought would substantially increase after that point.

From the tribunal case, it was clear that they did not properly deal with infringers who responded and tried to defend themselves against the claims and allegations. Witnesses talked about “bully tactics on the phone.”

The costs to defend against these claims could rise to 10,000 pounds, according to the House of Lords. This was why they called it legal blackmail.

The few cases that did actually make it to court, were handled through default judgements, without a hearing, when defendants did not respond to the settlement requests.

Transparency

The process was opaque so there was hardly any transparency. In fact, some of the “evidence” provided by the lawyers was based on claims not yet proven or decided by courts: the firm claimed there was a positive obligation on the IP holders to secure their Internet connection.

During the process, apparently (from witness testimony) Davenport said that all the documents sent to people could not be posted on websites or forums because they were copyright protected. This also made the process less transparent.
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To assess proportionality, one has to look at whether sanctions were necessary, suitable and no unreasonable burden on other rights. One could argue that the sanctions were necessary to fight against infringement and to recover missed income, and the sanction would certainly be effective in the sense that it could earn the rights holders back some money. However, the fines were far larger than the money lost on file sharing. In the case revolving around MediaCAT, Mr. Justice Birss QC, the patents county court judge, condemned the process and said that the fine far exceeded the damages suffered by the individuals. They therefore would fail a proportionality test.

### 6.5 Impact on infringement levels

It does not look like this system was intended to be a deterrent. The numbers were too small to achieve this, and more likely aimed at revenue for the different partakers.

For example, the tribunal case mentions that the law firm and clients wanted to do a minimum of 5 and up to 100 test cases per annum in proceedings. “This should have the effect of substantially increasing the recovery rate of payment in any phase and is therefore an important part of the process.”

Even if it were aimed as a deterrent, it failed. In 2008, three million people in the UK downloaded films illegally. One in three 15-24 year olds used P2P networks. The IFPI claimed that in 2008, about 95% of all files shared were shared illegally. That number remained high, as Mediatique said that 25%-28% of people were sharing illegally in 2009.

After that, 2012 research by Musicmetrics showed that file sharing remained “mainstream” in the UK. A report by Ofcom, the UK communications regulator, claimed that in 2012, 16% of all Internet users older than twelve infringed on copyrights online. 35% of them used P2P networks. The amount of Internet users was corrected to 18% later.

Another study by Ofcom, between May 2012 and May 2013, revealed that 35% of all movies watched online were pirated. Interestingly enough, only 2% of file sharers made up

---
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75% of all Internet piracy. BPI claimed that in 2012, 7 million UK people pirated content, of which 4 million used P2P networks to do so.

### 6.6 The costs of the system

 Costs played a big role in this procedure. They were distributed among rights holders, forensic agencies, law firms, and ISPs. The system was designed to save on costs though, but in the end failed to do so.

 As mentioned, the paper advocating this approach, authored by Miller, claimed that economies of scale could be achieved, calling it a “cost effective method” because “most cases settle early on”, and “we do not believe a full trial will ever be necessary.” They also said that if recoveries would become too low, they wanted to start suing.

 Both firms charged set up costs for each client, of around 2500 pounds. ISPs did not object to the system, but sought recovery of their legal costs which was generally agreed to by the firm on behalf of their clients. One of the ISPs did however dispute the Norwich Pharmacal Order, which meant legal costs rose to 38,684.

 Miller and Gore sent out 6.113 letters. In the process they made a total recovery of 370,000 pounds, of which they kept approx. 150,000 pounds for themselves. Meanwhile, the firm wrote off, or appeared to have written off, under 250,000 pounds of chargeable time and entered into money sharing and conditional fee agreements.

 But the process was not financially viable enough. Internal discussion in the firm led to the idea that “presumably 12,500 letters per year needed to go out for the business to be sustainable, otherwise they could not continue going on.” In the end they gave up the work for financial reasons. Gore said: “we were losing money in carrying out this work and particularly in the current economic climate it was not financially viable.”

 For ACS Law: “(1) 20,323 letters were sent out; (2) The firm made a total recovery of £936,570.72 out of which the Respondent’s firm received £341,078.92 and (3) Out of the total number of claims there were 1457 alleged infringers who had agreed to pay costs or damages in full and 518 infringers who had agreed to pay costs and/or damages in part.” For ACS: Law the firm made individual calculations for clients. For example, for game owner RP they decided that they needed to collect a minimum of 2500 unique IP addresses to be “effective.”

---
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6.7 Conclusion

The case showed how law firms have targeted users directly in the UK. It consists of two phases (settlement requests and court cases) which have been evaluated as sub cases. The case showed how law firms in the UK collected IP addresses by participating in the P2P network. They then got a Norwich Pharmacal order from a local judge to identify the people connected to the IP addresses with help of the ISP, in order to sue them. The law firms aimed for settlements directly by sending letters asking for payment.

The law firms targeted tens of thousands of people with settlement requests, eventually reaching only less than ten default judgements in court. Regarding severity, the law firms asked for settlements between 300 and 700 pounds. The default judgements by court would lead to sums between 2,750 and 16,000 pounds.

The judge was only involved to grant the Norwich Pharmacal order to get contact details. This involvement was limited. The burden of proof therefore rested heavily on the accused. The letters were phrased in a way to push defendants to settle. Although users were sent a notice, this was already the settlement request. Technically there was a right to be heard or appeal, but that was made very unattractive. Accused parties had unequal access to defenses. Regarding transparency, there was little to none. The punishments were not proportional. In the default judgements, no hearing was held, however this is granted when defendants fail to respond to summons or in this case the settlement request.

There was little to no impact on file sharing. The case also showed that targeting end users on a large scale was expensive, but that grouping defendants and aiming for settlements saved costs. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.
7. THE HADOPI GRADUATED RESPONSE PROCEDURE (FRANCE) IN 2011-2013

7.1 Introduction

In 2011, the French graduated response procedure became active. This procedure, named HADOPI after the administrative body coordinating it, created a three strikes system for copyright enforcement. Rights holders would hire tech companies to find infringement and report this to the authority. The authority would then send warnings to users connected to the infringing IP addresses. If infringement happened again, a new warning would be sent. After two warnings, the case could be forwarded to the prosecutor for a criminal trial which could result in an internet disconnection. For the evaluation of performance on the variables, the case is divided into 3 subcases, which are different phases in the procedure (warning 1, warning 2, court case).

This chapter will first provide the legal background to this procedure. In this section I also describe the legislative history, because it is relevant to the variables. For this, I used legal sources and academic literature. Some news articles have been used for the legislative history. After that, the chapter describes the procedure in practice. For this, I relied on legal sources, but also on official reports by the authority. I also included the perspective of practitioners. For this case study, I spoke to four respondents familiar with this strategy. I interviewed Sarah Jacquier, legal director of HADOPI, the organization in charge of this procedure. I had an email conversation with the ISP SFR, as ISPs implement this procedure partly. I also had an email conversation with L'Association de lutte contre la piraterie audiovisuelle (ALPA), the French antipiracy authority, and with Zimmermann from the Quadrature du Net, an NGO advocating digital user rights. I tried TMG, a technology company that spots copyright infringement for HADOPI, and the ISP Orange, but they refused to participate.

After that section, the chapter describes the different variables. For this, the sources above have been used, as well as academic studies on this procedure. The information was collected from January 2012 until March 2014. The study does not take into account any reports released in 2014. It does include an empirical study on the effects of the procedure on deterrence from May 2014.

7.2 Legal background

Numerous countries around the globe have implemented a graduated response procedure. Adoption has been controversial because of the heavy penalties at the end of the procedure. Users that infringe on copyrights may have their Internet access suspended. In Europe, the French took the lead in campaigning for the graduated response, with then President Nicolas Sarkozy calling it a crusade to “civilize” the Internet.\textsuperscript{996} In 2004, a report by the French High Council of Literary and Artistic Property recommended a system that would require

broadband providers to send warnings to users suspected of copyright infringement, which would be followed by a fine if the infringement continued.\textsuperscript{997}

The new graduated response is in part the result of lobbying, in response to the European commission when consultation took place for the telecoms package in 2008.\textsuperscript{998}

The MPAA for example asked the commission to encourage cooperation during the review of the telecoms package.\textsuperscript{999}

In 2007, a commission created by president Sarkozy submitted a report that proposed the creation of an administrative body that would oversee a graduated response procedure. In 2008, legislation - ‘Loi favorisant la diffusion et la protection de la création sur Internet’ - created this administrative body.\textsuperscript{1000} It is called ‘Haute Autorité pour la Diffusion des Oeuvres et la Protection des Droits sur Internet’ (HADOPI), which gave the law and procedure its nickname.\textsuperscript{1001} This authority handled the notification mechanism and the relation with access providers.\textsuperscript{1002} It had other goals besides graduated response (called ‘the protection of human rights violations’). It also looks towards ways to stimulate legal offers, regulates technical protection measures and it does research.\textsuperscript{1003}

The HADOPI procedure is based on two laws. The first law, adopted on 13 May 2009, included provisions that would require the HADOPI body to impose a suspension or termination of Internet service to users after two warnings if their Internet connection had been used for infringement.\textsuperscript{1004} Opponents challenged this law and consequently those provisions were struck down by the French Constitutional Council (the highest constitutional authority in France that checks whether new laws or statutes are compatible with the French constitution).

The Constitutional Council pointed out two deficiencies.\textsuperscript{1005} First of all, the council argued that suspending an Internet connection affects human rights and therefore has to be done by a court instead of an administrative body. Second, they said introducing a negligence provision that blamed the infringement on the subscriber instead of the actual infringing user unless the subscriber proved the opposite violated the presumption of innocence.\textsuperscript{1006}

\textsuperscript{997} Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P.12
\textsuperscript{1000} Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P.12
\textsuperscript{1003} République Française, Annex au project de loi de finances pour 2013, Rapport sur les Autorités publiques indépendantes, 71-94. P.71. Also in L331-13 of the Intellectual property code.
\textsuperscript{1004} Strowel, "The ‘Graduated Response in France;,” P. 148.
\textsuperscript{1005} Decision 2009-580 DC of 10 June 2009, at: www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr
\textsuperscript{1006} Strowel, "The ‘Graduated Response’in France,” P.154.
Because of the decision by the Constitutional Council, the revised law of 12 June 2009 only included warning mechanisms, but no stringent enforcement procedures. This led the French Parliament to adopt a second HADOPI Law that included an accelerated legal procedure and sanctions that were to be imposed by a criminal judge.\textsuperscript{1007} The Constitutional Council on 22 October issued one adaption that divided the procedure in two stages: a warning stage that authorized HADOPI to examine claims of rights holders concerning alleged infringers and send out the warning letters, and second, a disconnection stage ordered only by court, but which gives the right to HADOPI to maintain a list of disconnected subscribers to prevent them from subscribing to another Internet service provider during the disconnection period.\textsuperscript{1008}

In the meantime the French telecoms law included a provision that forces ISPs to inform their subscribers of the consequences of copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{1009} This was included in the contracts between ISPs and their subscribers.\textsuperscript{1010} The law underlined the pedagogical goals of the procedure, achieved through the warnings sent. In fact, HADOPI itself consistently referred to its work as being pedagogical instead of being enforcement.\textsuperscript{1011}

In the run-up to the French presidential elections, presidential prospect François Hollande promised to repeal the HADOPI law, if elected.\textsuperscript{1012} After Hollande was elected, his new Culture Minister Aurélie Filippetti indicated that she was not impressed with the way HADOPI worked, and that cuts could be made. “In financial terms, 12 million Euros a year and 60 officers, it’s an expensive way to send a million e-mails,” the Minister said. “As part of budgetary efforts, I will ask that funding of HADOPI is greatly reduced.”\textsuperscript{1013} The French government also commissioned Pierre Lescure, former CEO of Canal+ to report and reflect on the HADOPI system, and on cultural policy in general.

The report described (among other things) copyright exceptions, digital libraries and non commercial sharing. One of its key proposals was to revamp the graduated response system.\textsuperscript{1014} The report found that HADOPI had not accomplished enough of what it set out to do, because although P2P traffic decreased, traffic diverted to other infringing sources. This is why it recommended abolishing the commission and putting its responsibilities elsewhere, reducing the fine and getting rid of Internet termination as a possible remedy. It looked at other ways to combat piracy as well by, for example, going after large-scale piracy through
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\textsuperscript{1009} Monica Horten, “France puts copyright in contract,” IPtegrity.com (August 30, 2011),
\textsuperscript{1010} L331-27 of the IPC.
\textsuperscript{1011} République Française, Annex au projet de loi de finances pour 2013, Rapport sur les Autorités publiques indépendantes, 71-94. P. 71.
\textsuperscript{1012} Glyn Moody, “Leading French Presidential Candidate Would Repeal HADOPI But Keep Net Surveillance,”
\textsuperscript{1013} Enigmax, “Three strikes anti-piracy budget “Too expensive to justify” says minister,” Torrentfreak (August 3, 2012),
\textsuperscript{1014} Anne-Catherine Lorrain, “Copyright policymaking and the digital public domain: a bitter-sweet wishful thinking from France,” Infojustice (May 17, 2013), \texttt{http://infojustice.org/archives/29651}.
financial intermediaries. Regarding the disconnection penalty the Internet policy minister said, “today, it’s not possible to cut off Internet access,” she said. “It’s something like cutting off water.”

The minister said she would adopt most of the recommendations of the Lescure report. In July 2013 the law was revised again into what was later referred to as HADOPI-3. The French government issued a decree on July 8, 2013 (HADOPI-3) which abolished the suspension as a possible penalty for negligence on behalf of the subscriber, while retaining the maximum fine of 1500 Euros. In a press release, the government revealed that the HADOPI authority would be abolished and its responsibilities located to the CSA (French audiovisual authority).

This news led to discussions in the media. Although some were quick to say the French government “dropped” the HADOPI law, that it was “gutted” or “got the guillotine”, most of the system remained intact. As Sarah Jacquier of HADOPI mentioned: “the Lescure report said that the mission should be maintained.” The change in the system was “just a question of money and merger,” and not about the criticism of what people consider a lack of freedom.

---
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7.3 The procedure in practice

The HADOPI authority consisted of two bodies: the Commission, and the Committee for the Protection of Rights.

The Commission was the governing body of the High Authority and had a college consisting of nine members who came from the Council of State, the Supreme Court, the Court of auditors, the Supreme Council of the Literary and Artistic Property, and 5 others proposed by the ministry, the national assembly and the senate. This commission dealt with all the tasks entrusted to it, except for those that were entrusted to the Committee for the Protection of Rights.

The committee on the protection of rights was an autonomous body which consisted of three members (‘judges’), appointed for a term of six years, that come from the Council of State, the Supreme Court, and the Court of Auditors. This committee dealt with the graduated response procedure.

At the ISP level, the subscriber was made aware of the HADOPI procedure in the terms and conditions. They were required by law to so, as laid down in article L331-27 of the

---

Figure 7.1: the HADOPI procedure schematically.\(^{1024}\)


\(^{1025}\) L331-16 IPC.

\(^{1026}\) L331-17 IPC.
CPI. In an email to me, SFR confirmed that such a provision in section 7.3 of their conditions.  

The procedure based on the two HADOPI laws worked as follows:

1. **Initiation:** HADOPI did not collect personal data itself, but this was done by companies hired by rights holders. These were ‘sworn agents’ of rights holders groups and collecting societies, that had been accredited by the French Ministry of Culture. Those sworn agents identified IP addresses they claim were infringing on their copyrights. Article L. 331-24 CPI said sworn agents had to be appointed by lawfully constituted professional bodies, collective management societies, CNC (Centre National de la Cinématographie), or by the Public prosecutor. Article L. 331-21-1 CPI made sure that now also members of the commission for the protection of rights can detect punishable infringements. Individual rights holders could not bring facts to HADOPI, or ask for the IP address through which infringement has taken place. Detection requires the collection of personal data, and the agents therefore had to be authorized by the CNIL to collect the data.

   Trident Media Guard was the only known company acting as such a private investigator, and had been confirmed to monitor P2P file sharing networks. When such a company believed they found content that infringes on copyrights, they communicated the relevant information to HADOPI. These referrals included the date and time, the IP address, information on the relevant copyrighted material, and the name of the Internet Access Provider of the subscriber.Only direct administrative agents of HADOPI (sworn in by its president) had access to the personal data. Data was supposed to be erased 2 months after it was provided to HADOPI, 14 months after the first warning, and 21 months after a second warning (except, of course, when a new warning is issued). When the infringement had been sent to the public prosecutor, data had to be removed from HADOPI’s

---
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databases after one year or whenever a court decided not to issue a disconnection order (article 3, Décret n°2010-236).\textsuperscript{1034}

(2) Warning phase

(a) First warning: The Right Protection Committee of the HADOPI body could send an ‘educational notification’ through access providers to subscribers that their access to the Internet should not be used to make unlicensed copies of copyright protected content. (L331-25) This was a general monitoring obligation\textsuperscript{1035} that also applied to subscribers offering access to third parties (like Universities offering Internet access to their students).

It mentioned that in the case of gross negligence (L 335-7-1 IPC) and in the case of copyright infringement through the Internet, penalties would follow (L 335-7 IPC).\textsuperscript{1036}

Such a notification contained the date and time of infringing acts, and the contact information of HADOPI, to allow the user to send observations or make a request for further information. Furthermore, the notification contained general information, on legal sources for online content and on the negative effects of piracy for creators and copyright industries.\textsuperscript{1037} (L331-25)

(b) Second warning: If the HADOPI noticed that new infringing acts had been committed by the same Internet subscriber within 6 months of the first notification, HADOPI could send a second notification (electronically, or by mail), containing the same information.\textsuperscript{1038} This notification could also contain an obligation for the subscriber to implement security measures.\textsuperscript{1039} A list of security measures was established by the HADOPI body itself.\textsuperscript{1040} R335-5 introduced by decree security tools that had to be installed. The notification did not contain information on the content itself. The subscriber could make observations to HADOPI or ask for clarification on the content of the works that triggered the warning (this information was originally not included in the warning) (L331-25).\textsuperscript{1041}

(c) To identify repeated offenders, HADOPI held a list of IP addresses that had been identified as used for infringement (L. 331-37 CPI) and was authorized to create automatic data processing (ADP). The data conserved was only limited to the proof necessary for judicial proceedings: acts of procedure and information to the professional bodies and collective management societies, of the referral to the court, and of the notifications made by the HADOPI to the ISP when a sanction of suspension of Internet access was issued.\textsuperscript{1042}

\textsuperscript{1035} Article L. 331-26 §1 of the IPC.
\textsuperscript{1037} Strowel, "The 'Graduated Response'in France," P.149.
\textsuperscript{1038} L. 331-26 § 2 IPC.
\textsuperscript{1039} Article L. 331-26 § 2 IPC, and Strowel, "The 'Graduated Response'in France," P.149-150.
\textsuperscript{1040} L. 331-32 IPC.
Interestingly enough, HADOPI had a special warning for “professionals” aimed to have them secure their Wi-Fi. These were hotels, restaurants, or other places with Wi-Fi hot spots.

(3) Repressive/corrective measures
(a) Suspension of Internet access

(i) After the first two strikes, the HADOPI would open an investigation into the case on infringement, relying on the information provided in the first two phases and collecting further facts that may constitute an infringement. Whilst investigating, HADOPI could ask the alleged infringer to present observations, and HADOPI or the alleged infringer could further request a hearing (in which the alleged infringer may be assisted by legal counsel). If there had been a hearing, an official report would be released to the alleged infringer.

(ii) After closing the investigation, HADOPI would present a summary report, which also contained a response by the access provider on whether or not closing off Internet access would be technically possible.

---
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HADOPI then forwarded this summary report to the attorney-general, who could decide whether or not criminal proceedings should commence. The attorney general could also decide that an additional investigation would be needed to establish whether an infringement occurred or whether the subscriber was negligent. This would for example mean that the computer of the subscriber would be searched. If the attorney general decided that there was sufficient proof of infringement, he would initiate either a simplified (before one criminal judge) or standard criminal procedure.

The criminal judge or criminal court could grant the various sanctions as provided by French copyright law. The judge or court could also impose Internet access suspension, ranging to one year, possibly accompanied by a prohibition for a user to subscribe with another access provider. In case of bundled subscriptions (also TV and phone access), this suspension only applied to Internet access. The subscriber had to continue paying access fees. A subscriber who had not directly committed infringing acts but had demonstrated negligence and had not implemented HADOPI security measures could be suspended for a maximum period of one month.\textsuperscript{1045} For negligence, a subscriber could also be fined 1500 Euros. (L.335-7-1 CPI). If such a subscriber entered into another contract to access another public online communication service during the suspension period that subscriber could be liable to a max fine of 3,750 Euros. If an ISP did not comply with the suspension, it would liable for a fine of max 5000 Euros. In the event of copyright infringement (not negligence), the court could sanction a subscriber three years of imprisonment and a 300,000 Euro fine, and forbid Internet access for up to one year, with the prohibition to take another access contract.\textsuperscript{1046}

When considering the suspension of access, the judge had to take into account the circumstances and seriousness of the violation, the circumstances of the infringer and the need to protect the freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{1047} On the basis of these factors the judge could also decide on the duration of the suspension. If the decision by the judge was binding, the HADOPI would be informed of the supplementary penalty, and would notify the ISP to proceed and suspend access, no later than 15 days of the notice.\textsuperscript{1048}

The criminal judge in the simplified procedure could also rule on additional damages claimed by the copyright holder.\textsuperscript{1049} In case of the standard criminal procedure, the Court imposed all the sanction, including civil damages.

In the newer, post July 2013 version, disconnection had been removed as a penalty.

\textsuperscript{1045} L.335-7-1of the IPC.
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\textsuperscript{1048} Benabou, ”The Chase: The French Insight into the ‘Three Strikes’ System.” P.178.
\textsuperscript{1049} Article 495-6-1, §2 of the Code on Criminal Procedure.
7.4 **Scale, severity and procedural safeguards**

In the report of the French independent authorities submitted to Parliament, it was said that HADOPI in its first 24 months had partly been focused on the implementation of graduated response, and that they expected more efficiency in the following periods. They referred to the first two years as the ‘implementation’ phase.\(^{1050}\) This may have consequences for the way the HADOPI procedure performed on the relevant variables. As the system changed in July 2013, I have data until that date. Additional information had not been made public yet.

In this implementation period not everything ran smoothly. In May 2011, TMG suffered a security breach, which made the French government temporarily suspend the acquisition of new data from TMG. The breach was exposed when a French writer was able to get his hands on internal documents, including IP addresses, through the TMG servers. Eric Walter, then head of the HADOPI agency, decided to temporarily halt business with TMG.\(^{1051}\)

Popular blogs further criticized the anti-piracy software used by TMG as being too open for abuse, which could have the consequence of privacy breaches.\(^{1052}\) I cannot verify those claims and TMG unfortunately refused to speak to me.

**Scale**

The HADOPI authority itself referred to its system as an “inverted pyramid.”\(^{1053}\) One of the main ideas behind HADOPI was that the procedure could scale up enforcement. Rights holders had argued that lawsuits were ineffective because they were too limited in scope.\(^{1054}\)

In the first three weeks of its existence, HADOPI received 25,000 copyright infringement notices from rights holders per day\(^{1055}\), which became 18 million notifications in the first 9 months of its existence.\(^{1056}\) This means 18 million acts of infringement. By June 2011, HADOPI had made 1,023,079 requests to ISPs to identify subscribers, sent out 470,935 first warnings, and 20,598 second warnings.\(^{1057}\)

---


\(^{1053}\) Sarah Jacquier (Legal Director of HADOPI) interviewed by author, January 2014.


According to a parliamentary reply made by the Minister of Justice, the fruits of the 2009 statutes, after being active for three years, were then as follows: 1,150,000 first warnings, 100,000 second warnings and 340 files in third stage with 14 having been forwarded to the local prosecutors.

By the end of 2012, of the 14 cases being prosecuted at the local level: - 9 were still being investigated; - 1 was scheduled for court; - 1 had been filed without a trial; and - 3 gave rise to definitive judgments, broken down as follows: - 1 acquittal; - 1 conviction (fine of €150); and - 1 conviction (no sentence due to circumstances). This is also in the report on French independent authorities.

For those cases that make it to the third stage few actually are referred to prosecution. According to Sarah Jacquier of the HADOPI authority this is because after the third stage an evaluation was made as to whether there is enough evidence to hand it over to the prosecutor. Some cases were put on hold where they wait for another infringement. This is the investigation referred to in the previous section. In some cases, individuals protest enough to escape trial. The New York Times reports that five individuals who reached the final stage were helped by an organization called SOS HADOPI and were cleared before going to court.

In 2013, the HADOPI authority increased the amount of notifications sent out, nearly doubling in the amount of warnings sent out per month, as compared to the previous years. By the end of July 2013, HADOPI had issued a total of 2,004,847 first notices and 201,288 second notices, and there had been 710 investigations, to see whether subscribers who had received three allegations should be referred to prosecutors (although it is not entirely clear whether this number covers only the completed ones, or then current investigations as well).

According to HADOPI, in 9 out of 10 cases, the third phase is not referred to trial because of submissions by the subscriber, or because the infringement stopped after that. In June 2013, the total number of third strikes was 663, while the cases referred to court were 51. A number of those cases were decided and it was established that users had been negligent. They were sentenced to payments ranging from 50 to 600 Euros.

In those last months, HADOPI issued its first disconnection penalty. The person involved was sentenced to a disconnection for 15 days, and had to pay €600 fine for sharing a couple of works. Interestingly enough, this sentence was issued right before the disconnection penalty was removed from the law. A French legal principle applies which says...
new milder sentences for violations apply over older harsher ones, so authorities will waive this suspension.\textsuperscript{1067}

In 2014, the authority itself revealed that 9\% of French Internet users had received a warning.\textsuperscript{1068}

\textbf{Severity}

Although the statutes originally allowed for heavy penalties (in fact, they allowed for ‘triple punishment’: Paying a fine, the removal of Internet access, and paying subscription costs), in reality, punishments have not been severe: there were few convictions for negligence, of which one had no punishment, and of which one was a fine of 150 Euros. There has been one sentenced disconnection, which has been suspended, because of the system change. Besides that, people have received warning letters, and their personal data has been stored for limited times for enforcement purposes. Interestingly enough, in the cases that went to trial, none of them involved proven infringement, but all were about negligence.\textsuperscript{1069}

\textbf{Safeguards}

Safeguards have been one of the main discussion points during the creation of the HADOPI law. In part, this is because graduated response was about avoiding the courts.\textsuperscript{1070} The Constitutional Council struck down provisions from the first HADOPI law because they offered too little safeguards.

First of all, the Council was against the power of the authority itself to order suspension of Internet access. It explained that the freedom of expression also entails the right to access new information and services that provide new information.\textsuperscript{1071} It added that Internet access falls under this freedom because of the actual state of communication technologies, the broad development of the online public services and because of the importance of those services for the democratic life and the expression of ideas and opinions.\textsuperscript{1072} The Constitutional Council argued that these rights may be limited, certainly to safeguard intellectual property, but restrictions must be necessary and proportionate to the purpose they seek to achieve.

The constitutional council argued that therefore, no administrative council could order suspension, because the measure applies to the freedom to speak and communicate from home, because it could affect more people than the actual infringer (the subscriber, and all other people using the subscription), and because legislated like this, the power of the administrative authority would apply to the whole population.\textsuperscript{1073}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1068} HADOPI, \textit{Réponse graduée – Les chiffres clés} (July. 2014), \url{http://HADOPI.fr/sites/default/files/page/pdf/20140716_Point_presse_CP_D_Vdef3_0.pdf}
  \item \textsuperscript{1070} Monica Horten, \textit{The Copyright Enforcement Enigma, Internet Politics and the ‘Telecoms Package’}, (Palgrave MacMillan, 2012), P.3.
  \item \textsuperscript{1071} in § 12 of the decision
  \item \textsuperscript{1072} Strowel, “The ‘Graduated Response’in France,” P.154-155.
  \item \textsuperscript{1073} Strowel, “The ‘Graduated Response’in France,” P.156-157.
\end{itemize}
Interestingly enough, whilst this was happening the EU took a step back in the discussion on the graduated response procedure by saying that the requirement of a judicial decision is not mandatory anymore for suspension of access. However, graduated response measures did need to have procedural safeguards, such as effective judicial protection and due process. In particular, they needed a prior, fair and impartial procedure, ensuring the presumption of innocence and the right to be heard of the person or persons, and effective and timely judicial review.\footnote{Benabou, "The Chase: The French Insight into the ‘Three Strikes’ System." P.177.}

The constitutional council was also against the ‘negligence’ provision. It said that punishing a subscriber instead of the actual infringing user violates the presumption of innocence, because it makes subscribers liable for any copyright infringement, unless they prove the contrary.

As a reaction to this decision, the second HADOPI law determined that only a judge could rule on penalties as a result of infringement. But the negligence provision remains.

**Privacy**

To find infringement, graduated response systems require the surveillance of Internet traffic, and to find infringers they require ISPs to identify infringers. This raises privacy concerns. In fact, the European Data Protection Supervisor has said that this violates the EU charter of Fundamental Rights and EU Data Protection and Privacy Directives.\footnote{Frank La Rue, "Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression." U.N. DOC. A/HRC/17/27 (2011). P.14.}

There are many different ways in which surveillance can take place. Deep packet inspection (DPI) would be the most invasive, and likely to be a violation of privacy. However, as information on infringement was collected by ‘sworn agents’ like TMG, it is unlikely that ISPs used DPI to spot copyright infringement in the context of this procedure.

The surveillance done by third party agents like TMG is often referred to as “over the top” surveillance (because it operates at the application layer, and not at the level of physical infrastructure), because such agents monitor public P2P file sharing networks by joining them and keeping track of the IP addresses on those networks that share infringing files. To spot which files are infringing, those agents have giant catalogues of copyright protected content, supplied to them by rights holders.\footnote{Bridy, “Graduated Response American Style,” P.30.} This method of surveillance is not as intrusive as DPI, and targets less people, although it is still a large group. Also, people that contribute to P2P networks that are publicly accessible can reasonably expect that their content or hard drive is less private.\footnote{Bridy, “Graduated Response American Style,” P.31.}

Another potential privacy risk is whether or not identities of users that allegedly shared copyright protected content are made public. The system fortunately has been designed in such a way that subscriber information is not handed over to rights holders. Having a list of repeat offenders could potentially threaten privacy. The French Data Privacy Law (Law on Informatics and the Protection of Freedoms of 6 January 1978) covers the collection and processing of IP addresses of users who are suspected of committing online infringement. Article 9 of this Law allowed only some legal entities that represent the rights owners to collect and process the data needed to identify infringers.
The HADOPI law further provided that only sworn surveyors of collecting societies and of properly constituted professional bodies were allowed to make referrals to the Rights Protection Committee.\textsuperscript{1078}

\textbf{Impartial, competent and independent judge}

To what extent are we dealing with an impartial, competent and independent judge? The final phase of the HADOPI process certainly seems to provide this by including a criminal judge. Those judges are by law required to be impartial, competent, and independent.

With regards to the first and second phase, ‘judgment’ was handled by the rights protection committee of the high authority. The HADOPI itself is a neutral authority according to the law at the time. The High Authority used accredited agents, who will be the collecting societies and the organizations representing the rights-holder industries (SACEM, SNEP), and film and music producers, and the French Film council (Centre Nationale de Cinematographie).\textsuperscript{1079} The rights protection committee was an autonomous body which consists of three members (‘judges’), appointed for a term of six years, coming from the council of state, the Supreme Court, and the court of auditors (L331-17). This committee dealt with the graduated response procedure. That they are appointed for a longer period of time (although not for life), and that they have judicial backgrounds, also seems to suggest they are impartial, competent and independent.

Apart from that, the French Intellectual Property Code created provisions that were supposed to create more independence for the HADOPI employees. L331-18 provided that in the last three years, members could not have worked for an access provider, or an audio-visual communication enterprise.

Meanwhile, independence is not the same as impartiality. There is no reason to believe that members of the committee for the protection of rights have a financial, professional or personal relationship with the parties relevant to graduated response. One could wonder to what extent the authority is influenced by politics, as this was such a high point on Sarkozy’s agenda.

\textbf{Presumption of innocence}

The presumption of innocence was affected in two ways: In the allegation phase, and through the negligence provision.

The first two allegation phases have been so large in scale that it seems impossible for the HADOPI employees to ascertain the accuracy of the allegations made by rights holders and their agents. In the report on independent authorities submitted to the French Parliament, it said that 6 FTE of the Protection of Rights Committee (of 13.5) send out the recommendations (119097 per FTE) in 2011. In the first three quarters of 2012 6 FTE (of 16.3 FTE) sent out the recommendations (each agent 132012 per FTE).\textsuperscript{1080} That would mean that each agent would check infringements of more than one hundred thousand people per year. That is impossible. In fact, in a leaked report, the French Privacy Commissioner (CNIL)

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{1078} Strowel, “The ‘Graduated Response’in France,” P. 152.
\textsuperscript{1080} République Française, Annex au project de loi de finances pour 2013, Rapport sur les Autorités publiques indépendantes, 71-94. P.82.
\end{flushleft}
admitted that the high number of cases will create a situation where it is impossible to check the accusations made by rights holders for accuracy. So HADOPI will accept or deny the transmitted findings, without checking them. There is not even a sampling procedure used.1081

In an interview with Sarah Jacquier of HADOPI at the time, she mentioned that they did have criteria to check incoming complaints. They for example checked if the information sent in was from a sworn agent, and whether the date was correct. They did concede that they did not go into every isolated event, because there were opportunities for the end user to explain or to go into events.1082

That is interesting, because the evidence in the HADOPI procedure was gathered by private investigators, who had a financial interest in the process.1083 Also, the quality of the allegations was unclear. The system was designed to make it cheap for rights holders to issue allegations en masse. Some say that rights holders have a questionable reputation when it comes to finding infringement.1084 But this also creates bad incentives. Normally, in civil proceedings, the costs are against the plaintiff if the claim does not succeed. This time, that is not the case.1085

The French Constitutional Council originally criticized the negligence provision, which was still in the Intellectual property code. A person who had subscribed to online public communication services to have Internet access was under a duty to ensure that this access was not used for reproducing, showing, making available or communicating to the public works or property protected by copyright, or a related right, without the authorization of the copyright holders provided for in Books I and II when such authorization was required.1086 This was different from the offence of infringing copyright.1087

Originally, the intellectual property code contained a provision that said that subscribers themselves had to prove that infringement happened by a third party (presumption of guilt).1088 This meant that the access holder did not have to do anything in particular, but it would be sufficient to acknowledge that infringement had taken place through someone’s connection to trigger liability.1089 The Constitutional Council criticized this provision, which was subsequently removed.1090

However, the negligence provision itself is still there. One wonders how the burdens of proof have been distributed now. In the first case that has actually led to a conviction, the subscriber said that he was incapable of downloading infringing content, and that he knew his wife had done it, who confessed. However, by admitting that he knew she had done it,
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1081 Guillaume Champeau, "HADOPI: la CNIL avait dénoncé l’absence de contrôle de TMG!" Numerama (September 20, 2010), http://www.numerama.com/magazine/16826-hadopi-la-cnil-avait-denonce-l-absence-de-controle-de-tmg.html
1082 Sarah Jacquier (Legal Director of HADOPI) interviewed by author, January 2014.
1086 L 336-3 of the IPC.
1087 The Constitutional Council also mentions this. In 7.
1088 L 331-38 of the IPC.
1089 18 of the constitutional council decision.
he ‘incriminated’ himself, and was found liable for not securing his connection. That is not only strange, but one could argue that this violates a safeguard connected to the presumption of innocence, namely that punishment only applies to the offender.

There are additional problems connected to this: Negligence in this context has also been defined as "not having put in place security measures" or having “lacked diligence in putting in place these measures”—perhaps even something as simple as a weak wireless password. This created a new obligation to secure one’s Internet connection, creating legal liability for individuals and businesses that open their wireless networks. This could also apply to universities, public places like bars and libraries.

But it requires some ‘tech’ knowledge to know how to secure a connection, and wireless connections were invaded often. The problem is that this might have lead subscribers to use filtering systems offered by ISPs. Libraries or universities could take disproportionate measures to avoid liability, which could infringe on other human rights like privacy and free speech. And the costs of those solutions are for the subscriber. It is still unclear how the installation of these measures will affect the subscriber liability.

On the other hand, removing the provision that subscribers had to prove their innocence made it easy for them to avoid liability, because they could simply claim their access has been fraudulently intruded by a third party. Or remain silent.

In an interview, Sarah Jacques of the HADOPI authority at the time said it was not about being liable for infringement, but about being liable for negligence. The user would have been warned many times that his or her connection has been used for illegal purposes, so it is “completely okay” to go after this person.

**Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal**

In the first phase of HADOPI, subscribers were not heard before they were warned. Those warnings contained something of a notice, although they notified users that their connection had been used for infringement. In the second phase, the subscriber could make observations to HADOPI or ask for clarification on the content of the works that triggered the warning (this information was originally not included for discretion).

After the first two strikes the HADOPI would open an investigation into the case on infringement, relying on the information provided in the first two phases and collecting further facts that may constitute an infringement. Whilst investigating, HADOPI asked the alleged infringer to present observations, and HADOPI or the alleged infringer could further

---


1096 Sarah Jacquier (Legal Director of HADOPI) interviewed by author, January 2014.

1097 Benabou, ”The Chase: The French Insight into the ‘Three Strikes’ System.” P. 174, and L331-25 of the IPC.
request a hearing (in which the alleged infringer may be assisted by legal counsel). If there had been a hearing, an official report would be released to the alleged infringer.

A huge number of people responded to the warnings. The percentage of users that contacted HADOPI after receiving a warning was around 7.3% for 2011, and around 9.79% for 2012. In 2011 the committee received 52,387 letters/calls, in 2012 this number was 23,460. According to the report, most often these callers were interested in the details of the works concerned.\textsuperscript{1098}

HADOPI itself reported an upward trend of each phase: 6% of subscribers that received a first warning contacted HADOPI, 25% of subscribers that received a second warning contacted HADOPI, and 71% of subscribers of stage three contacted HADOPI. These percentages were based on 2011, and HADOPI claimed that most of these users wanted to secure their access to the Internet or to stop P2P network activity on their connection.\textsuperscript{1099}

One wonders to what extent the committee was able to process all these requests. In 2011, 7.5 FTE were working on them, which equals 6984 requests per FTE. The amount of people working on them increased in 2012, with 10.3 FTE dealing with those appeals in the first three quarters of 2012. However, this still equals 4392 requests per FTE.\textsuperscript{1100} When individuals asked to be heard, they had the right to a counsel of choice.\textsuperscript{1101}

The special and simplified proceedings created by the second HADOPI law are comparable to those applicable to speed tickets,\textsuperscript{1102} and intended to deliver swift justice. It excluded a due hearing of the defendant, who had 45 days to contest the decision by a motion to vacate and bring the case before the judge for a regular trial.\textsuperscript{1103} Some writers suggested that the idea is that the fast track court cases would give a judge five minutes, and 45 minutes in total.\textsuperscript{1104}

In terms of procedural rights, both criminal procedures offered that (and there are more) the decision must be well reasoned, subject to appeal (45 days) and that the order would be stayed pending appeal.\textsuperscript{1105}

\textit{Transparency}

The HADOPI law was the outcome of public debate, both in parliament and in the press. As it concerned a public body, its implementation has been relatively transparent as well. At http://www.HADOPI.fr/, the authority published research done by the authority itself, regular press releases, and reports on its functioning. Apart from that, the French government required annual reports that go into its results and finances. It did not publish reports on how it applied copyright rules in particular, which made the first and second

\textsuperscript{1098} République Française, Annex au projet de loi de finances pour 2013, Rapport sur les Autorités publiques indépendantes, 71-94. P.81-82.
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\textsuperscript{1102} Benabou, "The Chase: The French Insight into the 'Three Strikes' System." P.177.
\textsuperscript{1103} Benabou, "The Chase: The French Insight into the 'Three Strikes' System." P.178.
\textsuperscript{1104} Benabou, "The Chase: The French Insight into the 'Three Strikes' System." P.178.
\textsuperscript{1106} Strowel, "The 'Graduated Response'in France," P.150-151.
phase less transparent. On the other hand, it would have been impossible to publish millions of sanctions, and could create data protection problems.

With regards to the transparency of its outcomes: The decisions made by judges in the criminal procedures had to be well reasoned.\textsuperscript{1106} This allowed citizens to know how the law and the new negligence provisions are applied.

\textit{Proportionality}

One of the major concerns at HADOPI’s inception concerned the proportionality of the measure. To assess whether measures are proportional, it is important to look at whether the measures are necessary to achieve the stated goal, suitable, and whether they do not put too much of a burden on individual rights.

So was this measure necessary? The stated goals of HADOPI were education and deterrence. Certainly, there are other ways to achieve this. However, the necessity in this case came from empirical evidence that demonstrated that previous enforcement measures were unable to sufficiently curb P2P file sharing.

Was this suitable? It seemed to work to an extent (see more on this in the next section as well). The evidence provided by the declining scale in warnings sent out in each step of the process suggested that as an educational/deterrent measure it is effective. As Sarah Jacquier from HADOPI put it: “maybe because we don’t find the people, or maybe because they go to streaming, but also maybe because they got the point.” She said that the small number of cases handed over to the prosecutor is an indication of how the education worked.\textsuperscript{1107}

Was there a large burden on individual rights? The threat of disconnection was the cause of much controversy, and according to Sarah Jacquier the main point of criticism.\textsuperscript{1108} But the final sentence had not been awarded (with the exception of one suspended sentence). The other sentences, small monetary fines, did not seem to be an excessive burden on the rights of individuals, and comparable with parking tickets. The maximum fine of 1500 Euros for severe negligence would be a heavy penalty, but it had not been issued yet.

\textbf{7.5 Impact on infringement levels}

The authority itself claimed that the graduated response procedure had proven successful during its ‘implementation phase.’ They said there was a clear “downward trend in illegal P2P downloads.”\textsuperscript{1109}

They cited some research reports on the effects, with the side note that although some “marginal effects” remain difficult to determine exactly, the different methodologies used for the different conclusions all pointed towards the same thing: They reflect a “shared tendency to move away from this form of illegal downloading since the graduated response procedure was introduced.”\textsuperscript{1110}

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item Sarah Jacquier (Legal Director of HADOPI) interviewed by author, January 2014
\item HADOPI, HADOPI: 1.1/2 year after the launch (2012) P.2.
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They revealed that 95% of users that have received a first warning have not received a second warning. 90-98% of users that received a second warning did not receive a third warning. 97-99% of users that received a third warning did have contact with the system afterwards. HADOPI expects this number to go up.

Apart from the decrease of notified people, HADOPI cited a number of studies that measured P2P usage (figure 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7. All images are from the HADOPI report).

![Figure 7.3: Nielsen study on audiences of P2P websites.](image)
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Figure 7.4: Médiamétrie//NetRatings study on audience levels in 4 P2P ecosystems.

Figure 7.5: Peer Media Technologies study on sharing of films.
Figure 7.6: Peer Media Technologies study on illegal file sharing in France compared to the rest of the world.

Figure 7.7: ALPA study on number of files shared on P2P networks.

With regard to the Nielsen study (a drop of 17%), Giblin pointed out that the study referred to the IFPI Digital Music Report 2012. However, that report actually claimed that the number of P2P file sharers dropped by 26 per cent.1114 In its report for 2013, this number was back at 17%, but because in both cases no methodology was provided, it cannot be determined whether this is true.1115

With regard to the second figure (a 29% reduction), by Médiamétrie/NetRatings, Giblin pointed out that this report or its methodology were not publicly available and could therefore not be verified. She did mention that both Médiamétrie/NetRatings and Nielsen used measuring software that can only be applied to users when they agree to have the software installed and their behavior tracked. Changes in behavior of users who know their behavior is being tracked are unlikely to be representative of the general population.1116

For the third study, Giblin pointed out that Peer Media Technologies was an anti-piracy company who was also unwilling to share its methodology, like ALPA, author of the fourth study. ALPA is the French MPAA, and had an interest in the outcome of this study, according to Giblin.\footnote{Giblin, “Evaluating Graduated Response,” P.181-182.}

The French website Numerama also pointed out that most of the HADOPI data was funded by rights holders, like the IFPI and ALPA (the French anti-piracy organization). This could also make those numbers less trustworthy. According to the website, this also explained why there was such a big discrepancy between them (a 17% decline of people using P2P versus a 66% decline).\footnote{Monica Horten, “Hadopi – has it massaged the numbers,” IPtegrity (March 31, 2012), http://www.iptegrity.com/index.php/france/755-HADOPI-has-it-massaged-the-numbers, and: Guillaume Champeau, “Hadopi affirme que le P2P est en baisse. Vraiment?,” Numerama (March 27, 2012), http://www.numerama.com/magazine/22146-HADOPI-affirme-que-le-p2p-est-en-baisse-vraiment.html.}

HADOPI further mentioned that surveys revealed that 1 out of 3 people in France said that HADOPI gave them a reason to consume cultural works through legal channels, and that 71% of all P2P users said that they would stop downloading illegal content if they received a warning by HADOPI.\footnote{HADOPI, HADOPI: 1.1/2 year after the launch (2012) P.6.}

In its report HADOPI also cited a study by Mediametrie/NetRatings that file hosting and streaming had not had more visitors as a result of HADOPI.\footnote{HADOPI, HADOPI: 1.1/2 year after the launch (2012) P.7.} HADOPI itself claimed there was “no indication” that there had been a massive transfer to other forms of file sharing.\footnote{HADOPI, HADOPI: 1.1/2 year after the launch (2012).}

Another study done by the American Wessely college and the Carnegie Mellon University revealed that graduated response had led to a 22.5% increase in Apple’s iTunes song sales and a 25% increase in Apple’s iTunes album sales between 2009 and 2011, compared to countries without a graduated response procedure, like the UK, Italy, Spain, Germany and Belgium. They further supported their conclusions by looking at genres that were more popular on torrent sites (so genres that experienced high piracy levels). On torrent sites Hip hop music was more popular than classical music, and after the graduated response procedure was enacted, the sales of hip hop music on iTunes grew more rapidly. The authors claimed that this supported their view that graduated response had been an effective way to stimulate legal content. They also said this generated 14.8 million Euros for the French economy.\footnote{Brett Danaher, et al., “The effect of graduated response anti-piracy laws on music sales: evidence from an event study in France,” The Journal of Industrial Economics 62.3 (2014): 541-553.}
However, the French newspaper le Monde debunked this by using another Google trends search term. They looked at iPhone trends to see whether or not these trends could better explain the increased iTunes sales. They said that the peaks in sales better corresponded with other events: the launch of new iPhone models and the Christmas seasons. They also said that the effect was better visible because France had a lower starting base (the market in the UK for iTunes sales is much bigger, for example). The increase in specific genres was not, according to them, about which genres had more pirated content, but about young


---

people who were more generally inclined to use digital services and not listening to classical music.\textsuperscript{1125}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure_7.10.png}
\caption{Le Monde study on iTunes sales compared to Google search trends.\textsuperscript{1126}}
\end{figure}

Torrentfreak looked into the research and claimed that the data seemed to be revealing something, but that the iTunes sales were already rising before the first warnings were sent out. Also, in the research, the researchers themselves claimed that after warnings were sent out the effect of that was close to zero.\textsuperscript{1127} The researchers said that consumers were more likely to have reacted to the media attention instead of the actual law. Torrentfreak also

\textsuperscript{1125} Damian Leloup and Jérémie Baruch, “Hadopi, source de la croissance d’iTunes?,” \textit{Le Monde} (January 1, 2012), \url{http://www.lemonde.fr/technologies/article/2012/01/24/HADOPI-source-de-la-croissance-d-itunes_1633919_651865.html}

\textsuperscript{1126} Image source: Damian Leloup and Jérémie Baruch, “Hadopi, source de la croissance d’iTunes?,” \textit{Le Monde} (January 1, 2012), \url{http://www.lemonde.fr/technologies/article/2012/01/24/HADOPI-source-de-la-croissance-d-itunes_1633919_651865.html}

\textsuperscript{1127} Page 16 of the report.
claimed that interest for sites like the Pirate bay remained the same, and suggested that the “buzz around Spotify” in the control group countries might have accounted for the difference in iTunes sales.\footnote{Ernesto, “Anti-piracy warnings have no effect on iTunes sales,” Torrentfreak (January 24, 2012), http://torrentfreak.com/anti-piracy-no-effect-on-itunes-sales-120124/}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{streaming_vs_peerto-peer.png}
\caption{Le Figaro study on streaming audiences compared to peer-to-peer.\footnote{Image source: Benjamin Ferran, “Le bilan contrasté de l’action de l’Hadopi,” le Figaro (March 28, 2012), http://www.lefigaro.fr/secteur/high-tech/2012/03/27/01007-20120327ARTFIG00670-le-bilan-contrastee-de-l-action-de-l-hadopi.php}}
\end{figure}

An analysis done by Le Figaro (French Newspaper) showed that streaming traffic increased. IPtegrity said that this was confirmed “anecdotally” by a representative from France Telecom.\footnote{Benjamin Ferran, “Le bilan contrasté de l’action de l’Hadopi,” le Figaro (March 28, 2012), http://www.lefigaro.fr/secteur/high-tech/2012/03/27/01007-20120327ARTFIG00670-le-bilan-contrastee-de-l-action-de-l-hadopi.php} The operator said that the overall infringing traffic is still growing, but that P2P was a smaller percentage of that. France Telecom also experienced more encrypted traffic on its networks.\footnote{Monica Horten, “Hadopi – has it massaged the numbers,” IPtegrity (March 31, 2012), http://www.iptegrity.com/index.php/france/755-HADOPI-has-it-massaged-the-numbers}

Another point of criticism would be that the iTunes research looked only at music. The legal markets for video and books were still in development, so it was unclear what the
effects were at that end. France was still one of the countries with the largest growing market share for BitTorrent.

In terms of ending infringement, other points of criticism on the effects of this procedure came from an interesting side: law enforcement agencies. During discussions on the Digital Economy Act and a possible graduated response procedure in the UK, British law enforcement agencies came out against the law, because they feared it would lead to more encryption, and make monitoring criminal behavior more difficult. During the debates on the HADOPI, US intelligence agencies like the NSA supposedly did the same, expressing their concern that this might stimulate more encryption.

This is in line with what the Internet society predicted as a possible reaction to graduated response procedures. Users might shift to less traceable methods of access to content, or use encryption. Also, people might use other unsecured wireless networks. Another possibility would be that people would choose more closed private networks, or online anonymity solutions. One thing that was clear, when someone was blocked from the Internet, that access point could not be used anymore for infringement.

In 2013, critics argued that because the number that eventually reached the prosecutor was so low, and the costs so high, HADOPI had failed. However, according to HADOPI itself, those two did not have anything to do with each other. There was a gap between the first warning and the stage at the judge, and there can be many reasons for it, “but maybe they got the point.” That so little cases reached the prosecutor could mean the ‘education’ part of HADOPI worked, according to HADOPI.

Giblin said that fewer notices on each strike could be accounted for by different reasons: there was a time lag between the first and second notices, which according to HADOPI’s figures was five months. This could mean that users kept infringing for that period, and only received one second notice. Also, HADOPI had certain time limitations, which could mean that every time a period expired, users received a new first notice again. Furthermore, the number of allegations seemed to be much higher than the number of notices issued.

In 2013, more numbers came out. First of all, Kim Dotcom, the owner of what used to be Cyber locker Megaupload, launched a new service called Mega, and he claimed that France was the number 1 membership country. In a tweet he claimed France surpasses
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Spain, Belgium, the US and Germany. This could indicate that French people were switching to other ways to share material.\textsuperscript{1141}

However, SNEP (Syndicat National de l’édition Phonographique) said that the number of visits to illegal music sites by French Internet users had continued to grow between the introduction of HADOPI and January 2013 by 7 percent to 10.7 million.\textsuperscript{1142}

According to the IFPI, even until 2013, P2P file sharing had been dropping in France. They said that between the introduction of the law in 2010, and February 2013, unlicensed P2P file-sharing fell by 22 per cent.\textsuperscript{1143}

However, this could also be attributed to a global declining trend in P2P file sharing. From 2011 to 2012, in the US, P2P music sharing fell by 17% in the U.S., long before its graduated response system started there.\textsuperscript{1144}

Apart from the effects on infringement, some have looked at whether this stimulated the market for entertainment. The HADOPI report suggested that legal online market grew as a result of its activities.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure712.png}
\caption{Médiametrie // NetRatings audience measurement in December 2010 and December 2011.\textsuperscript{1145}}
\end{figure}

This also demonstrated the iTunes growth. However, looking at the data, the growth was not that big, and the places where it was big, Breezik and Spotify, were free services.


\textsuperscript{1142} Eric Pfanner, “French Appear Ready to Soften Law on Media Piracy,” The New York Times (June 2, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/03/technology/03hft-piracy03.html?_r=0.


\textsuperscript{1145} Image source: HADOPI, HADOPI: 1.1/2 year after the launch (2012) P.4-6.
Some commentators, like Torrentfreak, pointed out that in the HADOPI reports the one thing missing was the state of the entertainment industry in general, instead of just online.\footnote{Ernesto, “French ‘three strikes’ law slashes piracy, but fails to boost sales,” Torrentfreak (March 30, 2012), http://torrentfreak.com/french-three-strikes-law-slashes-piracy-but-fails-to-boost-sales-120330/.
}

Regardless of the HADOPI procedure, other entertainment areas seemed to grow steadily. In the ‘Sky is rising’ report by the CCIA and floor64, they showed that live music revenues had gone up since 2007, and television revenues, game industry revenues, and the amount of books published since had grown steadily, without demonstrating a significant change in growth pattern during HADOPI’s introduction or implementation.\footnote{Michael Masnick and Michael Ho, The Sky is Rising, a detailed look at the state of the entertainment industry, (Jan 2012), https://www.techdirt.com/skyisrising/}

Music sales however, continued to drop. SNEP (Syndicat National de l’édition Phonographique) produced its quarter results for the first period of 2013, and the wholesale market for recorded music dropped by 6,7%. In 2012, sales fell by 4,4%. Physical sales fell by 7,3%, and also digital sales went down, by 5,2%. According to SNEP, this digital decline was attributable to circumstances (a label deal expired, and a YouTube agreement with rights group SACEM was suspended), and would otherwise have been stable (there had been a 12% growth in 2012).

Interestingly enough, France did not seem to perform better in the digital field than other countries that did not have a graduated response procedure. The digital content market in France remained stable around 29%, while the worldwide average remained at 35%.\footnote{Through the SNEP website: http://www.actu.snepmusique.com/snep/.
}

According to Numerama, France was seeing a greater reduction in general sales than surrounding countries that had no graduated response scheme (Germany (- 4.6%), Italy (- 1.8%), the Netherlands (- 4.7%) and Great Britain (- 5.6%)).\footnote{Guillaume Champeau, “Hadopi : le vrai bilan négatif de la riposte graduée,” Numerama (May 9, 2013), http://www.numerama.com/magazine/25919-HADOPI-le-vrai-bilan-negatif-de-la-riposte-graduee.html.
}

Finally, some authors pointed out there was a lot of variation in cited figures, which is relevant. Those numbers described decreases that range from 17 to 66 percent.\footnote{Geiger, “Challenges for the Enforcement of Copyright in the Online World,” P.7.
}

Another economic study suggested that the graduated response procedure did not affect the initial decision to engage in illegal file sharing, but that it may have reduced the intensity of file sharing by those who pirated. The study also suggested that people better informed about the law and piracy alternatives proceeded to pirate but through other channels.\footnote{Michael Arnold et al. “Graduated response policy and the behavior of digital pirates: Evidence from the french three-strike (hadopi) law.” Available at SSRN 2380522 (2014).}

\footnote{“France’s 2011 physical media sales down 9%; VOD shot up 50%,” DVD and beyond (February 13, 2012), http://www.dvd-intelligence.com/display-article.php?article=1676.
\footnote{Michael Masnick and Michael Ho, The Sky is Rising, a detailed look at the state of the entertainment industry, (Jan 2012), https://www.techdirt.com/skyisrising/.
\footnote{Through the SNEP website: http://www.actu.snepmusique.com/snep/.
\footnote{Geiger, “Challenges for the Enforcement of Copyright in the Online World,” P.7.
\footnote{Michael Arnold et al. “Graduated response policy and the behavior of digital pirates: Evidence from the french three-strike (hadopi) law.” Available at SSRN 2380522 (2014).}
7.6 The costs of the system

When people cited the HADOPI procedure as a relatively cheap way to enforce copyrights, they meant cheap for rights holders. The HADOPI system had costs itself that could be divided between the different parties: rights holders, the authority (the state), and access providers (third parties).

Rights holders required systems and in some cases agents that monitored Internet traffic to detect infringement, and notified the authority. ISPs in turn needed systems to identify the subscribers and to send the infringement notices. It is unclear how much this exactly cost. There were also judicial and administrative costs.

It is unclear what the costs were for rights holders to have TMG monitor the network. TMG unfortunately refused to speak to me. ALPA refused to comment on those costs, as they were a private contract.

HADOPI itself had 50 people working there and a specific budget which was gradually lowered (2011: 11,4 million Euros, 2012: 10,3 million Euros, 2013: 8 million Euros). Those costs came from the state, which means the tax payers. The number of people working at HADOPI remained stable. It seems the budget was slightly higher than planned, as the 2013 report talked about 10,5 million Euros.

The costs for ISPs might have been higher, although it is not exactly clear what burden notice processing and sending was for ISPs. Those ISPs were not compensated by HADOPI, and according to HADOPI were “not happy” about this. At HADOPI’s inception they asked for compensation. French website Numérama said it would cost around 8.5 Euros per IP lookup. That could mean that more than 8 million was spend by ISPs alone. Those costs could have gone to the subscribers again. In fact, the French ISP ‘Free’ had

---
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1162 Sarah Jacquier (Legal Director of HADOPI) interviewed by author, January 2014.
already increased its rates and blamed this increase on the HADOPI law. \footnote{1165} ISPs also risked a fine if they do not identify IP addresses fast enough. They were expected to identify 150,000 a day, which was interesting because a US judge ruled that an ISP only had to identify 28 IP addresses per month, because of the immense workload connected to identification. \footnote{1166}

SFR, a large ISP, told me in an email that: “operators consider historically that the contribution to the graduated response is by nature alien to the main business of the operators. The service provided by operators to the benefit of HADOPI varies with the operator specific internal organization, its network infrastructure, its information systems, etc. These parameters vary for each operator and same goes for the resulting costs. So there is not a common market price at all as implied by Numérama.” \footnote{1167}

In the UK, during discussions on the graduated response procedure, ISPs claimed the costs would be high. \footnote{1168} ISP BT claimed that it could cost 1 million pounds a day, which would add 24 pounds to each phone bill. \footnote{1169} A UK government report claimed that it would cost even more than that (500 million pounds instead of 365 million pounds). \footnote{1170} BPI countered these claims by commissioning a report from ‘Sweet Consulting’, which claimed that measures to identify, and notify copyright infringers would cost 13.85 million pounds in the first year, 9 million pounds in the second year and 3.45 million pounds in the third year. A report by the Creative coalition suggested 8.5 million pounds. \footnote{1171} In New Zealand, ISPs argued that the costs would be between 30 and 37 per notice. \footnote{1172}

During the debates on HADOPI, some estimated the total costs at around 50 million Euros. \footnote{1173}

Another potential cost that could be taken into account is that subscribers could be forced to pay by installing means to secure their connections.

These costs were an important factor. The Lescure report mentioned this too: “the focus of public funds on the prevention of P2P downloading is the result of a bad prioritization and an inadequate allocation of resources” and concluded “that it does not appear desirable to maintain an independent administrative authority whose activity is limited to combating illegal downloading. This would contribute neither to the lawfulness of

\footnotesize{1167} Frédéric Dejonckheere (SFR) email to author, March 2014.
\footnotesize{1168} Mike Masnick, “BPI Insists UK ISPs Overstating The Cost Of Three Strikes; So Will BPI Pay The Difference If Wrong?,” Techdirt (January 21, 2010), http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20100120/193754784.shtml.
\footnotesize{1171} Mark Sweney, “Illegal downloads: music industry to carry cost of catching pirates”, the Guardian (Sept 14, 2010), http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/sep/14/illegal-downloads-music-industry
the provision, nor to the coherence of state activity, nor to the saving of public funds.”

This was especially pressing as the system only marginally benefits authors, according to some.

### 7.7 Conclusion

With the help of tech firms, allegedly infringing users were identified to HADOPI, a public authority that aimed to stop infringement. The procedure consisted of three phases which have been evaluated as subcases. The HADOPI authority sent warning letters to those infringing users, with the help of ISPs. After two warning letters, it launched an investigation, which could be forwarded to the attorney general, who could initiate a criminal trial, which could lead to internet disconnection or a fine.

Millions of people received a first warning (subcase 1). Hundreds of thousands a second one (subcase 2). Only 51 people went to trial after the third phase (subcase 3). Regarding severity, warnings were sent, and the resulting penalty after the third phase was supposed to be disconnection. However, the final penalties have been fines between 50 and 600 Euros.

Regarding privacy, infringement was only found through over the top surveillance: by joining P2P networks. Although there was a rights protection committee that administered the warning phase, accusations were hardly checked for accuracy. Users were further found to be infringing by negligence, which also undermined the presumption of innocence. In the eventual trial, there was an impartial, competent and independent judge. The warning was a first notice but it already had consequences. There was a right to be heard and appeal after this notice, but it was unclear how well these defenses were evaluated by the rights protection committee, considering their sheer number. Transparency happened through public reports, although it is unclear how HADOPI applied the law. Regarding proportionality, the disconnection penalty was eventually removed in favor of smaller fines.

There has been debate on its impact on file sharing. Some have argued that it is effective. Although the amount of notices declined in the later phases, some argued that this was due to external circumstances. Also, file sharing through other channels rose. The case showed that the procedure was expensive, with tax payers and ISPs carrying costs, but cheaper for rights holders. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.

---


1175 Geiger, “Challenges for the Enforcement of Copyright in the Online World,” P.10.
8. THE EIRCOM GRADUATED RESPONSE PROCEDURE (IRELAND) IN 2010-2013

8.1 Introduction

In June 2010, Irish internet provider Eircom launched a graduated response procedure. This created a multiple strikes system for copyright enforcement. Rights holders would find infringement and report this to Eircom. Eircom would then send warnings to users connected to the infringing IP addresses. If infringement happened again, a new warning would be sent. After two warnings, the internet connection of the infringing user could be suspended for 7 days. After that, another infringement could lead to a longer suspension of up to 12 months. For the evaluation of performance on the variables, the case has been divided into 4 subcases, which are different phases in the procedure (warning 1, warning 2, 7-day suspension and 12-month suspension).

This chapter will first provide the legal background to this procedure. In this section I also describe the legislative history, because it is relevant to the variables. For this, I used legal sources and academic literature, but mostly case law. Some news articles have been used for the legislative history. After that, the chapter describes the procedure in practice. For this, I relied on legal sources, but also on official statements by Eircom. I also included the perspective of practitioners. For this case study, I interviewed the Irish Recorded Music Association (IRMA). I tried interviewing the Irish Data Protection Officer, but as they were involved in a court case directly relating to the subject, they decided not to participate. I also approached the ISP Eircom, but they did not want to go into specifics, and I had contact with Digital Rights Ireland. I also spoke to UPC, another ISP, at the time under pressure for not similarly implementing a graduated response procedure.

In addition to the interviews, I included news articles, academic research and reports by NGOs on the graduated response procedure. The Irish journalist Mark Tighe has put a lot of information on his blog.1176 He reported on a meeting in December 2011, where Willie Kavanagh, the chief executive of EMI Ireland, met with minister Sherlock to give details on how the graduated response has worked so far. There was a memo of this meeting.1177 Tighe also mentioned a meeting preceding the legislative adjustment, on 14 September 2011, at the telecommunications & Internet federation (TIF).1178 Present at that meeting were Minister Sherlock, Pat Galvin (Eircom, but also TIF), Gary Healy (Eircom), Kate O’Sullivan (UPC), Ian Barry (3), Michael Maher (VF), Emer Condon (TIF), Brian McCabe and Florence Kelly (DJEI). Information for this case study has been collected from January 2012 until January 2014.

1176 Mark Tighe, “Eircoms 3 strikes scheme,” The blog of an Irish Journalist (March 2012), http://irishjournalist.blogspot.nl/2012/03/eircoms-3-strikes-scheme.html
1177 Note of Minister Sherlock’s meeting with the Irish Recorded Music Association on Monday 5th December 2011,” available on Scribd: http://www.scribd.com/doc/83984745/EMI-Briefing-001
1178 Mark Tighe, “Eircoms 3 strikes scheme.”
8.2 Legal background

With 2.6 million users in 2010, former state owned monopolist Eircom was the largest telecommunications operator in the Irish Republic. Its main competitors were UPC Ireland, Vodafone Ireland, Imagine Communications, and Magnet Networks and Smart Telecom. At the time, Eircom had implemented a privately administered graduated response procedure, following developments that started in 2005.

In that year, the Irish High Court decided a case filed by the entertainment industries (EMI – Ireland, Sony Music, Universal, Warner) against Eircom and BT Communications Ireland. It said that ISPs must disclose subscriber data in copyright infringement cases.

The judge first considered the principle that even if a person does not facilitate a “wrongdoing,” that does not take away a duty to assist a person who has been wronged by giving full information and disclosing the identity of the wrongdoers. This is called a Norwich Pharmacal Order. “They require disclosure of identity and other information held by a third party concerning an alleged wrongdoer to the wronged person.” However, the court also repeated the principle that these orders should be confined to cases where clear proof of wrongdoing exists, and to cases in which names and identities are sought, instead of the factual information concerning the commission of the wrong. This applies especially to cases where discovery is sought instead of proceedings started. The court also cited a Canadian federal court of appeal decision in which it is said that “this technology (FK: the Internet) must not be allowed to obliterate those personal property rights which society has deemed important. Although privacy concerns must also be considered, it seems to me that they must yield to public concerns for the protection of intellectual property rights in situations where infringement threatens to erode those rights.” But the judge also said that “caution must be exercised by the courts in ordering such disclosure to make sure that privacy rights are invaded in the most minimal way.”

In the case, the plaintiffs sought the names and addresses of 17 of the subscribers of the defendants. The judge considered the evidence put forward by the parties valid and said that the record industries could make clear what IP addresses had been infringing, and why they needed the help of ISPs to determine which subscribers fit those IP addresses. The court said: “I am satisfied that whether the right to confidentiality arises by statute or by contract or at common law, it cannot be relied on by a wrongdoer or a person against whom there is evidence of wrongdoing to protect his or her identity. The right to privacy or confidentiality of identity must give way where there is prima facie evidence of wrongdoing. There is such evidence here.”

The judge therefore decided that this information could be given to the plaintiffs, but could not be made public, and could only be used to seek redress for copyright infringement.

EMI, Sony, Universal, and Warner sued Eircom again in 2008, asking to get the operator to block access to the Pirate Bay website. The judge considered it proven that the Pirate bay was dedicated to infringement, and that this situation undermined the intellectual property rights assigned to the plaintiffs, calling the unrestrained copying over the Internet allowed by the pirate bay “theft.”

---

1179 John Collins, “Three strikes rule aims to knock out music sharing,” Irish Times (June 4, 2010), and: Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P. 24.
The judge did consider Eircom an “innocent transmitter of infringing material” as named in s.40(4) of the copyright and related acts of 2000. This article read: “(4) Without prejudice to subsection (3), where a person who provides facilities referred to in that subsection is notified by the owner of the copyright in the work concerned that those facilities are being used to infringe the copyright in that work and that person fails to remove that infringing material as soon as practicable thereafter that person shall also be liable for the infringement.”

The judge added: “I interpret that, at the moment, as saying that the pipe or channel (i.e. the electronic pipe or channel in this case) down which the copyright infringing material is going can be the subject of injunctive relief under s. 40(4). This section is derived according to the long title of the 2000 Act as amended in 2007 from the relevant EU Directive, and is to be interpreted in conformity with it. In its original form, that Directive is Council Directive 2001/29 EC of the 22nd May, 2001, on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society with recitals to which I have regard and the relevant article reads (...) 3. Member States shall ensure that right holders are in a position to apply for an injunction against intermediaries whose services are used by a third party to infringe a copyright or related right.”

The judge said that although Eircom was ‘innocent’, it was a party whose facilities were being used so that their publicly available channels for the transmission of material over the Internet (electronic pipes) were used for infringement, and therefore could be made subject of an injunctive order.

As a final decision, the judge did not award damages, but ordered Eircom to “block or otherwise disable access by its Internet subscribers to the website - thePirateBay.org and related domain names, as set out in the schedule, to IP addresses and URLs, as set out in the schedule, together with such other domain names, IP addresses and URLs as may reasonably be notified as related domain names by the plaintiffs to the defendant from time to time.”

But the record companies wanted ISPs to take more responsibility. “We wanted the ISPs to sort out the problem. Between 2005 and 2008, every national group wanted to do individual lawsuits, they were painful, totally worthless, and a waste of time and resources, and they didn’t sit well with average consumers.”

Therefore, on 21 April 2008, four major record companies claimed that Eircom should bear some responsibility for copyright infringement. IFPI sued as well. On 28th January 2009, IRMA settled with Eircom, but under the condition that Eircom would implement a graduated response scheme. The data protection commissioner feared that this procedure would violate the privacy of Eircom’s users, and went to court with a number of complaints. As a result, this scheme was evaluated by the High Court to see whether it was compatible with data protection laws (data protection acts 1988 and 2003).

In short, the judge ruled that it seemed unlikely that personal data would be at risk here, that the protection of copyright was a legitimate aim to pursue, and that the procedure was a civil law one (as opposed to criminal law) and did not require a hearing. The judge therefore considered the protocol lawful.

Interestingly enough, when the Irish music federation tried to sue other ISPs to get them to implement a similar scheme, the Irish High Court held that it lacked the power to

1182 Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
force such a scheme upon other ISPs (based on the separation of powers), because it lacked a legal provision to do so (although the court considered it “merited on the facts”).\footnote{1184} UPC was first approached (market share of about 15%).\footnote{1185} From the court case, it seems that the judge would have gladly ordered UPC to implement a similar scheme as Eircom. In the court case, the judge expressed his discontent with UPC’s attitude. It quoted conversations (emails) from which it concluded that even though UPC had provisions that show they could stop illegal activity, it did nothing. The court ignored the points claimed by UPC that detection and termination of illegal activity would be costly in light of the earlier evidence above. In fact, the judge said the systems were already there, but simply never used.\footnote{1186} However, the court underlined how important the separation of powers was, especially the respect for the rule of law. It therefore looked to the precise scope of the legislative framework as set out by the copyright act and how EU law might be used to interpret national law.\footnote{1187} It accepted that UPC was a mere conduit, and that the Notice and takedown rules did not apply.\footnote{1188} However, recital 45 of the E-commerce directive allowed for injunctions: “The limitations of the liability of intermediary service providers established in this Directive do not affect the possibility of injunctions of different kinds; such injunctions can in particular consist of orders by courts or administrative authorities requiring the termination or prevention of any infringement, including the removal of illegal information or the disabling of access to it.” Unfortunately for the recording industries, the Irish copyright act only referred to removal.\footnote{1189} The EU directive did leave the door open for injunctive relief against parties exempted, but the state had to enforce this.\footnote{1190} The court then went into measures in other states to end piracy. All seemed to share a court ordered disconnection.\footnote{1191} The court said that because Ireland lacked such a provision “to prevent infringement by subscribers” it was not complying with EU law (in particular, with article 8(3) of EU Directive 2001/29/EC, which requires injunctive relief to be available against an intermediary to prevent infringement.) Soon after, Eircom issued a press release stating that it would still continue to perform the scheme as agreed to in the settlement agreement.\footnote{1192}

\footnote{1184} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).
\footnote{¶138} 
\footnote{1185} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).
\footnote{¶3} 
\footnote{1186} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010). ¶50-57
\footnote{¶85} 
\footnote{1188} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).
\footnote{¶97-100} 
\footnote{1189} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).
\footnote{¶109-110} 
\footnote{¶111-116} 
\footnote{1191} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).
\footnote{¶119-130} 
Afterwards, the Irish government introduced amendments to the copyright and related rights act 2000, to fully implement article 8(3) of the EU directive. Eventually, on 29 February 2012, this statutory instrument (S.I. No. 59 of 2012) was passed into law.\textsuperscript{1193} This allowed rights holders to file injunctions to service providers. When I spoke to them, an IRMA spokesman said that they were “in a process that may result in litigation against other ISPs.”\textsuperscript{1194}

At the end of 2011, the Commissioner took action again, and performed a six-month investigation of consumer complaints after an incident in which 390 subscribers were wrongly identified as infringers. According to Eircom this was the result of a “minor technical issue.”\textsuperscript{1195}

Following this investigation, the Irish Data Protection Commissioner directed Eircom to stop its graduated response procedure, citing violations of data protection rules. In an enforcement notice following this investigation, the Commissioner accused Eircom of: facilitating Internet traffic surveillance of users without their consent, improperly retaining and using data linking subscriber identities to IP addresses, and failing to ensure the accuracy of that data.\textsuperscript{1196} The record companies party to the settlement immediately filed for judicial review.\textsuperscript{1197}

The problem in the case before the High Court was the following: On Sunday 28 March 2010 all clocks went forward 1 hour at 1:00 for summer time, on Sunday 31 October 2010 all clocks in Ireland and Europe went back one hour at 2.00 hours for winter time. Eircom ignored the winter time change which caused problems.\textsuperscript{1198}

In the case, the Court recognized that it should exercise some restraint when evaluating the decision by a competent body.\textsuperscript{1199} However, it immediately noted that most of the issues raised by the Data protection commissioner were already tackled in the earlier case on the settlement, and that the “mere fact” that the clocks were mistakenly not adjusted, did not make it “fair or legally right” to make them cease operation. In other words, the Court thought the DPC notice did not contain enough reasons\textsuperscript{1200} and declared it invalid.\textsuperscript{1201}

A complicating issue was the question to what extent the record companies could file for judicial review in this case, since this was about a decision filed against Eircom by the data protection officer. The judge thought it was legal for record companies to ask for judicial review. They were interested parties, as it affected their economic interests in a substantial way.\textsuperscript{1202}

\textsuperscript{1194} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
\textsuperscript{1195} Mary Carolan, “Four Music Firms Dispute Data Chief’s Notice to Eircom,” Irish Times (March 1, 2012). P. 4.
\textsuperscript{1196} see also EMI Records v. Data Protection Commissioner, [2012] IEHC 264, ¶¶ 1.0, 1.3 (explaining that Eircom changed the clocks in its network to reflect daylight savings time two months late, thereby causing a mismatch between dynamically assigned IP addresses and subscriber accounts, which led to the delivery of erroneous notices of infringement), and: Bridy, “Graduated Response American Style,” P.26.
\textsuperscript{1197} Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P.26
\textsuperscript{1198} EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶1.0
\textsuperscript{1199} EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶5.0-5.2
\textsuperscript{1200} EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶11.1-11.4
\textsuperscript{1201} EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶14.0-14.1
\textsuperscript{1202} EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶12.0-12.4
The data protection commissioner appealed, but the Supreme Court upheld the ruling of the high court, ruling Eircom’s settlement in accordance with Data Protection laws.\textsuperscript{1203} When Eircom issued the statement that it would continue its graduated response system, it also launched the MusicHub service, which offered legal downloads and streaming.\textsuperscript{1204} However, IRMA revealed that MusicHub stopped as it could not compete with other legal distribution channels like iTunes.\textsuperscript{1205}

The legal basis for the Graduated response lies in the court cases discussed above and in a contractual arrangement among private parties.\textsuperscript{1206} It was the result of a settlement, before the Irish court could judge on the matter. This is relevant, because there are no copyright laws mandating this system. When IRMA tried to force another Irish ISP, UPC, to implement a graduated response regime,\textsuperscript{1207} the Court refused to order UPC to implement a similar one, saying that it was a matter of contract. Even though this was based on contract, it had similar workings as public law because it applied to so many users.\textsuperscript{1208}

8.3 The procedure in practice

Although the protocol was confidential,\textsuperscript{1209} much about the process could be distilled from the court case in which the High Court reviewed the settlement protocol, and by statements made by different players involved.

On Eircom’s website a ‘FAQ’ made clear that one of the purposes was to educate:

- informing customers of the issues;
- providing assistance to customers on how to prevent illegal music downloading & sharing;
- helping customers identify legitimate music services.”\textsuperscript{1210}

Subscribers agreed to this system through their subscriber contract. In the agreement, clause 5.6 said that the customer had to agree not to use the Internet access to infringe the proprietary rights of any software, clause 5.10 says that the customer had to agree with the acceptable usage policy posted on www.eircom.net, and 5.5 said that “Customers may not use the facility to create, host or transmit material which infringes the intellectual property rights including, but not limited to, the copyright of another person or organization.”\textsuperscript{1211} Clause 7.1 said that the agreement could be suspended or terminated by Eircom for breach of its terms.\textsuperscript{1212}

\textsuperscript{1203} William Fry, “3 strikes - Supreme Court rejects Data Protection Commissioner's appeal, Lexology (July 24, 2013), http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=33062c2f-205a-471a-a8ef-ef0caee5e7c0d
\textsuperscript{1205} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
\textsuperscript{1207} EMI Records v. UPC Communications, [2010] IEHC 377 (H. Ct.) (Ir.).
\textsuperscript{1208} John Collins, “Three strikes rule aims to knock out music sharing,” Irish Times (June 4, 2010), and: Bridy, “Graduated Response American Style,” P.24.
The recording industry was responsible for making infringement allegations. They used an independent technology company called DtecNet as a private detective to monitor P2P networks. They would then communicate the infringement allocations to IRMA. IRMA would then provide Eircom with notifications “which will contain among other details, the IP address identified as engaging in illegal music file sharing in breach of copyright along with evidence of the infringement. The IP addresses have been captured in accordance with relevant laws and processed on IRMA’s behalf via a third party.” The communication by IRMA to Eircom that there had been infringement would be subject to requirements: “details of the copyright holder (which could be, for example, a particular songwriter); that a breach of copyright has occurred; details of the relevant album or song or video; the IP address that has been detected in infringing copyright; and other details that show proper investigation, namely, the relevant software used and the digital fingerprint of the copyright material used.”

After the first infringement, subscribers would be notified with their bill that infringement was detected by IRMA, in connection with a particular copyright protected work at such and such a time linked to their IP address. Eircom would then tell the subscriber that such acts were illegal and in breach of the terms and conditions of broadband service, and Eircom would provide information as to how the customer could avoid repeating the infringement.

After the second infringement Eircom would send a formal letter with stronger words. This could only happen when 14 days have passed since infringement. This letter would also state that further infringement would result in disconnection.

If another notification was received after 14 days, Eircom would review the evidence. This was done by humans (but first two levels were automatic). After evaluation, a termination notice was sent giving 14 days before cut-off. A customer could make representations to Eircom, over the telephone or through the Internet. Eircom would review these claims (under paragraph 2.8 of the protocol), which could call for exceptions, or that the infringement had not taken place at all (however, this last step was not mentioned on Eircom’s website, or anywhere else). Eircom would then proceed to withdraw the customer’s broadband service for a period of 7 days.

The customer would also be informed that should they continue to engage in file sharing of music in breach of copyright and a further notification of infringement was

---


received, the customer's broadband service would be disconnected for a 12 month period.”¹²²³ ¹²²⁴ During suspension, subscription fees were waived.¹²²⁵ This disconnection did not apply to television or telephone service that the subscriber got over his or her Internet facility.¹²²⁶ The ultimate sanction came with exceptions for people depending on broadband Internet access for medical services and others for their livelihood. Companies in which infringement took place might only be subject to an admonition.¹²²⁷

For my research, I got the perspectives of practitioners through interviews. DtecNet refused to comment on the relation they had with specific clients, but in an interview gave general statements on their workings: they were networks of computers all over the world that examined content. They identified and validated when content was infringing by looking at signatures, and in some cases by human validation (like in the case of high profile content or in a high profile environment). The process involved “lots of technical crawling and combing of data.”¹²²⁸

DtecNet said that they are not in a position to judge the intent, or where/how infringement occurred, so they “pass that off to some of the organizations that are better suited at that.” They found and identified content as likely infringement.¹²²⁹

IRMA operated entirely outside of the process of disconnection. They did build evidence against IP addresses and stored all this evidence, in case Eircom needed it.¹²³⁰ In some cases, subscribers contacted IRMA directly, but according to them, they were referred to Eircom immediately.¹²³¹

8.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

Scale

The procedure had a test period that started in June 2010, and became permanent in October of that same year.¹²³² In December 2011, so after approximately one year, Eircom had issued 29,000 notices to its subscribers.¹²³³ 100 subscribers received a 7 day suspension, 12 subscribers received a longer suspension.¹²³⁴

¹²²⁸ Fred Felman (DtecNet) interviewed by author, November 2013.
¹²²⁹ Fred Felman (DtecNet) interviewed by author, November 2013.
¹²³⁰ Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.
¹²³¹ Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.
In my interviews with practitioners, IRMA itself said they notified about 5000 infringements every month, and that, as of July 2013, 152,000 had been found, relating to about 6,000 accounts.\footnote{Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.}

They considered the system effective. In a period spanning two years, they said that of all the people receiving first ‘strikes’, only 10% received second letters, and 0.01% received a third letter.\footnote{Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.}

I could not verify these numbers, apart from the information that was brought forward in the media.\footnote{Tighe, “Eircom Cut Off 100 Illegal Downloaders,” and: Bridy, “Graduated Response American Style,” P.25.}

It confirmed that for each phase, the number of people contacted has dropped dramatically. Although I did not have exact numbers, based on the information above it meant that for the subcase level, the first two subcases scaled up to thousands of subscribers, while the third phase reached hundreds and the last phase less.

Severity

Unlike HADOPI, which allowed for triple punishment (paying a fine + disconnection + still paying subscription costs), the graduated response procedure by Eircom was less severe. The first two phases (subcase 1 and 2) consisted of warnings, while disconnection in phase 3 (subcase 3) could be 7 days, and only after another infringement occurred be extended to a 12 month period (subcase 4). Contrary to what happened in France, subscription fees were waived during suspension periods.\footnote{Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.}

Also, disconnection came with exceptions for people depending on broadband Internet access for medical services and others for their livelihood. Companies in which infringement took place would only be subject to admonishment.

On the seriousness of the disconnection sanction, the judge said that “most people only have to walk to their local town centre to gain access for around €1.50 an hour.”\footnote{EMI Records v. Eircom Ltd., [2010] IEHC 108, ¶ 9}

Safeguards

Whether this procedure allowed its users any safeguards is a serious question. Human rights organizations not limited to Ireland protested the way the procedure had been set up. Digital Rights Ireland called the process “unreliable, secret, undemocratic, disproportionate, and affecting innocent third parties.”\footnote{“Three unproven accusations and you’re out - why the Eircom/IRMA deal is bad for Internet users,” Digital Rights Ireland (Jan 29, 2009), http://www.digitallights.ie/three-unproven-allegations-and-youre-out/}

The Electronic Frontier Foundation called it one of the global chokepoints.\footnote{“Internet Intermediary Liability in Ireland,” Global Censorship Chokepoints, https://globalchokepoints.org/Internet-intermediary-liability-ireland, last viewed on March 3, 2013.}

Apart from that, the procedure had been under careful scrutiny of the Data Protection Officer twice for allegedly infringing on privacy rights. Unfortunately, the exact workings of the procedure will remain a mystery for now, as this was privately administered, and Eircom refused to comment on this. However, from the court cases and other material, much can be made out on how well it performed on safeguards.

One general statement that Bridy made on this is that subscribers supposedly “click through” and accept waivers of procedural rights through standardized terms of service,
which were legally enforceable (even when they could not choose another provider). Bridy discussed the validity of such terms of service, mentioning their fine print and whether this was ethical.\footnote{Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P.25.}

The notice by the data protection officer said that the Eircom settlement and protocol violated data protection legislation in a number of fields.\footnote{EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶4.0} It mostly concentrated on the legitimacy of unauthorized surveillance, the safety of storage, a lack of notice of storage, an improper procedure to determine whether stored data was accurately portraying infringers, and whether this was proportional.\footnote{EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶4.0} Even though the court evaluated these claims, and ruled that the process was legitimate, these points will be addressed in the parts below, and supplemented with my own perspectives and my interviews.

\textit{Privacy}

Whether or not this enforcement strategy interfered with privacy rights, depended on whether personal data was processed. This usually happens when infringement is found, and when enforcing parties have access to personal data.

We know that surveillance was done by DtecNet, but they refused to go into the relations they had with their clients. It is unlikely that DtecNet used deep packet inspection (DPI) on the Eircom network. Eircom would not have needed to hire DtecNet if they wanted to use DPI. It is therefore likely that, just like in the case of HADOPI, infringement was found through “over the top” surveillance (at the application layer, and not at the level of physical infrastructure). DtecNet monitored public P2P file sharing networks by joining them and keeping track of the IP addresses on those networks that shared infringing files. To spot which files were infringing, those agents had giant catalogues of copyright protected content supplied to them by rights holders.\footnote{Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P.30, and: "Procédures HADOPI," La Loi Hadopi, \texttt{http://www.la-loi-hadopi.fr/procedure-HADOPI/14-controle-HADOPI.html} last viewed on Jan 3, 2014.} Remarks by the court support that this method of detection was used, as they said that copyright protection was a legitimate ground for record companies to participate in swarms.\footnote{EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶7.0-7.6}

This method of surveillance is not as intrusive as DPI, and targets fewer people, although it is still a large group. Also, people that contribute to P2P networks that are publicly accessible can reasonably expect that their content or hard drive is less private.\footnote{Bridy, "Graduated Response American Style," P. 31. In fact, the judge in the Eircom case said that engaging in criminal activity on P2P networks means you surrender you privacy rights. “I find it impossible to recognize as a matter of constitutional law, that the protection of the entitlement to be left in the sphere of private communications could ever extend to conversations, emails, letters, phone calls or any other communication designed to further a criminal enterprise.”\footnote{EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v– UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010). 66-70} The Irish Data Protection Officer argued in Court that detection as used by Eircom
could be likened to entering a house without a search warrant, or universities opening a student locker or searching their mobile phones. However, the court agreed with Eircom that it was more like someone coming up to a trader selling illegal DVDs on the street.\textsuperscript{1249}

After detection, privacy could be in jeopardy by what happens with those identified as alleged infringers. The notifying parties or the parties detecting infringement would only know that a particular IP address had been involved in downloading. They would not know any further personal details.\textsuperscript{1250}

It is also unlikely that IRMA bodies would use IP addresses in any other way to notify them through Eircom, according to the judge evaluating the Eircom settlement. There was no real interest in personally identifying subscribers. Theoretically they could have used the Norwich Pharmacal order, but it seems they left this “expensive and futile pursuit” in favor of this settlement.\textsuperscript{1251} After sanctioning, privacy concerns are taken care of as well. The court mentioned that people cut off from access would not be part of some register.\textsuperscript{1252}

In general, the court in the UPC case said this was about the enforcement of a private contract without any further record keeping.\textsuperscript{1253}

In the interviews, IRMA confirms the picture painted in the court cases: “we put notifications together in standard format and forward them to Eircom with the IP address of the infringer. Then they go behind a Chinese wall.” IRMA is then “not allowed in process, we are no longer involved.” Eircom further handled the contact with the customer, including writing letters to them.\textsuperscript{1254} Only Eircom had access to names connected to IP addresses. So IRMA never knew who an account holder was.\textsuperscript{1255}

Behind certain IP addresses, IRMA did build dossiers with evidence. This was done in case Eircom needed it.\textsuperscript{1256} IRMA also mentioned that some people responded to received warning by contacting them, but they immediately referred them back to Eircom.\textsuperscript{1257}

IRMA adds that there were exceptions to disconnection for people depending on broadband Internet access for medical services and others for their livelihood and in some cases companies, to safeguard the privacy, Eircom would only communicate with IRMA: “this IP address does not fall within the terms of the protocol.”\textsuperscript{1258}

Apart from building the dossiers, IRMA claims to have no further interest in pursuing the name and addresses of infringers. He says that between 2005 and 2008 every national group wanted to do individual lawsuits. “They were painful, totally worthless, a waste of time and resources, and didn’t sit well with average consumers.”\textsuperscript{1259}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1249} EMI Records (Ireland Ltd v Data Protection Commissioner (2012) IEHC 264, ¶7.0-7.6
\item \textsuperscript{1250} EMI Records v. Eircom Ltd., [2010] IEHC 108, ¶ 12
\item \textsuperscript{1251} EMI Records v. Eircom Ltd., [2010] IEHC 108, ¶ 24-25
\item \textsuperscript{1252} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010). ¶72
\item \textsuperscript{1253} EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010). ¶66-70
\item \textsuperscript{1254} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
\item \textsuperscript{1255} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{1256} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{1257} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{1258} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, January 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{1259} Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
\end{itemize}
Impartial, competent and independent judge

One of the most striking criticisms of this privately administered graduated response regime was that because of its private nature judicial review was excluded from the process.\textsuperscript{1260} The role of adjudication and sentencing was taken up by Eircom itself. Unfortunately, Eircom officials were unwilling to go into the details of the implementation and refused to submit to an interview on this. This question can therefore only be partially answered, and only by speculating on the incentives of the parties involved.

The incentives seemed to push towards less impartiality. After all, this mechanism was created on the basis of a deal struck between rights holders and the ISP. So there was a relationship between ‘judge’ and complainant that could potentially affect the impartiality of the judgment. Because of automation, first phase warnings were assumed to be correct. On the other hand, Eircom would lose customers if they disconnected them without good reason, so it was not necessarily in their interest to be ‘wrong’ about accusations.

With regards to competence, little can be said about the employees that worked at Eircom, apart from the obvious fact that they lacked the judicial training a judge has.

Presumption of innocence

The presumption of innocence was affected by the way the first phases of the system were designed, and by the way the burden of proof was distributed in later phases.

The first two phases were large in scale and therefore automated. This means that those allegations were not checked for accuracy. That effectively stripped the presumption of innocence for subscribers in those phases. Just like in the case of HADOPI, evidence was gathered by private agents with a financial interest in the process, the quality of the allegations was also unclear, and the system was designed to facilitate more allegations and to make that process easy. There were no costs against the plaintiff if the claim did not succeed, so the burden was on the subscribers of Eircom.\textsuperscript{1261}

If infringement happened after those first two phases, Eircom employees would become involved. They reviewed the evidence of a third notification. It was unclear how they did this, and on what copyright grounds. For example, as the enforcement targeted ‘subscribers’ this could mean that even though other people could have used that connection to infringe, the subscriber would be liable. Just like in the case of HADOPI, negligence was punished, and people would have to proof their innocence. Even worse, they had to do this within 14 days if they did not want their Internet cut-off. This is another heavy shift in favor of the complaining party, who had nothing to lose on notices sent out erroneously.

Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal

The Telecommunications and Internet Federation in Ireland had argued that Eircom did not allow for enough protection or redress for end-users in its graduated response


procedure.\textsuperscript{1262} This also surfaced in the court case on the protocol. The judge was asked whether it would be lawful to disconnect accounts if that account was not subject to investigation by an “authorized body, and without a court decision or fair and impartial hearing.”\textsuperscript{1263} The judge responded that such an investigation or hearing would not be necessary since there were no accusations of an offence or criminal behavior. Parties were instead dealing with civil copyright liability, according to the judge.\textsuperscript{1264} Regarding notice, subscribers were notified in the first two phases of the procedure that their accounts had been used for infringement. In the third phase they were also notified that their accounts would be suspended in two weeks if they did not submit any representations to Eircom. Because conviction had essentially been established, there would only be a right to be heard after conviction.

Eircom would then allow customers to make representations, over the telephone or over the Internet, on why they should not be disconnected. Eircom would look at these claims (under paragraph 2.8 of the protocol), which could say an exception is applicable, or that there had been no infringement at all. On the website it said: “Eircom has a dedicated team to assist customers with any queries in relation to notifications. In case the customer feels that they have been incorrectly identified or were not responsible for the illegal downloading then they can advise Eircom of this at the time of notification. Eircom will consider all customer appeals on a case by case basis.”\textsuperscript{1265}

If Eircom was not convinced, disconnection would take place. There was no way to appeal this decision at Eircom, or at another authority outside of the ISP.

\textit{Transparency}

A large point of criticism of Eircom’s graduated response concerned its secretive nature. This lack of transparency was worrisome, because even though it concerned a private agreement, its application had nearly the same effect as a public law because it applied to millions of users. Also, broadband penetration could mean that some users would be limited to only Eircom in certain parts of Ireland.

Its design was based on a protocol that was the outcome of private deliberations between the music industry and Eircom itself. Those deliberations remained secret, and have not allowed for any public debate or engagement whatsoever. The protocol itself remained secret as well.

This also made its implementation secretive. Although the court case on the protocol and Eircom's website shed some light on how the procedure is implemented, much still remains unclear. For example: how rules are applied, how much redress for subscribers is allowed, on what exceptions subscribers can base themselves to avoid disconnection, etc.

The outcomes were also kept secret. The only reason people found out about the number of people sanctioned is because some notes of a meeting were leaked to the press. Apart from that, concrete numbers on sanctions, disconnections, and warnings remained unknown.

\textsuperscript{1262} “Memo of meeting between Irish telecoms and Minister Sean Sherlock re SI on copyright injunctions,” available on Scribd at: \url{http://www.scribd.com/doc/83984690/tif-briefing2-001}, last viewed on Jan 4, 2014.
\textsuperscript{1263} EMI Records v. Eircom Ltd., [2010] IEHC 108, ¶ 16
\textsuperscript{1264} EMI Records v. Eircom Ltd., [2010] IEHC 108, ¶ 41
Proportionality

One of the major concerns with every graduated response procedure is its proportionality. To assess whether measures in this case were proportional, it was important to look at whether the measures were necessary to achieve the stated goal, suitable, and whether they did not put too much of a burden on individual rights.

So was this measure necessary? On Eircom’s website a ‘FAQ’ makes clear that one of the purposes is to educate:

- “Informing customers of the issues,
- providing assistance to customers on how to prevent illegal music downloading and sharing,
- helping customers identify legitimate music services.”

Another goal was deterrence. There were more ways to achieve this, but previous measures had proved to be insufficient to curb P2P file sharing.

Was this suitable? Looking at the limited information available on the decreasing number of people targeted in each phase of the procedure, it would appear that the procedure had some deterrent effect. However, this information comes from leaked reports and my interviews. IRMA called it “very effective” (and therefore suitable) which they argued by numbers they themselves supplied. The amount of notices sent to subscribers decreased with every phase in the process. In a period spanning two years, they said that of all the people receiving first ‘strikes’, only 10% received second letters, and 0,01% received a third letter.

Was there a large burden on individual rights? The threat of disconnection was the cause of much controversy. It seemed a very heavy penalty for copyright infringement, considering the role internet played in our society. Meanwhile, the first disconnection only lasted 7 days, while it could be extended to 12 months. Regarding privacy, the Court told the Irish Data Protection Officer that subscribers that infringe on the rights of others leave the private sphere, and that interference was therefore justified.

8.5 Impact on infringement levels

After its implementation, things remained quiet on the effect of Eircom’s graduated response procedure on infringement. IRMA itself did not provide any data to support this, even though they claimed that the procedure worked in their case against UPC. To get UPC to implement a graduated response procedure as well, evidence supplied in the court included that in response to the Norwich Pharmacal orders, most people were embarrassed that they or their family had downloaded illegally, the people who had committed the act, admitted it, and others disapproved when they learned a family member had done it. Other evidence they provided consisted of a survey which said that 7 out of 10 people would stop

---

1267 Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
1268 Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.
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Copyright infringement if they received warnings. There was also evidence from the university of Florida showed that only 1% would go to the final level of the procedure.\footnote{1270}

It was unfortunate that there was no real evidence that went into infringement levels on Eircom's services after its implementation. The decreasing number of notifications sent in each phase suggested that there was some deterrent effect where it concerned the use of P2P software to infringe, but that did not say anything about the use of other means of infringement, and whether they had flocked to proxies. In the court case against UPC, some claimed that evading detection was relatively easy to do through proxies and through encryption.\footnote{1271}

Apart from the numbers and the research suggested by IRMA, there was no evidence that this graduated response procedure had reduced infringement.\footnote{1272}

\section*{8.6 The costs of the system}

Although the Telecommunications and Internet Federation (TIF) argued that it was expensive to implement,\footnote{1273} graduated response procedures were generally seen as a cheaper way for rights holders to enforce copyrights.\footnote{1274} The system had costs itself that were divided among the different parties: rights holders and Eircom. In the court cases, the judge also mentioned that there were no cheap alternatives to detection. For example, there was evidence before the court that the proceedings through Norwich Pharmacal orders, used in Ireland in only three cases, to identify 17, 49, and 23 names, cost 680,000 Euros to pay solicitors and barristers on all sides. In return settlements were effected, but they only returned 80,000 Euros.\footnote{1275}

Rights holders needed to create systems of notification and had to hire private companies to detect infringement.\footnote{1276} DtecNet refused to discuss the individual relations it had with its clients, so these costs remained unknown.\footnote{1277}

In the interviews, IRMA confirmed that there was still a heavy burden on rights holders: "It costs us money. We have to employ investigators." Also, they needed a "computer room to make notices," and in "case the case goes forward, you build evidence. It does cost us."\footnote{1278} However, they also said that the alternative, individual lawsuits, were a waste of resources.\footnote{1279}

\footnote{1270 EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).}
\footnote{¶71}

\footnote{1271 EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).}
\footnote{¶34-37}


\footnote{1273 “Memo of meeting between Irish telecoms and Minister Sean Sherlock re SI on copyright injunctions,” available on Scribd at: \url{http://www.scribd.com/doc/83984690/tif-briefing2-001}, last viewed on jan 4, 2014.}


\footnote{1275 EMI Records (Ireland) Ltd & Ors –v- UPC Communications Ireland Ltd (2010) IEHC 377 (10 november 2010).}
\footnote{¶58-65}


\footnote{1277 Fred Felman (DtecNet) interviewed by author, November 2013.}

\footnote{1278 Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.}

\footnote{1279 Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.}
Eircom in turn needed a system to identify the subscribers and to send the infringement notices. It was unclear how much this exactly cost.\(^{1280}\) In the previous chapter (the HADOPI case), I have documented different estimates by different parties, ranging into the millions. However, most of those numbers were provided by ISPs themselves.\(^{1281}\)

However, in the case against UPC, the judge refused the points put forward by UPC that detection and termination of illegal activity would be costly. According to the judge, the systems were already there, but simply never used.\(^{1282}\) This is also what Eircom brought forward in that case: the technology is already in place for things like child pornography, and could simply be adapted to fit copyright.\(^{1283}\)

Another cost could be the result of market force. As this was a privately administered system by one ISP, subscribers could flock to other ISPs that had more lenient terms of service. The High Court said this as well: “it [i]s likely to be deeply unfair that only Eircom with about 40% of the market share... should bear the burden of this settlement, thus activating the winds of market forces to drive customers towards Eircom’s competitors.”\(^{1284}\) This is why IRMA tried suing UPC, and in an my interview said that they were involved in a process that would result in litigation against other ISPs.\(^{1285}\) In February 2014, IRMA had begun a process against UPC again that could result in a graduated response procedure there as well. “In an affidavit for the companies ..... Evidence of 7,757 infringements of copyright in a sample 250 sound recordings over the month of November 2013 was provided to UPC, plus details of the infringing subscribers’ IP addresses.”\(^{1286}\)

The market force could not just scare people away from Eircom, but also towards ISPs that did not have similar mechanisms in place. The judge in the case against UPC claimed that ISPs also increase their profits by being a “market place of illegal downloads.”\(^{1287}\)

Although these statements were brought forward, it is unsure what the practical effect was on competition. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) quotes\(^ {1288}\) an Irish blog that said Eircom was losing 1000 subscribers a month, whilst competitor UPC increased the number of phone subscribers by 60% in 2010.\(^ {1289}\) I cannot, however, verify these claims.

In an interview with UPC, they said it was difficult to say whether this was true. UPC claimed to serve different clients, because they had a higher broadband speed, and served


\(^{1281}\) See previous chapter.


\(^{1285}\) Dick Doyle (IRMA) interviewed by author, November 2013.


different bundles (combined with phone for example) which could have interested subscribers as well. They mentioned they did not want to implement a graduated response procedure, because they thought the government, the legislator, or the court should direct ISPs to fight copyright infringement. “UPC does not as a policy position believe it is appropriate for a private company to take a position on this and to bilaterally engage with commercial parties.”

8.7 Conclusion

The Eircom graduated response procedure was a procedure initiated by rights holders and administered by internet provider Eircom. Tech firms hired by rights holders detected infringement and sent a notice to Eircom who then warned the accused. After three warnings, internet was disconnected for 7 days, which could be extended if the behavior continued. The case therefore consists of 4 subcases (warning 1, warning 2, 7-day cut-off and 12 month cut-off).

Regarding severity and scale, thousands of people received a first and second warning (subcase 1 and 2). Hundreds of subscribers received a 7 day suspension (subcase 3), less than a hundred subscribers received a longer suspension (subcase 4).

Regarding privacy, infringement was only found through over the top surveillance: by joining P2P networks. It was a privately administered sanctioning procedure, so there appeared to be no judge and it was unclear how accusations were checked or how the system is further applied. For the first two phases, the procedure was automated. The warning was a first notice but it already had consequences. There was a right to be heard and appeal. However, it was unknown how well these defenses were evaluated by the Eircom employees. There was no transparency. The disconnection penalty was considered disproportional by multiple parties.

There was debate on the impact on file sharing this had. Although the amount of notices declined in the later phases, it was unclear if this was due to the procedure. The procedure appeared to be expensive, but the costs were distributed to Eircom and its customers. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.

1290 Kate O Sullivan (UPC Ireland) interviewed by author, June 2013.
9. NOTICE AND TAKEDOWN AT GOOGLE SEARCH AND YOUTUBE IN 2011-2013

9.1 Introduction

Google implemented a notice and takedown procedure at two of its largest websites: its search engine and YouTube. For both, they implemented a notice and takedown system, that allowed rights holders to report allegedly infringing search results (Google search) or audio-visual content (YouTube), in order for Google to take that content down. To accommodate rights holders with large catalogues, Google created large-scale programs for both: the trusted copyright removal program and ContentID. This case describes how Google applied notice and takedown and the two large scale systems at its two largest websites at the time. For the evaluation of performance on the variables, the case has been divided into 4 subcases, which are the way Google designed large-scale automated takedowns and smaller scale takedowns at those sites (so the subcases are Google search takedowns, the Trusted Copyright Removal Program, YouTube takedowns and ContentID).

The first section on the legal background will first briefly describe Google and YouTube, before going into the legal obligations for ISPs like Google in the USA. For this I relied on information on Google’s services, news articles and legal sources. The following section details the procedure in practice. For this, I supplemented the information cited above with an official report released by Google on its enforcement, and I conducted an interview with Fred von Lohmann, legal director for copyright at Google. To get the perspective of enforcers who work with Google, I spoke to Brein, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), Attributor Guardian, and DTECNET. I tried to contact the copyright enforcement group and Guardaley. Both refused. The Movie Picture Association (MPA) also refused to speak to me. After this section, I will describe how the case performs on the variables. I spoke to the Electronic Frontier Foundation for the consumer/digital rights perspective. In addition to the interviews, I included academic research and reports by NGOs on notice and takedown. The information was collected from January 2012 until the end of 2013.

9.2 Legal background

Google search (DMCA and TCRP)

In 1998, Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed a new search engine they would come to call Google.1291 What made Google unique was its use of PageRank, a search technique that did not rely on how many times a search term was mentioned on pages, but also on the relationships among websites. In particular, it determined the relevance of a website by the number of pages, and the importance of those pages, that linked back to the original site.1292

Its mission statement has been “to organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.”1293 While search started as Google’s core business, the company quickly expanded to include more services such as email, document editing, cloud storage, social networking, and more.

---

Google search processed over one billion search requests each day. At the time of my research, it was also the most visited website in the world and the most popular search engine. Google Zeitgeist showed how the world searched. Google Trends showed which searches were the most popular.

Being such a large search engine, Google could be used to search for infringing content. The content industry has often reacted furiously and has pressured Google to adopt measures to prevent users from finding protected and infringing materials, calling Google a “gateway to pirated content.”

Google implemented a notice and takedown system that facilitated rights holders to notify Google of infringing content, so Google could remove it from their search results. For copyright holders with a good, proven track record, Google created the Trusted Copyright Removal Program (TCRP) that allowed trusted complainants to submit takedown requests in a higher volume. They published these requests in their transparency report.

**YouTube (DMCA and Content ID)**

YouTube was founded in 2005, and allowed billions of people to upload, share, watch and comment on original content, mostly videos. Meanwhile, it allowed advertisers to advertise their products and could generate income for people uploading content. It has even been possible to rent movies on YouTube. In October 2006, Google bought the company for 1,65 billion dollars. The company would serve as a subsidiary of Google.

Providing a place for user generated content that is popular or obscure, YouTube fulfilled an important cultural function. Many official channels used YouTube to bring out messages including political content and interviews. In 2008, YouTube received the Peabody award for “promoting the free exchange of ideas, expressed in video formats, around the world (...) Its selection continues the tradition of the Peabody Award, a tradition committed to a free press, to free speech and to the use of electronic media as a form of public service for all citizens.”

In terms of statistics, at the time of this research, every minute, 60 hours of video was uploaded to YouTube (one hour per second). The website had more than 800 million unique visitors every month and more than 3 billion hours of content was watched on YouTube. YouTube was

---
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located in 39 countries, and 70 percent of all traffic came from outside of the US. It was the third most visited website in the world (after Google (1) and Facebook (2)).

At YouTube, registered users could upload an unlimited number of videos, while unregistered users could watch videos. People could create their own YouTube accounts through which they could access special content or upload their own. YouTube users could watch, search, and easily locate millions of fast streaming videos online, upload quickly and simply, and tag videos in almost any format, as well as share videos with anyone in the world. Users could also search, join, and create video groups with people of similar interests, subscribe to member videos, save favorites, make playlists, embed videos on blogs or websites, and make videos private or public.

There were different types of content on YouTube, ranging from original creations (home videos, original short movies and music), transformative derivatives (mashups or remixed or original content, altered in some way to make something new and creative), copied or ripped content (clips of original content which has been reproduced). This content could be added by either public or private parties.

Users were not allowed to upload just any content, however. In its community guidelines, YouTube stressed that, among other things, it was important for users to respect the copyrights of others. Failing to stick to the community guidelines, could result in a warning for a user, or a ban from making new accounts.

Their anti-piracy system was not perfect, and as a result, a number of lawsuits had taken place against YouTube. Viacom sued the website for 1 billion dollars, claiming that YouTube did not respect its copyrights and that it had to do more to protect those rights. Viacom spoke about 160,000 unauthorized clips that had been viewed more than 1.5 billion times. So far, in the Viacom case at the time of this research no final decision had been reached. Meanwhile, Mediaset sued the website for 500 million dollars, claiming that YouTube showed 4643 videos and clips without permission.

Since October 2007 it used “Content ID” technology to help with the management of copyrights. This self-regulatory measure was intended to limit the amount of infringing content on its service and to limit its possible exposure to lawsuits.

Furthermore, YouTube generated income with more than 3 billion videos through advertisement. 10,000 parties partnered with YouTube (for example through Content ID).

Legal obligations for ISPs

Both ISPs are under legal obligations by US copyright law. US copyright law is part of federal law and authorized by the Copyright Clause of the US Constitution. Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 states that Congress shall have the power “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”
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The copyright act of 1976 regulated US copyright law, found mostly in title 17 of the United States Code (USC), and had been amended by fifteen anti-piracy laws at the time, mostly expanding copyright protection, increasing infringement penalties, and creating new enforcement provisions. One of the most important amendments was the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998, which implemented the WIPO copyright directives and added new Internet protection for copyright. It created the safe harbor provisions and anti-circumvention laws for technological protection measures.

Part of the DMCA was the Online Copyright Infringement Liability Limitation Act (OCILLA). This created section 512 of the US copyright law, which provided provisions on liability for material online. It contained safe harbor provisions and provisions that aimed to include ISPs in enforcement. ISPs would not be liable for copyright infringement if they transmitted, routed, or provided connections for material through their system or controlled/operated network, or for transient storage of that material, if (1) another person initiated or directed the transmission, (2) the transmission, routing, etc. was carried out through an automated technical process, (3) the ISP did not select the recipients, (4) copies of the material made by the ISPs were not maintained by or accessible to others, (5) the content of the transmission was not modified in the network.

ISPs would not be liable for copyright infringement during system caching (temporary storage). Again, this was subject to conditions. One of those conditions was that if the sender of the material made the information that was cached available online without consent of the copyright holder, the ISP would remove it or disable access to it, after receiving a notification by the copyright holder. But this applied only if the material had been removed from the original site before this or if a court had ordered this removal, and if the party that sent the notification included in that notification a statement that the material had been removed from the original site.

The provision provided that ISPs would not be liable for information residing on systems or networks at direction of users, if they did not have knowledge that the material of or the activity by the user was infringing, were not aware of facts or circumstances from which infringing activity was apparent, and, after having obtained such knowledge or awareness immediately removed or disabled access to the material. They were also not liable for information if they did not receive financial benefit attributable to the infringing activity (if they have the right and ability to control that activity), and removed the infringement immediately after receiving a notification (which is subject to requirements described later on). It also prescribed that these limitations for liability applied only when the ISPs had designated an agent to receive notifications of claimed infringement, and made this ability to receive notifications available through its service or on their website, and by providing the US copyright office with the relevant information.

For information location tools, like directories, indexes, references, pointers or hyperlinks, that linked to infringing material, an ISP would not be liable under the same conditions as for information residing on their systems or networks at the direction of users.

When non-profit educational institutions would act as an ISP, infringement by faculty members or graduate students who were employees performing a teaching or research function would not be attributable to those institutions if the material was not recommended for instruction for a course taught, and the institution had not received more than 2 notifications.
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On the requirements of a notification the law said that it had to be a written notification, provided to the designated agent of the ISP and that it had to include a physical or electronic signature of the person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of the copyright owner, the copyrighted work (or multiple ones) claimed to have been infringed, identification of the material that was supposedly infringing, information sufficient to contact the complaining party, a statement that the complaining party had good faith to believe that the material used was not authorized by the copyright owner, and a statement that the information in the notification was accurate, and that the complaining party was authorized to act on behalf of the copyright owner.

The law also stated that ISPs were not liable for taking down material in good faith, but had to notify the subscriber that they had taken down the material, and had to inform the notifier of the first notice when they received a counter-notification that they would reinstate the original material within 10 to 14 business days. The original notifier could counter the counter notice by going to court. A counter notification itself had to contain the physical or electronic signature of the subscriber, had to identify the material and its original location, and had to include a statement in which he or she explained that the removal was a mistake, and their name, address, and telephone number, and a statement wherein the subscriber consented to jurisdiction of the federal district court.

Notifiers and counter notifiers would be liable for misrepresentations, for damages, costs and attorney's fees.

Copyright owners and their representatives could request the clerk on any US district court to issue subpoenas to ISPs for the identification of infringers. The request had to contain a notification (the same as is necessary for notice and takedown), a proposed subpoena, and a sworn declaration that the only purpose for the subpoena was to identify infringers and that the information would only be used to protect copyrights and related rights. To the issuing of subpoenas the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure applied.

The section also prescribed that ISPs would have a policy that provided for the termination of subscribers and account holders of the ISP system or network after repeat infringement (otherwise those ISPs would not have safe harbor). ISPs also had to accommodate, and refrain from interfering with, standard technical measures which were broadly accepted by copyright owners to identify copyrighted works.

The court could, in the case of an injunction under section 502, order an ISP that either would or would not qualify for safe harbor provisions, to stop providing access to infringing material or activity, terminate the account of a subscriber, or order any other injunctive relief to the ISP to restrain infringement (the latter is only the case for other conduct that does not normally qualify for safe harbor). In granting injunctive relief, the court would have to consider whether or not such an injunction would burden the provider significantly, the likely harm suffered by the copyright owner if no steps were taken, whether it would be technically feasible or effective to grant such an injunction, and whether there were less burdensome means to prevent infringement. This injunctive relief would only be available after notice to the service provider and an opportunity for the service provider to appear was provided.

Section 512 of Title 17 of the US Code provided ISPs with protection from liability if they acted as a conduit. However, this protection only applied if those ISPs had “(A) Adopted and reasonably implemented, and informs subscribers and account holders of the service provider’s system or network of, a policy that provides for the termination in appropriate circumstances of subscribers and account holders of the service provider’s system or network who are repeat infringers; and (B) accommodates and does not interfere with standard technical measures.”

The article did not specify the type of termination policy and how it should be applied. Thus far, it seemed that ISPs had not adopted such a policy. However, the ISP ‘Suddenlink’ had been reported to apply a graduated response procedure to its subscribers. They disconnected users’
Internet access for 6 months after three DMCA notices. A counter notice would have to state, under penalty of perjury, that the material was not infringing, and should not have been removed. It would also consent to local federal court jurisdiction, giving the copyright owner the opportunity to file a lawsuit to resolve the matter once and for all. Unless the copyright owner filed a lawsuit within 14 days of the counter notice, the hosting provider could (and generally did) restore the material to its original online location. Essentially, the counter notice would tell the complaining copyright owner to “put up or shut up”.

The counter notification process was created to protect alleged infringers from mistaken takedowns and misuse.

9.3 The procedure in practice

Google Search: Notice and Takedown

Through the “contact us” page, Google linked to a page that said “remove illegal content from Google.” Clicking on the link would lead the complainant to a web tool that could help you remove content from Google’s services, including search, on the basis of applicable laws. It specifically directed them to another site if the complaint referred to content on YouTube. The web tool first asked you to specify the product to which the removal request related. This could be Gmail, Google music, or other things, including web search. Tagging “web search” would open up another box that said that a copy of each legal notice they received could be sent to the Chilling Effects project for publication and annotation (while that website would redact the contact details). Google also wrote that they could send the notice to the alleged infringer and to the rights holder (if they had reason to doubt the validity of the complaint). They could also publish the information in their transparency report.

It also opened another box that allowed the complainant to specify the nature of your request, ranging from the request to remove personal confidential information from search results, or sites that engage in “suspicious behavior”, to “I have a legal issue that is not mentioned above”, which would be the way to copyright claims.

Tagging that opened yet another box that allowed the complainant to choose the legal reason for the removal request. One of the options would be: “I have found content that may violate my copyright.” Clicking it required verification that the complainant was the copyright owner, or authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Verifying this would open up a warning box, that would say that knowingly misrepresenting that material or activity is infringing, may make the complainant liable for damages. It specifically warned (in red letters) not to make false claims. Another box would ask whether the complainant had read the above and wished to proceed. After clicking Yes, another box opened that asked what the allegedly
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infringing work in question was, which could be: Text, Image, Music, Video, Name/Address, Other. Videos and images could be of the complainant in question.

For the types, it specified what Google needed to know to process the complaint, and it referred to an online form, in which one had to submit their request. It requires the complainant to be logged in on a Google account in order to open this form.\footnote{DMCA Notice, Google.com, \url{https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/dmca-notice?pli=1&rd=1}}

This form, titled “Copyright removal” allowed the complainant to report alleged copyright infringement, relating to web search. It referred to the Digital Millenium Copyright Act (and provides a link to the legal text), and “other applicable intellectual property laws.” It said that Google could remove or disable access to certain content, and/or terminate subscribers, but also that they would notify them, and that they could make the notice public. They again referred to the chilling effects project.

Furthermore, it again provided a warning that misrepresentations could make the complainant liable for damages. They referred to a court case and say that complainants must take copyright defenses, limitations and exceptions into account before sending a notice. It also referred to one case in which fair use was not taken into account, and a company was forced to pay more than 100,000 dollars in costs and attorney fees.

The infringement notification would ask the complainant to provide contact information, and the copyright holder they represent (which could be the same person). It then required that the complainant identify and describe the copyrighted work, and asked to provide an authorized example of the work. It then asked to provide the URL of the infringing material. It further asked the complainant to make a sworn statement, in which he/she swore to have good faith that the use of the copyrighted materials above was not allowed by the copyright owner, and that the information provided is accurate, and that they were, under penalty of perjury, the copyright owner, or authorized to act on behalf of the owner.

Google Search: TCRP

Around the time of my interview with them, Google released a report called ‘How Google Fights Piracy’ which could be found on their public policy blog.\footnote{Google, How Google Fights Piracy, (Google Report, September 2013). See: \url{https://docs.google.com/a/google.com/file/d/0BwxyRPFDuTN2dVFqYml5UENUeU/edit?pli=1}} In this report, and in my interview with them, they talked about the Trusted Copyright Removal Program for Web Search (TCRP), an additional system to submit notices about infringing search results. It was aimed at “copyright owners who have a proven track record of submitting accurate notices and who have a consistent need to submit thousands of URLs each day.”\footnote{Google, How Google Fights Piracy, (2013) P. 14.}

The program streamlined the submission process, allowing its partners to submit more notices at a time. They aimed to “scale efficiently.” At the end of 2012, there were around 50 TCRP partners, whose combined takedown notices accounted for 95% of the total.\footnote{Google, How Google Fights Piracy, (2013) P. 15.} So the vast majority of notices came from a small minority of submitters.

After the introduction of the TCRP system, Google search experienced substantial growth in takedown notices. They receive more takedown requests now (2013) than they did in the twelve years from 1998 to 2010 combined. The removal time on average was less than 6 hours.\footnote{Google, How Google Fights Piracy, (2013) P. 16.}

Google itself invested in the technology to find inaccurate notices, but also relied on the public to detect abusive notices in the transparency report.\footnote{Google, How Google Fights Piracy, (2013) P. 16.} At the same time, TCRP affected the
search ranking of websites: sites that get a lot of removal requests get a lower place in their search ranking.\textsuperscript{1332}

In my interviews, Google commented on this program. On the trusted complainants, they said that they tended to be experienced and tended to want to be accurate. “We thought we could do better for them, without harming the accuracy of the system.” Google said the remaining notifiers have a much higher error rate.\textsuperscript{1333}

The system also aimed to detect and prevent abuse. For example in 2012 they terminated two partners who had a bad track record because they repeatedly sent inaccurate notices. Access to the program can thus be revoked. Google said it was “almost a market force” and that during the implementation rights holders agreed with the system (which would mean they would accept this market pressure). This market force relied on the nature of the complainants. Although movie studios said they did not want mistakes either, and while some complainants were anti piracy enforcement agencies or representatives of the music industry with their own in-house enforcement, most of the other content (software, adult, and the movie industry) relied on outside independent enforcement vendors. Degban, one of the largest complainants, focused on the adult industry for example.\textsuperscript{1334} This created a market mechanism, because according to Google, those independent enforcement vendors “know it is very important for their ability to attract customers that they can offer the TCRP access. So they have a strong incentive to not get kicked out.”\textsuperscript{1335}

To become a trusted complainant, there was an application process. Google: “we found that there is only a small number of people who have any need for this. The standard web form allows 1000 URLs a day as a limit. There aren’t many people that want to notify more. The ones that do are usually professionals. They all talk to each other and know how to reach us.”\textsuperscript{1336}

At the start, Google contacted them. “Because we could see who actually had the volume.” Those were about 50 members. They said that it was “almost everyone.”\textsuperscript{1337}

Google said that “none of it has resulted in perfection and mistakes still happen. We are doing as good a job as we know how: as error resistant as is reasonable possible.” “We would like to do better, and we’re trying to improve.”\textsuperscript{1338}

**YouTube: DMCA Notice and takedown**

Whenever users would upload content to YouTube, they would receive a warning: “Do not upload TV shows, music videos or commercials without permission, unless they consist entirely of content that you created yourself.”\textsuperscript{1339}

YouTube’s website had its own “copyright on YouTube” page, dedicated to make copyright conflicts for users and rights holders easy.\textsuperscript{1340}

There were a number of tools available for content owners: Content owners could submit copyright infringement notifications when they believed their work was posted on YouTube without their authorization. They could do this through a web form. The website warned that submitting a notification “initiates a legal process” and advised against misuse of the process, as it “may result in the suspension of your account or other legal consequences.”
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\textsuperscript{1334} Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.
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\textsuperscript{1338} Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.
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Apart from the web form, YouTube also accepted free-form copyright infringement notifications, submitted through email, fax, and mail.\textsuperscript{1341} As a defense, users could file counter notifications. This was a legal request for YouTube to reinstate a video that was removed after a notification of copyright infringement. Counter notifications could, according to the website, “only be pursued in instances where the upload was removed or disabled as a result of a mistake or misidentification of the material to be removed or disabled, such as fair use.” Counter notifications could only be submitted by the original uploader or an agent authorized to act on his or her behalf. They could be submitted through a web form as well. Those counter notifications would be forwarded to the complainant, including personal information. This process could take 10 business days. If an account was suspended for multiple violations, one could file a counter notification free-form.\textsuperscript{1342}

On the other hand, rights owners could also choose to retract their notification. This required an owner to send YouTube a statement of retraction, accompanied with the URL of the video in question and an electronic signature.\textsuperscript{1343}

Users affected by copyright claims could also try to reach rights owners directly through YouTube or its copyright desk, in search of a retraction.\textsuperscript{1344}

At the copyright notices section of ‘your account,’ it said whether or not videos of a user had been taken down by copyright strikes or Content ID claims.\textsuperscript{1345} If a user received three copyright strikes, their account would be suspended and all the videos uploaded to that account removed. Already receiving one strike could limit a user’s access to certain YouTube features. A strike would not be the same as a Content ID match. A strike expired after six months, and after completing copyright school.\textsuperscript{1346}

A DMCA complaint could be filed, but needed:

- Physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right allegedly infringed.
- Identification of the work, or a list of works that allegedly infringed.
- Identification of the material that was claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that was to be removed or to which access was to be disabled, and information that could permit YouTube to locate the material (usually an URL is enough).
- Information that was sufficient for YouTube to contact the complaining party (address, telephone number, email)
- Statement in which the complaining party showed the good faith belief that the way in which their material was used was not authorized.
- Statement that the information in the notification was accurate.

This information had to be send to YouTube’s designated agent. \textsuperscript{1347}
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YouTube: Content ID

Content ID was a system that allowed for the easy identification and management of copyright protected content on YouTube. YouTube had a database of files, submitted to it by content owners. New content was scanned against that database, and whenever content was recognized, the policy chosen by the rights holder would be applied, varying between: Monetization (Ads), Block (video is no longer visible, or audio muted), Track (owner can keep track of viewership statistics).  

Content ID matches could be disputed. Users could fill out a short form with the reason for the dispute. YouTube would then notify the content owner, who would uphold the match, or not. Users could then appeal this as well.

Content ID scanned over 100 years of video’s each day. More than 3000 partners used Content ID, including the most important American TV-networks, film studios and music labels. These partnerships were only engaged with rights holders that offered a large body of protected material that is frequently uploaded to YouTube. This excluded smaller rights holders. Content ID had over 8 million reference files (more than 500,000 hours of material) in the Content ID database. This number in 2013 was twice the number of reference files it had in 2012. More than one third of all the content on YouTube that allowed for income used Content ID. More than 120 million videos had been claimed through Content ID at the time. More than 1 billion had been paid to rights holders through the Content ID program alone.

Enforcers:

Digimarc Guardian

Digimarc was a technology company based in Beaverton, Oregon (USA). According to the company website, they enabled “businesses and governments worldwide to enrich everyday living with the means to identify all forms of content, including audio, video and imagery. We develop solutions, license intellectual property and provide development services to business partners across a wide range of industries.”

Their ‘Guardian’ department was the anti-piracy department. According to the website, they were a “global leader in protecting books, publications and documents from the threat of digital piracy. Our service finds and removes pirated content across the web to protect publisher revenues and author rights through an integration takedown process that delivers high removal rates across various website types.”

According to the company themselves, they “protect books, journalism, audio books.” They claimed to be the “leading forensic company protecting the intellectual property rights of books and documents.”

To do this, they brought in “metadata from customer, like for example a title, ISBN, names, and then automate crawling of the net.” They had software for this. They said they looked at thousands of websites but that it was different for each customer.

When they found content, they said they looked at it, and had two separate people that verified that it was a full copy of their content and that it was infringing.

---
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After that, enforcement started. This meant they could send a takedown notice. According to them: “in some cases we send customers a list of files so they can decide which ones they want us to go after and which ones they don’t. This applies especially to the journal side – people can send a different notice.” Also, “sometimes somebody doesn’t want to send a notice.”

To prevent errors, they said they “have lots of people working, across the globe,” because it was “very important to us and our customers that we don’t send something out that’s incorrect.”

On false positives they said that they themselves “don’t take anything down.” And that it “happens infrequently that it goes wrong. We’ve been good and lucky so far. We have to be very careful.”

**DtecNet**

DtecNet was a company owned by the company Markmonitor. On its website Markmonitor called itself the “global leader in enterprise brand protection,” and said that “more than half the Fortune 100 depend on Markmonitor to help safeguard their brands online.” Apart from ‘brand protection’, Markmonitor also published reports on the “prevalence of brand abuse on the Internet.”

In my interviews, DtecNet said they were networks of computers all over the world that examined sources of content. They claimed to identify and validate when content was infringing, which they did in a number of ways: “we look at signatures, we do human validation in some cases (like for high profile content or in a high profile environment), and there are hundreds and hundreds of servers engaged in this activity.” They do “lots of technical crawling and combing of data.”

They had 80 people working on this, from a customer/technology service perspective, according to DtecNet. They said these people dealt with the content sources they “police” and that they policed on behalf of organizations that tried to protect the rights or artists. But they also said they enforced on behalf of individual producers of content. Mostly they identified things, and they did not deal with end users. The only direct enforcement they did was notice and takedown, and “claimed infringement kind of work.”

They said they did more human validation in high profile cases, which were for example pieces of content on a network of a large media producer. They said: “before we take down something that is on a high profile media site, we validate it, because of the risk of error.” “When it occurs on a legitimate site and not on sites that engage in trading of music or movies. We’re talking about big legitimate media sites. Those need more validation.”

Their customers included “Music, television, movies, live performances, sports, books, all sort of flavors of media.” They did direct enforcement, like notice and takedown, and also supplied notices of claimed infringement, for escalation path enforcement they supply data. They also said “we are not in a position to judge the intent, or where/how it occurs, so we pass that off to some of the organizations that are better suited at that, we just play it off. We find and identify as likely infringement.”

---
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DtecNet also mentioned that the data they collected were often more valuable than notices sent to take down. “Data on piracy is very indicative of demand and popularity, so data is used for those purposes as well.” So clients can use this data to map consumption patterns. Is the pricing strategy right? The translation? Are there legitimate distribution channels in a region? 

Brein

Brein was the main copyright enforcement authority in the Netherlands, financed by collective rights organizations and trade organizations. To enforce, they focused on two things: they took action against specific titles, and against “unlawful” sites. They had a large database containing copies of protected content, and rights holders authorized them to enforce on their behalf. They developed special in-house software that scanned the Internet for unauthorized content, or for links pointing towards unauthorized content.

This is what happened at Google search. They used the TCRP to be able to do that. About taking content down, the director Tim Kuik said: “you can’t just do that. You have to show that you are a trustworthy notifier.” He also said it did require some start up time setting up a system like that. “Right now we are at more than 10,000 notifications per day, and they are all removed. Sometimes a notification is refused, but we can always show that it should’ve been removed. We have never had wrongful notifications yet.” He did say about 1% is returned: “very sporadic.” And that it was necessary to notify in the right way, because “reputation is important.”

At Google search, through the TRCP, Brein removed about 11,000 links per week. They said this also depended on the amount of titles in your database. Brein performed well, they said, because they had the capacity and the right software. “Software with 100% score results and cases of doubt that need to be checked by people.”

In other cases, rights holders notified them about infringing content. So one of the things Brein did was enforce, when requested by the rights holder. This happened at YouTube mostly. They did not scan for content there, except for when the rights holders told them. This was because rights holders could also choose to participate in the exploitation model of YouTube.

Brein employed 12 people and was financed by collective rights organizations and branch organizations.

RIAA

The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) represented the music industry and was also one of the larger players doing many takedowns from Google search. When asked how they found, verified, and took down infringing content, they told me in an email: “First, we ourselves don’t take down anything, but we submit take down notices to Google after we have confirmed that a file is illegal. We do that by employing a hash-matching technology that identifies replicas of music files to ensure that the file is indeed an identical, copyrighted song owned by one of our members. Google provides us, along with other content owners,
an automated tool to submit takedown notices. After our staff reviews the matched file, we send the notice to Google via the tool. As you note, Google allows content owners to increase the number of take downs requested if the take downs consistently prove accurate and in good faith, and Google has increased our limit several times.”

Regarding the amount of takedowns they did at YouTube, they said: “I don’t know the exact frequency, but it is fair to say very rarely given our members have business relationships with YouTube and much of the music content is monetized in some way. RIAA is not involved in those business decisions.”

9.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

Scale

Google search (DMCA and TCRP)

On its ‘Google transparency report’, Google showed the amount of URLs they were asked to remove, who submitted the notices, on behalf of which copyright owners, and for which websites. Originally there were restrictions on the amount of URLs that could be taken down, but they had been removed for complainants with a good reputation, like the RIAA and Brein.

In total, the amount of takedown requests gradually rose over the years. In 2013, Google received 235 million takedown requests from rights holders. They acted on 91% of those requests, but rejected 21 million of them because they were illegitimate or because the links had already been removed.

According to Google’s website; “Google is a leader in addressing the concerns of copyright owners, responding to more copyright removal notices, and faster, than ever before. During 2012, copyright owners and their agents sent us removal notices for more than 57 million web pages. Our turnaround time on those notices was, on average, less than 6 hours. That’s faster than we managed in 2011, despite a 15-fold increase in the volume of requests.”

In 2012 Google received 50 million requests, compared to 10 million in 2011. The track records of companies differed. For NBC, Fox, and Lynda, more than a quarter of their requests were refused. The most active reporting organizations were in the music industry: BPI sent 41.7 million requests. The RIAA sent 30.8 million requests. In the case of 11% of BPI requests, no action was undertaken. That corresponded to 520,000 links. Lynda has the worst track record. Google took no action for 57% of the 1,178,809 URLs the company sent in. RIAA, Adobe and Brein had the best track record, because only 2% was refused.

The biggest notifier was Degban, which represented the adult industry. They reported over 65 million URLs. MarkMonitor (which includes DtecNet) is at over 23 million URLs. Brein reported a
fairly high number of allegedly infringing links for a national organization,\textsuperscript{1384} and attributed this high number to their capacity and the right software.\textsuperscript{1385} Brein removed over 2.9 million URLs at the time of this research. Digimarc stood at almost 2 million URLs, but that figure could be higher, as Digimarc resurfaced under different names in the transparency report (like the company Attributor).\textsuperscript{1386}

This means that in terms of scale, the TCRP allowed for the takedown of hundreds of millions of links. It was more difficult to estimate the amount of takedowns by others. Google themselves wrote that the TCRP accounted for 95% of the total, which would mean other takedowns still range in the millions.\textsuperscript{1387}

\textit{YouTube (DMCA and ContentID)}

The amount of takedowns at YouTube was much smaller than it was at Google search, according to Google. Details on these takedowns, or even the amount, were not published, but in terms of Google services, the amount ranked at second place, after search.

There were many reasons for not publishing these details. First of all, it was difficult to measure, according to Google. The vast majority of rights holders opted for Content ID, which was a separate thing from notice and takedown. There were also engineering reasons. For example, takedowns could come in different forms, like email, or fax even, according to Google. There were more products for which they did not publish these details at Google.\textsuperscript{1388}

Brein confirmed the smaller scale. Most rights holders handled takedowns themselves instead of asking representatives. They estimated the amount of YouTube takedowns they did at about hundreds per month.\textsuperscript{1389}

Content ID in turn, happened on an enormous scale. They said they did not publish the numbers, but what they could say was that there were 72 hours of video uploaded to YouTube every minute, and that Content ID immediately scanned all the new content, plus that it rescanned all existing videos (which applies when new digital fingerprints are added to Content ID).\textsuperscript{1390}

They had over 4,000 content ID partners, with many millions of fingerprints in the database. However, the majority of those partners monetized, and did not block videos.\textsuperscript{1391} The program scanned over 250 years of video each day, claimed more than 200 million videos, and had over 1.5 million active reference files.\textsuperscript{1392} In terms of scale, it was difficult to estimate based on the information available. We know that after a couple of years, the program had claimed more than 200 million videos, but there was no information on the general takedowns. However, recent information released on Youtube can help this estimation, although this information is from 2015 and 2016, and falls outside of the scope of this research. An article from 2015 claims that in 2014 alone, 180 million infringing videos were taken down from Youtube.\textsuperscript{1393} In a newer report from Google on how it fights piracy, the company claims that 98% of all takedowns run through the Content ID program.\textsuperscript{1394} This still leaves millions of general takedowns.
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Although users could be blocked from YouTube after receiving three strikes (because they uploaded infringing content three times for example), this was actually uncommon according to Google. They spoke of a “Very very small number.” In fact, the vast majority of users did not have a single strike. Content ID protected users from strikes, because an initial match would not (automatically) result in a strike. Regarding the partners, larger right holders understood Content ID, Google says, but smaller ones were not yet familiar with it.\footnote{Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.}

If users disputed whether certain content should be monetized or blocked, it could escalate into a DMCA notice (If the rights holder would insist). Then, that user could get a strike. One strike already led to punishments in copyright school.\footnote{Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.}

Rights holders often complained about Multiple Channel Networks (MCN) content. Google said: “We say clear you own rights.”\footnote{Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.}

This makes it clear that ContentID was applied on an enormous scale and manual takedowns still happen on a very large scale as well.

\textbf{Severity}

The severity of takedowns by Google search (in both normal takedowns and the TCRP) meant that search results were delisted worldwide.

YouTube was a different story. The severity of these takedown involved blocking videos. YouTube has been a popular website, used for public dialogue, which meant removal could have negative effects on free speech. Another option, offered by the ContentID program, would be to monetize (Ads) the video, block (video is no longer visible, or audio muted) it, or track the viewership statistics.\footnote{“How Content ID works,” YouTube website, \url{http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=2797370}} At the time, there was no data on the how these choices were distributed. However, recent information released on Youtube can help this estimation, although this information is from 2016, and falls outside of the scope of this research. In a newer report from Google on how it fights piracy, the company claims that 90% of all videos are monetized.\footnote{Google, \textit{How Google Fights Piracy}, (Google, 2016 report) P.6.}

If YouTube uploaders upload content illegally, this would result in a copyright strike. One strike would lead to punishments in YouTube’s “copyright school”, an educational tool intended to teach uploading users about copyright by obligating them to follow “class” before continuing their usage of the site. Users (which could involve artists) could be banned from YouTube after receiving three strikes for uploading illegal content and have all their videos removed.\footnote{“Understanding the copyright claim on your video,” YouTube website, \url{http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=2818443&topic=2778545&ctx=topic}} ContentID claims would not result in a strike.

\textbf{Safeguards}

The DMCA received severe criticism in the past, because it allowed for abuse. The most common abuses of the DMCA reported were that notices that often superseded fair use doctrine, that they were also often sent by people other than the copyright holder, and third, that they were used for
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censorship. Similarly, YouTube’s Content ID system has been the subject of much criticism for disregarding fair use.

**Privacy**

The question is to what extent personal data are processed, stored or used to enforce copyrights in this strategy.

For Google search and YouTube, rights holders could ‘spot’ the infringement themselves, by searching for it. On a large scale, all enforcers, whether being the rights holders themselves or independent enforcement vendors hired by rights holders, said they used automated software to spot infringement. The section on the procedure in practice shows that infringement required crawling of the web and scanning content for matches with a catalog of copyright protected content, and was therefore not privacy invasive. In the case of Google search, none of these enforcement actions directly involved the infringer, unless the removed search result was put up by a Google tools user, who would be sent a notification. However, rights holders did not have access to this data.

In the case of YouTube, infringement would relate back to a YouTube user. This was in part a public profile that involved a Google account. Contacts initially ran through Google but could escalate to a more official legal process. However, complainants had no access to personal details unless the process escalated that far.

**Impartial, competent and independent judge**

Ten years before this research, a review of the law had been done by Urban and Quilter. They noted that it was difficult to review takedown notices, because they were private actions (like cease-and-desist letters) and therefore not part of the public record. The Chilling Effects Project by various law schools and the Electronic Frontier Foundation collected numerous letters, including notices received by Google inc., to examine their questions.

They collected cease-and-desist letters between 2002 and 2005 and said that they noticed that they were mostly sent by corporations and business entities, and that there were few individual senders. There were also a lot of repeat senders. According to the research, the targets of the notices were often competitors of the complainants (41%). One third of the notices were flawed. There was an “unfortunately high incidence of questionable uses of the process.”

In their evaluation of the DMCA notice and takedown provisions as applied by ISPs (in the research, also Google), they referred to the procedure as “ISPs self-interested mediation of copyright infringement instead of official and neutral judicial mediation.” Google would lose its safe harbor in the case of erroneous inaction, and would have an incentive to judge in favor of the claimant. They had less to lose if they erroneously did so.

This created incentives for ISPs in the DMCA Notice and takedown procedures that made ISPs err on the side of caution and more likely to go with accusations to not lose their safe harbors. This led to some complaints about ISP compliance departments being too eager to remove legitimate content protected by fair use or other defenses, and caving in to “overzealous rights holders.”

---
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As a judge in Google Search takedowns and YouTube, Google could hardly be seen as impartial for the reasons stated above. In the large-scale process of the TCRP, Google removed itself from the process as an adjudicator, by effectively placing that burden on the plaintiffs themselves. Their position could hardly be seen as impartial or independent, although Google created an additional safeguard by awarding reputation and discouraging wrongful take-downs. For ContentID, the other large-scale process, the process was completely automated.

In my interviews, I investigated this relationship further. It was interesting that neither party was willing to take full responsibility for the takedown of content. For example, when asked about the possibilities of false positives, Digimarc Guardian said that they themselves “don’t take anything down.”\textsuperscript{1406} When asked about how they found, verified and took down infringing content, the RIAA said: “First, we ourselves don’t take down anything, but we submit take down notices to Google after we have confirmed that a file is illegal.”\textsuperscript{1407} Google in turn said the responsibility to submit notices fell on the rights holder and that they had taken steps to encourage that responsibility, for example through the trusted removal program.\textsuperscript{1408}

The notifying parties (rights holders and their representatives) were the first parties to judge whether content was infringing. They had an obvious interest in the process. Some enforcers had business models that required them to submit a specific number of notices for their client. This could incentivize a broader application of copyrights than necessary, or cause those parties to err on the side of more enforcement. On the other hand, the TCRP was based on reputation. As Google mentioned, independent enforcement vendors had a strong financial incentive to be part of the program. And if they submitted too many notices erroneously, they were kicked out. Google said that when too many wrong notices were sent, “we take it seriously, check, and contact them about it.” They ask them: “What happened here? What are you going to do to make sure it doesn’t happen again?”\textsuperscript{1409}

The Electronic Frontier Foundation claimed that even those “teeny percentages” of erroneous takedowns were troublesome. They said that it was still a large amount considering the total takedowns ranged in the millions.\textsuperscript{1410}

Google said it was actually quite rare that TCRP members made mistakes. They said the error rate was much higher for casual submitters. These casual submitters could have other motives for takedowns too, like censorship. But Google said that the “pure bad guys always submit in low volume,” and that there were a number of procedures, both algorithmic and human to filter this out. They however conceded that this was sometimes very hard to catch.\textsuperscript{1411} They gave an example of a claim over a content website that was backdated to make it appear as if the content had been put up earlier and therefore the copyright claim would be merited. These things were hard to check, according to Google.\textsuperscript{1412}

**Presumption of innocence**

The procedure put the burden of proof on the notifying parties. For both Google search and YouTube the infringement notification asked the complainants to provide detailed information about themselves, the protected work and the infringement. In both cases some form of a sworn statement was required to submit the notice (for more details, see the section on the procedure in practice).
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Although the system required some information to process takedown requests, it was not clear if it checked for how infringement takes place, whether it took place over a long time, what the purpose was of the infringement, and to what extent the infringement affected the artist. So although there was some burden of proof on the notifying parties, it was unclear how much weight this burden was given.

Although the system repeatedly warned against abuse/misuse, those warnings could only potentially lead to sanctions or trouble for the notifying party after the takedown had taken place. Arbitrators in this case did not evaluate the complaints, although Google said they had a system “algorithmic and human to catch mistakes in the pile.” Urban and Quilter called the DMCA notice and takedown process “an extra-judicial temporary restraining order, based solely on the copyright holder’s allegation of copyright infringement.”

To highlight failed takedowns, the Electronic Frontier Foundation created the “Takedown Hall of Shame,” that exposed erroneous takedowns. There have been numerous, like in the case when “Cyberpranksters” removed all of Justin Bieber’s videos from YouTube. There were hardly economic or legal costs to penalize copyright holders for sending wrong or overbroad copyright notices. This incentived them to send notices for cases of questionable infringement, de minimis infringement, or in clear cases of fair use.

A problem with a lot of these takedowns was that they disregarded fair use exceptions. For example, a mother posted a video on YouTube, of her toddler dancing to a Prince song. Even though it was blurred sound, and only 29 seconds, Universal Music Publishing Group (UMPG) claimed the use of the song infringed their copyrights. YouTube removed access to the video, but reinstated it after a counterclaim. EFF filed suit against UMPG to protect the free speech rights or the mother. The judge rules that from then on, copyright owners had to consider fair use before issuing take down notices. The above however suggests that the burden of proof still moved towards the defendant, or the uploading user in this case.

For the larger scale applications of notice and takedown, the sheer volume could make it difficult for notifying parties to assure the correctness of their notifications. Those notifying parties said they validated what they took down, but it is still clear that Google did not act in many cases. It is also unclear how those notifying parties made sure they validated what they took down. Digimarc for example had two separate people that validated for each notification, and DTECNET said they had more human validation in cases of high profile content. It was however uncertain how they were able to validate every notification considering the thousands of notices sent out (to this Digimarc responded: “we have a lot of people working here”). For example, if a channel would use clips of video games to review them, this might be recognized as a reasonable fair use.

For Content ID, there had been a lot of criticism, mainly because Content ID is a “system where the accuser can serve as the judge, jury, and executioner,” and because the system did not understand context and parody. It has been called a system of “algorithmic copyright cops.” For example, if a channel would use clips of video games to review them, this might be recognized as a reasonable fair use.

---
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copyright violation, although it would technically qualify as fair use. There were no rules of evidence at play here.

**Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal**

Alleged infringers were subject to removal (or silence) of their expressive materials, before they received a notice of the complaint.\(^{1422}\) For Google search and YouTube, only after their material had been removed, did they receive a notice. This applied to YouTube users, who would receive a notification on their Google account, and in case of the TRCP Google notified webmasters (if they used Google’s webmaster Tools) that a webpage in their domain had received a takedown notice.\(^{1423}\) There was no right to be heard prior to conviction for any of the different takedowns.

Users only entered the process after the blocking took place. They could object the takedown, and file a counter notice. In this counter notice, they had to notify the original complainant that the material did not infringe copyrights. If the original complainant would not bring a lawsuit at district court within 14 days, the content would be restored.\(^{1424}\) This situation remained in place as long as the holder was willing to sue within the 10-14 days, and regardless of the likelihood of success “on the merits.”\(^{1425}\)

At YouTube, users could also file counter notifications as a defense. This was a legal request for YouTube to reinstate a video that was removed after a notification of copyright infringement. Counter notifications may, according to the website, “only be pursued in instances where the upload was removed or disabled as a result of a mistake or misidentification of the material to be removed or disabled, such as fair use.” Counter notifications could only be submitted by the original uploader or an agent authorized to act on his or her behalf. They could be submitted through a web form as well. Those counter notifications, including the personal information of the plaintiff, would be forwarded to the complaining party. This process would take 10 business days. If the account of the plaintiff was suspended for multiple violations, they could file a counter notification free-form.\(^{1426}\)

Counter notifications were rarely sent, and few cases actually went to trial.\(^{1427}\)

Remedies available to people whose expression was improperly subject to a takedown were generally limited to situations where there was “knowing material misrepresentation” by the entity filing the DMCA notice. That was a difficult standard to meet, legally speaking.\(^{1428}\) It also required a lawyer and was therefore costly for end users.

According to the statute, the material, after removal, had to stay down at least 10-14 days. This could affect human rights, especially where it concerned expressions that could suffer by being postponed by numerous days (like a call to protest, etc).\(^{1429}\) The EFF said: “it all depends on whether you care whether speech gets taken down for a week. Speech should not be taken down. We take it seriously.” Being careful about speech should be the rule. For copyright everyone all of the sudden forgets.”\(^{1430}\) It was also difficult to hold someone responsible for a bogus takedown.\(^{1431}\)
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Content ID originally lacked a dispute mechanism, but added one after criticism. This dispute mechanism could escalate in a DMCA notice (if the rights holder would insist the takedown was correct) and into a strike for the uploading user. One strike led to punishments in copyright school. The ContentID dispute mechanism allowed users to fill out a short form with the reason for the dispute. YouTube would then notify the content owner, who would uphold the match, or not. Users could then appeal this as well.

It was only after the whole process that the notice and counter notice could escalate into a legal trial.

**Transparency**

The design and implementation of Google’s copyright enforcement program was made public in numerous ways.

The DMCA procedure itself was the result of a public legislative process. How Google applied it was revealed in their document called ‘How Google fights Piracy’ which described the different options available to copyright holders.

Apart from that, Google took numerous steps to improve transparency: they launched a Transparency report website in 2012. The website showed the amount of URLs they were asked to remove, the different complainants, the copyright owners represented, and the websites that were delisted. According to Google, they were “basically crowd sourcing corrections. Torrentfreak does a good job to embarrass copyright owners to embarrass them. The responsibility for takedown notices falls on copyright owners.”

They notified webmasters (if they use Google’s webmaster Tools) that a webpage in their domain had received a takedown notice.

They informed users by displaying a message in search results that a result had been removed. The result would then say: “In response to a complaint we received under the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act, we have removed 1 result(s) from this page. If you wish, you may read the DMCA complaint that caused the removal(s) at ChillingEffects.org.” Meanwhile they provided copies of notices to Chilling Effects, which was a website that also gathered removal notices from other services like Twitter, and facilitated research of those notices.

For YouTube, this was different. The amount of takedowns was “smaller than for Google search.” Those takedowns were not published. According to Google, the takedowns were “not very illuminating” because they did not include ContentID, which would be a large omission. Google said they “are always trying to make more data available” but that there were policy reasons for not doing so in the case of YouTube, and that there were engineering reasons for not having published them yet.

---
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**Proportionality**

To be proportional, sanctions need to be necessary, suitable and not an unreasonable burden on individual rights. Google disputed that search was a large driver for infringement.\(^{1442}\) However, the large number of search results delisted did suggest that many ways in which Google search could be a pathway to infringement were now cut off. Meanwhile, YouTube had been the subject of lawsuits for allegedly enabling infringement on its servers.\(^{1443}\) This led to the creation of ContentID. The above would certainly suggest that implementing this system had been necessary. Its suitability was more difficult to verify. It was disputed whether Google search actually enabled infringement. In the case of YouTube, the large-scale system certainly seemed suitable to allow rights holders to have control over their content.

Google search delisting is not a very heavy burden on speech rights, as the content remained up on the source site. In the case of YouTube however, speech was removed for numerous days before a trial had taken place. This is why the EFF for example argued that the option ‘block’ should not be possible for Content ID.\(^{1444}\) However, according to Google, the majority of their clients chose monetize, not block.\(^{1445}\)

### 9.5 Impact on infringement levels

It was difficult to estimate how “effective” Google could be on infringement levels. Although Google was the most important and largest search engine, infringement did not take place on Google’s servers.

Google said they received takedown notices on less than 1% of the results they indexed.\(^{1446}\) The report also mentioned there were 60 trillion addresses on the web and that only an infinitesimal amount of those addresses contained copyright infringing content.\(^{1447}\) In their report on piracy, Google said that search was not a real driver of traffic to infringing sites anyway. They said, and research confirmed this, that popular infringement sites either had a lot of publicity or notoriety and that they did not rely on search for their traffic, because users found popular infringement websites through social networks or word of mouth.\(^{1448}\)

---
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The report also stated that taking down search results did not remove the websites, and that sites were easily replicated. So attempts to make sites disappear should focus on the money behind them. This was also confirmed by research. Finally, Google said that the amount of queries aimed at piracy was “dwarfed” by broader queries.

For YouTube, it was difficult to get reliable estimates on the amount of infringement on YouTube. One would suspect them to be very high. In the lawsuits launched by Viacom against YouTube, rights holders claimed that 75% to 80% of the videos on YouTube contained copyright protected material (which is not the same as infringing). Also, YouTube is a popular channel for amateur cover songs, which under copyright law, were illegal without a license.

An interesting development seemed to be the thousands of infringing uploads that claimed “no copyright infringement intended” or that contained a copyright disclaimer citing fair use, both statements that in the context of YouTube had little legal consequences. One website called it “as effective as a drug dealer asking if you’re a cop.” The same website found over a million of these disclaimers.

The large number of takedowns through Content ID alone (more than 120 million videos at the time) would suggest that infringement numbers were high. However, apart from just fighting infringement, YouTube pays rights holders as well. More than 1 billion had been paid to rights holders through the Content ID program alone.

9.6 The costs of the system

It was difficult to estimate the costs of this system, because there were no official reports on expenditures. Therefore, the only information available was the broad description of the procedure and the answers of the interviewees.

Notice and takedown placed part of the enforcement burden on platform owners, because they had to establish procedures for notice and takedown and thus absorb some of the costs of enforcement. In this case, it meant that Google had to invest in enforcement as well.

According to Google, they had hundreds of people who work on anti-piracy. They said it was “not a trivial cost.” Creating such a system, according to them, required a “major technology innovation.” Both the ContentID and the TCRP program required an engineering effort, they said. They said they also had to invest in the transparency report, which was a “substantial expenditure.” According to Google, it seemed as if rights holders always said they carried the entire burden, but “there are very real costs to receive notices, and process them, and catch errors.” Although Google also mentioned there was no obligation to produce a transparency report, it did not seem responsible not to do it. They also said that for cost reasons, smaller ISPs had no choice but to simply accept notices.

In its report on fighting piracy, Google mentioned: “we continue to invest substantial resources and engineering effort into improving our procedures for receiving and processing

1453 “No Copyright Intended”, Waxy (December 9, 2011), http://waxy.org/2011/12/no_copyright_intended/.
1457 Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.
One of those new investments was an increased turnaround time. At first, Google search takedowns would take 8 hours. In 2012 it went down to less than 6 hours. As they said, it was “not cost free to be that quick.” Rights holders had substantial costs as well. They had to hire or finance anti-piracy organizations or independent enforcement vendors. Brein was financed by collective rights organizations and trade organizations. There were 12 people working at Brein, but they refused to comment on budgetary issues. They claimed to be able to represent a relative large proportion of takedown requests compared to anti-piracy organizations of other countries because they had the capacity and software.

Digimarc Guardian had over a hundred different clients. But “all clients have different needs and wants.” Some are protecting revenues, some are protecting content, and some have subscription they charge a lot for.” Therefore they made different business agreements with their customers. Some contacts pay us if we do every month 1-2-3-4000 notices, some want us to cover their entire catalogue and do some takedowns, sometimes they want us to cover their entire catalogue and we do limited takedowns, some want us to cover a smaller amount of what they consider their priority and we do unlimited takedowns, and some have the 80-20 rule. This means that 20% of titles have 80% of the infringement. This applies mostly to the Hunger Games or Harry Potter stuff.

DtecNet had 80 people working on enforcement, from a customer/technology service perspective. Their customers included “Music, television, movies, live performances, sports, books, all sort of flavors of media.”

They maintained different performance standards than Digimarc in their relations with clients. For example, they claimed it was not based on the number of notices they sent out. “It can be based on the relative popularity of some titles, based on frequency that we’re looking at various sources, based on speed with which something needs to come down, the number of hours or minutes in the day we do it, because some of these things, if you’re for example on a launch schedule for a big record/movie, or it is a very popular concert or performer, it requires a lot of resources to protect people from infringing on that, or to discover infringement. That’s where it lies. How popular and how diligent must we be to provide a level of protection, so it can be very different pricing and packaging. Most of our clients are very large organizations and they have very sophisticated operations with respect to how they guard their content.” When asked about the difference between this and Digimarc, they said that the latter “probably work with smaller companies.”

9.7 Conclusion

This case describes different enforcement actions that have been divided into 4 subcases (the way Google designed large-scale automated takedowns and smaller scale takedowns at its two large sites (so the subcases are Google search takedowns, the Trusted Copyright Removal Program, YouTube takedowns and ContentID).
Google search was notified of infringing URLs either by individuals or through a trusted removal program which used trusted parties for removal of search results that point to infringing content. Google then delisted those search results. At YouTube notifications were sent by individuals. ContentID is a large-scale automated content management system that allows rights holders to block, monetize or track their content.

Regarding scale and severity, millions of links have been delisted from Google search as a result of the notice and takedown procedure and its content removal program. ContentID claimed hundreds of millions of videos, while Youtube a fraction of that amount, we estimate, although still ranging in the millions. A YouTube claim can take a video down, but ContentID offered rights holders the choice to monetize the video or track user statistics. The overwhelming majority is estimated to have chosen monetize.

Spotting infringement in the program at Google required web crawling and taking the content down, and no processing of personal data. The system was privately administered, and parties did not take responsibility for takedowns. Accusations were hardly checked and biased towards the complainant. There was appeal but it took place after the delisting. There was no right to be heard. Google had introduced a separate large-scale takedown program for trusted complainants, who would be able to submit more notices that were not reviewed for accuracy, but they created additional safeguards by rewarding reputation: parties could lose their status of trusted complainant if they made too many mistakes. Regarding transparency, Google released a report that described some of the links which have been delisted, all the complainants and additional data. The system was suitable and necessary and the burden on individual rights was small, so proportional. For YouTube personal data was processed as infringement related back to an individual Google account. The takedown system was privately administered and biased towards the complainant. There was no chance to be heard, and appeal was possible only after the takedown. There was little transparency. Some have argued that taking content from YouTube without safeguards is disproportional.

It was difficult to measure the effect on infringement, as infringement did not take place on Google’s servers. Google itself claimed search was not a popular driver for infringement. For YouTube millions of videos were taken down. It was difficult to get reliable estimates on the level of infringement on YouTube although that number is likely high. However, YouTube has paid over a billion to rights holders as a result of its enforcement program.

Enforcement was expensive, with the costly involvement of enforcement vendors and costs distributed to Google. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.
10. NOTICE AND TAKEDOWN IN THE NETHERLANDS IN 2009-2013

10.1 Introduction

Notice and takedown in the Netherlands allowed rights holders to submit notifications to ISPs to ask them to take infringing content down. This could be websites or specific infringing content. In this case study, I have looked at how one hosting provider (Leasweb) and two access providers (Ziggo and XS4ALL) apply this procedure. This case is divided in two subcases. One subcase for the regular procedure and one for the trusted removal program as applied by Leaseweb.

The first section on the legal background will describe the Dutch copyright law and specifically the history and provisions on notice and takedown. For this, I relied on academic and legal sources. It shortly describes the Dutch ISPs featured in this chapter for which I have also relied on their statements. After this, the chapter describes the procedure in practice. For this I relied on official documents, but also on interviews with practitioners. I spoke to two ISPs that mainly provide access (XS4ALL and ZIGGO), one hosting provider (Leaseweb), a social network site (Hyves - they could not provide enough information, hence their numbers are not included), I tried to get into contact with an auction site (Marktplaats), but they refused to be included in the research, and I spoke to an enforcer (Brein) and a digital rights organization (Bits of Freedom). Through email, I spoke with a legal aid organization (the Clinic) and with Marjolein Durinck of ECP-ECN, the organization which governs the code of conduct for notice and takedown in the Netherlands.

This is followed by a section on the variables, for which I relied on the above cited information, supplemented with news articles, academic research and reports by NGOs on notice and takedown. Some of those evaluated and tested notice and takedown procedures in the Netherlands in the past. The information was collected from January 2012 until the end of 2013. After this, changes were made to the law that have not been accounted for, the main change being that downloading from illegal sources is no longer allowed in the Netherlands.

10.2 Legal background

The main provisions on Dutch copyright law were in the ‘Auteurswet’ (Aw) and on neighboring rights in the ‘Wet Naburige rechten’ (Wnb). These laws provided the exclusive competence to publish and reproduce creative content.1468 The Dutch copyright law was created in 1912 and was amended mainly to comply with new European laws, creating new protections and increased enforcement capabilities.

Dutch copyright law was lenient compared to other European Union member states, because of its home copying exception, regulated in articles 16b and 16c of the Dutch copyright law. Article 16c applied to the digital domain.1469 The Dutch legislature recognized that digital technology allowed for easy copying of any content, therefore they allowed

1469 MvT, Kamerstukken II 2001/02, 28 482, nr. 3, p.44-48.
authors to get ‘royalties’ for sold records or any other exploitation of their work, though not for ‘home copies’ made for private use or study. This meant individual users could copy works to blank media, copy CDs or DVDs, or download music or movies.

Until recently the law did not distinguish between material that originated from a legal or illegal source.\(^{1470}\) This meant that downloading copyright protected content from an illegal website without consent of the rights holders, like through P2P services, was allowed.\(^{1471}\) Paragraph 7 of article 16c stated that it was illegal to issue these private copies to other people, but the question remained to what extent this was enforceable. Home-copying did not apply to software (article 45n) or databases (16c - 8 Aw).\(^{1472}\)

To compensate creators, article 16c paragraph 2 to 16ga contained provisions that created a levy on blank media (like empty, writable CDs).\(^{1473}\) The levy applied to articles intended to capture images or sounds, articles that allowed for the playback of content, or articles that displayed other recorded information (such as text or data). The obligation to pay money rested on the manufacturer or importer of these articles. The Minister could create additional rules on the objects that require a levy.\(^{1474}\)

This exception had important consequences for enforcement. Whereas France had the graduated response procedure, Germany had individual lawsuits against end users, and other EU member states had similar initiatives, end users in the Netherlands were generally left alone. Enforcement concentrated itself on the supply side; by for example going after large file sharing platforms or blocking access to them. Because enforcement was not targeted at end users, notice and takedown procedures played an important role in the Dutch context.

Enforcement was done by rights holders themselves, and originally by collective rights organizations like Buma and Stemra. However, the biggest players in enforcement, especially in terms of scale, were special enforcement organizations. By far the most important one was BREIN. The BREIN (Bescherming Rechten Entertainment Industrie Nederland - Dutch for “Protection Rights Entertaiment Industry Netherlands”) foundation was created by numerous collective rights organizations in 1998 to combat piracy of audio, video and multimedia products.\(^{1475}\) It brought together participants from all entertainment industries in the Netherlands, “in the fight against intellectual property theft.” BREIN had an anti-piracy program that consisted of lobbying for legislation, of investigation, litigation, sentencing, and education.\(^{1476}\) The Business Software Alliance (BSA) represented software makers and fought software piracy by for example raiding and seizing companies that were suspected of using pirated software.

Until 2003, Buma and Stemra had their own investigative officers who were transferred to the government Team for Investigating Piracy (Team Opsporing Piraterij – TOP), a part of the Fiscal Information and Investigation Service/Economic control service

\(^{1470}\) As of April 10, 2014, this no longer applies. Downloading from an illegal source is no longer allowed.


(Fiscale Inlichtingen- en Opsporingsdienst/Economische controle dienst – FIOD/ECD). This put ‘Intellectual property fraud’ into one centralized institution, which was under the direction of a unit (functioneel parket –FP) of the public prosecutor (Openbaar Ministerie – OM). This team mainly dealt with combating large-scale piracy. BREIN cooperated with the (now called) FIOD, and provided the FIOD with information and expertise for criminal enforcement.

Each year, Brein took action against hundreds of websites and thousands of illegal ‘offers.’ Google’s transparency report revealed that Brein took down 137,339 search results in the last quarter of 2012. That is 10,000 a day. The Dutch government also ordered the removal of search results, though on hate speech grounds.1479

Brein chased access- and hosting providers to block access to infringing websites. They first appealed to the infringing websites themselves, and if unsuccessful, appealed to the access providers or hosting providers to block access. This eventually led to numerous cases against the pirate bay in the Netherlands. According to their yearly report they closed down hundreds of sites in 2011 and 2012.1480

Ziggo and XS4ALL were two of the most well-known access providers in the Netherlands. XS4ALL was one of the oldest Internet providers, and known for its idealistic roots, and willingness to take on controversial issues. In 1998 it was bought by KPN, but it retained a separate position within the company. Apart from being an access provider, XS4ALL offered some content online, which consisted mostly of old movies. XS4ALL also allowed for hosting. Ziggo was the largest cable operator of the Netherlands, and also provided Internet services. Ziggo offered internet access and some hosting services. It was also a large content provider, with around 30/35% of the market. In an interview they said they had contacts with all the big parties and were shareholder of HBO in Holland (a very popular content provider). They therefore offered a large catalogue of content on demand.1488

Leaseweb was one of the largest hosting providers in the world at the time, and based in the Netherlands. They had 60,000 servers and generated 3-4% of all Internet traffic worldwide. They did not handle content, but their business revolved around providing infrastructure. They considered the content a responsibility of the client. The Leaseweb

1481 “Wie we zijn,” XS4ALL website, http://www.xs4all.nl/overxs4all/wiewijzijn/
1482 Margreth Verhulst (XS4ALL), interviewed by author, May 2013
1483 “Hosting”, XS4ALL website, https://www.xs4all.nl/zakelijk/hosting/
1485 “Zakelijk,” Ziggo website, https://www.ziggozakelijk.nl/extra_diensten/hosting
1486 Marcel Eswilder (Ziggo), interviewed by author, May 2013
1487 Marcel Eswilder (Ziggo), interviewed by author, May 2013
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company consisted of three judicial entities; a Dutch one (+/- 50,000 servers, the largest one), and a US and a German one. These three entities were separated by “legal firewalls” meaning the US servers fell under the DMCA and the patriot act for example.¹⁴⁹⁰

Towards notice and takedown

Apart from the main provisions in the Dutch copyright law, Dutch Torts law (article 6:162 BW) provided supplemental protection to copyright holders, especially where it concerned copyright infringement online. Torts law protected the interests of creators, if they were not protected by copyright law. This applied to cases in which personal interests were in jeopardy or in which exploitation interests were involved. However, one could not conclude that these provisions always favored the creator.

These provisions could also provide private law protection against acts that in criminal law would normally be considered as instigation or complicity to infringement. This was the case for example when people created material than could only be understood as meant to provide unauthorized access to copyright infringing material, like a machine that would decode cable television that normally required payment.¹⁴⁹¹

On the Internet, this applied in the same way. The Dutch courts held that making P2P software available was not a direct infringement of copyright law in relation to reproducing or publishing. According to those courts one had to look at whether making that technology available was wrongful. This depended on whether that technology could be used for legitimate purposes and whether the operator of that technology had the means to prevent infringement.¹⁴⁹²

For this reason, the Amsterdam Court of Appeal upheld the judgment of the Haarlem Court that KaZaA was lawful.¹⁴⁹³ The Haarlem Court ruled that a search engine meant to find mp3 music files was lawful. The operator of that search engine was however obligated by the court to remove any links that pointed towards infringing content if he or she received a notification on this.¹⁴⁹⁴

In the scientology/XS4all case, the question was raised whether or not ISPs were liable for content of their users.¹⁴⁹⁵ The district court of the Hague ruled that the ISPs in the case conducted activities that were limited to the transfer of information between users and the storage of that information. The ruling also stated that ISPs did not select the information or alter it. They only supplied the technical facilities that made publishing by others possible. Therefore the Court concluded that ISPs only provided the opportunity to publish instead of publishing themselves. The Court also concluded that the activities of ISPs did not include copyright law relevant reproduction. In the case at hand parties were dealing with technological acts that were not caused by an act of the ISP, but by the owner of a website or the consumer at home requesting the information.¹⁴⁹⁶

¹⁴⁹⁰ Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
¹⁴⁹¹ Spoor, Verkade, Visser, Auteursrecht, naburige rechten en databankenrecht, P.404-405.
¹⁴⁹² Spoor, Verkade, Visser, Auteursrecht, naburige rechten en databankenrecht, P.406.
¹⁴⁹⁶ Gielen, et al., Kort begrip van het Intellectuele Eigendomsrecht, P.512.
However, the Court added that ISPs could be held liable on the basis of due diligence for what happened in their networks, even though they did not reproduce or publish material themselves. Moreover, the decision stated that ISPs had duties to care and take appropriate action if they were notified that their users had used the ISPs system to infringe copyright law through websites or through other illegal acts. In fact, the Court made clear that ISPs could be held liable if the accuracy of such a notification was reasonably unquestionable. In such a case the ISP had to remove the infringing material and hand over the name and address of the infringer to the rights holder if he or she so requested.\footnote{1497}{Gielen, et al., \textit{Kort begrip van het Intellectuele Eigendomsrecht}, and: Vzr. Rb. ‘s-Gravenhage 5 jan. 2007, IER 2007/22, p.96 (Brein/KPN) en Vzr.Rb.Haarlem 12 mei 2004, IER 2004/57, p.263 (Brein/Techno Design)}\footnote{1498}{Bits of Freedom, "Providers verwijderen tekst Multatuli," \textit{Bits of Freedom website} (October 13, 2004). \url{https://www.bof.nl/2004/10/13/providers-verwijderen-tekst-multatuli/}}\footnote{1499}{European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.39.} The EU e-commerce Directive (2000/31/EC) created a provision that made Internet providers potentially liable for infringing content of their subscribers, unless they removed that infringing content upon receiving a complaint (by rights holders).\footnote{1498}{European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.40.} Article 14 of the directive applied to all illegal activity or information. The directive did not specify how the notice and takedown (called ‘Notice and action’ by the European Commission) procedures should work, while expecting that these would be developed by private players and governments, as a result of liability. They envisaged private agreements. Recital 40 of the Directive said: "this Directive should constitute the appropriate basis for the development of rapid and reliable procedures for removing and disabling access to illegal information; such mechanisms could be developed on the basis of voluntary agreements between all parties concerned and should be encouraged by Member States; it is in the interest of all parties involved in the provision of information society services to adopt and implement such procedures. (…)". The articles in the directive provided for both removing and disabling access (blocking). Disabling access was added in case the takedown of illegal content was impossible because the activity or information stored happened outside of the EU.\footnote{1500}{European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.40.}

The notice and takedown procedures were primarily defined in other regulations. Articles 9 and 11 of the Enforcement directive provided that member states had to ensure that rights holders were able to file injunctions against intermediaries if their services were used by third parties to infringe on intellectual property rights. Article 17 of that same directive provided that Member states should encourage the development of self-regulatory codes of conduct that helped the enforcement of intellectual property rights.\footnote{1500}{European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.40.} This was relevant because the Netherlands had such a code of conduct for notice and takedown. In the Netherlands, the e-commerce Directive had been implemented through the \textit{Aanpassingswet richtlijn inzake elektronische handel} (The Adaptation law for the directive concerning e-commerce, hereafter referred to as the ‘\textit{Aanpassingswet}’) in 2004.

This law introduced the notice and takedown adjustment in the civil code in article 6:196c BW\footnote{1501}{Nico van Eijk et al., \textit{Moving Towards Balance - A study into duties of care on the Internet}, (University of Amsterdam - Institute for Information Right (IViR), WODC, 2010). P.64: In the explanatory memorandum to the law implementing the InfoSoc Directive (2001/29/EG), it is explicitly stated that liability for intermediaries through involvement in the online traffic of copyright infringing materials is covered by the safe-harbour provisions of the E-commerce Directive, Kamerstukken II 2001-02, 28482, nr 3, p. 38-39. [explanatory memorandum to the Implementation Law Directive on Copyright and Neighboring Rights in the Information Society] See also: Kamerstukken II 2005-06, 30 392, nr. 6, p. 7. [Note on parliamentary discussion on the} with specific provisions for all three ISP services (caching, mere conduit and
For some actions, provisions were added to the criminal code. Article 54a of that code now also handled notice and takedown (for example in the case of child pornography).

On the basis of torts law, Internet providers could be held accountable for copyright infringement if they have been notified of an infringement on their networks. The first part of article 6:196c BW dealt with mere conduit by the providers. This was the transmission of information of others and giving access to the provider’s communication facilities. The second part of the article dealt with temporary storage and rules on measures. As a ground rule the ISPs did not have to act as long as they did not cache or host information on their servers, did not initiate the transmission, did not decide who would receive the information and did not select or amend the transmitted information.1503

The third part of article 6:169c BW dealt with caching, which meant storing information for others for the purpose of making this information available at the request of third parties more efficiently, in an automated, interim and temporary manner. To avoid liability, the article said ISPs (1) could not alter the information, (2) had to comply with the conditions on access to information, (3) needed to comply with rules, widely recognized and used by the relevant industry sector, on updating the information, (4) they should not alter the technology widely recognized and used in the relevant industry sector to obtain information on the use of the information, (5) ISPs had to make sure they could react, by being able to promptly take measures to remove or disable access to the cached info, upon obtaining knowledge that at the original location in the communication network the infringing information had been removed or access to it had been blocked, or that a competent authority had ordered to remove or block the info.1504

The fourth part of article 6:169c BW dealt with hosting providers. The article provided that an Internet service provider was not liable for stored data on his network, if (a) he was not aware of the activity or information that had an infringing nature and, in the case of damages, could not reasonably be expected to know of this activity or information, or (b) when he could be reasonably expected to know about this, immediately removed the information or prevented access.1505 Removal happened when the operator “has no reason to doubt the accuracy of the notification.”1506

Apart from those torts law provisions, Dutch criminal law contained provisions to exempt ISPs from prosecution, if they acted upon requests from the prosecutor. There were no further statutory notice and takedown procedures in the Dutch law providing further substance on this issue.1507

In the explanatory memorandum to the law implementing the directive in article 6:196c BW, it was written that requirements for safe harbors should be reasonable and proportionate considering the costs and the technical and personnel requirements for the


1503 van Eijk et al., Moving Towards Balance, P.50.

1504 van Eijk et al., Moving Towards Balance, P.50.


1506 Rb. ’s-Gravenhage 9 June 1999, AMI 1999 (Scientology/XS4ALL)

1507 van Eijk et al., Moving Towards Balance, P.51.
ISPs concerned, and should be subsidiary. However, there were no statutory regulations that described who would have the competence to judge the proportionality of these measures.

In the Lycos v. Pessers case, the Dutch supreme court confirmed a lower court decision that ISPs could provide identifying data of information providers of allegedly unlawful content, though only under certain conditions: if there was a substantial likelihood that the content was unlawful and could cause harm, the person requesting the data had an actual interest in obtaining the data, there was no less far-reaching measure available to obtain the data and these interest of the requesting party outweighed the interests of the ISP and, in this case, the website owner.

Some case law dealt with intermediaries which according to the courts fell outside of the scope of the safe harbor provisions. In the cases of BREIN against Mininova, and BREIN against The Pirate Bay, the defendant parties had been ordered to stop facilitating continuous infringement of copyrights and other IP rights, considered unlawful under general tort law. The owners of these websites were considered to do more than provide “information society services” because of their involvement in infringement and could therefore not be seen as ISPs in the sense of article 6:196c BW.

Article 26d Aw further provided that civil action could be brought against ISPs or other intermediaries to make them cease services that were used to infringe on copyrights. The court would balance their interests, taking into account the goal of the action or claim, the interests of the rights holder, and the possible damage to the ISP if the action was granted. The ISP needed to be reasonably able to comply and not suffer any excessive costs. Another requirement was that the goal of the claim had to be autonomously directed at the ISP (instead of that it also could have been done by the infringer him/herself). The claim was limited to the order to suspend the infringing activities. It did not make the ISP liable for the actions of third parties. The ISP could be ordered to supply the personal data of the infringer.

Notice and takedown code of conduct

The provisions on notice and takedown as originally laid down in the law were rather vague, especially concerning the role of intermediaries in the procedure. As a result, in 2007 XS4all was the first ISP to release a code of conduct on how it dealt with complaints.

---


1509 van Eijk et al., *Moving Towards Balance*, P.53.

1510 van Eijk et al., *Moving Towards Balance*, P.52.

1511 van Eijk et al., *Moving Towards Balance*, P.65, and: Rechtbank [District Court] Utrecht 26 August 2009, LIN BJ6008, BREIN versus Mininova; Rechtbank [District Court] Amsterdam (preliminary relief judge) 22 October 2009, LIN BK1067 The Pirate Bay versus BREIN. [both in Dutch].


1514 “Klachten Procedure,” XS4ALL website, http://www.xs4all.nl/overxs4all/contact/media/beleidsregels_klachten.pdf
In 2008, companies, the government and interest groups, led by the NICC (National Infrastructure to Combat Cybercrime), established the code of conduct for notice and takedown (Gedragscode Notice-and-takedown). This code of conduct was presented to state secretary for economic affairs Frank Heemskerk in October 2008.\footnote{\textit{Werkgroep Notice and Takedown}, \textit{ECP-EPN Website}, http://www.ecp-epn.nl/werkgroep-notice-and-takedown} The procedure created by XS4all in the previous year was influential in the development of this code of conduct.

The code was drawn up under the flag of the National Infrastructure Cybercrime (Ministry of Economic Affairs) by market parties including KPN, XS4ALL, ISPConnect, Dutch Hosting Provider Association, NLKabel, Ziggo, UPC, CAIW, Zeelandnet and SIDN. Ministries, the police and investigation services and organizations including Marktplaats/eBay and the BREIN foundation collaborated in the drafting of the code.\footnote{Press release accompanying code of conduct.}

In the code of conduct, a number of articles and the explanatory memorandum dealt with the way intermediaries should treat complaints about unlawful and punishable content. Moreover, different types of content were defined, that all required different notice and takedown procedures. Intermediaries could decide for themselves what types of information they considered to fall under each type of content and how they dealt with it. Article 3b suggested that customer agreements should describe their criteria on how to deal with undesirable content. The code also provided guidelines on how to assess whether content was valid or not and which steps needed to be taken by the intermediary after takedown.\footnote{van Eijk et al., \textit{Moving Towards Balance}, P.52.}

There was no formal list of members that adhered to the code of conduct, which was voluntary and unenforceable.\footnote{van Eijk et al., \textit{Moving Towards Balance}, P.54.} It could be viewed as a guideline intended to help deal with notice and takedown procedures.\footnote{Notice-and-Take-Down Code of Conduct, version 1.04, 9 October 2008.}

The code of conduct advised the following: that intermediaries had their own notice and takedown procedure, that the public had to be able to consult it, and that the ISP acted according to this code. In this procedure should be written how intermediaries dealt with reports of unlawful content on the Internet. Meanwhile, intermediaries should always deal with reports and make sure that unlawful content is removed from the Internet. This procedure could be published by the intermediary, and could be in the service provision agreement (Article 3).\footnote{Notice-and-Take-Down Code of Conduct, version 1.04, 9 October 2008.}

It also stated that for requests that did not fall under criminal law (so in this case copyright), the complainant should provide: contact details, information that the intermediary needed to be able to evaluate the content, at least including the location (URL), a description of why the content was unlawful according to the complainant, or why it was in conflict with the criteria published by the intermediary governing undesirable content, and a statement of the reason why this intermediary was being approached as the most appropriate intermediary to deal with the matter. Complainants could also request that intermediaries dealt with the report as a matter of urgency. Furthermore, an intermediary could request compensation from a notifier against claims from the content provider, if measures had been taken to deal with the report (Article 4).\footnote{Notice-and-Take-Down Code of Conduct, version 1.04, 9 October 2008.}

\begin{flushleft}
1516 Press release accompanying code of conduct.
1517 van Eijk et al., \textit{Moving Towards Balance}, P.52.
1518 van Eijk et al., \textit{Moving Towards Balance}, P.54.
\end{flushleft}
The intermediary evaluated the reports to determine whether they were unequivocally unlawful or punishable.\textsuperscript{1522}

Article 6 set out the procedure after notice. If the intermediary thought the content was not unequivocally unlawful, they would inform the notifier, with their reasons for it. If they thought it was unequivocally unlawful, they would remove the content. If the intermediary was not sure, they could notify the content provider with the request to remove the content or contact the notifier. If the notifier and content provider were unable to reach an agreement, they could bring the dispute before the courts. If the content provider was unwilling to make him or herself known to the notifier, the intermediary could decide to provide the notifier with the content provider’s name, and contact details. All the while the intermediary exercised due caution.\textsuperscript{1523}

Parties adhering to the code, should make that known, article 7 further provided, but notifiers and intermediaries could make their own mutually acceptable agreements as well.\textsuperscript{1524}

The explanatory notes added that notice and takedown should be done within a reasonable time limit, which would be 5 working days for example. However, it also said that the time limit should be related to the severity of the alleged infringement and the social upheaval related to it.

Intermediaries could establish criteria for content that they found undesirable and for content they did not want to facilitate. There was however a difference between undesirability (up to the intermediary) and unlawfulness (up to the law).

Regarding the notifier, the code suggested that he should be as precise as possible in the notice he sent to the intermediary (for example which part of the website was considered unlawful). When the same content showed up elsewhere, the notifier could be less detailed in the notification (notice and stay-down) and could ask for some urgency. The responsibility to report lay with the notifier. The intermediary and the notifier could agree that the intermediary is indemnified against claims from the content provider as a consequence of the measures taken in dealing with the report. (This would for example happen in the case of ‘professional’ notifiers). This was especially helpful in cases where the unlawfulness of content was difficult to determine. If an intermediary was of the opinion that content was not unlawful they had to state their reasons to the notifier.

Case law suggested that contact details could be given, if the published information (a) could be unlawful in respect of the notifier, (b) could lead to damage being caused to the notifier, and (c) if a less drastic way to obtain the name and contact details was unavailable to the notifier.\textsuperscript{1525}

European Commission evaluation of Notice and takedown

The European Commission evaluated the workings of the Notice and ‘action’ procedures in the EU. They had a public consultation with stakeholders to provide their views on how the procedures worked thus far, in preparation of a possible new proposal in the following years. There were some issues that repeatedly surfaced. There were some uncertainties where it concerned the differences between the procedures between different member states.

One of the main criticisms concerned the requirements of a notice. Rights holders complained that often the amount of information required for a notice was too detailed and amounted to procedure that was “too burdensome.” They argued that notices should not require specific information like URL references or information regarding the illicitness of the content. They also thought notice and takedown should as a rule be electronic. \(^{1526}\) Intermediaries however demanded these levels of detail, because they wanted to be able to assess the alleged illegality of the information. Therefore, they needed to be able to identify the complainant, locate the content, and assess the illegality. \(^{1527}\)

In terms of defense for information providers, civil society organizations and most intermediaries were in favor of providing some sort of counter notice system that would protect content providers. No such legal obligation existed in the Netherlands. Rights holders and ISPs considered that a counter notice would make notice and takedown procedures “more burdensome, slower and less effective.” Rights holders further argued that allowing a counter notice might not be appropriate in the context of manifestly illegal information, like child pornography. Moreover, one had to consider the principles of data protection, because a counter notice would require identifying the content provider. \(^{1528}\) Others suggested that as a defense it should be possible to hold accountable the people who submitted wrongful information. \(^{1529}\) There was also some discussion on the time frame in which a decision on the alleged illegality of content should be made, which was often uncertain. \(^{1530}\)

In particular civil rights organizations were worried about the lack of transparency and democratic oversight, especially where it concerned the policies of individual companies that handled the takedown of or blocking access to content. \(^{1531}\) According to these organizations it would be risky to have private operators decide the alleged illegality of certain information, especially because there was no transparency or oversight with regard to these companies. According to stakeholders this argument did not apply to “manifestly illegal” information. \(^{1532}\) Some rights holders proposed that prevention in the form of filtering would be an option. \(^{1533}\)

\section*{10.3 The procedure in practice}

Upon receiving a complaint, Internet providers were responsible for checking whether or not publications by its subscribers were legitimate/legal or not, and if they were not, block access to them. To determine whether an ISP was liable, three steps were followed. A provider was liable if he received a complaint, if from the complaint it was apparent there was clear copyright infringement, and if the provider did not act after that. During the debates in the Tweede Kamer (the Dutch lower house of parliament), this liability was extended: if the party that filed a complaint demanded damages, a provider risked a more heavy fine, if they should have had reasonable grounds to know that this was infringing content. This was however, unspecified.

\textsuperscript{1526} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.43. \textsuperscript{1527} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.43. \textsuperscript{1528} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.44. \textsuperscript{1529} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.45. \textsuperscript{1530} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.44-45. \textsuperscript{1531} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.41. \textsuperscript{1532} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.45-46. \textsuperscript{1533} European Commission, Commission staff working document on Online services, P.46.
Enforcers: Brein

As mentioned in the previous case, Brein was the main copyright enforcement authority in the Netherlands and was financed by collective rights organizations and trade organizations.\footnote{1534 Tim Kuik (BREIN), email to author, July 2013} To enforce, they focussed on action against specific titles, and against “unlawful” sites. They had a large database containing copies of protected content, and rights holders authorized them to enforce on their behalf. They had developed special in-house software that scanned the Internet for unauthorized content, or for links pointing towards unauthorized content.\footnote{1535 Tim Kuik (BREIN), email to author, July 2013} In other cases, rights holders notified them about infringing content.\footnote{1536 Tim Kuik (BREIN), interviewed by author, May 2013} How Brein used notice and takedown depended on the websites themselves. According to Brein, some websites infringed copyrights “incidentally”, in which case notice and takedown worked, while others were according to Brein “systematically and structurally aimed at the illegal supply of unauthorized content,” in which case notices were not properly responded to; there would always be a delay, and content would be placed back faster than they could remove it. In that case, Brein went after the websites themselves. According to Brein, they offered to help those websites clean up their act, for example by helping them take preventative measures. However, according to Brein, most of these sites had a business model aimed at the availability of unauthorized content which made them not interested in Brein’s help. Most of these sites therefore operated anonymously. In 99% of the cases sites did not react when they tried to contact them, according to Brein.

In case direct contact did not work, Brein directed its efforts to the hosting provider, for which it brought evidence against those sites. In 80% of the cases the sites got locked down through the hosting provider. Some hosting providers did not take the content down in an acceptable time frame, which was why Brein built files against these hosting providers as well. In other cases, Brein tried to get the real contact details of the people operating the websites. This could run through the hosting provider as well (although people tended to register under false names, and used anonymous payment methods), however Brein usually knew how to get the real names, for example through payment providers. It was their experience that when they had the real identity of the site operator, these operators tended to quit rapidly.\footnote{1537 Tim Kuik (BREIN), interviewed by author, May 2013}

If Brein found infringing websites that were hosted in other countries, they contacted the organizations of that country. Sometimes Brein took action directly against hosting providers in other countries as well.\footnote{1538 Tim Kuik (BREIN), interviewed by author, May 2013} In other cases, they asked access providers to block access to websites, like in the case of the pirate bay.

Access providers (XS4ALL & Ziggo)

XS4ALL adhered to the Notice and takedown code of conduct, and according to their website, their policy was in accordance with the code as well.\footnote{1539 "Klacht over inhoud website,” XS4ALL website, https://www.xs4all.nl/overxs4all/contact/juridisch/} Their website included a form that rights holders or their representatives could use to notify XS4ALL of infringement.
These complaints were submitted through an online form that had to be filled in, printed, signed, and then faxed to XS4ALL. The website provided a link to policy guidelines regarding the alleged unlawful expressions on the Internet by customers of XS4ALL. These policy guidelines described the way complaints, notices, and requests were submitted relating to the alleged unlawful information by customers of XS4ALL. In those guidelines, XS4ALL pointed out it had created a commission of experts that provided advice for the judgments of complex cases.

After notification, XS4ALL would notify its customer, by sending a letter to the customers’ invoice address, by sending an email, and through a website notification. The notifier remained anonymous unless he/she requested otherwise. If he/she and the customer could not agree on a solution, the notification would be treated by XS4ALL. Notifications were subject to requirements: by submitting, the notifier exempted the expert commission or XS4ALL from claims by third parties that could result from the rejection or acceptance of certain complaints. In the case of copyright law, the notifier had to “sufficiently” make clear that he or she was the rightful owner, or acted on behalf of the rightful owner. The notification had to also be clear and supported by facts. XS4ALL also had agreements with certain parties that could notify in an automated way, and these took into account privacy and proportionality. Notifications could contain a number of requests: to delete or make inaccessible information by a customer, to get the name and address information of a certain customer, or a combination of both.

After receiving a notification, XS4ALL would take a decision within 3 working days, unless this was impossible. In that case they would inform the notifier about the reasons for the delay. If XS4ALL believed certain information to be “unmistakably unlawful” (following the latest case law), the decision on deletion or inaccessibility would be taken immediately. XS4ALL would motivate its decisions towards the notifier and their customer and inform them how they could appeal the decision. Stakeholders could appeal the decision through an email that had to be received by XS4ALL not later than 10 days after the decision. This email had to contain the reasons for appeal. Following this, XS4ALL would send the appeal to the other party within 2 days. Within 10 days XS4ALL would take a decision on the appeal. Notifications would be judged by the provider in accordance with Dutch law and would take into account as much as possible on the latest jurisprudence. They could contain a number of requests: to delete or make

---

1540 “Klacht over inhoud website,” XS4ALL website, https://www.xs4all.nl/overxs4all/contact/juridisch/
1541 For the policy guidelines, see: “Klachten Procedure,” XS4ALL website, http://www.xs4all.nl/overxs4all/contact/media/beleidsregels_klachten.pdf.
1542 Page 1 of policy guidelines.
1543 1.2 of the policy guidelines.
1544 1.3 of policy guidelines.
1545 1.4 of policy guidelines.
1546 4.3 of policy guidelines.
1547 2.1 of policy guidelines.
1548 2.2 of policy guidelines.
1549 2.4 of policy guidelines.
1550 3.1 of policy guidelines.
1551 3.3 of policy guidelines.
1552 3.2 of policy guidelines.
1553 3.4 of policy guidelines.
1554 4.1 of policy guidelines.
inaccessible information by a customer, to get the name and address information of a certain customer, or a combination of both.

Article 5 of the policy guidelines dealt with concrete requests. When XS4ALL hosted information or served as a mere conduit for information for a customer, and a notifier requested that information to be deleted or made inaccessible, XS4ALL would, if they thought this information was without a doubt unlawful, request the customer to delete the information himself. If the customer did not comply XS4ALL would make sure the information was deleted or inaccessible. XS4ALL would reject a request if the information was not perceived as unlawful by XS4ALL.1555

XS4ALL would only apply notice and takedown to mere conduit if the information could technically be made inaccessible or deleted by them. If this was not the case, they would point the notifier to the possibility to get into contact themselves and provide address details of the customer.1556 If the request involved the alleged unlawful offering of files through P2P software, the notification needed to be about the supply of a significant amount of unlawful files.1557

If a notifier requested the information of a customer that used XS4ALL for hosting or mere conduit, contact and address details were only given if all of the following requirements were met:

- the notifier had sent a pressing request to the customer, through XS4ALL, to hand over his details voluntarily, and the customer had not done so within 5 working days, or claimed he or she did not commit an unlawful act,
- the notifier had not acquired the information collected thus far on the customer in an unlawful manner,
- the possibility that the information or conduct by the customer was unlawful, was reasonable,
- the notifier had shown an interest in getting the details,
- balancing all the interests, the interest of the notifier was the most important,
- it was without a doubt that the information as provided by the notifier related to the customer. In case of P2P conduct this meant that the notifier had to hand over documents that showed how the research to find these acts was done, or in those cases when the notifier provided an IP address, he or she had to show at least three points of time when these acts were committed, or in the case of P2P it would have to be about the supply of a significant amount of alleged unlawful files.1558

When the customer appealed the decision to handing over address details, no details would be handed over, until a decision on this appeal had been reached.

Ziggo was also one of the parties that originally created the notice and takedown code of conduct. They did not have a specific page dedicated to notice and takedown, like XS4ALL. As a large content provider, they had a lot of contact with the larger content providers.

Hosting providers (Leaseweb)

---

1555 5.1 of policy guidelines.
1556 5.2 of policy guidelines.
1557 5.3 of policy guidelines.
1558 6.1 of policy guidelines.
Leaseweb made references to the notice and takedown code of conduct in the legal section of its webpage. There was no specific form available, although the webpage referred specifically to DMCA takedown notices (USA) for Leaseweb US.1559

In my interviews, Leaseweb said they could not monitor “everything” users of their services did. Sites were created very quickly. People ordered space, paid through PayPal for example, and had a site within 15 minutes. The notice and takedown procedure was referenced in the terms of service, and the acceptable use policy.1560

Leaseweb told me they received copyright complaints from numerous organizations and that they followed the notice and takedown procedure to handle those notifications. Usually when they received complaints about copyright violations, they asked the complainant to first address the website host and come back with the answer of the website if that did not work out. According to them, 90% of all problems were solved when complainants first contacted the website.1561

When problems were not solved by the website host the abuse department of Leaseweb looked at whether something was “unmistakably illegal”. If they decided it was illegal they took the website down. They argued that deciding this was usually pretty straightforward. Three people looked into the notification, and if they all agreed to take it down, it would be taken down. They said these cases were usually pretty clear and mentioned the hypothetical website “fakerolex.nl” as an example. In the case of doubt, Leaseweb did not take action.1562

Sending notifications to Leaseweb could be done form free. People could notify by sending an email to abuse@leaseweb. Thereafter, Leaseweb processed the notification taking into account the notice and takedown procedure.1563

In other cases, third parties looked into torrent traffic to see which IP addresses were being used in torrent swarms. Some of those IP addresses could fall under Leaseweb. If that was the case Leaseweb received a notification. Usually Leaseweb would reply by asking for more information, but they would generally not get a reply in return.1564

Also, Leaseweb used a system of trusted complainants. These were parties, like Brein, that had first established contact with Leaseweb to work together in combating infringement over BitTorrent sites, websites, trackers, pictures on websites, and also live streaming. To cooperate smoothly Leaseweb and these third parties made agreements about enforcement.1565

Regarding copyright, Leaseweb had five trusted complainants, all organizations with a good reputation in their field, according to Leaseweb. To become a trusted complainant, these organizations took up contact with Leaseweb, after which Leaseweb met with the organizations, “to see who they are” and to judge their trustworthiness on making correct notifications.1566 People could lose their trusted complainant status if notifications became incorrect. Trusted complainants had to provide this data on infringement in a dossier, which could be send to the customers of Leaseweb, so they could react to the notifications.1567

1560 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1561 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1562 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1563 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1564 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1565 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1566 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
1567 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, January 2014
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10.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

Scale

**Enforcers: Brein**

In 2009, Brein shut down 615 websites, of which 393 were BitTorrent sites, 35 were eDonkey servers, 38 were video streaming sites, and 14 were Usenet portals. In 2010, Brein shut down more than 600 websites, mostly BitTorrent sites, streaming sites, and link sites that used cyber lockers. At Dutch cyber lockers more than 45,000 unauthorized files were removed. In 2011, Brein took down 594 websites that granted access to illegal files, most of them BitTorrent sites (383), but also link sites, streaming sites, and Usenet link sites. In 2012, Brein removed 571 sites. In 2013, BREIN shut down 206 Pirate Bay proxies, 280 Cyber locker linking sites, 10 file-hosting sites, 66 streaming sites and 38 Usenet sites.

Apart from the websites, Brein chased auction sites that offered illegal copies of content or illegal carriers of content. They removed the advertisements on auction sites as well (thousands), and cooperated with police to stop traffic in goods that contained protected content.

**Access providers (XS4all and Ziggo)**

For XS4ALL, most copyright conflicts were solved outside of the notice and takedown procedure. The number of requests they got was limited, at about one request a month. Before the code was introduced, this number was higher (around 20 a month). These complaints were usually about photos. According to XS4all, Brein has never sent any requests.

Apart from that, there were a lot of automated requests, mostly from other countries. Like XS4ALL, usenet providers all over the country received these. Although XS4ALL did not carry out these requests as a principle, they were collected (in an anonymous fashion). These requests were related to Usenet and to IP addresses and came mostly from three major enforcement players.

They were sent in on an XML format through email. The standards for sending in were the same, offered open source, to make it as easy as possible (which also means cheap) for the receiving party to do something with this. Notices were also PGP signed to make them easy to verify. In 2.5 years, XS4ALL received 133,000 unique notifications.

---

1574 Margreth Verhulst (XS4ALL), interviewed by author, May 2013
1576 Arjan van Hattum (XS4ALL), interviewed by author, November 2013
1577 Arjan van Hattum (XS4ALL), interviewed by author, November 2013
This meant there had been complaints about approximately 10% of all XS4ALL users. Throughout time, the number of notifications increased, probably because detection measures became better, according to XS4ALL.\textsuperscript{1579} Notifiers went after movies and TV mostly, and it concerned popular protocols. Although XS4ALL did not undertake any action on these requests, they told me that most of these complaints seemed to be justified (by which they meant that the complaint was related to an infringing uploader on their networks).

Ziggo rarely received complaints, although they did tell me that Brein complained once about the Pirate Bay, and that Brein also did a NAW data request. The latter did not work out because according to Ziggo Brein had not spotted infringement in a legal way. Ziggo told me they never got notifications on news groups. Moreover, they were not familiar with any automated requests. They claimed that they probably received no automated requests because the hosting they offered on their networks only allowed for limited space and was at the same time personal. According to Ziggo their customers did nothing illicit because “on their personal space, people won’t do illegal stuff.” Ziggo did get requests from the justice department, but they concerned criminal behavior.\textsuperscript{1580}

\textit{Hosting providers (Leaseweb)}

Unfortunately, Leaseweb did not release any official numbers, so all the data I received through this interview I could not verify. They said that the notifications Leaseweb received through the notice and takedown procedure came mainly from Brein, 84 in 2012.\textsuperscript{1581} In addition Leaseweb had five trusted complainants that issued about the same amount of notifications as Brein,\textsuperscript{1582} These takedowns were usually about small breaches like samples. There was a difference between notifications and infringements. Some notifications would concern sites that provided 1000 links, or 1,000 notices concerning 1,000 different links.\textsuperscript{1583} An estimate of the total amount of notifications per year through this program would then be around 400.

They involved all kinds of content, mostly from Youstream sites. These notifications also targeted sites that normally had conditional access, or boxes to intercept cable.\textsuperscript{1584} In some cases enforcers asked for contact details. Leaseweb told me that between 2008 and 2013 this happened twice, and Leaseweb refused both times (both requests came from Brein).\textsuperscript{1585}

Apart from that they received other notifications that did not refer to notice and takedown, or were automatically generated. The number of received automated requests was particularly big. Leaseweb offered a lot of bandwidth and infrastructure, which was why they had big clients that offered user generated content. These were sites where people could upload movies, or files, which could be downloaded by others.\textsuperscript{1586}

\textsuperscript{1578}Arjan van Hattum (XS4ALL), interviewed by author, November 2013
\textsuperscript{1579}Arjan van Hattum (XS4ALL), interviewed by author, November 2013
\textsuperscript{1580}Marcel Eswilder (Ziggo), interviewed by author, May 2013
\textsuperscript{1581}Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
\textsuperscript{1582}Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, January 2014
\textsuperscript{1583}Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013
\textsuperscript{1584}Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, January 2014
\textsuperscript{1585}Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013...
\textsuperscript{1586}Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013...
Nonetheless, the number of requests that actually required action was not that large, according to Leaseweb. They did not keep a record of automated requests, or as they said “don’t count” automated requests. According to Leaseweb, these requests were usually aimed at IP addresses in use at Leaseweb, which would send torrent traffic. Leaseweb claimed that the senders of these automated requests were made by a “money Machine” for link reporting, meaning those specific companies were funded per reported link.\textsuperscript{1587} According to Leaseweb the amount of requests ranged in the 100,000 in total, of which 5% were notifications they “can do something with.”\textsuperscript{1588}

**Severity**

The severity of notice and takedown in the Netherlands ranged from taking down advertisements on auction sites, to taking down specific links and whole websites. Enforcement organizations like Brein tried to get access to contact details to be able to pressure them to taking websites down.

**Safeguards**

Like in the US, the Dutch notice and takedown provisions have been researched by different organizations.

In 2004, Bits of Freedom, a Dutch NGO that aimed to protect digital human rights, did research on how providers handled complaints on copyright infringement, called ‘the Multatuli project’). To test copyright safeguards they selected an Old Dutch text that had been in the public domain for almost 50 years, and placed that text online with different providers. After sending the providers a complaint from a free Hotmail address, posing as a legal advisor for a rights holder, 70% of all providers removed the content, without verifying if the complaint was justified or not.\textsuperscript{1589}

In this research Bits of Freedom tested three business hosting providers (Active 24, iFast, and Yourhosting), who all removed the content and two free access providers (Tiscali and Wannadoo) who also removed the text right away. The three paid access providers (Demon, Planet Internet, and xs4all) all used written checklists in their procedure. XS4ALL checked and did not remove the content, whilst another provider (UPC) did not accept complaints from an unverifiable email address. Freeler, another provider, completely ignored the complaint and did not react.\textsuperscript{1590} This research created some controversy, and led to the adoption of the code of conduct for notice and takedown.

In 2009, the legal consultancy firm ‘ICT Recht’ conducted research similar to the above cited research of Bits of Freedom.\textsuperscript{1591} They placed a text that was in the public domain on a number of weblogs and profile pages made on community sites (Web-log.nl, punt.nl, Netlog.com, Hyves.nl, WaarBenJij.Nu, Blogger.com, and Myspace.com). After notification,
almost every site reacted by removing the post, the whole blog or even the whole profile. That meant these websites did not follow their own policy for notice and takedown. Appeals by the person posting the content online were to no avail.

In the end of 2012, Bits of Freedom did more research on the takedown policy of hosting providers. They chose 10 hosting providers (STRATO, TransIP, Hostnet, Flexwebhosting, Vevida, Antagonist, Hostingdiscounter, WatSnel.nl, Yourhosting en Sity). The researchers created a website with public domain content, and then sent the providers a notice and takedown complaint on behalf of a foundation supposedly protecting the copyrights of the content, from a Gmail address. The research reveals that 9 out of 10 hosting providers had no actual information or procedure that showed how they handled complaints or notices. None of the providers used the code of conduct, as provided by the Dutch ministry and a number of private organizations. The terms and conditions of these providers generally did not provide any guidance on how the complaints were handled either. It was for example often unclear how information would be provided, what information would be provided, and how the procedure would take place. Most general conditions gave providers a lot of freedom to delete or block access to information. Only two providers were interested what the identity was of the complaining party. No provider reacted to the lack of information in the complaint (there was no URL provided).

Four of the ten providers replied to complaints and said that they would only remove material after a judicial decision. Only two providers examined the content and judged the information to be correct. The hosting providers also were not careful with privacy sensitive information. For one provider, the website owner was not notified that there was a complaint. The complaining party was sent all the private information of the owner of the supposedly infringing website.

The experiments cited above intended to show the more problematic aspects of notice and takedown as applied by Dutch companies. The organizations argued that they showed that certain consumer rights, like procedural safeguards, were insufficiently protected. This even naturally led to the code of conduct cited in an earlier section. Not having enough safeguards would be problematic, as other outlets have shown that even organizations like BREIN made mistakes when applying this procedure. Brein themselves claimed that their error rate was limited. Leaseweb said they received little feedback on takedowns, so they did not know whether or not they did wrongful takedowns. The Clinic, a legal aid organization in the field of information law, said they “assumed” there were wrongful takedowns, but that they did not reach their desk “for some reason,” which according to them, could be because the people putting the content up are not notified of the takedown.

Privacy

1593 Bits of Freedom, “Overgeleverd aan willekeur, onderzoek naar de verwijdering van rechtmatige informatie door hostingproviders.”
1595 Tim Kuik (BREIN), interviewed by author, May 2013
1596 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, January 2014
1597 Wilko Miletic (Clinic), email to author, June 2013
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The question is to what extent personal data are processed, stored or used to enforce copyrights in this strategy. Rights holders essentially located the infringement themselves, by searching for it. Brein for example said they had a large database containing copies of protected content, and that they used special in-house software to scan the Internet for unauthorized content, or for links pointing towards unauthorized content.¹⁵⁹⁸

The law did not prescribe the processing of personal data to apply notice and takedown at the level of the service providers. None of these enforcement actions directly involved the infringer, unless the rights holders or representatives tried to get contact details of the person responsible for infringing content. Getting these contact details was however subject to strict requirements, as laid down by case law.¹⁵⁹⁹

It was unclear how often these contact details were actually granted. Brein themselves told me they tried to get the real contact details of the people operating the websites. This could run through the hosting provider as well (although people tended to register under false names, and use anonymous payment methods), but Brein usually “had ways” to get the real names, for example through payment providers. Their experience was that when they had the real identity of the site operator, those operators tended to quit rapidly.¹⁶⁰⁰

However, Ziggo and Leaseweb told me that Brein had rarely asked for contact details and that in those cases, they had refused to give them. XS4ALL was never asked for contact details, they claimed. XS4ALL subscribed to the code of conduct on notice and takedown and in their code of conduct described a list of requirements that all had to be met before contact details were given.¹⁶⁰¹ Moreover, their procedure allowed the customer the opportunity to appeal the decision to hand over address details.

It was however unclear to what extent other organizations adhered to similar procedures. In the experiments done by Bits of Freedom, in 2004 one ISP sent on information about their client to the complainant, even without them asking for it.¹⁶⁰² This situation had not improved in 2012, when two hosting providers sent private information to the complainant.¹⁶⁰³

Impartial, competent, and independent judge

There were multiple parties who judged whether or not content was infringing. The notifying parties (rights holders and their representatives) were the first parties to judge whether content was infringing. They had an obvious interest in the process. The previous case showed that some of these parties may be incentivized to do certain amounts of takedowns. Leaseweb suggested something similar. This could incentivize a broader application of copyrights than necessary, or cause those parties to err on the side of more enforcement. It was clear that these parties were not impartial or independent, although these enforcing parties suggested that they made sure they were correct. Brein for example, not only used

¹⁵⁹⁸ Tim Kuik (BREIN), email to author, July 2013
¹⁵⁹⁹ van Eijk et al., Moving Towards Balance, P.52.
¹⁶⁰⁰ Tim Kuik (BREIN), interviewed by author, May 2013
¹⁶⁰¹ 6.1 of policy guidelines.
¹⁶⁰² Bits of Freedom, “Providers verwijderen tekst Multatuli.”
¹⁶⁰³ Bits of Freedom, “Overgeleverd aan willekeur, onderzoek naar de verwijdering van rechtmatige informatie door hostingproviders.”
software, but when results did not score 100% with the back catalog, they used human validation to make sure content was infringing before notifying about it.\footnote{1604 Tim Kuik (BREIN), interviewed by author, May 2013}

More important were the ISPs, who would decide on whether to issue a takedown on the basis of the complaints by rights holders. They were the next and more important parties to judge whether content was infringing. With regard to impartiality and independence it was clear that none of those ISPs had a financial dependency on rights holders. However Ziggo offered a large catalogue of content and XS4ALL had started offering some content to its customers.

Individually, ISPs had taken measures to increase the reliability of their judgements. Leaseweb said they had an abuse department which made sure that content would only be taken down if it was “unmistakably illegal”,\footnote{Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013} and XS4ALL had created a commission of experts that would help with the judgement of complex cases.\footnote{1606 Page 1 of policy guidelines.}

Just like in the last case, many feared that ISPs would be incentivized to simply accept complaints by rights holders, because they could lose their safe harbors if they did not remove illegal content. This could threaten their impartiality.

The above cited experiments done by Bits of Freedom and ICTrecht seemed to confirm this image, but there information was dated. In 2004 it seemed that content was removed by those teams without any idea about copyright basics.\footnote{1607 Bits of Freedom, “Providers verwijderen tekst Multatuli.”} The research done by ICT Recht in 2009 showed that out of seven community sites, only one actually displayed legal knowledge, making clear their message was written by the legal department, using correct statements and clearly saying why they did not want to process the claim. Other departments seemed to lack that knowledge, saying that copyright law “can’t just lapse,” or just believing that the book was “apparently” copyright protected after receiving a notification about it.\footnote{van Bergen, “Communitysite geven te gemakkelijk toe bij auteursrechtclaims.”} In 2012, again, most ISPs did not properly research the claims sent by fake notifiers. But they also displayed a lack of copyright knowledge. For example, four out of ten hosting providers said they could only make the information unavailable after a judicial order (which was not actually true).\footnote{Bits of Freedom, “Overgeleverd aan willekeur, onderzoek naar de verwijdering van rechtmatige informatie door hostingproviders.”} These experiments were done some time ago, so it was unclear how the situation was at the time of this research. Meanwhile, it seemed that in 2012 the situation had shifted to an opposite because sites were hesitant to remove any material. It still showed a lack of competence was present at the level of those ISPs.

Leaseweb created an additional system for adjudication. By allowing for trusted complainants, they removed their judgement from the process, by effectively placing that burden on the plaintiffs themselves. Their position could hardly be seen as impartial or independent, although Leaseweb created an additional safeguard by awarding reputation and discouraging wrongful takedowns. It was however uncertain how this was applied.\footnote{1610 Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, January 2014}
Presumption of innocence

The procedure would seem to lay some burden of proof on the notifying parties, but the question remained to what extent this worked out in practice.

Although the system required some information to process takedown requests, it was not clear if there were checks on how infringement took place, whether it took place over a long time, what the purpose was of the infringement, and to what extent the infringement affected the artist.

It was difficult to properly evaluate how the ISPs dealt with the burden of proof differently. All three said they adhered to the code of conduct as agreed on in 2008. However, only XS4ALL had a clear code of conduct on their website which described how they dealt with complaints (mentioned in the section on the procedure in practice). In their code of conduct, XS4ALL placed the burden of proof on the notifying parties by adding numerous requests to the notifications sent to them (these have been described in the section on the procedure in practice). Leaseweb tried to get the notifier and their client to sort out the problems themselves before turning to their abuse department.\(^{1611}\)

As mentioned above, Leaseweb also used a system of trusted complainants. The burden of proof here would seem to be shifted to the notifying parties, but only in terms of reputation. The actual notifications would be accepted. In that system, wrongful applications by rights holders would be punished, but it was unclear how that would happen.\(^{1612}\)

Although it appeared that in principle, ISPs seemed committed to the correct adjudication and standards of evidence, there were hardly economic or legal costs to penalize copyright holders for sending wrong or overbroad copyright notices. This could incentive them to send notices for cases of questionable infringement, de minimis infringement, or in clear cases of fair use.\(^{1613}\) A problem with a lot of the takedowns in previous research was that those takedowns disregarded fair use exceptions. This was problematic because the Dutch system did not allow for a counter notice system. This meant that a user would have to prove his innocence.\(^{1614}\)

It remained difficult to evaluate how often copyright law was applied erroneously, or whether the burden of proof was placed on rights holders in practice.

Previous experiments, done by Bits of Freedom and ICTrecht suggested that for many other ISPs at the time, the burden of proof seemed to be on content providers, and not on rights holders. However the most recent experiment from 2012 suggested it was in some cases the other way around.\(^{1615}\)

These changes in performance could be attributed to the attention given to the procedure by media and organizations like Bits of Freedom. One could argue that the reputation of ISPs administering the procedure incentivized them to be more aware of these procedures and the correct application of them.

---

\(^{1611}\) Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, May 2013

\(^{1612}\) Alex de Joode (Leaseweb), interviewed by author, January 2014


\(^{1615}\) Bits of Freedom, “Overgeleverd aan willekeur, onderzoek naar de verwijdering van rechtmatige informatie door hostingproviders.”
Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal

Here again, it was difficult to evaluate how different ISPs dealt with the system. XS4ALL described in their code of conduct an elaborate system that allowed the allegedly infringing customer to be notified (in multiple ways), to solve the problem with the notifier, and also for appeal in which customers could state their arguments for appeal. Ziggo claimed to adhere to a similar code of conduct.

For Leaseweb, it was unclear whether there was a notification system. However, Leaseweb immediately referred the notifier to the client, which would mean the customer and rights holders had the chance to solve the disagreement before action was undertaken by the ISP.

In the case of trusted complainants, alleged infringers were subject to removal (generally) of their expressive materials, before they themselves received a notice of the complaint.

The experiments done by Bits of Freedom and ICT Recht suggested that in 2004, few ISPs notified the client. According to ICT Recht, community sites mostly notified the client, but hardly allowed for appeal (only one out of seven). In 2012, most hosting providers notified their clients (all except one).

Transparency

As mentioned before, XS4ALL clearly posted their Notice and takedown code of conduct on their website, and claimed their policy was in accordance with this code as well. In here they described exactly how they dealt with notifications of infringement. XS4ALL also motivated its decisions and would let the notifier and customer know in what way they could appeal the decision.

Ziggo referred to the code of conduct on their website. Leaseweb displayed references to the notice and takedown code of conduct on its legal page. There was no specific form available. It also had a specific reference to DMCA takedown notices (USA) for Leaseweb US.

The experiment done by Bits of Freedom and ICT Recht on other ISPs revealed that other ISPs were not transparent at the time. ICT Recht concluded that most community sites did not have a clear notice and takedown procedure, and that the ones that did, hardly followed them. Bits of Freedom in 2012 revealed that nine out of ten hosting providers...
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did not have a specific notice and takedown procedure. Terms and conditions did not provide clarity either.\footnote{1628}{Bits of Freedom, “Overgeleverd aan willekeur, onderzoek naar de verwijdering van rechtmatige informatie door hostingproviders.”}


\textit{Proportionality}

To be proportional, sanctions need to be necessary, suitable and not an unreasonable burden on individual rights. It was unclear how much infringement was hosted on the websites that were studied for this research. It was clear however that Brein took down a large amount of infringing content per year. Meanwhile, hosting provider Leaseweb received enough complaints to introduce a trusted removal program. This did suggest that many ways in which content was offered online were now cut off. In that sense it was suitable as well. Brein, the leading anti-piracy authority, think notice and takedown “works,” they told me.\footnote{1631}{“Brein: 600 sites offline gehaald in 2011,” Webwereld (February 21, 2012), http://webwereld.nl/e-commerce/56117-brein-600-sites-offline-gehaald-in-2011.}

Taking down websites or infringing expressions could be a burden on speech, but only when it happens erroneously, or when more content is removed than is actually infringing. Unfortunately, there were not enough examples to verify this.

\subsection{10.5 Impact on infringement levels}

Notice and takedown aimed to deter a particular type of infringement: copyright infringement hosted on servers in the Netherlands. It was difficult to get data on the amount of hosted infringement in the Netherlands and any increase or reduction in those numbers and whether those numbers could be attributed to enforcement. There were general numbers on infringement in the Netherlands. Research done by IVIR and CentERdata suggested that overall file sharing was declining. However, this differed per type of content. Whereas sharing music illegally declined, and while sharing games illegally decreased slightly, sharing audiovisual content increased massively between 2008 and 2012. They hypothesized that the steep drop in the sharing of music could be attributed to the rise of viable legal alternatives.\footnote{1632}{Joost Poort and Jorna Leenheer, “File sharing 2@12: Downloading from illegal sources in the Netherlands,” Institute for Information Law & CentERdata, Amsterdam/Tilburg (2012). Retrieved from http://www.ivir.nl/publications/poort/Filesharing_2012.} Follow up research suggested that sharing movies illegally kept increasing the following year, but only slightly, while the use of legal services online for audiovisual content increased steeply to the same level as sharing movies illegally.\footnote{1633}{Jorna Leenheer and Joost Poort, “Alleen maar nette mensen.” Consumentenonderzoek Downloadgedrag Films.” IViR/CentERdata 14 (2014), http://www.ivir.nl/publicaties/download/alleen_maar_nette_mensen.pdf}

Because there were no numbers related to the specific notice and takedown procedures, I also relied on the statements by the anti-piracy authority, Brein. They said that notice and takedown in the Netherlands “works.” They also thought the amount of
infringement hosted in the Netherlands was smaller than before. Brein argued that other countries should clean up their act, and that if other countries would enforce like in the Netherlands, piracy problems would be relatively small. They also said that completely eliminating piracy would never work, but that they wanted to bring it down to 20-25%. Brein said the system did not need to work perfectly. “It doesn’t have to be waterproof, but water repellent.” They said that “if you can bring down the problem to 25% of the market, you still have 75% of it, which is a lot.”

However, according to Brein, infringement was also hosted in other countries, which explained why Brein moved towards the blocking of sites by access providers. XS4ALL said the blocking of sites would not work, as they thought it would require the blocking the whole Internet, by which they meant sites could return just as easily.

10.6 The costs of the system

None of the organizations were willing to share with what the costs of the system were, apart from general statements. Notice and takedown costs were distributed over the rights holders and their enforcement agents, and the ISPs.

Brein was financed by collective rights organizations and trade organizations. They had 12 people working at Brein, but refused to comment on budgetary issues.

Previous research had suggested that there was some burden on ISPs, because they had to establish procedures for notice and takedown and thus absorb some of the costs of enforcement. This was especially burdensome for smaller providers.

Access providers XS4ALL and Ziggo had little people working on this. Both departments also handled other takedown requests for things like hate speech. In Ziggo’s case, they had a department that had 5 to 6 people working mostly on spam notifications and phishing. This would suggest that the burden for these organizations was not that large.

Leaseweb had 2 FTE on this system. According to them, one person could do it, but they had more people working in this system because they thought it was important to spread knowledge at the organization.

10.7 Conclusion

This case treated different enforcement actions. For the empirical study, this conclusion grouped the action taken against websites and against content. Hosting providers, website holders and other providers were notified about infringement on their servers, which was
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subsequently taken down. This case is divided in two subcases. One subcase for the regular procedure and one for the trusted removal program as applied by Leaseweb.

The research showed that hundreds of websites and thousands of expressions of content on websites were taken down. Leaseweb had a trusted removal program, that dealt with hundreds of notifications per year alone. As spotting infringement required web crawling and taking content down, privacy rights were often left untouched. However, sometimes enforcers requested the contact details of website owners to force a site down. There were requirements to getting these contact details.

Although it was difficult to evaluate the performance of different ISPs, they claimed to check the accusations individually, and to ask notifiers to contact the alleged infringer. This would allow alleged infringers to be notified and to present their views. Some ISPs also offered the possibility of appeal. Leaseweb had introduced a separate large-scale takedown program for trusted complainants, who would be able to submit more notices that were not reviewed for accuracy but created additional safeguards by rewarding reputation: parties could lose their status of trusted complainant if they made too many mistakes. Regarding transparency, some providers lacked clear information about how they applied notice and takedown. There was also limited information on how it had been applied in the past. Regarding proportionality, there could have been some burden on free speech, but I could not verify this.

Previously done experiments suggested that safeguards were less present in smaller providers. This research could not verify those claims, although some of those experiments were done in a similar timeframe. They highlighted a lack of competence, no clear privacy protection and little transparency.

It was difficult to measure the effect on infringement as this only targeted hosted infringement and there were no data available on this. The anti-piracy authority claimed that it worked. For the ISPs costs were relatively low, but it was unclear to what extent smaller ISPs had new costs. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.
11. ‘OPERATION IN OUR SITES’ (USA) IN 2010-2013

11.1 Introduction

The Immigrations and Customs Enforcement launched ‘Operation In Our Sites.’ One of the aims of this operation was to block access to websites facilitating large-scale copyright infringement. Blocking access was attained through forfeiture actions against domain names allegedly associated with infringing activity. First websites were seized, then at times forfeited. Sometimes this process could lead to a criminal trial against the people associated with the website. This case is therefore divided into three subcases: seizure, forfeiture and trial.

This chapter will first provide the legal background to this procedure. For this section, I used legal sources and information from an article by Karen Kopel in the Berkeley Technology Law Journal, which came out during the time I was conducting my interviews. It will then go into the procedure in practice, for which it used legal sources and academic research, after which it will focus on two notable seizures that happened over the course of this period (the seizures of the websites of Dajaz1 and Rojadirecta). For the latter, I spoke to a number of professionals from the field. I interviewed Steven Welk, a lawyer who was involved in the Dajaz1 case on the government side (but only after the seizure itself). I also interviewed Mark Lemley, a lawyer that represented Rojadirecta, but who cannot speak for them, Andrew Bridges, who represented Dajaz1. After that section, the chapter will further describe how this case performs on the variables. For this I supplemented the information mentioned above with news articles, reports by NGOs and an interview with Corynne McSherry of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. The information was collected from January 2012 until the end of 2013.

11.2 Legal background

This procedure was mainly rooted in two additions to U.S. Copyright Law. The Artists' Rights and Theft Prevention Act of 2005 (ART Act) was part of the Family Entertainment and Copyright Act act passed in 2005. It added a new provision to the US copyright law that made it an offense to make copyright protected works available for download on a computer network.

On October 13, 2008, President George W. Bush signed the Pro IP Act into law: the Prioritizing Resources and Organization for Intellectual Property Act of 2008 (“Pro IP Act”). The law aimed to increase IP enforcement and penalties for IP infringement. One way to increase enforcement was by applying seizure and forfeiture law to IP violation cases.

The Pro IP Act also created the Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator (IPEC- 15 USC §8111), a position in the executive branch to coordinate intellectual property enforcement among different federal agencies. One of its tasks was the development of a Joint Strategic Plan against piracy and counterfeiting, and assisting federal agencies engaged with IP enforcement with its
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implementation. These federal agencies included the Department of Justice, the FDA, and the FBI.

In its 2010 strategic plan the IPEC laid out a strategy for more protection of IP online. To do this, the Obama administration established ‘Operation In Our Sites,’ “a multi-agency program to investigate and combat sales of counterfeit goods and criminal copyright infringement committed over the Internet by seizing the domain names suspected of engaging in these illicit activities.”

ICE created the IPR centre, which coordinated ‘Operation In Our Sites’ among different federal agencies. “The mission of the IPR centre is to address and combat predatory and unfair trade practices that threaten our economic stability and national security, restrict the competitiveness of U.S. industry in world markets, and place the public’s health and safety at risk.” Specifically, ‘Operation In Our Sites’ “targets websites and their operators that distribute counterfeit and pirated items over the Internet, including counterfeit pharmaceuticals and pirated movies, television shows, music, software, electronics, and other merchandise as well as products that threaten public health and safety,” and involved “federal law enforcement investigating and developing evidence to obtain seizure warrants from federal judges. The website domain names are then seized pursuant to the federal seizure warrants and re-directed to display a seizure notice as opposed to offering the content or goods that violate U.S. copyrights or trademarks.”

The Pro IP Act introduced the statutory basis for the ICE domain name seizures. Title 18, United States Code, Section 2323 applied the civil forfeiture procedure to property “used to facilitate, or is the proceed of, certain enumerated IP crimes,” like criminal copyright and trademark counterfeiting. At 18 U.S.C. § 2323 Section 2323(a)(1)(A) stipulated that any property, the creation or distribution of which was prohibited under the criminal copyright statute, 17 U.S.C. § 506, would be subject to forfeiture by the government. What qualified as criminal copyright was laid down in title 17 U.S.C section 506, and title 18 U.S.C section 2319 provided the penalties connected to criminal copyright infringement. This meant that the government had to show that there was a violation of § 506 to be able to forfeit property.

The section also applied the Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform Act of 2000, which in turn prescribed in 18 U.S.C. § 981 that the U.S. government could only seize property after it obtained a seizure warrant in compliance with the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

In order to obtain a seizure warrant, government officials had to submit a sworn testimony or affidavit to a judge establishing probable cause. If this satisfied the judge, the property could be immediately seized without notice or hearing.

---

1654 As mentioned in the affidavit in our sites SACLA, at 98.
1657 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 41 (d)(1)-(2).
This meant federal agents submitted a sworn affidavit to a neutral federal magistrate judge. According to the fourth amendment, if that magistrate judge found probable cause, he or she could issue a seizure warrant. This warrant had to describe the particularity of the thing to be seized. After this, the government initiated forfeiture proceedings against the property.\(^{1658}\)

Civil forfeiture required *in rem* jurisdiction (jurisdiction against the thing), which meant the property itself was ‘guilty’. This was different from criminal forfeiture, which required jurisdiction *in personam*, against the person. The latter required constitutional protection. This also meant that in civil forfeiture the property itself could be seized, regardless of the culpability of its owner.\(^{1659}\) *In other words*, law enforcement agencies could gain immediate possession of the property before resolution of the action. Also, because these seizures are civil actions, lower burdens of proof, such as probable cause, were enough to establish the forfeiture. The government would only haveto demonstrate that they believed the property was in some way connected with an underlying criminal offense.\(^{1660}\)

The difference from ordinary seizure was that in the online world the property was not actually seized but the domain name registry would redirect traffic from a seized domain name to a banner explaining that the site had been seized.\(^{1661}\) As the affidavit that seized Dajaz1 mentioned: “neither a restraining order nor an injunction is sufficient to guarantee the availability of the subject domain names for forfeiture. By seizing the subject domain names and redirecting them to another website the government will prevent third parties from acquiring the names and using them to commit additional crimes. Furthermore, seizure of the domain names will prevent third parties from continuing to access the five websites listed above.”\(^{1662}\) Although the Pro IP Act never mentioned that civil forfeiture rules applied to domain names, the DOJ and ICE used the article as their legal basis.\(^{1663}\)

Forfeiture meant the permanent taking of property by the government or other party without compensation, because of a breach or default of a legal obligation or commission of a crime.\(^{1664}\) For ‘Operation In Our Sites,’ sites were first seized to later commence a civil forfeiture proceeding.\(^{1665}\)

Interestingly, Microsoft used a similar strategy to use trademark law to seize botnet infected networks. In that case, the botnet operators had been using a letter template with Microsoft’s logo on it.\(^{1666}\)

### 11.3 The procedure in practice

Chapter 46 of Title 18 prescribed the steps the government had to follow to conduct civil forfeiture (in particular 18 U.S.C. §981 and §983): first, federal officers investigated suspected websites. In the case of trademark, they could order certain items to see whether they were trademark protected or cheap knockoffs for example, and compare those with originals, with the help of rights holders. For copyright, this meant they could download or stream content and then check with rights holders to
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\(^{1662}\) As mentioned in the affidavit in our sites SACLA, 100


see whether the content was protected.\textsuperscript{1667} For example, in the affidavit aimed at rapgodfathers.com, torrent-finder.com, rmx4u.com, dajaz1.com, and onsmash.com, the special agent responsible mentioned talks he had with RIAA officials or the MPA.\textsuperscript{1668}

DOJ attorneys then evaluated this sort of evidence and would check whether there was enough information to get a seizure order for the sites investigated. These attorneys would take into consideration the popularity of the website, whether it was commercial in nature and profitable, and whether the seizure of the domain would have a substantial impact on piracy. They also had to determine whether the domain names were registered in the US, for jurisdictional reasons.\textsuperscript{1669}

The ICE and the IPR centre then presented the affidavits to a federal magistrate judge who determined whether probable cause had been established.\textsuperscript{1670} If that was the case, the judge granted a seizure order that would be served on the domestic domain name registry.\textsuperscript{1671} Action brought were thus limited to domain names with a U.S. based registry.

This domain name registry then had to lock and restrain the domain name until the completion of the forfeiture proceeding, which would lead to the U.S government acquiring title, rights and interests of the domain name.\textsuperscript{1672} In the affidavit: “Upon execution of the seizure warrant, the registry for the “.net” and “.com” top-level domains, Verisign, Inc.,(.....) shall be directed to restrain and lock the (...) domain names pending transfer of all right, title, and interest in the (. domain names...) to the United States upon completion of forfeiture proceedings, to ensure that changes to the (.domain names..) cannot be made absent court order or, if forfeited to the US, without prior consultation with ICE.”\textsuperscript{1673} In other words, an actual ‘seizure’ would not take place. Instead, the ISPs were required to redirect traffic away from the domain name towards a webpage saying the domain had been seized.\textsuperscript{1674} As a result, the IP address associated with the domain would be replaced with the IP address op the webpage mentioning the domain had been seized.\textsuperscript{1675}

Only after the seizure had taken place, interested individuals like the owner of the website could contest the measure. The government had to send written notice to the website owner within sixty days of seizure or had to file a judicial forfeiture action against the property and provide notice of that to the interested parties (as laid down in 18 U.S.C. § 983(a)(1)(A)(i)-(iii)).\textsuperscript{1676}

This deadline could be extended if the government could show there was reason to believe that the provision of a notice would have an adverse effect on the proceedings (§ 983(a)(1)(C)-(D)).

After notice, the website owner (or any other interested party) would be allowed to file a claim with the agency within a deadline set in the written forfeiture notice. As a result the government had to file a complaint for forfeiture within ninety days of filing the claim, or return the property (as laid down in 18 U.S.C. § 983(a)(2) and (3)).\textsuperscript{1677} If the website owner did not file a petition


\textsuperscript{1668} Mentioned in affidavit, at: "In the Matter of the Seizure of the Internet Domain Name "Dajaz1.com™", Electronic Frontier Foundation, https://www.eff.org/nl/cases/matter-seizure-Internet-domain-name-dajaz1com
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or claim before the set deadline, the domain name automatically would become property of the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{1678}

If they did file a complaint, they had to show that not having the property would cause substantial hardship (§ 983(f)(1)(A)-(D)). If they did, the government had 90 days to comply with the request or initiate a judicial forfeiture action (§ 983(a)(3)(A)).

In April 2011, a public service announcement was launched linked to the banner of forfeited sites that had a video aimed to educate visitors of the site about criminal consequences of trafficking in counterfeit goods and the economic impact of that on the US and the global economy.\textsuperscript{1679}

Two notable examples and their aftermath

Property was seized (\textit{in rem}) without prior notice and without an opportunity for the party that originally owned the seized property to contest the original seizure (\textit{ex parte}).\textsuperscript{1680} This caused some controversy, because the ICE agents and DOJ attorneys only needed to show the magistrate judge probable cause to get a seizure warrant. The controversy was whether this could hamper due process rights. After establishing probable cause, warrants were served to the domestic domain name registries that would then have to redirect traffic from the website to a page displaying a banner saying the site had been seized under federal law.\textsuperscript{1681}

This process became frontpage news when two sites, Dajaz1 and Rojadirecta, challenged the seizures. They were the only challenging sites, and their challenges questioned the constitutionality of the process, when they showed the struggles these websites faced in getting their domains back.

Dajaz1.com was a popular hip-hop blog, registered with Verisign. It was seized in November 2011 because it provided links to four copyrighted songs. But apart from being a linking site, it was also a blog and place for people to discuss their favorite artists. After seizure, it was later revealed that the supposedly infringing songs were sent to Dajaz1 by the rights holders for promotion, prompting the government to return the domain name after more than a year.

The other website, Rojadirecta, was a Spanish sports website, owned by Puerto 80, registered with the American company GoDaddy.com, Inc. A large part of the Rojadirecta site consisted of streams of sporting events, posted by users.\textsuperscript{1682} At the time of the seizure, its legality in the EU was not clear. The EU Court of Justice since held that there was no copyright infringement so according to Mark Lemley, who represented Rojadirecta, it seemed clear that this particular streaming activity was legal in Europe.\textsuperscript{1683}

The government eventually withdrew both cases, and the domains were given back. The Electronic Frontier Foundation filed a few amicus briefs, to get the court to decide on whether the take downs violated first amendment rights, and to have the record unsealed in the case of Dajaz1 to see what had happened during the investigation. But because the government withdrew their case, there never was a ruling on the merits of the copyright claims and the constitutionality of the seizures.

For example, it was not clear whether linking sites were liable for criminal copyright infringement under 17 U.S.C. §506.\textsuperscript{1684} Dajaz1 lawyer Andrew Bridges also said that forfeiture laws should not apply to streaming sites, as they did not traffic articles, but consisted of transmissions.\textsuperscript{1685}
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In the case of Dajaz1, the unsealed records suggested that the site was locked down, and its seizure and the investigation kept a secret because the government was waiting for information from the RIAA. Corynne McSherry called this “frustrating”, because “people were trying to do the right thing, and the government doesn’t help.”

One of the difficulties in the Dajaz1 case was that the extensions of the seizures were kept secret. Steven Welk, an L.A. attorney that represented the government after the seizure proceeding said that if the government was still doing an active investigation and the deadline was about to pass, they could apply to court with an under seal filing, making extension secret.

After some criticism, the ICE director named other options for appeal: a website owner could choose to write a letter to ICE to return the property. If they did not return the property within 15 days, they could petition the U.S. District Court that issued the seizure warrant. They could also choose to file a challenge with the law enforcement agency conducting forfeiture action under administrative processes.

Some argue that this did not work out in practice. They said government officials use intimidation tactics to file charges or stall their requests to convince those parties not to file claims.

11.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

Scale

Since its start in June, 2010, ‘Operation In Our Sites’ had been affiliated with the seizure of 2,550 websites (by December 2013, so after three and a half years). While some proceedings were still pending, in June 2013, of the then 2,252 domain names seized, 1,624 had been forfeited by the US government. In 2014, ICE revealed that since 2010, they had seized over 2,700 domain names, and that some proceedings had led to convictions as well. “Collaboration through the IPR Center led to 692 arrests, 401 criminal indictments, and 451 criminal convictions for criminal IPR infringement activities in FY 2013.”

Kopel presented a nice overview of the different phases of the operation until the end of 2012. Further phases were found on the ice website. www.ice.gov had news releases that
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detailed the different operations they had done thus far. The site also listed individual convictions as a result of these operations, or investigations connected to ICE. The websites seized were “selling allegedly counterfeit luxury goods, sports memorabilia, and pharmaceuticals, to websites that hosted copyrighted music, movies, TV shows, software, and websites that only linked to this content.”

- June 30, 2010: seizure of nine domain names and confiscation of $84,000. This phase mainly targeted domain names allegedly involved in the illegal online distribution of movies and television shows. Among them were the popular NinjaVideo.net, and TVshack.net, a popular linking site run by Richard O'Dwyer. The latter was considered controversial because O'Dwyer was a twenty-four year old college student from England, who would later face possible extradition to the US.
- November 2010: Cyber Monday Crackdown. 82 websites closed. Mostly aimed at online retailers of counterfeit goods, but also Dajaz1.com, a popular hip-hop blog.
- February 1, 2011: ten domain names seized. Mostly related to sporting events, which coincided with the NFL 2011 Super Bowl. Also shut down two websites on Rojadirecta domain name, which had been declared legal by Spanish Court.
- May 2011: five domain names seized, including two for pirated content.
- July 2011, operation Shoe Clerk: aimed at selling fake goods, like face Gucci.
- October 2011: operation strike out: Coincided with Baseball World Series, after month long investigation, aimed at allegedly counterfeit sports memorabilia. 58 domain names seized.
- December 4, 2011: seizure of twelve domain names, selling allegedly pirated copies of video content, and software.


Afterwards there was no referral to separate phases. However, some new projects were launched:

- July 2012: Project copy cat: seventy domain names, allegedly counterfeit goods.
- August 2012: Seizing three domain names selling apps allegedly illegally.
- November 2012: 101 domain names selling allegedly counterfeit merchandise online.
- December 2012: 89 websites also allegedly selling counterfeit merchandise online.
- January 2013: Operation Red Zone, 313 websites seized for selling counterfeit NFL merchandise.
- April 2013: 10 Internet domain names seized that were illegally selling counterfeit cycling equipment and apparel globally.
- June 2013: Two operations in cooperation with enforcement agencies in Europe. The US side: Project American Icons, seized 177 domain names selling counterfeit trademark merchandise manufactured by American-owned companies.
- December 2013: project cyber Monday iv, ICE worked with international law enforcement agencies to seize hundreds of domain names selling counterfeit merchandise online, of which 297 were connected to the US.

The above cited phases show that most of the operation aimed for trademark crime and intended to stop the trade in counterfeit goods.

Severity

This operation was divided into two phases: the initial seizure and the eventual trial. With its operation, ICE targeted websites, instead of targeting specific instances of infringement (which would be the case when the DMCA takedown provisions were applied).

1712 Apart from the seizures of the websites, assets were also seized.

1713 Some were worried that this procedure allowed for the removal of entire websites. Those websites also contained other expressions. According the lawyer of Dajaz1, it contained “legitimate, lawful speech, including conversations from chat rooms, posts in discussion forums and blogs.”

1714 This applied especially when different individuals author different parts of the websites. Seizing them also took away the opportunity for people to access websites. The lawyer of Dajaz1 also contested the merits of the seizure. He compared it to the seizure of a New York Times printing press, where on the page of the concert list, a promoter had listed advertisements for four illegal ones, without paying promotion costs.

1715 Others expressed concern that the seizures were enough of a sanction in themselves. Some commentators argued that only the seizing seemed to be the purpose, and not the actual forfeiture. Congress members expressed their concern that the seizures were a means to an end to get rid of websites that might have prevailed in court. This applied especially to linking websites. They also feared increased chances of improper seizure: over-breadth issues could not come to light. Some people have therefore called it over-aggressive action.

1716 In my interviews, Dajaz1 lawyer Andrew Bridges said that sanctioning without a trial seemed part of the aim. Steven Welk, on the government side said: “that’s certainly the way they see it,” referring to the defending parties.

1717 Although the seizures were temporary, they lasted long enough to do damage. My interviews gave some perspective on the personal impact they had. The Rojadirecta domain was given back 18 months after it was seized. Their lawyer called it “frustrating” that they did not get a final legal decision from either court on the merits of the copyright claim, or on the constitutionality of the procedure. Also, because the seizure ended unilaterally, Rojadirecta was unable to recover attorney’s fees.

1718 Although Lemley did not want to comment on his client’s personal situation, he said there certainly were consequences for the website. Although it did not shut down and continued to serve customers, definitely a substantial fraction of its traffic disappeared.

1719 Meanwhile, Dajaz1 also experienced a loss in traffic (“a dramatic drop off from which it will never recover completely”), so there was some reason to believe they lost money. A Hip Hop related blog filled its void, and took off substantially. When the site was returned, Bridges said: “that
exoneration, however, did not remedy the harms caused by a full year of censorship and secret proceedings — a form of “digital Guantanamo” — that knocked out an important and popular blog devoted to hip hop music and has nearly killed it.”

Another problem was that the domain was not renewed and expired during the seizure. When the client tried to renew it, the registrar refused as they had no control over it. This was potentially risky, because “bots can snatch those domains.” Eventually, Dajaz1 was able to get the domain back.1724

Sanctions went further than seizures and led to arrests and convictions as well. These convictions could be severe. For example, the leader of Internet piracy group “IMAGiNE”, responsible for the release of numerous copyright protected movies onto the web, was sentence to 60 months in prison for a “criminal copyright conspiracy.”1725 One of the founders of Ninjavideo, a website that contained links to uploaded videos of TV shows, movies and documentaries, spent 16 months in prison. Another founder spent 6 months in prison.1726 24 year old UK citizen Richard O Dwyer, owner and creator of the website TVshack, an indexing site that allowed visitors to find links to copyright protected content, was extradited to the U.S. and avoided a ten-year jail sentence by signing an agreement to pay back profits made with the website.1727

Safeguards

Privacy

Whether or not this enforcement strategy interfered with privacy rights, depended on whether personal data was processed. This usually happens when infringement is found, and when enforcing parties have access to personal data.

This strategy first aimed for the websites, but could target the people affiliated with the website. Personal data would only be processed as part of the criminal investigation, conducted by ICE agents. This required the approval of a magistrate judge.

Impartial, competent and independent judge

During the investigation, the department of homeland security and its special agent researched whether or not there is infringement of copyright with the help of representatives of rights holders, such as the RIAA or the MPAA. They then presented an affidavit to a neutral federal magistrate judge who would determine whether probable cause had been established.1728 If it had, the judge would grant an order for the domains to be seized.1729 These magistrate judges fulfilled the requirement of impartiality, competency and independence. As Steven Welk told me, the government could not just “act on their own.” 1730

1724 Andrew Bridges (Lawyer at Fenwick & West LLP), interviewed by author, September 2013.
1729 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 41 (d)(1)-(2).
1730 Steven Welk (USACAC), interviewed by author, October 2013.
However, the lawyers of Dajaz1 and Rojadirecta did suggest that the push back by magistrate judges was not as hard as it would have been in an open court. Dajaz1 lawyer Andrew Bridges said that the process for establishing probable cause was problematic, because the “sad reality” was that US attorneys had a “great deal of credibility” and magistrate judges many times “don’t push back hard enough.” Federal judges in turn (as in the actual forfeiture proceedings) did, because it was a public forum.\footnote{Andrew Bridges (Lawyer at Fenwick & West LLP), interviewd by author, September 2013.} Mark Lemley confirmed that a Magistrate Judge “rubber stamps” such requests, and that it was rare for them not to issue a warrant.\footnote{Mark Lemley (Professor at Stanford Law School), interviewed by author, September 2013.} It was difficult for me to verify this. The (perceived lack of) neutrality of magistrate judges was beyond the scope of this research.

Some cases did end up in court, either for forfeiture proceedings or trial against the people associated with the website. I had no reason to doubt the impartiality, competence or independence of those judges.

*Presumption of innocence*

Although the burden of proof for forfeiture was on the government as would be the case in the eventual trial against a person, the seizures themselves were subject to lower standards of evidence.

18 U.S.C. Section 981 provided that the U.S. government could only seize property after it obtained a seizure warrant in compliance with the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.\footnote{18 U.S.C. § 981(b)(2) (2006).} In order to obtain a seizure warrant, government officials had to submit a sworn testimony or affidavit to a judge establishing probable cause.\footnote{Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 41 (d)(1)-(2).}

If the magistrate judge approved, law enforcement agencies could gain immediate possession of the property before definite resolution of the action in court. Because these seizures were civil actions there lower burdens of proof, such as probable cause, were enough to establish the forfeiture. The government would only haveto demonstrate that they believed the property was in some way connected with an underlying criminal offense.\footnote{Michael J. Harrell, “Fighting Piracy with Censorship: The Operation in Our Sites Domain Seizures v. Free Speech,” 21 Journal of Intellectual Property Law 137 (2013). P.146.}

In other words, the government had to demonstrate probable cause that a violation of 17 U.S.C. § 506 (criminal copyright) had taken place. The Pro IP act added provisions in the US copyright law that allowed for the seizure of property used, or intended to be used, in any manner or part to commit or facilitate the commission of criminal copyright infringement (at 18 U.S.C. § 2323). “Intended to be used” for this violation was a very low threshold to meet.

In other words, the burden of proof to establish infringement lay with the government side supported by rights holders. However, to only show probable cause was a lower standard to meet. Many commentators have argued that the sanction was heavy in comparison to the standards of evidence required.\footnote{Kopel, “Operation Seizing Our Sites,” P.864, and: Robert Lieske, “Civil Forfeiture Law: Replacing the Common Law with a Common Sense Application of the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment,” WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 21 (1995): 265. P.271.} This will resurface in the section on proportionality.

Steven Welk, involved in the post-seizure procedure against Dajaz1 on the government side, said that the standards of evidence in the actual forfeiture trial would be much higher. “That’s why you get a 90 day period to decide if it’s worthwhile.”\footnote{Steven Welk (USACAC), interviewed by author, October 2013.}
To find evidence, the government closely worked with certain private entities. Before the seizure of Dajaz1, the affidavit described that the ICE agent responsible had discussions with Carlos Linares, VP of Anti-Piracy Legal Affairs for the RIAA, and that he relied on this information to claim that four songs were in pre-release and therefore not authorized for distribution.\textsuperscript{1738} In the case of Rojadirecta, the seizure was part of a larger operation aimed at various sports-related sites at the behest of the National Football League in the week of the Superbowl. According to Rojadirecta’s lawyer: the “league said: this is a site where people will or are likely to post streams of the Superbowl, so US government I want you to take it down.”\textsuperscript{1739}

Some have been critical of this cooperation. In the case of Dajaz1, ICE worked with the RIAA, who provided them with information about the rights belonging to the copyright holders and what they were licensing with their product. For the potential civil forfeiture trial, the RIAA was conducting an investigation.\textsuperscript{1740} According to Andrew Bridges, this made it clear that the declaration was reliant on third hand information, and “hearsay.”\textsuperscript{1741} In the declaration, according to Bridges, ICE tried to “lump sites together, making them sound corrupt” and made broad allegations about Dajaz1 to make it sound like a corrupt or bad faith site, even though the seizure is about four specific alleged infringements.\textsuperscript{1742}

However, according to Steven Welk, working together with private organizations was common in the tech area. In the copyright field for example, the government often worked with private organizations that watched over those rights and protected them.\textsuperscript{1743}

Some interviewees said that the impact of such a seizure or government pressure presented an additional burden for those pursued. It created additional emotional pressure, they said. “Many people don’t want to be prosecuted, even when they are innocent,” Bridges said, and “there is a regular viewpoint that says -don’t anger the government and stay quiet.-” “Those that do the seizures like to say how little seizures are challenged. But the fail to take into account there are many reasons to not challenge,” he said.\textsuperscript{1744}

Meanwhile, the burden on the government was relatively low. According to Corynne McSherry of the Electronic Frontier Foundation it was difficult for the government to lose. They could seize sites and then see if someone complained.\textsuperscript{1745} “Our legal regime has made it very easy to do this.” They could just drop the case when they wanted to, according to McSherry, which was why the EFF aimed to make the process “more fair.”\textsuperscript{1746}

\textit{Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal}

The process was an \textit{in rem ex parte} forfeiture, which did not allow for any prior notice,\textsuperscript{1747} and gave no chance for defense in a hearing prior to the seizure.

The seizure would take place without notice. The government had to send written notice to the website owner afterwards: within sixty days of seizure. They could also choose
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to file a judicial forfeiture action against the property and provide notice of that to the interested parties.\textsuperscript{1748} This deadline could be extended if the government could show there was reason to believe that the provision of a notice would have an adverse effect on the proceedings.\textsuperscript{1749} This left the door open to a very late notice. Some commentators have asked that there at least should be notice within a more reasonable time.\textsuperscript{1750}

As mentioned in a previous section, only after notice, the website owner (or any other interested party) would be allowed to file a claim with the agency within a deadline set in the written forfeiture notice. As a result the government had to file a complaint for forfeiture within ninety days of filing the claim, or return the property.\textsuperscript{1751} If website owners or interested parties did file a complaint, they had to show that not having the property would cause substantial hardship.\textsuperscript{1752} If they did, the government had 90 days to comply with the request or initiate a judicial forfeiture action.\textsuperscript{1753}

Some argued that this did not work out in practice. Some said government officials used intimidation tactics to file charges or stall their requests to convince those parties not to file claims.\textsuperscript{1754}

Seizure took place before an adversarial hearing had happened. Some authors say not providing notice and hearing violated due process.\textsuperscript{1755} Some members of congress were concerned that in the light of the debates on the enforcement of copyrights, the operation could be used by law enforcement to take down websites as a means to an end, effectively removing websites that may have prevailed in formal proceedings.\textsuperscript{1756} In a congressional hearing on ‘Operation In Our Sites,’ director John Morton said that “Domain names seized under ‘Operation In Our Sites’ are seized only in furtherance of ongoing criminal investigations into violations of U.S. federal laws. . . . For each domain name seized, ICE investigators independently obtained counterfeit trademarked goods or pirated copyrighted material that was in turn verified by the rights holders as counterfeit. After such verification, ICE applied for federal seizure warrants based on probable cause. Federal magistrate judges approve criminal seizure warrants based on probable cause for the domain names that are targeted. The standard is exactly the same as in any other criminal investigation. As with all judicially authorized seizure warrants, the owners of the seized property have the opportunity to challenge the judge’s determination through a petition.” They in other words argued that similarly, law enforcement would not notify criminals if they were being investigated for crimes.\textsuperscript{1757} However, this investigation could be viewed as a sanction in itself.

The interviewees demonstrated the impact not being notified had in practice. As mentioned before, the lack of a notice before seizure and the fact that parties were not heard prior to seizure was one of the most pressing points of criticism of this procedure. For
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\textsuperscript{1754} Kopel, “Operation Seizing Our Sites,” P.877.
Dajaz1, this meant that “one day,” the owner of the website “discovered” it was out of his control. When he went to the website, he saw the emblem of the DOJ and DHS, which advised the world that the domain had been seized. ¹⁷⁵⁸ “That’s all he knows for months.” According to Bridges, he could not determine what exactly was happening until he saw a press release from ‘Operation In Our Sites’. ¹⁷⁵⁹

The government had two months to send a mail notice of seizure. In the case of Dajaz1 they took nearly the full 60 days to send out this notice. According to Bridges “that’s like police coming and towing your car and then waiting two months to send the parking ticket.” ¹⁷⁶⁰

In the case of Rojadirecta, attorney Lemley recounted that in January 2011, the site “suddenly disappeared (.com and .org),” and was routed to the department of justice webpage. When they tried contacting the government, they had a “difficult time” finding “anyone in the government who could talk to us and take responsibility.” They talked to the ICE agent whose name was on the warrant and “he referred us to the US attorney’s office”, so they talked to the lawyer whose name was on the warrant, but he “didn’t know anything either.” Lemley said “we weren’t served with a complaint, we weren’t given any information, we weren’t allowed to contest it, it was just gone.” Lemley said they tried ICE, the white house IP enforcement coordinator, whether they could say anything. He said they could not get anybody to talk to them until they sent a notice saying they were going to file a lawsuit challenging it. After this they got a call back from the US attorney’s office “saying wait I think we can work this out,” so they talked to them over a period of three to four months. ¹⁷⁶¹

There were some options to challenge a seizure such as this. The owner of the seized property could within 35 days claim their seized property, in which case the government had to prove that the seizure was correct and in which case the owner asked ICE to refer the case to the US attorney’s office to file a forfeiture lawsuit. Then the government had 90 days to file a forfeiture lawsuit. For that, “all they have to do” was file a bare bones complaint, according to Bridges, saying “this is the action, this file breaks the law, this is the law it violates and we want forfeiture.” ¹⁷⁶²

In the case of Rojadirecta, from the contacts they had with the government, it seemed “they offered the possibility to get the domain back.” But later “it became clear they weren’t going to do that.” So they filed a lawsuit challenging the seizure as unconstitutional under the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and filed a lawsuit to ask for the property back saying it was seized in error. ¹⁷⁶³ The latter request was denied by the district judge because (several months after seizure) the government had finally filed a forfeiture complaint. The district judge therefore wanted to wait for that decision. So Lemley decided to appeal that decision in the Second Circuit. ¹⁷⁶⁴ They meanwhile filed a motion to dismiss the government complaint, which was granted by the court but with leave to amend. But then the government amended that complaint which Lemley in turn filed to dismiss. So then they were waiting for their hearing (eight months after seizure) when suddenly the domain was returned. ¹⁷⁶⁵

After some criticism because of what had happened with these two websites, the ICE director named other options for appeal: a website owner could choose to write a letter to ICE to return the property. If they did not return the property within 15 days, they could petition the U.S.
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District Court that issued the seizure warrant. They could also choose to file a challenge with the law enforcement agency conducting forfeiture action under administrative processes.\textsuperscript{1766}

Bridges suggested that the government simply was not used to people challenging seizures, because it rarely happened, with good reason because in “theory” behind every seizure there was a criminal investigation.\textsuperscript{1767}

Also, the government did not have much to lose. Someone could theoretically argue constitutional violations to get back money,\textsuperscript{1768} or an abuse of process claim. Both would be difficult.\textsuperscript{1769}

\textit{Transparency}

Eventual cases would be transparent, as would be the investigation leading to the seizure, unless there were pressing reasons not to.

However, the two cases against Dajaz1 and Rojadirecta were intransparent. In the Dajaz1 case the deadline for filing a forfeiture suit came and went. “Nobody heard anything”, said Bridges. So they checked docket databases, but they could not find anything.\textsuperscript{1770} So Bridges spoke to the chief of asset forfeiture in California, after talking to ICE, who at the time was Steven Welk, who informed him that there had been an extension. It was kept under seal (secret), by court order, which was kept secret too.\textsuperscript{1771} When Bridges asked to be further notified about extensions and that he wanted to oppose extensions, his request was denied. The first extension lasted 60 days. They did not know the judge granting the extension or the case number.\textsuperscript{1772} After that, the deadline went, and they found out there had been another extension, again secret. Not just the grounds for extension, but the fact that there had been an extension was kept from Dajaz1.\textsuperscript{1773} A third sixty-day extension followed. Then suddenly they received an email saying “upon further investigation the domain will not be forfeited, we will return the domain in due course.”\textsuperscript{1774}

Afterwards, when the documents were unsealed (which was not contested by the government), they were able to look at the papers. “Apparently they were waiting for an RIAA investigation and after some time just gave up.” Bridges thought that there was no justification for this secrecy. This only applied, according to him, to big criminal cases, when “the government tries to put together a big investigation on eight people distributing cocaine, for example.”\textsuperscript{1775} Or when they wanted to “protect complaining witnesses.” But it was unlikely that this protection was warranted for RIAA officials, he says. And it also was “not a good reason to keep the extension secret.” According to Bridges they were simply “implicitly conceding that they didn’t have enough information to justify filing a lawsuit.”\textsuperscript{1776}

Welk says that it was “potentially harmful to unseal those documents during an investigation.” He said “when the other side calls me, I will tell them that the government has
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obtained the extension in an under seal filing. We will tell the case number. But they don’t get to see the paperwork or reason.”

The Rojadirecta case gradually became more transparent, “merely because we took the initiative,” Lemley says. Because they received no information, it was only when they filed a lawsuit that they got access to some information.

In both the Dajaz1 and Rojadirecta case the lack of a trial was problematic because it was not clear how the law was applied.

**Proportionality**

To be proportional, sanctions need to be necessary, suitable and not an unreasonable burden on individual rights. *Ex parte* proceedings were usually limited to extraordinary circumstances. Supporters said this was the case here: there was a public interest to prevent criminal activity, and it was also better to be swift to prevent owners to move them out of the jurisdictional reach of ICE. They also said seizure was only of the domain name, so there was less damage.

Opponents said this effectively amounted to “prior restraint” of free speech which would almost never be granted in court, especially with probable cause. Prior restraint was generally seen as a worse intrusion on free speech that therefore required more scrutinization. Many commentators have argued that the sanction was heavy in comparison to the standards of evidence required.

Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren, an opponent of ‘Operation In Our Sites,’ stated that "domain seizures without due process are a form of censorship. . . . While this might be enough for the seizure of stolen cars or knock-off handbags, it is not enough for websites and speech on the Internet." In a judicial hearing on the subject in congress, some (like the Center for Democracy & Technology) have argued that not having an adversarial hearing created risks of aggressive over enforcement because legal theories could not be checked.

This over-enforcement was particularly troubling, because the enforcement action targeted complete domains, which included lawful content on other subdomains, instead of just the infringing pages. Many opponents of this procedure pointed to the seizure by ICE of the website mooo.com. Although they targeted 10 websites that provided explicit child pornographic content, the seizure also led to the wrongful takedown of over 84,000 subdomains. They therefore argued that this amounted to prior restraint.

---
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11.5 Impact on infringement levels

The public policy discussions surrounding this procedure justified it, by stressing the dangers of counterfeiting and piracy. However, as the scale section showed, very little of ‘Operation In Our Sites’ was actually aimed at copyright infringement.

It was therefore difficult to determine whether or not this had a substantial effect on infringement. The enforcement actions were intended mainly to fight live streaming and links sites. For those types of sites, general research suggested that the effects were limited-to-none. There was unfortunately no research on the specific impact of the operation on infringement levels or the supply of infringement in the U.S. at the time.

Others said that the method could technically not be very effective. Users could stop using their ISPs DNS servers and turn to DNS servers that would not filter, or use one of the many circumvention tools in existence to still gain access to the website.\textsuperscript{1787}

However, government representatives have argued that it was effective. For one, blocked sites had to move to new domain names, which caused them to lose their Internet ratings history (which impacted their advertising revenues and search result rankings). Furthermore, ICE director John Morton said that many sites that offered pirated content shut down voluntarily after the takedown of illegal sites. He said that he had "never seen that kind of deterrence come from a single law enforcement action" in all his years in law enforcement. Moreover, Attorney General Eric Holder pointed towards the educational effect of these takedowns.\textsuperscript{1788}

Research done by the Institute for Information Law at the University of Amsterdam revealed that website blocking in general was an ineffective mechanism for fighting copyright infringement. After blocking of the Pirate Bay, for instance, only 5% per cent of the interviewees said they started downloading fewer movies and series from an illegal source.\textsuperscript{1789} Illegal downloading actually increased in the Netherlands, researchers suggested.\textsuperscript{1790}

An earlier study on website blocking in general that analyzed website blocking in the field of child pornography only revealed that blocking resulted in over blocking, and was not effective.\textsuperscript{1791} Researchers from the Munich school of management and the Copenhagen business school revealed that taking down Megaupload reduced box office revenues for movies.\textsuperscript{1792} Another study suggested
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that Megaupload’s takedown may have increased the legal movie sales.\textsuperscript{1793} Although those studies addressed the economic effects of those seizures, the picture painted by studies on the availability of infringing content all suggested that seizing domains was ineffective. A study by NBC Universal showed that online piracy reacted quickly to site closures or seizures; “shifting from locations or arenas impacted by events to others that offer a comparable spread of infringing content via a similar or different consumption models.”\textsuperscript{1794}

According to computer science researchers from Northeastern University, seizing domains from infringing sites was ineffective. They said users put up much more content than was taken down. Soon after files were taken down, there usually was a mild short-term drop in the availability of the files, before they reappeared elsewhere, which led to a “cat-and-mouse game between uploaders and copyright owners.” They suggested going after economically motivated actors to effectively target parts of the sharing ecosystem.\textsuperscript{1795}

Other enforcement actions aimed at cyber lockers, had been empirically proven not to be very effective, research suggested. They claim the supply is too big to take down, located too globally, and that taking down a single actor is not enough to disrupt the piracy ecosystem.\textsuperscript{1796}

\textbf{11.6 The costs of the system}

The costs of this system were limited to the government costs for a criminal investigation. However, some commentators have raised some questions about resource allocation. For example there was a study by Jonathan Band of the CCIA on the foreign ownership of IP intensive industries.\textsuperscript{1797} The US government thus enforced criminal law to the benefit of industries that are in foreign hands.

Enforcing criminal law is a public task, but some, including my interviewees, have questioned whether this was the appropriate allocation of resources at the moment (at the time of my interviews, federal institutions were closing because of budget cuts and the sequester). Bridges for example questioned why the government would spend so many resources on this.\textsuperscript{1798} The Electronic Frontier Foundation said something similar: “priorities people!”\textsuperscript{1799}

\textbf{11.7 Conclusion}

Federal officers investigated suspected websites with the help of rights holders. DOJ attorneys then evaluated this evidence and presented affidavits to a federal magistrate judge who determined whether probable cause had been established. If that was the case, the judge granted a seizure order that was served on the domestic domain name registry. This domain name registry then had to lock and restrain the domain name until the...

\textsuperscript{1793} Sam Byford, “Megaupload takedown may have increased legal movie downloads, says study,” The Verge (March 7, 2013), http://www.theverge.com/2013/3/7/4077484/study-says-megaupload-shutdown-helped-movie-sales.


\textsuperscript{1795} Ian Steadman, “Study: copyright takedown notices are ineffective at stopping piracy,” Wired (January 10, 2013), http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-01/10/blocking-no-effect-filesharing.

\textsuperscript{1796} Tobias Lauinger et al., “Clickonomics: Determining the Effect of Anti-Piracy Measures for One-Click Hosting,” Presentation at the NDSS Symposium (2013), http://www.Internetsociety.org/sites/default/files/07_1_0.pdf


\textsuperscript{1798} Andrew Bridges (Lawyer at Fenwick & West LLP), interviewed by author, September 2013.

\textsuperscript{1799} Corynne McSherry (Intellectual Property Director Electronic Frontier Foundation) interviewed by author, September 2013.
completion of the forfeiture proceeding. Only after the seizure had taken place, interested individuals like the owner of the website could contest the measure. The government had to send written notice to the website owner within sixty days of the seizure.

This case showed that agents in the US government grouped sites together which were seized in the thousands (although only a tenth of those were copyright related). Regarding severity, a whole domain was seized. At times, the actions would lead to trials against the people associated with the websites.

These websites were found through web crawling and research. A magistrate judge checked probably cause and there could be a trial after the sanction. Although the burden of proof was on the government, for seizures only probable cause had to be established. There were defenses and a right to be heard only after the seizure. Transparency was difficult in some cases, but the affidavit could be made public afterwards. Many argued that because the seizures lacked safeguards and affected entire domains, this strategy was disproportional.

Although proponents have argued that the procedure was effective, there was no research to back this up. There was a lot of research saying this type of action would have limited effects on infringement. Some have also questioned the allocation of public funds to this procedure. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.
12. LEY SINDE (SPAIN) IN 2012-2013

12.1 Introduction

Ley Sinde created a new copyright enforcement procedure under Spanish intellectual property law. According to this new law, rights holders could serve a complaint to a newly created commission which would have the power to removed web content. The procedure follows a set of step, which can eventually involve a judge, if content is not voluntarily removed. This chapter has been divided into two subcases: voluntary removal and judge-mandated removal of infringing content. Although cases could proceed to civil or criminal proceedings against owners of infringing service providers, I have no data on that.

For this case study, I owe tremendous gratitude to Ana Olmos, of the Foro de Gobernanza de Internet en España, who sent me relevant information, and introduced me to several people involved in the debate on- and the application of this procedure.

The first section will describe the legal background to this procedure and some legislative history, relying on official government documents, news articles and legal sources. I spoke to government officials of the ministry of culture who sent me some information on the application of the procedure; among them was the secretary of the second section of the intellectual property commission. Jorge Cancio Melia, Senior Legal Advisor and Legal Coordinator of the Second Section of the Intellectual Property Commission, Deputy Directorate General for Intellectual Property, sent me a WIPO document he prepared on the SINDE procedure.\textsuperscript{1800} For the legislative history, some of the source material is from the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA), a lobby organization, which could make the information biased. They issue a special 301 watch list recommendation for a number of countries every year. Amongst them is Spain. These recommendations are full of analyses on the state of copyright and infringement. I have used the recommendations for 2011, 2012 and 2013 to see how rights holders considered the Sinde law.\textsuperscript{1801} The following section describes the procedure in practice. It relies mainly on official government documents and legal sources. The next section will be on the variables. The information cited above has been supplemented with academic literature and reports by NGO. I furthermore interviewed Miguel Perez Subias, of the AUI. I also had an email conversation with Victor Domingo, of Asociacion de Internautas, a digital rights NGO. The information was collected from January 2012 until the start of 2014.

\textsuperscript{1800} Jorge Cancio Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements: much more than a simple notice and takedown procedure,” WIPO Advisory Committee on Enforcement, WIPO/ACE/9/21 (December 20, 2014).
12.2 Legal background

After heavy lobbying by the IIPA and Hollywood and U.S. diplomats, the Spanish government proposed the Sustainable Economy Bill in November 2009.\(^{1802}\) This legislation came to be known as ‘Ley Sinde.’ Professor Corredoira argued that the Spanish government also implemented this law to pre-empt the then negotiated ACTA treaty, to allow the Spanish government to retain control over copyright enforcement.\(^{1803}\) However, in the end ACTA was not adopted.

The bill introduced an anti-piracy provision to delete illegal content on Spanish servers or sites hosted on Spanish territory.\(^{1804}\) The law was named after the Minister of Culture at the time: Angeles González Sinde.\(^{1805}\)

The law faced a lot of protests at the time. While some said it intended to save thousands of jobs, other parties argued that it did not allow for enough safeguards in its original form, and they wanted to include a judge.\(^{1806}\) Interestingly, even the Spanish cinema body head criticized the law.\(^{1807}\)

At the end of 2010, after much protest, the Sustainable Economy bill was finally accepted but without the Ley Sinde amendment. After the initial rejection the US ambassador to Spain sent a warning letter pressuring the Spanish president to adopt the law. If not, Spain would be put on the trade blacklist, which would have left Spain open to a range of retaliatory options.\(^{1808}\)

However, few months later, the law was reinstated and approved by the Spanish congress (February 15, 2011). The SINDE part was reintroduced, but with minor changes.\(^{1809}\) These main changes intended to create more judicial control.\(^{1810}\) The new government immediately put the law on the agenda, and adopted it within 10 days.\(^{1811}\) First the Spanish executive refused to enact the law, but after more US pressure, the executive government passed the law, on December 30, 2011.\(^{1812}\)


\(^{1803}\) Corredoira, “Anti-piracy Laws and Censorship Governance,” P.4


The law on the sustainable economy amends the Information Society Services and Electronic Commerce Act ("The LSSI") and the Intellectual Property Law (the "LPI"). It creates a new administrative body, called the Intellectual Property Commission (Comisión de Propiedad Intelectual), as part of the Directorate General of Intellectual Property of the Ministry of Culture and Sport, with the authority to examine complaints of hosted copyright infringement from rights holders, and to notify the websites of the complaints. It aims to facilitate the closure of websites that violate IP laws, and creates a new administrative authority, the Intellectual Property Commission, to be in charge of this.

This Commission began operation in March 2012. The Commission consisted of two divisions: the first division replaced the arbitration commission, which arbitrated and mediated conflicts between rights holders and collective rights organizations on the one side and distributing parties on the other side. The second division was in charge of the new enforcement capabilities and could remove web content at the request of copyright holders.

The law went into effect on the 1st of March 2012. It was immediately sabotaged by hackers. The procedure was established by the law 2/2011 of March 4, 2011, on the Sustainable Economy and later implemented by Royal Decree 1889/2011 of December 30, 2011, which governed the functioning of the Intellectual Property Commission. Chapters VI en VII of the Royal Decree described exactly how the procedure at the second section of the IP commission worked.

The procedure targeted infringements of copyright and related rights committed through information society services. The Spanish Consolidated Text of the Law on Intellectual Property governed the copyrights and neighboring or related rights. The procedure intended to limit infringement by first pushing for the voluntary removal of illegally offered content or the disabling of access to that content by the party responsible for the infringement. If parties refused to voluntarily do this, provisions were included that would allow measures to suspend intermediary service to stop infringement (in the Spanish territory).

Procedures were aimed at providers of information society services through which infringement was committed. The concept information society service came from European Directive 1998/34/EC, amended by Directive 1998/48/EC and specified that service providers carried out an “economic activity” (which rules out personal blogs). The procedure was not targeted at file sharing on P2P networks by “ordinary users.” “The infringing behavior it targets must be carried out for direct or indirect profit or must cause or be likely to cause financial damage.” According to professor Corredor, this was also one of the big differences with the proposed US SOPA law. She claimed that having to prove that “the

---

1816 Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.2.
1817 Royal Decree 1889/2011
1819 Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.5.
1820 Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.7.
responsible party has, directly or indirectly, acted for purposes of monetary gain and/or has caused patrimonial damage to the owner of the rights” would be difficult to prove.\textsuperscript{1821}

Other involved parties, like intermediary Internet service providers (access providers, caching services, storage services, search engines, linking sites) could be forced to cooperate with the commission as well.\textsuperscript{1822}

The procedure was carried out by the second section of the commission on intellectual property rights. This was attached to the Deputy Directorate General for Intellectual Property, which in turn was connected to the ministry of education, culture and sport). Various ministries appoint the members. The secretary of state for culture presided over the second section.\textsuperscript{1823}

\section*{12.3 The procedure in practice}

\textit{Initiation}

Rights holders and their representatives can initiate the procedure.\textsuperscript{1824} A request made was subject to requirements, comparable to those required under the Notice and Takedown procedure in the US DMCA, and were put forward in the Royal Decree.\textsuperscript{1825}

The request needed to have: a) the identification of the work or other subject of the application; b) Some sort of evidence that proved ownership of the intellectual property rights claimed or the representation of the owner; c) Some form of evidence that showed that the work was being exploited, for profit or not, through the service of the society of information covered by the application, identifying, describing and locating that activity; d) A statement that the service has not been granted permission to operate the content; e) Some evidence that showed that this operation would damage the owner; f) The data available on the service to identify the “perpetrator”; g) Any other relevant circumstances in the process.\textsuperscript{1826}

\textit{Administrative phase}

Afterwards the procedure moved to an administrative phase, which verified whether infringement had taken place. This was done by identifying the service provider infringing, as well as identifying the owners of those services. Identification took place through other service providers, which maintained contact with the allegedly infringing service provider (this includes advertising services and privacy protection services). This identification required judicial authorization. This verification led to a report of preliminary proceeding, which according to the Spanish government was enough to serve as evidence. If no infringement was found, the proceedings would be discontinued.\textsuperscript{1827} To identify someone,

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{1822} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.8.
\textsuperscript{1823} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.9.
\textsuperscript{1824} Article 15(2) of the royal decree.
\textsuperscript{1825} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.10.
\textsuperscript{1826} Article 17(2) of the Royal decree
\textsuperscript{1827} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.11-13.
\end{flushleft}
the commission sent the relevant documents, reasons, and evidence to the judge.\(^{1828}\) The ISP has 48 hours to provide the commission with identifying information.\(^{1829}\)

If infringement was found, the Second Section of the Commission would issue an initial decision to formally open the procedure. This decision contained: (a) identification of the infringing services, (b) reference to the allegedly infringing content and its location, (c) a request to the identified manager of the infringing services to remove the infringing content within a period of 48 hours or to provide counter arguments in his defense. All stakeholders were notified of this.\(^{1830}\) Respondents are asked to voluntarily take the infringing content down.\(^{1831}\)

After 48 hours expire, additional checks were carried out whether the infringement stopped, which got into an additional proceedings report. If removed, the second section would discontinue the procedure. If not removed, the second section would draft a final ruling proposal in which it would respond to statements of all parties, propose a decision, and make a provision for cooperation measures concerning intermediary services. This could become compulsory if the infringer continued the infringement.\(^{1832}\)

Parties were notified of this proposal and had five days to propose “closing submissions” or final arguments.\(^{1833}\) The second section would then issue a final ruling on the case, in which it could order the removal of infringing content. The owner of the infringing services then had 24 hours to remove the content. If they did not, the ISP had 72 hours to remove the content.\(^{1834}\) After that period, the commission checked if the infringement had been removed. If it was, the report was added to the case file and archived.\(^{1835}\)

If the content had not been removed, the commission would seek judicial authorization (the case would be brought before the Court of Contentious Administrative Proceedings\(^{1836}\)) for the cooperation measures in the final decision. The Court would check whether the resolution was within the limits of the law, and would issue a declaration for all the parties involved.\(^{1837}\) This declaration could be “disconnection of the storage service provided to the infringing web site; blocking of the infringing web site by the Internet access operators established in Spain; the de-activation of the links to the infringing content or the removal from the index, by search engine services, of the URLs hosting the infringing content.”\(^{1838}\)

Parties had 72 hours to comply with this order. This suspension could last one year, but could also be shortened if the provider of the infringing service had ceased the infringement.\(^{1839}\) According to professor Correidora, when the commission had discovered a crime, it would inform the criminal courts, “who would act in accordance with the

\(^{1828}\) Article 18(2) of the Royal Decree.

\(^{1829}\) Article 18(1) of the Royal Decree.


\(^{1831}\) Article 20 of the Royal Decree.

\(^{1832}\) Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.16-17.

\(^{1833}\) Article 21 of the Royal Decree.

\(^{1834}\) Article 22 of the Royal Decree.

\(^{1835}\) Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.18-20.


\(^{1837}\) Article 23 of the Royal Decree.

\(^{1838}\) Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P. 21.

\(^{1839}\) Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.22.
commission’s recommendations.” In most of such cases, further investigation would be carried out by the criminal court.\textsuperscript{1840}

An interesting side note is that these verdicts could not lead to DNS blocking or locking out domestic or foreign visitors. The commission could also not request traffic documentation. This was also a difference from the in the U.S. proposed and much protested SOPA law.\textsuperscript{1841}

## 12.4 Scale, severity and procedural safeguards

### Scale

The government report for WIPO said that between March 2012 (the starting date of the operation) and December 2013 there were 400 requests for initiation submitted to the commission.\textsuperscript{1842}

Up until December 2013, of those 400 requests, more than 80 per cent were processed and finalized (around 335). The remaining 20% remained in the preliminary phase.\textsuperscript{1843}

Around 50 per cent of the requests were discontinued. In some cases they were deliberately flawed: an attempt to hinder the Commission’s work.\textsuperscript{1844} This trouble mainly happened at the start, because a hacktivist sabotage campaign was launched, intended to overload the commission with claims on legitimate content.\textsuperscript{1845}

In other cases, requests were made that fell outside of the scope of the Commission’s powers, like the identification of P2P users. In other cases requests were made that applied to fair use cases, which made the Commission discontinue those cases as well.\textsuperscript{1846}

More than 20 cases were discontinued because infringement stopped, and in 60 cases content was voluntarily removed when the procedure was formally initiated. The latter involved over 90 web sites, of which 18 were shut down completely.\textsuperscript{1847} A dozen cases were finalized through definitive rulings.\textsuperscript{1848}

Rights holders were not happy with the scale. In the beginning of 2013, the IIPA said the IP commission had been “extremely slow in response to rights holders’ complaints.” They said that only two websites were closed down, but voluntarily, and that the IP commission had not made use of its authority to request a judicial writ from the administrative court to close a website or service. IIPA pointed towards “at least 80 complaints outstanding.” They argued for more resources to allow complaints to move forward faster.\textsuperscript{1849}


\textsuperscript{1842}Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.32.

\textsuperscript{1843}Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.31.


\textsuperscript{1845}“Casi 80 solicitudes telemáticas de cierre de sitios el primer mes de la Ley Sinde,” El mundo.es (April 1, 2012), http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/04/01/navegante/1333276914.html.

\textsuperscript{1846}Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.32.

\textsuperscript{1847}Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.33.

\textsuperscript{1848}Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.34.

The numbers brought forward by the IIPA to support this position were that between March and December 2012, IIPA partners filed 87 complaints at the IP Commission, of which 16 had been initiated into cases under the commission, and none of which resulted in a website taken down. They called the process “agonizingly slow,” saying “all 16 of the initiated cases were initiated more than 30 days after their filing, 44% of them more than 90 days after their filing, and in two proceedings the delay exceeded 240 days.” They also said that these complaints were urgent and applied to repeat infringement. They complained that only seven cases had been solved.

During 2013, the Spanish government also released information in which it said that it had worked on investigation activities to spot infringement, sometimes in collaboration with the Secretariat of State for Security and the Secretary of State for Telecommunications and the Information Society. This, among other things, led to the cancelling of three domains. According to the government this was the result of collaboration with other bodies of the Central Government with responsibility for monitoring and surveillance of the Internet.1850

This procedure could be divided into two subcases: voluntary removal and judge-mandated removal of infringing content. Requests for action initiated by rights holders were not considered sanctions so they were not included. For this case, voluntary removal scaled up to less than a hundred cases (which involved more than one website per case at times), while judge-mandated removal scaled up to “dozens.”

Severity

Content from websites was taken down, or complete websites. In some cases, access to websites could be blocked by access providers. The owners of infringing service providers could be punished individually as well.

According to Miguel Perez Subias of the Internet users association, these owners did not face consequences if they took the content down. But rights holders could still ask for monetary damages, which would be decided on by a judge.1851

Safeguards

Privacy

Whether or not this enforcement strategy interfered with privacy rights, depended on whether personal data was processed. This usually happens when infringement is found, and when enforcing parties have access to personal data.

Infringement was found by rights holders and their representatives, who could then initiate the procedure.1852 A request made would be subject to requirements, comparable to those required under the Notice and Takedown procedure in the US DMCA, and were put

1851 Miguel Perez Subias (AUI), interviewed by author, February 2014.
1852 Article 15(2) of the royal decree.
forward in the Royal Decree.\textsuperscript{1853} Usually these were made by collective rights organizations,\textsuperscript{1854} using software to identify links to a song or a book.”\textsuperscript{1855}

The commission could then ask to identify the infringers. However, this required an order by a judge. Identification could run through other service providers, which maintained contact with the allegedly infringing service provider (this included advertising services and privacy protection services).\textsuperscript{1856} To identify someone, the commission sent the relevant documents, reasons, and evidence to the judge.\textsuperscript{1857} The ISP has 48 hours to provide the commission with identifying information.\textsuperscript{1858}

When treating the data afterwards, the commission would be legally obligated to stay within the limits of the Spanish data protection laws.\textsuperscript{1859} The commission could not request traffic documentation.\textsuperscript{1860} Only the commission would know the identity of the alleged infringer.\textsuperscript{1861}

\textit{Impartial, competent and independent judge}

Whether there was infringement would be judged by the Second Section of the Intellectual Property Commission, and in two phases by someone from the judiciary.

“The Second Section of the Intellectual Property Committee is composed by the head of the Ministry of Culture or person to which it delegates, who will chair the Section; and four members of the Ministries of Education, Culture and sport, Industry, Energy and Tourism, Presidency, Economy and Competitiveness respectively, designated by those departments, between government personnel belonging to groups or categories for which higher qualification is required, and who possess specific knowledge certified in intellectual property. Subject to compliance with the above requirement, the appointment by each department further assesses the legal training in the areas of procedural law, the Contentious-Administrative Jurisdiction and electronic communications.”\textsuperscript{1862}

In my interviews, worries were raised about the background of the members of this commission. Although candidates seemed to be selected also for their competence, it was interesting to note they represented the governmental side only. Although this suggested a more general perspective, there was no one to represent civil rights.\textsuperscript{1863}

There was no reason to doubt the impartiality, competence, and independence of the judiciary involved in the other two stages of the process. However, the extent to which this judge actually was involved in the process was difficult to determine.

\textsuperscript{1853} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.10.
\textsuperscript{1854} Miguel Perez Subias (AUI), interviewed by author, February 2014
\textsuperscript{1855} Miguel Perez Subias (AUI), interviewed by author, February 2014
\textsuperscript{1856} “Spain,” Global Censorship Chokepoints, https://globalchokepoints.org/countries/spain.
\textsuperscript{1857} Article 18(2) of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1858} Article 18(1) of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1859} Article 13(5) of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1861} Miguel Perez Subias (AUI), interviewed by author, February 2014.
\textsuperscript{1862} Article 14 Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1863} Miguel Perez Subias (AUI), interviewed by author, February 2014.
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Presumption of innocence

The burden of proof was on the rights holders. As the section on the procedure in practice described, requests made by rights holders were subject to requirements of evidence. These documents were then evaluated by the commission.\textsuperscript{1864} If infringement was found, the Second Section of the Commission would issue an initial decision to formally open the procedure. As mentioned in the section on the procedure in practice, this decision contained: (a) identification of the infringing services, (b) reference to the allegedly infringing content and its location, (c) a request to the identified manager of the infringing services to remove the infringing content within a period of 48 hours or to provide counter arguments in his defense. All stakeholders were notified of this.\textsuperscript{1865} In other words, respondents are asked to voluntarily take the infringing content down,\textsuperscript{1866} on the basis of evidence supplied by rights holders, and given the opportunity to appeal if they thought the assertions were unjustified.

If infringing content was not removed, the second section of the commission would propose a decision, and parties were notified of this proposal and had five days to propose “closing submissions” or final arguments.\textsuperscript{1867} The second section would then issue a final ruling on the case, in which it could order the removal of infringing content. The owner of the infringing services then had 24 hours to remove the content. If they did not, the ISP had 72 hours to remove the content.\textsuperscript{1868} Afterwards a judge could be involved.

Some have criticized the limited role for judges in this procedure. One of the main criticisms was that an administrative commission was the party shutting down websites.\textsuperscript{1869} The judge only intervened in two stages of the procedure: to authorize the transfer of data by an access provider, so that the commission could identify the owner of a website against which it was acting (otherwise this would be a breach of data protection law), and to enforce the decision to shut down or block access to websites.

To identify infringers, the Commission sent the relevant documents, reasons, and evidence to the judge, so here too the burden of proof seemed to be on rights holders.\textsuperscript{1870} If the Commission ordered the site blocked, the decision required a judge’s formal ratification. However, the court was only allowed to rule on whether there was a constitutional violation in the ruling, not on the actual merits of the case. It would not review the copyright decision.\textsuperscript{1871}

According to Spanish newspaper El Pais, the law was curious for two reasons: it made the ministry of culture the main protector of IP rights controlled by the courts, and because the state could act not just against people who caused harm, but also against those “likely to

\textsuperscript{1864} Article 17(2) of the Royal decree.
\textsuperscript{1865} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.14-15.
\textsuperscript{1866} Article 20 of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1867} Article 21 of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1868} Article 22 of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1870} Article 18(2) of the Royal Decree.
\textsuperscript{1871} “Procedimiento de salvaguarda de derechos de propiedad intelectual de acuerdo con la Ley Sinde,” Javier Prenafeta (January 2, 2012), http://www.jprenafeta.com/2012/01/02/procedimiento-salvaguarda-propiedad-intelectual-ley-sinde/#.
cause property damage”, which was more vague and preventive.\textsuperscript{1872} El Pais feared that this would lead to the closure of 95% of Spanish websites. \textsuperscript{1873}

In the interviews, Victor Domingo said something similar. The system was intended to be faster than the “always tedious” legal procedures.\textsuperscript{1874} He called it a complete shift in intellectual property policy. According to him, originally only judges could intervene when rights were infringed upon. “Although rights holders say it is fast, and has “alleged judicial intervention”, it is now different. It is now also about possible violations and possible damages to creators. It’s also an administrative intervention, the judge’s role is limited, and more like a messenger.”\textsuperscript{1875}

Although these claims were made, the low numbers of closed websites seemed to suggest that these claims were overstated.

**Notice, right to be heard (prior to conviction), defenses and appeal**

Before the alleged infringer would be punished, he or she would be sent a notice, which contained the request to remove the content and the evidence supplied by rights holders. The second section of the Commission would send a request to the identified manager of the infringing services to remove the infringing content within a period of 48 hours or to provide counter arguments in his defense. All stakeholders were notified of this, including the infringing party.\textsuperscript{1876} In other words, there was a right to be heard.

Afterwards, if infringing content was not removed, the second section of the commission would propose a decision, and parties were notified of this proposal and had five days to propose “closing submissions” or final arguments.\textsuperscript{1877} This again allowed them a chance to be heard. The second section would then issue a final ruling on the case.\textsuperscript{1878}

After that period, the commission checked if the infringement had been removed. If the content had not been removed, the commission would seek judicial authorization (the case would be brought before the Court of Contentious Administrative Proceedings.)\textsuperscript{1879} For the cooperation measures in the final decision, the Court would check whether the resolution was within the limits of the law, and would issue a declaration for all the parties involved.\textsuperscript{1880} It was unclear to what extent this decision could be appealed.

\hspace{1cm}


\textsuperscript{1873} Sergio Rodríguez, “‘Ley Sinde’ for dummies.”

\textsuperscript{1874} Victor Domingo (Internautas), email to author, April 2014.

\textsuperscript{1875} Victor Domingo (Internautas), email to author, April 2014.

\textsuperscript{1876} Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.14-15.

\textsuperscript{1877} Article 21 of the Royal Decree.

\textsuperscript{1878} Article 22 of the Royal Decree.


\textsuperscript{1880} Article 23 of the Royal Decree.
Transparency

The second section of the commission released its composition after the procedure was already in place. The government relied on data protection laws to keep this anonymous, which caused much protest by legal scholars.\textsuperscript{1881}

According to Miguel Perez Subias of AUI, some people discovered a document and found the names. He also said the decisions of the commission were not made public.\textsuperscript{1882}

Proportionality

Rights holders deemed the measure necessary because of the high piracy numbers. As it aimed for websites that offer infringing services, it seemed suitable as well. On whether it was an excessive burden, user rights organizations seemed to think it was. However, their comments on the proportionality seemed to focus on the lack of safeguards.

Victor Domingo said “anyone with a website, that links to whatever the Intellectual Property Commission might want to consider allegedly violating the LPI, perhaps causing alleged and hypothetically financial loss and hypothetically alleged profiting from this, you must close.”\textsuperscript{1883}

He considered it a threat to free speech that the intellectual property law had to defend private interests, with such indeterminate legal concepts.\textsuperscript{1884} Miguel Perez Subias from AUI also thought there were too little guarantees and that the role of the judge should be bigger, because the people making the judgment were only people with a particular vision of Internet rights.\textsuperscript{1885}

12.5 Impact on infringement levels

To implement Ley Sinde, Spain faced heavy lobbying. Of all the countries in the EU, Spain had been accused of having a relatively high amount of file sharing.\textsuperscript{1886} According to La Coalición, an industry lobby group (and therefore biased), 50\% of all people shared files illegally. Nielsen estimated around 45\% of all Spanish people visited websites that offered links to pirated material.\textsuperscript{1887} The Business Software Alliance estimated piracy levels at around 42-43\% between 2007 and 2011.\textsuperscript{1888} According to the European Observatory on infringements of intellectual property rights, 18\% of all Spaniards reported having downloaded illegal content.\textsuperscript{1889}
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The industry lobby group IIPA talked about “sky-high Internet piracy levels in Spain” due to a “de facto decriminalization of illegal downloading of content distributed via P2P file sharing.”\(^{1890}\) What they were referring to was that Spanish copyright law made distributing unlicensed content illegal, but allowed for the downloading of it.\(^{1891}\) Spain was therefore one of the few countries where courts had declared that peer-to-peer sites could operate legally.\(^{1892}\)

According to the Spanish anti-piracy federation (“FAP”), which included film and videogame groups in Spain, 55% of digital piracy in Spain occurred via P2P networks, 32% via hosted websites, and 11% by streaming sites.\(^{1893}\) IIPA said that with regard to movies, Spain consistently ranked in the top five countries for absolute downloads, and was “nearly always” the top country on the exchange per capita of illegal copies of films. They said it also had the worst online music piracy among major EU markets, with 45% of all Spanish Internet users using services that distributed music illegally (the EU average is 23%).\(^{1894}\)

IIPA also pointed to a study done by the International Data Cooperation (IDC) in 2010, which revealed that the Internet music piracy rate in Spain was 98.8%.\(^{1895}\) In that same study, almost 70% of Spanish Internet users admitted to downloading illegal copyright content through P2P (85% of people under 24) and that almost 50% of users downloaded from direct download sites (75% of people under 24).\(^{1896}\)

These figures were used in the strong international lobby for more stringent legislation in Spain. When WikiLeaks gave an intimate insight into U.S. diplomacy in 2010, they also revealed that Hollywood and U.S. diplomats had pressured Spain into adopting legislation that would target piracy.\(^{1897}\)

The U.S. had planned to put Spain on the special 301 Watch list. This annual 301 report reflected the U.S. Administration’s “continued resolve to encourage and maintain adequate and effective IPR protection and enforcement worldwide.”\(^{1898}\) Countries put on the list could be subject to trade sanctions. Therefore in 2009, the Spanish government proposed the Sustainable Economy Bill. It took until the end of 2011 for the law to be approved in full form.

During the discussions on the new law, many warned that its effects on infringement would be small. In an interview with IEEE spectrum, professor Rosa Maria Sanz warned that it would only encourage people to use P2P. She also predicted that the law would be difficult


\(^{1898}\) “2013 Special 301 Report,” The Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) (January 5, 2013), [https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/05012013%202013%20Special%20301%20Report.pdf](https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/05012013%202013%20Special%20301%20Report.pdf)
to enforce. “There is a real problem of applying the law because it’s so easy to circumvent the technical barriers used to block users from reaching the websites.”

This is similar to the reactions to SOPA, a similar law proposed in the US, as security analysts at Sandia National Laboratories warned for DNS hijacking, and called it a “whack-a-mole’ approach that would only encourage users and owners of websites to resort to low cost workarounds.

But there was other criticism on its functioning. Economists called the law useless. They said it would benefit only major labels and artists “at the expense of users and lesser-known artists.”

Effect

As predicted, after coming into force, a lot of Internet traffic switched away from websites that offered links to copyright protected material and towards P2P sharing services instead. However, that trend was also attributable to the closure of Megaupload, which at the time was the largest global file-sharing website (It was shut down by the U.S. government).

This was one of the reasons the IIPA reacted furiously at the end of 2012. They issued a report saying that piracy continued to grow.

The IIPA on the other hand thought that the procedure as introduced was “unnecessarily complicated for what should be a straightforward procedure.” During the discussion on the law they had already said: “However, rights holders await the eventual implementation of such a procedure to determine whether its multiple layers of court review will undermine the law’s efforts to encourage swift removal of infringing content.”

After this implementation, IIPA said the IP commission had been “extremely slow in response to rights holders’ complaints.” They also said: “whatever deterrent effect against online infringement the initial introduction of the measures had has now been halted by government inaction, as the LES procedures in practice have proven to be ineffectual. More than ever, websites providing or linking to illegal content can be secure in the knowledge that takedown measures are nonexistent and result in no consequences.” Later, the IIPA report said that “there is very little to deter the average consumer from participating in an online free-for-all for unauthorized copyrighted content.”

---
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Although Spain implemented the law, the copyright industries claimed piracy expanded. Online streaming grew and became a more important form of piracy.\footnote{IIPA, \textit{Special 301 Report on Copyright Enforcement and Protection} (2013), P.2.} According to FAP there were nearly 400 websites offering to Spanish consumers unauthorized access to movies and videogames.\footnote{IIPA, \textit{Special 301 Report on Copyright Enforcement and Protection} (2013), P.3.} Illegal music downloads remained high. According to SOLUS, 52% of music piracy happened through P2P, but other sources like cyber locker (55% of all non-P2P activity), hosted webpages (31%) and streaming (14%) accounted for a large percentage of piracy as well.\footnote{IIPA, \textit{Special 301 Report on Copyright Enforcement and Protection} (2013), P.7.}

For the IIPA speedy takedowns were important, and they saw failure in this regard. They also complained that the commission treated linking sites as intermediaries, which they considered bad, because this way they claimed “linking sites (in practice the more dynamic and harmful actor in these circumstances) are not held accountable for immediate takedowns as responsible parties.” The procedure was also ineffective against cyber lockers, they said, because these were “frequently, if not always, located in foreign jurisdictions.”\footnote{Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.23-30.}

\textit{Governmental reaction to results}

The governmental report on the procedure said that the procedure was not sufficient on its own to solve piracy, but had “added value.”\footnote{Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.23-26.} It said that to fight piracy, one should promote legal offers, offer education and awareness training, and as a third pillar ensure rights protection. This ‘Sinde procedure’ did not attempt to replace the other rights action to protect rights (like self regulation, notice and takedown and civil and criminal actions, but rather served as an additional way to protect copyrights.\footnote{Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.27-29.}

Although the procedure appeared to be similar to a Notice and takedown procedure, it offered added value according to the presentation because it identified infringers and other stakeholders. This was good, because according to the report Internet anonymity of the owners of infringing web sites was one of their best means of “protection” against legal reprisals.\footnote{Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.29.}

Another added value, according to the report, was the intervention of a public authority within the framework of an adversarial procedure, which would fully respect due process principles. This also involved the determination by a “competent public authority of the existence of an infringement of intellectual property rights, through a detailed, reasoned and justified ruling.”\footnote{Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.29.}

Another added value according to the report was that after a takedown or disabled access was ordered, the owner of the service had to abstain from making the same content available in the future. Plus there would be interruption or suspension measures by intermediary services if the infringer did not comply. This would create more effective knowledge among third party intermediary services of infringing behavior of their clients.\footnote{Meliá, “The administrative and judicial Procedure concerning Internet Infringements,” P.29.}
The government did see obstacles connected to this procedure. Amongst them, they highlighted the lack of accurate registration data for Internet domain names, which made it difficult to identify owners, and the “massive use of privacy protection or identification data masking services concerning generic Internet domains.” They also wanted more collaboration with intermediaries like online payment or advertising services.  

Reaction civil society

Miguel from the Internet users association said the procedure has not been effective. Mostly he blamed the cultural shift in user behaviour. “We have changed. We use information in a different way than before. Before, the industry sold copies. Now, on the Internet the value of a copy is nothing. The cost for a megabyte is near zero, and the ability to make copies is infinite. To make money selling copies is not possible in the Internet era.”

He argued that industry needed to change their business model. He said that it was of no use to prosecute users, because there would always be P2P. “They can move to the Kayman islands.”

Victor Domingo, of Asociacion de Internautas, a digital rights organization, said the system was intended to be faster than the “always tedious” legal procedures.

Aftermath

In 2012, IIPA applauded swift action to implement law, but pressed Spain for more action, as P2P infringement remained largely unaffected. The Spanish government reacted to IPPA that they planned more ambitious legislation.

In the 2013 special 301 report, Spain “escaped” the list, and received some congratulatory remarks: “MPAA welcomes the efforts of the Spanish government to enforce copyright protection and looks forward to concrete results in the months ahead.” However, because piracy numbers remained high, the Intellectual Property Alliance pushed for Spain to be put on the list again. They issued a report saying that piracy continued to grow. The Spanish government reacted that they planned more ambitious legislation.

In other words, pressure resurfaced. On January 22, 2013, Chris Dodd of the MPAA met with Spanish prime minister to discuss more stringent legislation. Later, the US ambassador also criticized the Spanish track record on copyright enforcement.

To avoid being placed on the list for 2014, the Spanish government approved more stringent amendments to its penal code, making linking to pirated content a crime, punishable to up to 6 years in prison. However, the new law still did not affect link hosting
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sites and P2P sites.\textsuperscript{1926} The new laws also aimed to make those facilitating, or third players profiting directly or indirectly from infringement, liable.\textsuperscript{1927} This new law would take effect in the start of 2014.\textsuperscript{1928}

Miguel Perez Subias of the Internet users association called it a “modification of this law” and a “step in the wrong way.”\textsuperscript{1929}

In a report presented at WIPO, a representative of the Spanish government said that Spain would promote new reforms to fight piracy, like:

“(a) promoting a project to amend the Law on copyright and related rights, which will involve the introduction of the following improvements: -clarification that sophisticated linked web sites are involved in the economic exploitation of works localized by them whenever those sites display certain characteristics; -the empowerment of the CPI to broaden the range of works or subject matters to be protected in each case file; -the establishment of minimum requirements concerning the prior reporting of infringements and prior efforts in terms of self-protection; the broadening of the scope of the range of cooperation measures to cover advertising and electronic payment service providers – at the same time promoting self-regulatory solutions in said spheres; -the establishment of administrative sanctions for repeat infringers; -the promotion of self-regulation for technical intermediaries in the spheres of payment and advertising; -the improvement of civil procedural measures concerning the identification of large-scale infringers. (b) promoting reforms of the Criminal Code that will close the gap represented by the lack of criminal prosecution of behavior involving the sophisticated localization on the Internet of infringing content for profit and to the detriment of third parties.”\textsuperscript{1930}

12.6 The costs of the system

Because of the lack of transparency surrounding the procedure, it was unknown what the economic costs were connected to this procedure. Rights holders had costs, because they had to spot infringement, while governmental funds were allocated to the commission to function. For rights holders this allocation was not enough. The IIPA argued that the government of Spain needed to give more resources to the commission to allow complaints to move forward toward a speedy resolution.\textsuperscript{1931}

According to Miguel of the Spanish Users Association, the commission was paid by the Spanish government, but it was unknown how much they earned or whether they earned money for this work specifically and for example how much time they spent on this work. Little was known about the inside functioning of the commission.\textsuperscript{1932}
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12.7 Conclusion

Rights holders and their representatives could initiate the procedure by making a request similar to a DMCA notice and takedown request. The second session of the Spanish intellectual property commission would verify whether infringement had taken place. They could ask to identify the allegedly infringing service. This identification required judicial authorization.

If infringement was found, the Second Section of the Commission would issue decisions following an extensive time plan. During these decision rounds parties were asked to present their views. If after multiple times content was not removed the commission would seek judicial authorization (the case will be brought before the Court of Contentious Administrative Proceedings) for the cooperation measures in the final decision. In case of criminal behavior, additional proceedings could be launched.

This procedure has been divided into two subcases: voluntary removal and judge-mandated removal of infringing content. Requests for action initiated by rights holders were not considered sanctions so they were not included. For this case, voluntary removal scaled up to less than a hundred cases (which involved more than one website per case at times), while judge-mandated removal scaled up to “dozens.”

Regarding safeguards, there appeared to be privacy protection because contact details could be requested for additional proceedings, but this was protected by a judge. It was not clear if the commission that verified claims was completely impartial or independent because it had no members with a consumer rights background. There was a judge in a later phase, but its role was limited. Regarding a presumption of innocence, the procedure allowed website owners to submit their views and placed the burden of evidence on rights holders. Alleged infringers were notified, and had the right to be heard repeatedly and access to defenses and appeal. The procedure was not transparent, and user rights organizations thought it was disproportional.

Many complained that there was hardly an effect on infringement. The costs of the procedure were unknown, although rights holders seemed to think that more resources had to be allocated to this procedure. These outcomes will be highlighted again in the conclusion and compared with the outcomes of the other cases.
PART III: ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
13. **FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS**

13.1 **Introduction**

This research introduced the main research question: “How does large-scale copyright enforcement on the Internet influence procedural safeguards like due process and fair trial, what are its costs and its effectiveness, and what do these findings imply for public policy?”

Chapter 2 showed that new Internet-based technologies have facilitated large-scale copyright infringement in different ways. It also showed that many different actors are involved in infringement, in one way or another, and thus potentially relevant to enforcement actions. By specifying what constitutes a large scale, the chapter showed that infringement has remained high throughout the years: depending on the region, 15% to 70% of the population has infringed on copyrights. Although infringement happens on a large scale, the exact effect on the entertainment market is unclear. A segment on the economic impact of infringement showed that the market is adapting to these changes. It seems to be doing well in some areas, worse in others. Findings suggest that the losses are concentrated in a certain sector of the entertainment economy.

Chapter 3 showed that one way in which rights holders have responded is by trying to increase enforcement and control over the technologies through which their content is distributed. This led to different legislative changes. The two most important ways to enforce copyrights are through civil remedies and through criminal sanctions. The latter is associated with large-scale and profit-driven infringement. Civil remedies are intended to compensate economic injury suffered as a result of infringement and as a deterrent to further infringement. Criminal sanctions are intended to punish and deter further infringement.

A key problem that rights holders have been trying to solve is scale. While copyright infringement happens on a large scale, enforcement would have to impact on a large scale as well to be an effective deterrent. Dealing with infringement on a case-by-case basis is too costly in terms of time and money, especially when judicial procedures have to be followed, so new procedures had to be created. The chapter also discussed the difficulties of enforcement. Discovery of infringement is not a trivial problem. P2P networks operate pseudonymously, so to discover users for enforcement purposes, enforcers are dependent on linking IP addresses to users. The help of ISPs is required to link IP addresses to subscriber information. Furthermore, quite some errors and complexities have emerged in the effort to connect IP address to the actual users committing the infringement.

Rights holders have adopted new strategies to scale up enforcement, which can be categorized into four groups: (1) they target the demand for infringing content (end-users) directly on a large scale by aiming for settlements instead of actual lawsuits. (2) They target end-users indirectly through intermediaries, such as ISPs, that apply graduated response procedures. These procedures use a system of increasingly severe sanctions for each infringement to deter users, often starting with a warning letter and ending with Internet disconnection or fines as the ultimate sanction if infringement keeps happening. These procedures require intermediaries in the administration of sanctions. (3) They target the supply side directly by taking down or filtering websites that offer infringing content. Governmental parties often carry out these procedures. (4) They target the supply side indirectly by asking intermediaries, such as hosting companies or video sharing platforms, to
take action against infringing content. Notice and takedown procedures allow rights holders to notify websites of infringement and require them to take this content down.

These strategies are seen as a threat to human rights and procedural safeguards by technologists, academics and civil society organizations. Procedural safeguards, such as due process and fair trial, have been defined as the safeguards that aim to protect individuals from arbitrary power and from wrongful punishment, when they face deprivation of property or liberty as a result of enforcement or some form of arbitration, like in a court of law. They are important in the copyright context, because they protect the rule of law, free speech and other important values.

Proponents of more enforcement however claim there are large societal costs of infringement, and that massive investment in enforcement is therefore justified. Rights holders, White House and EU representatives also claim intensified enforcement can be done in accordance with human rights. For recent proposals like SOPA and ACTA, rights holders like the Movie Picture Association and the US Chamber of Commerce claim they follow the same rules of civil procedure you would find in an ordinary trial. According to them, copyright enforcement targets illegal sites and people that infringe on copyright only and does nothing to harm legal uses of content and Internet users who are not sharing protected content.

Chapter 4 showed that theoretically, large-scale enforcement can be understood through the lense of legal economics. Legal economics predicts a certain level of effectiveness of enforcement: effective deterrence requires large-scale enforcement and more severe sanctions in order to increase the costs of breaking the law. Increasing the scale of enforcement, hence increasing the chance of getting caught, is particularly effective. These theories also describe that scaling up enforcement is costly and that it is often associated with reduced procedural safeguards, because legal procedures are time consuming and expensive. When this tradeoff between scale and safeguards also applies to copyright enforcement, then the consequences can be serious for human rights and public values.

Next to increasing scale, effectiveness could also be increased through more severe sanctions. How is severity associated with procedural safeguards? If consequences of punishments are more severe, then the lack of procedural safeguards is more likely to lead to more severe wrongful sanctions and a more negative societal impact.

To empirically study the relationship between scale, severity and safeguards in online copyright enforcement, we analyzed 22 sanctioning mechanisms that belong to eight enforcement strategies in six countries between 2004 and 2014. Each enforcement strategy is a case study. We looked at what is known about its impact on infringement levels and its costs. Within each strategy, there can be multiple sanctioning mechanisms. We study these as subcases, where we identified the scale at which they were executed, the severity of the sanctions, and the safeguards provided to the actors on which the sanctions are imposed.

We first summarize the main results of the case and subcase studies. We qualitatively compare them to each other in terms of scale, severity and safeguards. This comparative analysis allows us to reconstruct the overall pattern across the 22 subcases, which allows us to answer the main research question. We then turn to the findings in terms of the cost of the strategies and their effectiveness in terms of reducing infringement. Afterwards, we

highlight the possible limitations of this study. We end by reflecting on the implications of all these findings for the policy debate around online copyright enforcement.

13.2 Summary of case results

The first part of this chapter will summarize the case results and justify their subsequent categorization on the variables of scale, safeguards and severity. For each variable, the findings are summarized in a table and then combined into a graph that provides a comparative analysis of the cases.

Scale

This research qualifies scale in the number of people or entities to which a sanctioning mechanism is applied. To measure, qualify and compare scale is a bit more straightforward than the other variables in my study. After all, scale is in essence quantitative already. However, there are constraints and complexities here as well. Scale can be related to a regional or national legal district and can be limited to the organization(s) using the enforcement procedure. This makes the comparison more difficult. Similarly, the cases cover different time periods. For example, pre-settlement letters in the US were sent on a large scale (hundreds of thousands) by multiple law firms, whereas the French HADOPI sent out warning letters as one organization. Also, the amount of people living in a region can be taken into account. Targeting a thousand users in the US would not be the same scale as it would be in the Netherlands. For these reasons, we will compare the scale of sanctioning mechanisms in terms of orders of magnitude. Our categories range from very small to very large (the results are in table 13.1).

We start at the very large end of the spectrum. Enforcement took place on the largest scale at Google, when it applied its notice and takedown to its search engine, and at the French HADOPI authority, when it sent out the warnings. They both took place on a scale that ranged in the millions. HADOPI’s warning system particularly large, in light of the fact that it only targeted French citizens. For Google, the trusted removal program allowed for millions of delistings in search, while manual takedowns allowed for a smaller amount of takedowns, but it still ranged into the millions of delistings. There was no precise data on ContentID, another mechanism used by Google, but the company reported that the program covered more than 200 million videos until 2013 (which means they were either blocked, monetized or tracked), which would testify to its incredible scale. For YouTube, manual takedowns consisted of only a fraction of the total amount of takedowns. This number was still estimated to range in the millions, however.

Next in line – i.e., going from very large to large scale – are the settlement letters sent by law firms in the US and the UK and the warnings sent out by Eircom. Multiple law firms have targeted hundreds of thousands of people in the US and two law firms have targeted tens of thousands of people in the UK. Eircom sent out tens of thousands of warning letters. This makes Eircom’s system scale in the same order of magnitude as the settlement letters, as this system reached thousands of people in only a year, whereas the settlement requests were sent in a longer period.

The qualification medium is for the thousands of websites seized by ICE in the US through ‘Operation in Our Sites.’ Each year, ICE seized almost a thousand websites. About half of those websites were forfeited, which is why this mechanism is also categorized as
medium. Notice and takedown in the Netherlands is more difficult to measure, as organizations have used it in different ways: they have used the procedure to takedown content from websites, but also to takedown websites at hosting providers or by getting contact details and writing to the website owner. Furthermore, there was no data on the total amount of takedowns in the Netherlands. What we do know, is that Brein, a leading rights holder enforcement organization, consistently targeted hundreds of websites each year. I have grouped those applications of the Dutch NTD procedure together and qualified them as medium. Similarly, I added the trusted removal program as applied by Leaseweb under medium, because they also receive hundreds of requests each year. Although the application of this procedure was done by Leaseweb alone and could have scaled to allow for more takedowns, it was only open to a limited group of complainants.

The SINDE procedure has been applied on a smaller scale than ‘Operation in Our Sites,’ where less than a hundred websites were voluntarily taken down. This is why it is qualified as small scale. Similarly, Eircom disconnected people for seven days on a small scale. This affected around one hundred users in the first year of its application.

On a very small scale, Eircom disconnected 12 people for a longer period. Similarly, very few of RIAA court cases actually made it to trial. I have categorized HADOPI criminal cases also as very small scale, because it was only applied to 51 people. The other strategies that involved court cases also occurred on a very small scale. For example, the SINDE procedure required judge mandated removal in only a “handful” of cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Subcase</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (US)</td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td>Hundreds of thousands</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>Very small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (UK)</td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td>Tens of thousands</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>Less than ten</td>
<td>Very small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADOPI graduated response (France)</td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td>Millions</td>
<td>Very large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td>Hundreds of thousands</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>51 people</td>
<td>Very small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eircom graduated response (Ireland)</td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td>Tens of thousands</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td>Thousands</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-day suspension</td>
<td>Around a hundred</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-month suspension</td>
<td>Less than hundred</td>
<td>Very small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD at Google/YouTube</td>
<td>NTD Google Search</td>
<td>Millions</td>
<td>Very large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TCRP | Millions | Very large
---|---|---
NTD YouTube | Millions | Very large
Content ID | Millions | Very large

**NTD in the Netherlands**

| NTD NL ISPs | Hundreds | Medium
| NTD Leaseweb trusted removal program | Hundreds | Medium

**Operation ‘In Our Sites’ (USA)**

| Seizure | Thousands | Medium
| Forfeiture | Thousands | Medium
| Personal trial | Hundreds | Small

**Ley SINDE (Spain)**

| Voluntary removal | Less than a hundred | Small
| Judge mandated removal | “a dozen” | Very small

| Severity | Impact is a difficult thing to measure, because sanctions can impact businesses or individuals at various times and in varying ways. We also have limited data on the real effects of the sanction on the affected parties. For this reason, it make no sense to strive for higher granularity in the categories. Most cases qualify as ‘medium’. There is quite some diversity within this category, though. For some, a fine of thousands of dollars can be a higher punishment than the loss of a website. For others, losing a website can mean shutting down an entire business. Although these differences exist, we cannot rank them more precisely in terms of impact in the absence of more data on the effects. However, some of these differences will be taken into account in the further evaluation of the variables, later in this chapter. The results are in table 13.2.

Delisting a Google search result and the warnings sent by HADOPI and Eircom are qualified as low severity, because of their limited impact on the people involved. It also includes the videos claimed through Content ID on YouTube, especially because the majority of the videos were monetized, rather than removed. General YouTube takedowns are also in this category, because those takedowns typically only concerned one expression of audiovisual content within Google’s own network.

Mechanisms with medium severity have a more substantial impact on people, from the removal of a website (through the SINDE procedure in Spain, Notice and takedown in the Netherlands, or ‘Operation in Our Sites’ in the US) to disconnections by Eircom. Although the second disconnection is a more severe sanction, the impact is not as high as heavy fines. I have qualified the pre-settlement letters as medium too, because they range up to a thousand dollars or pounds. The HADOPI court case could have been rated as high severity, but in practice the penalties have been very modest.

Table 13.1: qualifying the cases for scale.

Severity

| Severity | Impact is a difficult thing to measure, because sanctions can impact businesses or individuals at various times and in varying ways. We also have limited data on the real effects of the sanction on the affected parties. For this reason, it make no sense to strive for higher granularity in the categories. Most cases qualify as ‘medium’. There is quite some diversity within this category, though. For some, a fine of thousands of dollars can be a higher punishment than the loss of a website. For others, losing a website can mean shutting down an entire business. Although these differences exist, we cannot rank them more precisely in terms of impact in the absence of more data on the effects. However, some of these differences will be taken into account in the further evaluation of the variables, later in this chapter. The results are in table 13.2.

Delisting a Google search result and the warnings sent by HADOPI and Eircom are qualified as low severity, because of their limited impact on the people involved. It also includes the videos claimed through Content ID on YouTube, especially because the majority of the videos were monetized, rather than removed. General YouTube takedowns are also in this category, because those takedowns typically only concerned one expression of audiovisual content within Google’s own network.

Mechanisms with medium severity have a more substantial impact on people, from the removal of a website (through the SINDE procedure in Spain, Notice and takedown in the Netherlands, or ‘Operation in Our Sites’ in the US) to disconnections by Eircom. Although the second disconnection is a more severe sanction, the impact is not as high as heavy fines. I have qualified the pre-settlement letters as medium too, because they range up to a thousand dollars or pounds. The HADOPI court case could have been rated as high severity, but in practice the penalties have been very modest.

| Severity | Impact is a difficult thing to measure, because sanctions can impact businesses or individuals at various times and in varying ways. We also have limited data on the real effects of the sanction on the affected parties. For this reason, it make no sense to strive for higher granularity in the categories. Most cases qualify as ‘medium’. There is quite some diversity within this category, though. For some, a fine of thousands of dollars can be a higher punishment than the loss of a website. For others, losing a website can mean shutting down an entire business. Although these differences exist, we cannot rank them more precisely in terms of impact in the absence of more data on the effects. However, some of these differences will be taken into account in the further evaluation of the variables, later in this chapter. The results are in table 13.2.

Delisting a Google search result and the warnings sent by HADOPI and Eircom are qualified as low severity, because of their limited impact on the people involved. It also includes the videos claimed through Content ID on YouTube, especially because the majority of the videos were monetized, rather than removed. General YouTube takedowns are also in this category, because those takedowns typically only concerned one expression of audiovisual content within Google’s own network.

Mechanisms with medium severity have a more substantial impact on people, from the removal of a website (through the SINDE procedure in Spain, Notice and takedown in the Netherlands, or ‘Operation in Our Sites’ in the US) to disconnections by Eircom. Although the second disconnection is a more severe sanction, the impact is not as high as heavy fines. I have qualified the pre-settlement letters as medium too, because they range up to a thousand dollars or pounds. The HADOPI court case could have been rated as high severity, but in practice the penalties have been very modest.
High severity covers the most impactful sanctions. The only penalties that qualify for this are the very high fines in the court cases against individual file sharers, which ranged in the hundreds of thousands of dollars in the US to the tens of thousands of pounds in the UK, and the criminal cases associated with ICE operation ‘In Our Sites’, because site operators ended up in prison. The impact of those fines and sentences was much greater than taking down a website or the disconnection of a broadband service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Subcase</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (US)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td>Law firms asked for sums between</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the hundreds and thousands of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dollars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>The severity of the RIAA trials</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ranged into the hundreds of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thousands of dollars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td>The law firms asked for settlements</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>between 300 and 700 pounds.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>The default judgements by court</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>would lead to sums between 2,750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and 16,000 pounds.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADOPI graduated response (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td>A warning.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td>A warning.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>The resulting penalty was supposed</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to be disconnection. However, the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>penalties have been fines between</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50 and 600 Euros.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eircom graduated response (Ireland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td>A warning.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td>A warning.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-day suspension</td>
<td>A 7-day suspension.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-month</td>
<td>A longer suspension, ranging to 12</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>suspension</td>
<td>months.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD at Google/YouTube</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTD Google Search</td>
<td>Delisting a search result.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCRP</td>
<td>Delisting search results.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTD YouTube</td>
<td>A YouTube video was taken down.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content ID</td>
<td>A YouTube video was either blocked,</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>monetized or tracked.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD in the Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTD NL ISPs</td>
<td>Websites are taken down and</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expressions of content on websites.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13.2: qualifying the cases for severity.

Safeguards

It should not come as a surprise that it is very challenging to compare across sanctioning mechanisms the degree of procedural safeguards in place. Safeguards aim to prevent mistrial and abuse, but it is difficult to assess how much particular safeguards contribute to these objectives. For example, proportionality is a safeguard related to the fairness of punishment, but it is less important to prevent mistrial. Another problem is that some sanctions have different focal points, which has consequences for the relevant safeguards. Notice and takedown, for example, aims to take content down. Because it is aimed at content, personal data are hardly processed. This means it often respects privacy. That does not mean, however, that it respects safeguards, in the sense that mistrial and abuse are more effectively avoided.

This ordinal scale has 5 points of magnitude, ranging from a very small to a very high, where comparatively speaking many safeguards are in place. What qualifies as very high is the level of safeguards offered in legal trials. The results are summarized in table 13.3.

As said, very high is the standard of actual court cases. They are present in several cases, for example in the final stage of HADOPI and in the court cases in the US (when targeting end users directly or associated with ‘Operation in Our Sites’). Similarly, in Spain a judge could mandate the removal of websites, through the Ley Sinde procedure.

A high level of safeguards was offered in those procedures that still had a large amount of legal review in their process. For example, the Ley Sinde procedure allowed for ‘voluntary takedowns’ after a commission on intellectual property was involved. Although this was not a judge, the parties were notified and heard before a decision was taken. In the UK, judges could be involved in the final stage when users were targeted directly. Default judgements have been issued against end users, which did not allow for an actual hearing. These judgements were issues because defendants had not responded to the settlement request.

A medium level of safeguards was offered in the seizures of ‘Operation in Our Sites’: a magistrate judge was involved before websites were seized. The party whose website was seized was not heard or notified directly, however. A similar level of safeguards was offered in the Eircom disconnections. There was no judicial review in the process. The review takes place by Eircom employees and it is unclear how they apply the law. A similar level is offered
in Notice and takedown in the Netherlands: no judge is involved. The ISPs implementing the procedure are incentivized, via liability assignment, to judge in the favor of notifiers.

A low level of safeguards was offered in the settlement letters in the US and the UK. A judge was involved in the process, but only to guarantee some level of privacy. Most other safeguards were missing.

A very low level of safeguards is offered in the Google search delisting requests and the warnings by Eircom and HADOPI. There are hardly any safeguards, especially in the case of the warnings. Google search has introduced some limited safeguards through the transparency report and by using market force as a way to stimulate safe reporting. Similarly, YouTube employs a Content ID program that functions as an automated system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Subcase</th>
<th>Safeguards</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (US)</td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td>Some ISPs forwarded the settlement requests to users, without the interference of a judge, while in other cases the judge was involved only in the process of early discovery and joinder. That remained the only involvement, unless the procedure led to a trial. Settlement requests were however designed in a way to discourage court cases. The burden of proof therefore rested heavily on the accused. Although users were sent a notice, this was already the settlement request. Technically there was a right to be heard or appeal, but that was discouraged because it could lead to high costs. Accused parties had unequal access to defenses. There was little transparency and the punishments were not proportional.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>This is an adversarial trial with a judge and a hearing. The punishments were not proportional.</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting end users directly (UK)</td>
<td>Settlement letter</td>
<td>The judge is only involved to grant the Norwich Pharmacal order to allow law firms to get contact details. The judge was only involved to grant the Norwich Pharmacal order to get contact details. This involvement was limited. The burden of proof therefore rested heavily on the accused. The letters were phrased in a way to push defendants to settle. Although users were sent a notice,</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>In the default judgements, no hearing was held.</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADOPI graduated response (France)</td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td>Regarding privacy, infringement was only found through over the top surveillance: by joining P2P networks. Although there was a rights protection committee that administered the warning phase, accusations were hardly checked for accuracy. Users were further found to be infringing by negligence, which also undermined the presumption of innocence. The warning was a first notice but it already had consequences. There was a right to be heard and appeal after this notice, however it was unclear how well these defenses were evaluated by the rights protection committee, considering their sheer number. Transparency happened through public reports, although it is unclear how HADOPI applied the law.</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd warning</td>
<td>Similar to the above</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court case</td>
<td>This is an adversarial trial with a judge and a hearing. Regarding proportionality, the disconnection penalty was eventually removed in favor of smaller fines.</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eircom graduated response (Ireland)</td>
<td>1st warning</td>
<td>Regarding privacy, infringement was only found through over the top surveillance: by joining P2P networks. It was a privately administered sanctioning procedure, so there appeared to be no judge and it was unclear how accusations were checked or how the system is further applied. For the first two phases, the procedure was automated. The</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
warning was a first notice but it already had consequences. There was a right to be heard and appeal. However, it was how well these defenses were evaluated by the Eircom employees. There was no transparency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd warning</th>
<th>Similar to the above</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-day suspension</td>
<td>It is a privately administered sanctioning procedure, so there appears to be no judge and it is unclear how accusations are checked or how the system is further applied. There is a right to be heard and appeal. However, it remains unclear how well these defenses are evaluated by the Eircom employees. There is no transparency.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-month suspension</td>
<td>It is a privately administered sanctioning procedure, so there appears to be no judge and it is unclear how accusations are checked or how the system is further applied. There is a right to be heard and appeal. However, it remains unclear how well these defenses are evaluated by the Eircom employees. There is no transparency. The disconnection penalty was considered disproportional by multiple parties.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NTD at Google/YouTube

<p>| NTD Google Search | Spotting infringement in the program at Google required web crawling and taking the content down, and no processing of personal data. The system was privately administered, and parties did not take responsibility for takedowns. Accusations were hardly checked and biased towards the complainant. There was appeal but it took place after the delisting. There was no right to be heard. Regarding transparency, Google released a report that described some of the links which have been delisted, all the complainants and additional data. It was proportional. | Very low |
| TCRP | In addition to the above, Google had introduced a separate large-scale | Very low |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>takedown program for trusted complainants</strong>, who would be able to submit more notices that were not reviewed for accuracy but created additional safeguards by rewarding reputation: parties could lose their status of trusted complainant if they made too many mistakes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTD YouTube</strong></td>
<td>For YouTube personal data was processed as infringement related back to an individual Google account. The takedown system was privately administered and biased towards the complainant. There was no chance to be heard, and appeal was possible only after the takedown. There was little transparency. Some have argued that it was disproportional.</td>
<td><strong>Very low</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content ID</strong></td>
<td>For YouTube personal data was processed as infringement related back to an individual Google account. The takedown system was privately administered and biased towards the complainant. There was no chance to be heard, and appeal was possible only after the takedown. There was little transparency. Some have argued that it was disproportional.</td>
<td><strong>Very low</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTD in the Netherlands</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTD NL ISPs</strong></td>
<td>Although it was difficult to evaluate the performance of different ISPs, ISPs claimed to check the accusations individually, and to ask notifiers to contact the alleged infringer. This would allow alleged infringers to be notified and to present their views. Some ISPs also offered the possibility of appeal. Regarding transparency, some providers lacked clear information about how they applied notice and takedown. There was also limited information on how it had been applied in the past. Regarding proportionality, there could have been some burden on free speech. Previously done experiments suggested that safeguards were less present in smaller providers. This research could not verify those claims,</td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘In Our Sites’ (USA)</td>
<td>Although some of those experiments were done in a similar timeframe. They highlighted a lack of competence, no clear privacy protection and little transparency.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD Leaseweb trusted removal program</td>
<td>In addition to the above, Leaseweb had introduced a separate large-scale takedown program for trusted complainants, who would be able to submit more notices that were not reviewed for accuracy but created additional safeguards by rewarding reputation: parties could lose their status of trusted complainant if they made too many mistakes.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizure</td>
<td>These websites were found through web crawling and research. A magistrate judge checked probably cause and there could be a trial after the sanction. Although the burden of proof was on the government, for seizures only probable cause had to be established. There were defenses and a right to be heard only after the seizure. Transparency was difficult in some cases, but the affidavit could be made public afterwards. Many argued that because the seizures lacked safeguards and affected entire domains, this strategy was disproportional.</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forfeiture</td>
<td>This is an adversarial trial with a judge and a hearing.</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal trial</td>
<td>This is an adversarial trial with a judge and a hearing.</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ley SINDE (Spain)</td>
<td>Regarding safeguards, there appeared to be privacy protection because infringement was found through web crawling and research, but sometimes contact details could be requested for additional proceedings. This was protected by a judge. It was not clear if the commission that verified claims was completely impartial or independent because it had no members with a consumer rights background. Regarding a presumption</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of innocence, the procedure allowed website owners to submit their views. They were notified, and had the right to be heard and access to defenses and appeal. The procedure was not transparent, and appeared to be proportional.

Judge mandated removal  In addition to the above, there was a judge in a later phase.  Very high

Table 13.3: qualifying the cases for safeguards.

Comparison

In order to discuss the overall patterns in the variables across the 22 sanctioning mechanisms, we visually plot all mechanisms along the three dimensions: scale, severity and safeguards. Of course, plotting qualitative data in a graph is rather tricky. As none of the measures can be exact, I use an ordinal scale to display the variables for all sanctioning mechanisms, i.e., subcases. The graph has been divided into cells to make it more readable. Placement of the subcases in each cell in the graph is just for space purposes. Each bubble is to be read as simply belonging to that cell. The exact position in a cell, to the left or to the right, has no meaning. Also, some subcases score similarly on the variables. At times, two subcases have been represented by a single bubble, their names separated by a slash. Figure 13.1 displays the final result.

As the figure shows, there is a clear pattern in the relation between scale and safeguards. The subcases that scale up better have fewer safeguards. Think of the HADOPI warning letters and notice and takedown applied by Google. Similarly, for the sanctioning mechanisms that did not scale up well we found more safeguards, like court cases. The figure also suggests a relation between severe sanctions and scale: more severe sanctions did not scale up.
Figure 13.1: Graph that presents scale, severity and procedural safeguards for each subcase. For space purposes, some subcases are represented as one bubble, their names separated by a slash.

13.3 Scale comes at the cost of safeguards

The comparison of the 22 sanctioning mechanisms (Figure 13.1) shows a clear negative relationship: the larger the scale of the enforcement, the fewer the procedural safeguards. This relation is also visible within the cases. This is consistent with the economic model of enforcement proposed by Becker. Having more safeguards prevents innocent persons from being punished. However, the theory predicted that those rules of the game make the cost of apprehending and convicting a given percentage of offenders much higher and that therefore, in enforcement procedures that do scale up, safeguards will be reduced. In the case studies, this trade-off is already visible in the cases where enforcement does not even scale up that much.
In the cases where rights holders target demand directly for example, fewer safeguards were provided. In both the US and the UK, scaling up enforcement was only possible through a procedure that relied on settlement requests. Lawyers and rights holders found cheaper ways to target multiple people at once, without actually going through trial. Scaling up was achieved, by taking judges out of the procedure for most of the process. With them, most of the safeguards were also removed. However, this scale was still bounded by constraints: it was limited to infringement of the specific source material they represented, and by jurisdictional issues.

In the US, over 200,000 people in total have been targeted with copyright claims by only a small number of firms. Cases rarely made it to court and were designed to make people settle for smaller amounts of money, often hundreds to thousands of dollars. Although judges checked the discovery process, their review did not extent to the merits of the copyright claim. This meant there was little to no presumption of innocence, and rights holders and their representatives were the judges of their own cause, without a hearing. There was hardly an equality of parties, as citizens are incentivized to settle to prevent legal costs or a higher sanction. Although there was a possibility of appeal, it was made unattractive because it is in many cases more expensive than settling. The procedures were also not transparent. For some law firms it was impossible to determine how many letters have been sent to citizens.

In the interviews, the direct relation between scale and safeguards was also apparent. One lawyer said that sending large-scale settlement letters was a way to keep litigation costs low. He also said that when judges started preventing cases from being joined, this strategy became economically unfeasible. He added that providing more evidence than is done in the discovery phase was possible and could prove infringement, but was economically unfeasible.

One judge mentioned that she put separate mechanisms in place to guarantee safeguards, but that they were voluntary and put a severe burden on her office. This also confirms the link between safeguards and scale.

In the UK, law firms sent out thousands of settlement requests to end users. The law firms sent letters asking for a relatively small amount of money, usually hundreds of pounds. Although a judge checked the application to get personal details on infringers, he or she made no decision on the merits of the case. There was little presumption of innocence, and rights holders and their representatives were the judges of their own cause, without a hearing. Although there was a possibility of appeal, it was made unattractive because it was in many cases more expensive than settling. There was also no transparency — in fact, the lawyers tried to prevent transparency. Lawyers explicitly mention in their letters that due to the number of people they wrote, they cannot get into evidence. They also stated that they wanted to make sure it was more like an expensive parking ticket to maximize recovery of funds.

In these two cases, where rights holders targeted the demand side directly, the scale already showed a tradeoff between scale and safeguards. This tradeoff is even more apparent in the cases where demand and supply are targeted indirectly. For example, in both studied graduated response procedures, scaling up was mainly achieved through automation and by taking the judges out of the process in the first two stages of the procedure. Both procedures took place on an enormous scale: for example 9% of the total population has received a warning in France. HADOPI sent out millions of first warnings. Thousands of second warnings were sent out. They were automated, so there was no judge.
or manual review involved. This meant that complaints by rights holders were taken at face value and there was no neutral adjudication of those complaints, no presumption of innocence and no hearing. The CNIL also confirmed that it would be impossible to check the accuracy of the first strikes, because of their high number. Subscribers could however appeal. There was some transparency as the HADOPI authority sent out reports on its functioning.

For Eircom, the procedure was kept much more in the dark. It was privately administered and it was unclear how sanctions are applied. Thousands of subscribers were warned. Like in the case of HADOPI, the first phases were automated, so accuracy checks, if any, were limited. This meant that complaints by rights holders were also mostly taken at face value, without neutral adjudication of those complaints and without a presumption of innocence or hearing. Subscribers could however appeal, but because the procedure was not transparent, it is unclear how this appeal worked and whether the later phases in the process allowed for safeguards.

Both cases showed a clear link between scale and safeguards. This link was also apparent in the way DtecNet finds infringement. They stated to only use human validation in high profile cases or in a high profile environment, while they automate all other cases.

One could argue that these graduated response procedures focus their attention on P2P platforms, which were predominantly used for infringement. The question remains whether this is enough to prevent mistrial or abuse.

The other indirect enforcement procedure that scaled up targeted supply. Procedures like notice and takedown allowed rights holders to take down millions of links from Google search, but offered no judicial scrutiny. To handle a scale that allows millions of search results removed, Google created a trusted removal system, which was largely automated. The majority of takedowns came from these trusted complainants. As a new safeguard, they based this system on the reputation of the complainant. If trusted complainants failed to perform well, they would be removed from the program. As those complainants had a financial incentive to stay in, this system rewarded a certain diligence on their part. Within the system, the rights holders did not have to go through the entire process that requires them to provide specific evidence of their claim. This made it scale efficiently for those enforcement vendors. One of those enforcement vendors is DtecNet. As mentioned before, they only use human validation in high profile cases or high profile environments.

Although this procedure involved many different actors, it was interesting that no party took responsibility for takedowns. Google said the responsibility was with rights holders, while the parties reporting the infringement all said they themselves did not take anything down.

In the procedure, there were incentives for Google to judge in favor of a claimant, because they could otherwise lose safe harbor protection. It is questionable whether there was a presumption of innocence, and there was no notice sent to the content provider, or a hearing before the sanction was applied. Only at the initiative and costs of sanctioned parties, could there be judicial checking and only after the sanction. Google introduced a bit of transparency by releasing a transparency report each year which detailed the amount of takedowns and different parties involved.

At YouTube, there was also an automated system called Content ID, which applied to millions of videos. The safeguards offered were similar to those at Google Search: partners allowed Google to scan for their content. Also, YouTube did not have a transparency report.
In the Netherlands, rights holders complained that notice and takedown was too burdensome because of the evidence requirements. Leaseweb used a trusted complainants system for notice and takedown comparable to what Google did with search. Notice and takedown took place on a moderate scale, especially for hosting providers.

Both cases show that for notice and takedown scaling up was achieved, but at the cost of procedural safeguards. It is interesting that parties have created new forms of safeguards in these procedures. Google has chosen to provide some level of transparency through their transparency reports in relation to search, while both Google and Leaseweb have created a takedown system with ‘trusted complainants’. This system also rewarded reputation to discourage mistrial and abuse.

Because scaling up was achieved more easily in those indirect procedures, it also shows that rights holders have been able to avoid procedural safeguards by making non-judicial players, like intermediaries, the sanctioning party. Traditionally, due process, fair trial, and other provisions that safeguard judicial performance and prevent wrongful punishments, are codified in laws and human rights. So relaxing them through private procedures creates a tension with the formal law.

In the cases where users were targeted directly, judges still played a minor role, but in the case of notice and takedown, intermediaries were notified of infringement and legally pressured to enforce. They faced liability if they did not. Instead of a judge, it was the intermediary evaluating the claims of infringement. In the cases of graduated response, the cooperation of intermediaries was required. In France this required governmental pressure, and in Ireland the ISP Eircom was initially sued to get them to cooperate with the system.

Although targeting demand directly (‘Operation in Our Sites’ and the SINDE procedure) did not scale up that well, those cases already showed tradeoffs with procedural safeguards.

This means the cases confirm the theoretical predictions – and also the warnings of the opponents of increased online copyright enforcement. When the number of sanctions is scaled up, this comes at the cost of procedural safeguards. Meanwhile, some actors have created new safeguards for large-scale procedures, but it is uncertain to what extent they suffice to prevent mistrial or abuse.

13.4 Severity and scale do not mix

Some strategies also increase the severity of the sanctions involved. The research shows, however, that when sanctions got more severe, the sanctioning mechanism never achieved scale. For example, taking down websites with the SINDE procedure in Spain or through ‘Operation in Our Sites’ in the US led to a more severe sanction -- taking down a complete website and business – but it was only executed against limited numbers of websites.

One could call this a reassuring finding. The pattern is consistent with the relationship between safeguards and scale. In other words, severity and safeguards have remained closely related: high severity sanctions are only found in sanctioning mechanisms with a high level of safeguards.

Research by Mathur revealed that the more severe the punishment is for a particular crime, the lesser it is probable that the criminal will be punished. This might be based on the fact that for harsher crimes, judges might be more hesitant to award severe punishments,
for example in cases of the death penalty. Severe penalties are more sensitive. Errors would bring about higher social costs, so it would make sense that society would invest more to prevent those social costs for higher penalties, and create more safeguards for more severe crimes.

In the US, ‘Operation in Our Sites’ led to the seizure of thousands of sites. They required a criminal investigation, but those seizures in first instance only required probable cause, which meant sanctioning could take place before trial with lower standards of evidence than would be the case in an ordinary court. During the Superbowl, for example, the procedure required scale and speed to make sure people would not stream the event. This could explain why some safeguards were stripped, like the right to challenge the seizure before it took place.

The reports submitted for the investigation were quite extensive, but the procedure still seems tilted towards the government side, in terms of safeguards. Site owners were notified, but after some time. They had little means to challenge the seizure, and had to prove their innocence only after already being sanctioned. Also, the US government has not been particularly transparent about the procedure, shrouding some of it in secrecy. The site owners had their entire business confiscated by the Federal government and a criminal investigation against their business, which is a severe sanction.

In Spain, the procedure created by the Sinde law allowed for similar severe sanctions, because complete websites were taken down or blocked. Apart from that, additional sanctions were possible, like criminally investigating the website owner. However, just as theory predicts, it has only been applied on a limited scale, reaching only a couple of hundred cases in two years. This procedure did allow for a lot of safeguards: there was a commission adjudicating (although it was not as independent as the judiciary), and some role for the judiciary too. The burden of proof was on the rights holders, and alleged infringers had the right to be heard and protest. There was little transparency.

The links between severity and scale were even clearer in the interviews and the reports by different actors. Although faster than regular lawsuits, IIPA blames government inaction and calls the process agonizingly slow. One reason for the small number of sanctions is that every more severe sanction is accompanied by more safeguards. ‘Operation in Our Sites’ required a complete criminal investigation. The SINDE procedure required an investigation, and allowed suspected infringers the chance to comment on allegations. The other cases confirm this relation between safeguards and severity. For example, in the cases where users were targeted directly, the relatively few times that cases actually made it to court, the sanctions were very severe. In the US, they ranged in the hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Similarly, in France, the public authority HADOPI sent out millions of warnings to citizens, but only got a handful of sanctions (fines or a suspension of Internet access) ruled upon by the courts. This third phase took place on a much smaller scale, but guaranteed the full safeguards through a trial. The constitutional court said the procedure required safeguards in the disconnection phase because of the severity of the penalty. The sanction in that phase was much more severe than the disconnection phase at Eircom: originally it was disconnection coupled with the subscription fee, but has recently been lowered to fines of a

maximum of 1.500 Euros. One wonders how the legal system would handle more third strikes.

This means the cases confirmed the theoretical predictions. The enforcement strategies either scale up the probability of sanctions, or increase the severity of penalties, but not both.

13.5 Economic costs of increased enforcement

The cost of enforcement strategies is an important consideration to evaluate the policy options. Theoretically, Becker makes two observations with regard to enforcement policy and criminal activities: obedience is not taken for granted, and public and private resources are spent to prevent offenses and apprehend offenders. The main question in Becker’s article is “how many resources and how much punishment should be used to enforce different kinds of legislation?”

The goal of enforcement is to achieve a degree of compliance with a rule or prescribed behavior that society believes it can afford. Enforcement can be costly. The extent to which laws are enforced depends on resources devoted to that task. Because of this cost limitation, it is impossible to detect and punish all offenders. Offenders are deterred by expected punishments, which are (broadly speaking) the probability times the severity of the punishment. The more significant the offense, the more likely society will want to use resources to prevent the offense. This does not necessarily mean that more resources will make punishment more severe, but it means that the offender will be pursued more ‘tenaciously’ to increase the probability of apprehension.

This research showed that there are different costs to take into consideration for copyright enforcement. First of all, there were costs borne by the rights holders themselves. In principle, this is a private decision based on private costs and benefits, not an issue of public policy. Rights holders have the freedom to spend what they deem sufficient to enforce their rights.

Second, there are the institutional costs on courts. When private rights are infringed, there is an institutional infrastructure to correct this. This is part of the rule of law. That being said, it still is relevant to consider the magnitude of these costs. Copyright enforcement competes for the resources of the court system with other transgressions and disputes. The burden on courts affects the whole of society.

Third, there are the costs for law enforcement by public institutions, such as criminal investigations by police units or administrative sanctioning mechanisms like HADOPI. If we as a society decide that violating certain norms and laws should not go unpunished, it has consequences for the allocation of public resources. This, too, is part of the rule of law.

Fourth, there are cost borne by those who need to defend themselves against the threat or application of a sanction. This can range from the cost of legal defense in a court case all the way to the cost of having to protect online speech or business from unwarranted takedown actions.
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Fifth, and last, there are costs imposed on third parties. The large-scale enforcement efforts that rely on intermediaries, such as ISPs, de facto externalize part of the enforcement cost to those intermediaries. One could argue that this is simply the cost of doing business. ISPs are shielded from liability only when they do act if they are notified of infringement. Irrespective of whether these costs are seen as legitimate, it is relevant to include these costs into the overall picture and to realize that some of the enforcement costs are not borne by the rights holders nor the public institutions.

The case studies have found that cost has been a critical consideration for the enforcement strategies of rights holders. For example, targeting users directly in the US (and in the UK) have been expensive for rights holders. The earlier lawsuits as enacted by the RIAA were expensive and litigation was not able to recover the costs through the fines awarded by courts and the settlements paid by infringing users.

However, smaller firms were able to actually create economic returns. They sought efficiency through joinder and early discovery, which means defendants were grouped at court first and that the remaining costs were simply sending out letters and building an infrastructure for collection. Putting cases together also saved the courts money. Discovery required lower standards of evidence, which was also cheaper for rights holders. However, because courts later became more opposed to joining too many defendants at once and granting discovery, the litigation became more economically difficult.

In the UK, costs were a major driver for this enforcement strategy to focus on achieving early settlements. The lawyers referred to it as a cost effective method because most cases would settle early on and that it needed to be an expensive parking ticket to maximize recovery. They also mentioned that they needed to send enough letters to make the strategy economically viable. However, one law firm stopped for financial reasons, since not enough people were reached and those that were settled less often. Another firm did make money but was forced to shut down. The procedure relied on grouping defendants in one case at one court to be economically viable, and this ran into resistance at the courts.

Other strategies relied on law enforcement. The cases that target supply directly for example required extra investment. In the US, the FBI and Customs department worked together on seizing websites. Several judges were involved, as were lawyers representing the government interest.

Similarly, the SINDE law procedure required tax payer money, the exact amount is unknown, to finance an administrative authority tasked with fighting infringement. It also burdened, to a small extent, the judicial system. Rights holders still faced costs, they had to spot infringement themselves, and presumably hired private agencies to do this. The IIPA however thought that the government needed to allocate more resources to this procedure to make it more effective.

The graduated response procedure in France also relied on a new administrative authority financed by tax payers. When people cite the HADOPI procedure as a relatively cheap way to enforce copyrights, they mean cheap for rights holders. There were still high costs. Rights holders hired TMG to monitor Internet traffic and notify HADOPI. HADOPI itself had a budget ranging in the millions funded by the state, ISPs needed systems to identify subscribers and send them infringement notices. Subscribers might end up paying
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these costs. Furthermore there were judicial and administrative costs.\textsuperscript{1940} Another potential cost that could be taken into account is that subscribers could be forced to pay by installing means to secure their connections.

There has been debate on whether the procedure was too expensive for taxpayers to fund. Most notably, the Lescure report that evaluated the HADOPI law mentioned that “the focus of public funds on the prevention of P2P downloading is the result of a bad prioritization and an inadequate allocation of resources.”\textsuperscript{1941} It concluded “that it does not appear desirable to maintain an independent administrative authority whose activity is limited to combating illegal downloading. This would contribute neither to the lawfulness of the provision, nor to the coherence of state activity, nor to the saving of public funds.”\textsuperscript{1942} This would be especially pressing if the system would only marginally benefit authors, as some academics argued.\textsuperscript{1943}

Similar to HADOPI, other cases also showed how rights holders distributed costs to third parties. Notice and takedown, for example, placed part of the enforcement burden on platform owners, because they had to establish procedures and thus absorb some of the costs of enforcement. In this case, it meant that Google had to invest in enforcement as well.\textsuperscript{1944}

According to Google, they had hundreds of people working on what they referred to as “anti-piracy.” They say it is “not a trivial cost.” These costs stem from developing innovative technology, as well as from the people hired to work on this. They also thought that for cost reasons, smaller ISPs had no choice but to simply accept notices.\textsuperscript{1945} Rights holders had substantial costs as well. They have to hire or finance anti-piracy organizations or independent enforcement vendors, with specific business models tailored to the needs of rights holders. Other researchers confirmed that there was some burden on ISPs, and that enforcement costs were especially burdensome for smaller providers.\textsuperscript{1946}

IRMA specifically opted for the graduated response procedure at Eircom as opposed to lawsuits, calling those a “waste of resources.” Because there was no administrative or judicial authority involved, costs in this procedure were much lower. IRMA paid DtecNet to scan Internet traffic for infringement. IRMA in turn needed an enforcement department to build dossiers on IP addresses, and to send notices to Eircom. Eircom needed an infrastructure to identify IP addresses, and to send out warnings. However, they themselves said that technology was already in place for things like child pornography. Another cost could be the potential competitive disadvantage of having to enforce this against their own subscribers, who might flock to other ISPs, but this effect could not be confirmed.

\textsuperscript{1940} Internet Society, Perspectives on Policy Responses to Online Copyright Infringement, an Evolving Policy Landscape,” \textit{Internet Society website} (Feb 20, 2011) P.47, \url{http://www.Internetsociety.org/perspectives-policy-responses-online-copyright-infringement-evolving-policy-landscape}
\textsuperscript{1941} Pierre Lescure, \textit{Mission « Acte II de l’exception culturelle » Contribution aux politiques culturelles à l’ère numérique}, Ministere de la Culture et de la Communication (May 2013) P.33., \url{www.culturecommunication.gouv.fr/var/culture/storage/culture_mag/rapport_lescure/index.html#1}
\textsuperscript{1942} Pierre Lescure, \textit{Mission « Acte II de l’exception culturelle » Contribution aux politiques culturelles à l’ère numérique}, Ministere de la Culture et de la Communication (May 2013) P.33., \url{www.culturecommunication.gouv.fr/var/culture/storage/culture_mag/rapport_lescure/index.html#1}
\textsuperscript{1943} Geiger, “Challenges for the Enforcement of Copyright in the Online World,” P.10.
\textsuperscript{1945} Fred von Lohmann (Intellectual Property Director Google) interviewed by author, August 2013.
\textsuperscript{1946} Urban and Quilter, “Efficient Process or ‘Chilling Effects’?” P. 636.
All in all, the findings show that the total costs of enforcement have risen. This should be no surprise, as infringement has risen as well. This means that more cost are borne by society as a whole, since the large-scale strategies allocate a significant portion of the cost to public entities (by increasing the role of the state), third parties (by getting them to enforce against infringers) and the recipients of the sanctions (who might have to defend themselves against claims of infringement).

This allocation of cost points to an incentive problem caused by the misalignment of private and social cost and benefits. The benefits of enforcement of their private rights flow to the rights holders, but a significant portion of the costs are carried by others. This provides an incentivize to rights holders to initiate or demand more enforcement than would be the case if they carried most of the costs themselves.

One could argue that tax payers should carry these costs, as it does for law enforcement in general. This is a fair point, but it does not solve the incentive problem and it does not tell us anything about how high the cost to taxpayers, or third parties, should be. Clearly there is a limit, as there is for enforcement of any crime. This is not an empirical question, but a normative and political one. Part of any such evaluation of the appropriate level of cost on society is to look at what public values are being advanced by these enforcement strategies: the protection of cultural production. This brings us to the next question: did it actually work? Was infringement reduced or cultural production stimulated by the large-scale enforcement strategies.

13.6 Enforcement has had little impact at its current scale

The available studies on the different enforcement initiatives show that, overall, large-scale copyright enforcement has had little impact on infringement levels. Although rights holders and governments intensified enforcement, few of the strategies examined in the cases have had an observable and lasting deterrent effect on large-scale infringement.

The graduated response procedures suggest that there were some deterrent effects on a particular type of infringement (see chapters 7 and 8), while targeted end users directly had no observable effect (see chapters 5 and 6). The notice and takedown procedures are deemed successful, but it is unsure if they have a lasting deterrent effect on infringement (see chapters 9 and 10). There is no evidence that the strategies that target supply directly had an observable effect (chapters 11 and 12). A more in depth description will now follow.

Strategies that mainly relied on increasing scale had some effects, but only in limited ways. Graduated response procedure combine warnings applied on an incredible scale with potentially more severe sanctions later on a very small scale, which could explain their limited success. In France HADOPI scaled up enforcement massively. As the first graduated response procedure and partly funded by the French taxpayers, it was the subject of a lot of discussion and studies with contradicting conclusions. Those studies have been discussed in chapter 7. Overall, it seems that HADOPI has had some deterrent effects on P2P file sharing. The strongest indicator seems to be the ever decreasing amount of warnings sent out, although Giblin points out that this might be for other reasons. At the same time, other forms of file sharing rose up, and there has been no increase in sales. Also, it is uncertain whether file sharers moved towards ways to hide their P2P file sharing. There is also a lot of variation in figures cited by the authority itself.

Graduated response in Ireland is difficult to evaluate. After its implementation, things have remained quiet on the effect of Eircom’s graduated response procedure on
infringement. As the procedure is privately administered, the relevant stakeholders were able to shroud the procedure and its effects in relative mystery. In an interview, IRMA suggested that the amount of notifications decreased with each phase (few people receive a second warning, even fewer receive a third warning). This would suggest the procedure is effective. However, just like in the case of HADOPI, it might simply reflect the fact that users deploy encryption and proxies to better hide their actions or that they move to non-P2P alternatives for downloading infringing content.

For the other strategies that managed to scale up, there is little evidence to suggest that infringement levels have gone down in response. After a period of targeting users directly in the US, P2P related infringement remained relatively stable. Also, it appeared these procedures were slowly being abandoned. They not only faced heavy resistance by the public, but have also received repeated criticism and opposition from judges who made it more difficult for rights holders and law firms to engage in these practices. At first there seemed to be some deterrent effect, but decreased file sharing bounced back after some time.

The UK paints a similar picture: targeting end users directly has not been an effective deterrent. Although it appeared to have been intended as a profitable business for smaller, more specific rights holders, infringement numbers were not affected, and remained relatively high. Here too, the procedure came under close scrutiny of the courts, and the public eye. Three lawyers were suspended from practicing law and ordered to pay a fine for breaching the solicitors code of conduct. Although other law firms have since picked up the process, it appears as if courts have since created more requirements before those firms can start sending letters.

Targeting supply indirectly scaled up massively, but it remains questionable to what extent it was a real deterrent. According to the anti piracy authority Brein, notice and takedown in the Netherlands “works.” They however suggest that they have not been able to bring down infringement in the Netherlands enough, because a lot of content is currently hosted on foreign servers.

In the case of Google search, the question remains whether fewer users found their way to infringing content because of removed search results. The company itself claims that the engine does not seem to be a major driver of infringement, and provides some evidence for this.

In the case of YouTube, notice and takedown does not play a big role as rights holders have moved to agreements with Google to monetize their content through the ContenID system. Under this system rights holders have been paid large amounts of money, but it remains unclear to what extent it has worked as a deterrent.

Strategies that mainly relied on increasing severity have not reduced infringement. Although qualified as medium in the summary of the case results, targeting supply directly was done with increased severity, as opposed to the strategies that scaled up massively. The Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) of the US government targeted sites directly through that offered pirated products. The majority of enforcement focused on trademarks. With regards to copyright, it is difficult to determine whether or not this had a substantial effect on infringement. The enforcement actions intended to fight live streaming, and links sites. For those types of sites, research suggests that effects were limited to none.

The SINDE law in Spain too has had limited effects on infringement, and seems to have worked as a slower notice and takedown procedure, with more safeguards. The IIPA said that the agonizingly slow procedure offered little to deter the infringement. After
repeated criticism from rights holders, Spain moved forward with additional enforcement procedures that further increases severity to make up for this perceived inadequacy.

In sum, the case studies found little visible deterrent effect. I will briefly touch on several other initiatives of rights holders, though strictly speaking outside of the scope of this study. Even there, no demonstrable proof can be found that enforcement has a deterrent effect on infringement.

In the US, larger rights holders, like the RIAA, abandoned targeting users directly and have since moved towards a graduated response system. They themselves claimed it was an effective deterrent. However, a film consortium spoke out against the system, saying it was ineffective as a deterrent. Research suggested that 45% of Americans still actively pirated media. Also, this system does not include the pornography industry, one of the biggest drivers of targeting users directly. For smaller firms, it might therefore still be interesting to use this procedure, not as a deterrent, but as a way to retrieve funds. One wonders however, to what extent judges will thwart this process.

Some authors suggest that there have been better results in other countries. For example, some say enforcement of the EU IPRED directive in Sweden in 2009, caused a 27% increase in CD sales, and a 48% increase in digital music sales in Sweden. In Germany, each year hundreds of thousands of file sharers were sent letters by law firms requesting copyright payments for illegal downloading. In 2011 half a million of those letters were sent, in 2012 about 250,000 were sent out. Although the internet is abundant with warnings not to share files in Germany, no research has confirmed that it has been an effective deterrent. Research suggests that 46% of Germans still actively pirate media. A new law has dramatically lowered the possible maximum fines that law firms can ask for copyright infringement. The idea behind that legislative change is to protect consumers.

Enforcement actions aimed at cyber lockers have not been very effective, research suggests. The researchers claim the supply is too distributed to take down, located too globally, and that taking down a specific service is not enough to disrupt the piracy ecosystem. In Germany, taking down streaming sites had little effect. “The existence of alternative sources of unlicensed consumption, coupled with the rapid emergence of new
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1949 Joe Karaganis and Lennart Renkema, “Copy culture in the US & Germany,” the American Assembly (2013)


1951 A simple Google search on “file sharing in Germany” suffices to see that it is actively discouraged for fear of consequences.


platforms, led the streaming piracy market to quickly recover from the intervention and to limited substitution into licensed consumption.”

In short: in chapter 2, we discussed that the levels of infringement have remained stable worldwide, and that the case studies show enforcement procedures have limited effects on infringement, if any. For some enforcement procedures, there may have been a limited effect. Graduated response procedures seemed to impact P2P infringement. This might be because the system combines a large scale in the first phase with a severe sanction in a later phase, or it might just be a false signal and merely express the shift of users to encryption and file sharing outside of P2P.

The research shows that scaling up enforcement directed to end users directly or indirectly could have some effect at bringing infringement down. However, bringing it down further, would mean that scale should be increased further, possibly in combination with severity. Before concluding with the discussion on the implications of these results, the following section will highlight the limitations of this study.

### 13.7 Limitations

Research is always subject to certain limitations that have to be taken into account when evaluating the findings. This study is no exception.

First, there are limitations inherent in the empirical scope of the study. Data collection was performed within a specific timeframe in a limited number of countries. Information has been collected for 22 sanctioning mechanisms related to 8 enforcement strategies in 6 countries implemented between 2004 and 2014. We found clear patterns in the dataset, but we should also be modest when generalizing beyond the dataset. Our findings seem to reflect general mechanisms that are likely also present in other countries where the rule of law provides similar protections and safeguards to citizens and businesses. Countries where the rule of law is institutionalized differently are likely to display different patterns.

A related limitation in scope is time. The data was collected until 2014. It is hard to evaluate to what extent the relationships that were found will remain to hold over time. New technologies are likely to emerge that impact the variables of this study. Perhaps they enable new enforcement procedures that reduce the painful tradeoff between scale, severity and safeguards. Think of algorithmic decision making and the rise of ‘Big Data’. Future research could explore whether procedural values could be implemented in a technological way, as some scholars are doing. This also means studying the effectiveness and ethics of algorithmic governance. While the future might hold many surprises, we should also note that the relationships found in this study, as theorized by legal economics, have held up in many domains over many decades.

Second, there are limitations in data collection because of the politicized nature of copyright enforcement. The study had to deal with the fact that some stakeholders saw it in their best interest to decline to be interviewed. Chapter 4 shows how this issue of selection bias was mitigated. It seems very unlikely that rights holders possess evidence that would
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substantially change the findings of this study, since they would have a strong incentive to make that evidence public. That being said, it would have been better if their views would have been more directly represented.

Third, there are the inevitable limitations of condensing complex realities into a single comparative framework. This can be clearly seen in measuring the variables. They are qualitative in nature and therefore subject to interpretation and to limitations. For example, the problem with effectiveness is that for most of the studies on enforcement it is unclear how high infringement levels would be without those specific enforcement procedures. There is also no telling what the situation will be in years. Programs might work out in the long term or might erode, as many are now based on observing Torrent users, and Torrent is diminishing in importance as a facilitating technology for infringement. It is also unclear to what extent infringement has flocked to private channels. For scale there are some other problems. It is not just limited to the nature of the procedure. It also is tied to who are actually enforcing, and the money they are willing to spend on enforcement. Regarding costs, some of the costs are not known, because the private companies refused to provide insight. This means that some of the cases and variables were difficult to isolate and ascertain, while for some it is unclear how they influence the conclusions.

A fourth limitation is that the study cannot neatly separate and isolate the many interacting factors. It remains difficult to isolate specific enforcement procedures from others, so as to measure their specific effects. Countries do not enact just one copyright enforcement procedure, but multiple strategies at the same time. In the US for example, there are lawsuits, notice and takedown procedures, criminal investigations and more taking place. It is difficult to make an isolated evaluation of the deterrent effect of each procedure without considering some spillover effects. One way to extend research in this field is to isolate effects via policy and natural experiments, and by having country-specific studies of the combined effect of enforcement procedures.

Fifth, there are limitations related to the theoretical framework. The study has employed a specific framework from legal economics. Of course, there are other valuable perspectives. For example, there has been research into the swiftness of responses. Davis writes that there is a temporal factor to deterrence. Lowering the expected time until detection increases the benefits of crime. That is more than just scale.\textsuperscript{1958} Other factors not taken into account are differences in wealth between individuals. People with more wealth might not be deterred quickly by fines. They also have more safeguards, as it will be easier for them to carry the burden of extensive legal representation. This was left out of this study to retain a feasible scope, but also because none of the enforcement procedures specifically aim for a timely response, except for ‘Operation in Our Sites.’ In that case, no additional effectiveness was observed. This study also does not include theories about the moral choices of people. For example, in research it was revealed that people that go to church are less likely to commit crimes,\textsuperscript{1959} and that people whose peers commit crimes are more likely to do so.\textsuperscript{1960} The study also does not take into account non-rational models of infringement behavior, such as rules of thumb, rules of information, habitual behavior, behavior that is emotionally motivated or impulsive behavior, etc. One could argue that all these behaviors


may still be influenced by rational calculations. The rational actor approach has argued that
the consequences of a change of policy may still be best predicted by sticking to the rational
actor methodology. In other words: “the average aggregate behavior changes as if people
were rational.”1961 That being said, it might very well be that strategies using those theories
from social psychology or the increasingly popular behavioral economics could help improve
deterrence. For example, in the current study the perception of risk is not taken into
account. People can download from the comfort of their own home, which might influence
the way they perceive their risk of getting caught. On the other hand, sending warnings
might influence risk perception and explain why graduated response procedures show some
effects. Similarly, this study does not look at the role of social norms in legal compliance. A
study by Svensson and Larsson researched the perceived gap between those social norms
and copyright law. They conducted a survey on the attitudes of respondents between 15 and
25 to file sharing before and after the implementation of the IPRED law which aimed to
increase enforcement in Sweden. The authors concluded that although file sharing
behaviour had decreased in frequency after implementation of the law, social norms
remained unaffected. The limited effect was attributed to some deterrence. The authors
write that people more generally abide by informal social control than the law, and that the
law has little chance of bringing about legal compliance without the support of social norms.
They said people largely ignored the new copyright law, in similar ways like they did with
traffic laws or tax laws. The authors also wrote that if compliance was only based on
deterrence, and not on social norms, there could be negative consequences, like a lack of
public confidence in the law and that counter measures may arise, like increased
anonymization. Although the authors said that it did not necessarily have to be the case that
there had to be a complete correspondence between social norms and the law, there should
be some foothold in the public debate. They showed that since the implementation of the
law, the gap between norms and the law had not diminished.1962 Because my study focuses
on deterrence, the research by Svensson and Larsson could supplement this. It might explain
why there have been little deterrent effects found in copyright enforcement thus far.

A final limitation is that the study has focused only one one path – copyright
enforcement – to achieve two incredibly complex public policy goals: to stimulate cultural
production and guarantee access to culture by the public. To fully understand the policy
ramifications of the findings, one also needs to look at alternative paths. Future studies
should look towards the effectiveness and costs (both social and economic) of other ways to
attain those similar public policy goals, without necessarily favoring copyright in its current
form as the legal instrument. The last part of the previous section, on the policy implications
of this study, already hinted at relevant alternatives.

In sum, there are practical, empirical and theoretical limitations that have to be taken
into account when interpreting the findings of this study. Future work will be able to
overcome some of these limitations. This should not prevent anyone from taking seriously
the robust empirical patterns that have been uncovered in the course of this research.

1962 Stephan Panther, "The economics of crime and criminal law: An antithesis to sociological theories?.”

1962 Måns Svensson and Stefan Larsson, “Intellectual property law compliance in Europe: Illegal file sharing and


13.8 Implications for policy

This research has set out to determine whether an empirical relationship exists between scale, severity, and safeguards. These insights can guide policymakers by more clearly showing the policy choices they face in this domain.

We have empirically corroborated the prediction of legal economics: copyright enforcement procedures were able to scale-up only by offering fewer procedural safeguards to sanctioned parties. Similarly, procedures that impacted on a larger scale provided less severe sanctions. The research has also shown that infringement levels remained by and large unchanged, and that enforcement procedures created substantial costs, a significant portion of which were externalized to the state and to third parties.

What do these findings imply for public policy on copyright enforcement? Thinking about enforcement from within the legal economics framework, we can boil down the discussion on policy implications to three key questions.

1. How can we make enforcement more effective?
2. Can we mitigate the negative side effects of intensified enforcement?
3. Are there alternatives to intensified enforcement?

This research provides guidance to answer these questions, although many things remain unclear.

How could we make enforcement more effective?

The status quo turned out to be rather disappointing for everyone: society bore significant cost and side-effects of more large-scale enforcement, without getting much in return in terms of effectiveness. The strategies have not been very successful at bringing down infringement levels. In most cases, even the rights holders expressed their discontent about the current situation.

In response, the discussion has shifted towards defining what “effective” means exactly. In the Netherlands, for example, Brein has said that they wanted to bring infringement down to 25%. RIAA has stated that it appreciates the “educational” aspect of graduated response, since hardcore downloaders might never be deterred.

Others argue that “effective” could also mean that, even when infringement levels are undeterred, enforcement benefits new business models or stimulates a vibrant entertainment market. It is unclear whether this effect occurs in practice. Assuming that HADOPI, for example, effectively reduces illegal P2P sharing, has this created a better market for the entertainment and cultural sector? If settlement letters would work, would they stimulate the movie industry?

As was noted in the introduction of this dissertation, it remains unclear how copyright infringement has impacted the market for entertainment. Critics and academics argue and demonstrate that the revenue streams have merely shifted, for example from recordings to live performances, and that overall the market is still vibrant. Others claim that infringement threatens diversity. This empirical question is outside the scope of this dissertation. Future work will have to create more clarity on these impacts.

When we return to the original, and still dominant, enforcement goal of bringing infringement levels down, our theory and empirical evidence point to two basic options: further increase scale and further increase severity.

For each of the new enforcement strategies, achieving scale was accompanied by fewer safeguards, especially when compared to the safeguards offered in a conventional civil
court case. This strongly suggests that scaling up further will be possible only by removing even more safeguards. This can generate serious societal costs, as safeguards protect the rule of law, human rights like free speech and privacy, innovation and the careful balance copyright strikes between protected content and other content or content available for fair use. Countless examples show mistrial and abuse happen in the field of copyright. This is exactly what makes copyright enforcement procedures controversial.

The second option is to increase the severity of the sanction imposed on infringers. Some enforcement procedures are controversial because in comparison to the perceived damage done by infringement, the sanctions are perceived as disproportionate. A classic example, here, is the case of Capitol Records vs. Jammie Thomas-Rasset. The woman was ordered to pay $220,000 for sharing 24 songs via KaZaA. Such sanctions caused resistance by the general public. Rights holders already face a difficult situation because there is little public support for enforcement, and more severity will exacerbate this problem.

Apart from the societal impacts associated with larger scale and higher severity, any intensification of enforcement will also impose further economic costs on the state, a.k.a., the tax payers, and third parties.

What does this mean for policy makers? The large-scale enforcement efforts of the past decade have led to a problematic status quo. If the cases we studied are any guide then further intensifying enforcement strategies—i.e., increasing scale, severity, or both—would very likely increase the negative impacts of enforcement, with uncertain results in terms of reduced infringement. Is that worth it?

To some extent, this question is already being answered in practice. Some of the strategies that have been proposed to increase severity and scale up further have already become highly controversial. Politics has intervened and stopped SOPA and the judiciary put limits on speculative invoicing in the UK. In Germany large-scale lawsuits without judicial interference were corrected by the legislator by lowering the penalties involved. Also, the ultimate sanction in HADOPI has been reduced. Meanwhile, judges and lawmakers aim to put an end to the large-scale targeting of end-users through settlement requests in the US.

*Can we mitigate the negative side effects of more enforcement?*
Would there be any way to increase scale and severity of sanctioning while also retaining or even increasing the procedural safeguards? Our comparative analysis of 22 sanctioning mechanisms suggest that this is extremely difficult. The only countervailing examples are the modest new safeguards that some of the new procedures have introduced. Think of Google’s transparency report, for example. Systems based on reputation and increased transparency might improve the balance. It is questionable, however, whether these safeguards are sufficient to prevent mistrial and abuse. The question for policy makers is then whether we should accept these negative impacts.

Where safeguards are protected and their cost are borne by the rights holders, the rights holders themselves have been unwilling to scale up because they find it too costly. This is most visible in the court cases targeting end users directly. We found ample evidence that rights holders have largely abandoned these procedures because of their cost. In other words, the rights holders themselves were not willing to spend their money on scaling up enforcement while retaining safeguards. This raises the inevitable question: if rights holders, who reap the potential benefits of more effective enforcement, are not willing to shoulder these costs, then why should the state, tax payer or third parties be asked to carry them?
Are there alternatives? Legal economics suggest examining different legal regimes to attain economic objectives. Coase, who paved the way for legal economics, proposed what Hazlett, Porter, and Smith call a “symmetric evaluation of resource appropriation rules.” He argued that negative externalities or damaging spillovers (like copyright infringement) were not proof of market failure, but should be taken into account as regular input costs. That view allows us to see the problem from a viewpoint of institutional symmetry. Instead of assuming some theoretical ideal of a perfect functioning government and market failure, multiple approaches should be tested and evaluated in empirical and economic terms, to see which approach is the most efficient.

If we view copyright infringement as an economic problem, what alternatives to deterrence exist? A number of authors have suggested alternative ways to regulate culture. Alternative approaches range from decriminalization of socially or economically less harmful practices, to legalization, and state regulated compensation schemes in the form of world licenses.

Some suggest a tax. According to Landes and Lichtman, this could be a tax “applicable to particular tools, services, venues associated with copyright infringement. As long as the tax would non-trivially increase the incentive to create and disseminate copyrighted work, and the tax itself would not discourage legitimate behavior.”

The central idea of these compensations is to reward rights holders for the unauthorized use of copyright works. Different scholars have argued for different ways to implement this. Some suggest levies on Internet subscription, which is similar to copying levies in European countries. Others suggest a tax. They are an extension of collective rights management, which is a longstanding practice in parts of the market for copyright works.

These levies are also under criticism. One of the problems is the concept of harm. Levies can lead to double payment, especially when tied to private copying. Some say the harms from private copying are too small. Furthermore, levies restrict price setting and can lead to a misallocation of resources. They also require copyright management organizations. This is costly, they may be slow, or become incredibly powerful. They would also have to determine actual use.

---

1963 Part of this Section was previously published as Floris Kreiken & David Koepsell, “Coase and Copyright,” University of Illinois Journal of Law, Technology and Policy 1 (2013): 1-44.
Some have evaluated a theoretical compensation system for recorded music. It would grant private Internet subscribers the right to download and use works in return for a fee. According to their model, this would be welfare increasing in the current market conditions. The fee is based on a (very low) price consumers are willing to pay, and would increase rights holders revenue as well. They would propose a mandatory fee that lies between 1.74 and 9.25 Euros.\textsuperscript{1974}

Some authors point towards new business models as an inspiration for new rights. One way would be to abandon the property model and move towards different models. This is more in line with business models currently on the rise, like Netflix and Spotify. This means that vendors would pay for the right to give access to culture to the public, and still compensate rights holders for their work.

These new business models allow for remuneration to creators, and are warmly embraced by the public.\textsuperscript{1975} They demonstrate the growing power of a new form of intermediaries, like Apple and Amazon, which provide access to content for consumers.\textsuperscript{1976} Those intermediaries themselves make agreements with rights holders to provide remuneration and access to consumers at the same time, through private contract law.\textsuperscript{1977} These intermediaries reap the benefits of the new infrastructure economically, but do not rely on the exclusivity of their product to receive remuneration.\textsuperscript{1978} They recognize that content is service made possible through unique and valued forms of access, rather than relying on the exchange of tokens protected by state monopolies.\textsuperscript{1979}

In a changing market that revolves around access, intermediaries will compete over access rights by offering remuneration to creators. Recently, this can already be observed by the way Tidal has taken on Spotify by claiming to better deals for creators. At the same time, those intermediaries will compete with each other by offering content to consumers. Some intermediaries might be more popular by offering better quality to consumers, and some intermediaries might be more popular to creators by offering better marketing or a better price to creators.

For those access rights to work, copyrights should focus on limiting unfair competition or “competitive harm.”\textsuperscript{1980} So intermediaries that have not bargained with other intermediaries for the spread of content and seek to benefit from it financially would potentially be liable for copyright infringement. This would make copyright as it was again: reserved for the big fish, not the little ones.

In summary, policymakers should give equal weight to legislative alternatives that might better guarantee economic incentives in the entertainment market and access to culture for the public.

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{1974}{Handke, Balazs, Vallbé, “The value of online licenses for recorded music,” \textit{Paper}. P.1-2.}
\footnotetext{1976}{Bernfeld, “Brave New World: Digital Distribution Beyond the Old World.”}
\footnotetext{1977}{Bernfeld, “Brave New World: Digital Distribution Beyond the Old World.”}
\footnotetext{1978}{Bernfeld, “Brave New World: Digital Distribution Beyond the Old World.”}
\footnotetext{1979}{Bernfeld, “Brave New World: Digital Distribution Beyond the Old World.”}
\footnotetext{1980}{Stadler, “Copyright as Trade Regulation,” P.912.}
\end{footnotes}
SUMMARY

The Internet has been a disruptive force in many markets, among them the markets for entertainment and cultural products. New Internet-based technologies have undermined the protection of copyright on these products. Copyright is a legal tool which was devised to incentivize cultural production and to facilitate access to culture by the public. New information technologies have facilitated large-scale copyright infringement. The exact effect on the entertainment market is unclear. The market is adapting to these changes and seems to be doing well in some areas, and worse in others.

Rights holders, however, view infringement as unequivocally illegal, wrong and harmful. They have sought increased enforcement of copyright via gaining more control over the technologies through which their content is distributed. A key problem that rights holders are trying to solve is scale. Since infringement is widespread, enforcement efforts also need to impact at a large scale. Dealing with each case of infringement via the standard civil law procedures is very costly in terms of time and money. Therefore, rights holders have adopted new strategies to scale up enforcement online, which in some cases involve intermediaries or the government in their application.

To deal with these difficulties and with large-scale infringement, rights holders have adopted new strategies to scale up enforcement, which can be categorized into four groups: (1) they target the demand for infringing content (end-users) directly on a large scale by aiming for settlements instead of actual lawsuits. (2) They target end-users indirectly through intermediaries that apply graduated response procedures. These procedures use a system of increasingly severe sanctions for each infringement to deter users, often starting with a warning letter and ending with Internet disconnection or fines as the ultimate sanction if infringement keeps happening. These procedures require intermediaries in the administration of sanctions. (3) They target the supply side directly by taking down or filtering websites that offer infringing content. Governmental parties often carry out these procedures. (4) They target the supply side indirectly by asking intermediaries to take action against infringing content. Notice and takedown procedures allow rights holders to notify websites of infringement and require them to take this content down.

Few people defend infringement, but there are concerns that these new enforcement strategies are disproportionately costly to society. Technologists, academics and civil society organizations, like the Electronic Frontier Foundation, argue that that scaled-up enforcement will be bad for human rights and other public values because it erodes procedural safeguards, most notably due process and fair trial. Fewer safeguards would give too much control over Internet services, and even Internet access, to rights holders. In a nutshell, the argument is that if rights holders can unilaterally decide what is right or wrong because of lacking judicial scrutiny, then this will be bad for free speech, the rule of law, and innovation.

Proponents of intensified enforcement point to the cost of infringement, which they estimate to be in the billions. They claim this demands more effective enforcement. Rights holders, White House and EU representatives also claim large-scale enforcement can be done in accordance with human rights. According to representatives of the rights holders, such as the Movie Picture Association of America (MPAA) and the US Chamber of Commerce, SOPA and ACTA follow the same rules of civil procedure you would find in an
ordinary trial. In their view, copyright enforcement targets illegal sites and people that infringe on copyright only and does nothing to harm legal uses of content and Internet users who are not sharing protected content.

Who is right? What is the actual impact of the new enforcement strategies on legal safeguards and, more broadly, on public values? There has been a lack of empirical research to answer this question. This dissertation set out to overcome this gap by providing the first comparative empirical analysis of new enforcement strategies. Its core research question is: “How does large-scale copyright enforcement on the Internet influence procedural safeguards like due process and fair trial, what are its costs and its effectiveness, and what do these findings imply for public policy?”

Legal economics predicts a certain level of effectiveness of enforcement: effective deterrence requires large-scale enforcement and more severe sanctions in order to increase the costs of breaking the law. Increasing the scale of enforcement, hence increasing the chance of getting caught, is particularly effective. These theories also describe that scaling up enforcement is costly and that it is often associated with reduced procedural safeguards, because legal procedures are time consuming and expensive. When this tradeoff between scale and safeguards also applies to copyright enforcement, then the consequences can be serious for human rights and public values.

Next to increasing scale, effectiveness could also be increased through more severe sanctions. How is severity associated with procedural safeguards? If consequences of punishments are more severe, then the lack of procedural safeguards is more likely to lead to more severe wrongful sanctions and a more negative societal impact.

To empirically study the relationship between scale, severity and safeguards in online copyright enforcement, we analyzed 22 sanctioning mechanisms that belong to eight enforcement strategies in six countries between 2004 and 2014. Each enforcement strategy is a case study. We looked at what is known about its impact on infringement levels and its costs. Within each strategy, there can be multiple sanctioning mechanisms. We studied these as subcases, where we identified the scale at which they were executed, the severity of the sanctions, and the safeguards provided to the actors on which the sanctions are imposed.

The research shows that rights holders were able to scale up enforcement in some strategies, and that in these cases, scale came at the cost of procedural safeguards. Procedures like notice and takedown for example, allowed rights holders to take down millions of links from Google search, but only because judicial scrutiny had been removed. Only at the initiative and costs of sanctioned parties, could there be judicial checking and only after the sanction. Rightsholders have been able to avoid legal safeguards by making non-judicial players, like intermediaries, the sanctioning party. In the case of notice and takedown, intermediaries were notified of infringement and legally pressured to enforce: they faced high fines if they did not. This trade-off between safeguards and scale is visible in every enforcement strategy analyzed. This means the cases confirm the theoretical predictions – and also the warnings of the opponents of increased online copyright enforcement. When the number of sanctions is scaled up, this comes at the cost of procedural safeguards. Meanwhile, some actors have created new safeguards for large-scale procedures, but it is uncertain to what extent they suffice to prevent mistrial or abuse.

Some strategies also increased the severity of the sanctions involved. The research shows, however, that when sanctions got more severe, the sanctioning mechanism never achieved scale. For example, taking down websites with the SINDE procedure in Spain or
through ‘Operation in Our Sites’ in the US led to a more severe sanction -- taking down a complete website and business -- but it was only executed against limited numbers of websites. Similarly, in France, the public authority HADOPI sent out millions of warnings to citizens, but only got a handful of sanctions (fines or a suspension of Internet access) ruled upon by the courts. This means the cases confirmed the theoretical predictions. The enforcement strategies either scale up the probability of sanctions, or increase the severity of penalties, but not both.

Figure A illustrates that in the 22 subcases corresponding to 8 enforcement strategies researched, there was a connection between scale, severity and safeguards. The subcases that scale up better have fewer safeguards. Think of the HADOPI warning letters and notice and takedown applied by Google. Similarly, for the sanctioning mechanisms that did not scale up well we found more safeguards, like court cases. The figure also suggests a relation between severe sanctions and scale: more severe sanctions did not scale up.

Of course, plotting qualitative data in a graph is rather tricky. As none of the measures can be exact, I use an ordinal scale to display the variables for all sanctioning mechanisms, i.e., subcases. The graph has been divided into cells to make it more readable. Placement of the subcases in each cell in the graph is just for space purposes. Each bubble is to be read as simply belonging to that cell. The exact position in a cell, to the left or to the right, has no meaning. Also, some subcases score similarly on the variables. At times, two subcases have been represented by a single bubble, their names separated by a slash.
This research showed that there are different costs to take into consideration for copyright enforcement: costs borne by the rights holders themselves, the institutional costs on courts, the costs for law enforcement by public institutions, costs borne by those who need to defend themselves against the threat or application of a sanction, and costs imposed on third parties.

All in all, the findings show that the total costs of enforcement have risen. This should be no surprise, as infringement has risen as well. This means that more cost are borne by society as a whole, since the large-scale strategies allocate a significant portion of the cost to public entities (by increasing the role of the state), third parties (by getting them to enforce against infringers) and the recipients of the sanctions (who might have to defend themselves against claims of infringement).

This allocation of cost points to an incentive problem caused by the misalignment of private and social cost and benefits. The benefits of enforcement of their private rights flow
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**Figure A:** Graph that presents scale, severity and procedural safeguards for each subcase. For space purposes, some subcases are represented as one bubble, their names separated by a slash.
to the rights holders, but a significant portion of the costs are carried by others. This provides an incentive to rights holders to initiate or demand more enforcement than would be the case if they carried most of the costs themselves.

The research also shows that almost none of the enforcement strategies brought infringement down permanently. The levels of infringement have remained stable worldwide, and the case studies show enforcement procedures have limited effects on infringement. Graduated response procedures seemed to impact P2P infringement. This might be because the system combines a large scale in the first phase with a severe sanction in a later phase, or it might just be a false signal and merely express the shift of users to encryption and file sharing outside of P2P.

This research has set out to determine whether an empirical relationship exists between scale, severity and safeguards. These insights can guide policymakers by more clearly showing the policy choices they face in this domain.

We have empirically corroborated the prediction of legal economics: copyright enforcement procedures are able to scale-up only by offering fewer procedural safeguards to sanctioned parties. Similarly, procedures that impact on a larger scale provide less severe sanctions. The research has also shown that infringement levels are by and large unchanged, and that enforcement procedures create substantial costs, a significant portion of which are externalized to the state and to third parties.

What do these findings imply for public policy on copyright enforcement? Thinking about enforcement from within the legal economics framework, we can boil down the discussion on policy implications to three key questions.

(1) How can we make enforcement more effective?
(2) Can we mitigate the negative side effects of intensified enforcement?
(3) Are there alternatives to intensified enforcement?

This research provides guidance to answer these questions, although many things remain unclear.

How could we make enforcement more effective?

The status quo turned out to be rather disappointing for everyone: society bore significant costs and side-effects of more large-scale enforcement, without getting much in return in terms of effectiveness. The strategies have not been very successful at bringing down infringement levels. In most cases, even the rights holders expressed their discontent about the current situation.

Although there has been some discussion about what “effective” means, when we return to the original, and still dominant, enforcement goal of bringing infringement levels down, our theory and empirical evidence point to two basic options: further increase scale and further increase severity.

For each of the new enforcement strategies, achieving scale was accompanied by fewer safeguards, especially when compared to the safeguards offered in a conventional civil court case. This strongly suggests that scaling up further will be possible only by removing even more safeguards. This can generate serious societal costs, as safeguards protect the rule of law, human rights like free speech and privacy, innovation and the careful balance copyright strikes between protected content and unprotected content or content available for fair use. Countless examples show mistrial and abuse happen in the field of copyright. This is exactly what makes copyright enforcement procedures controversial.
The second option is to increase the severity of the sanction imposed on infringers. Some enforcement procedures are controversial because in comparison to the perceived damage done by infringement, the sanctions are perceived as disproportionate. A classic example, here, is the case of Capitol Records vs. Jammie Thomas-Rasset. The woman was ordered to pay $220,000 for sharing 24 songs via KaZaA. Such sanctions caused resistance by the general public. Rights holders already face a difficult situation because there is little public support for enforcement, and more severity will exacerbate this problem.

Apart from the societal impacts associated with larger scale and higher severity, any intensification of enforcement will also impose further economic costs on the state, a.k.a., the tax payers, and third parties.

What does this mean for policy makers? The large-scale enforcement efforts of the past decade have led to a problematic status quo. If the cases we studied are any guide then further intensifying enforcement strategies—i.e., increasing scale, severity, or both—would very likely increase the negative impacts of enforcement, with uncertain results in terms of reduced infringement. Is that worth it?

To some extent, this question is already being answered in practice. Some of the strategies that have been proposed to increase severity and scale up further have already become highly controversial. Politics has intervened and stopped SOPA and the judiciary put limits on speculative invoicing in the UK. In Germany large-scale lawsuits without judicial interference were corrected by the legislator by lowering the penalties involved. Also, the ultimate sanction in HADOPI has been reduced. Meanwhile, judges and lawmakers aim to put an end to the large-scale targeting of end-users through settlement requests in the US.

Can we mitigate the negative side effects of more enforcement?
Would there be any way to increase scale and severity of sanctioning while also retaining or even increasing the procedural safeguards? Our comparative analysis of 22 sanctioning mechanisms suggest that this is extremely difficult. The only countervailing examples are the modest new safeguards that some of the new procedures have introduced. Think of Google’s transparency report, for example. Systems based on reputation and increased transparency might improve the balance. It is questionable, however, whether these safeguards are sufficient to prevent mistrial and abuse. The question for policy makers is then whether we should accept these negative impacts.

Where safeguards are protected and their cost are borne by the rights holders, the rights holders themselves have been unwilling to scale up because they find it too costly. This is most visible in the court cases targeting end users directly. We found ample evidence that rights holders have largely abandoned these procedures because of their cost. In other words, the rights holders themselves were not willing to spend their money on scaling up enforcement while retaining safeguards. This raises the inevitable question: if rights holders, who reap the potential benefits of more effective enforcement, are not willing to shoulder these costs, then why should the state, tax payer or third parties be asked to carry them?

Are there alternatives?
So what is the alternative? We would have to reform copyright. Copyright is currently an exclusive property right, but large-scale infringement and the problems with enforcement show that this paradigm might be unfit for the information technology age. Using theories in
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legal economics, we can look for new ways to guarantee economic incentives in the entertainment market and access to culture for the public. One way would be to drop exclusivity and move towards an access right, which is more in line with business models currently on the rise (like Netflix and Spotify). This means that vendors would pay for the right to give access to culture to the public, and still compensate rights holders for their work. It would drastically drop the costs of enforcement, and the costs in the form of human rights violations.
SUMMARY IN DUTCH

Het internet is een ontwrichtende kracht geweest in vele markten, waaronder de markt voor entertainment en voor culturele producten. Nieuwe op het internet gebaseerde technologieën hebben de bescherming van het auteursrecht op deze producten ondermijnd. Auteursrecht is een juridisch instrument dat is ontwikkeld om culturele productie te stimuleren en om de toegang tot cultuur voor het publiek te verbeteren. Nieuwe informatietechnologieën hebben de grootschalige schending van het auteursrecht echter makkelijk gemaakt. Het precieze effect op de culturele markt is onduidelijk. De markt is zich aan deze veranderingen aan het aanpassen en lijkt het goed te doen op sommige gebieden, en slechter op andere.

Rechthebbenden zien inbreuken echter als onmiskensbaar illegaal, fout en schadelijk. Ze zochten daarom meer handhaving van het auteursrecht door meer controle te krijgen over de technologieën waar mee hun content wordt verspreid. Een belangrijk probleem dat rechthebbenden proberen op te lossen is schaal. Aangezien inbreuken op zo’n grote schaal plaats vinden, moet handhaving ook op een grote schaal toegepast worden. Het is echter zeer kostbaar in termen van tijd en geld om elke individuele inbreuk aan te pakken via de gebruikelijke civielrechtelijke procedures. Daarom hebben rechthebbenden nieuwe strategieën gevonden om handhaving online op te schalen, die in sommige gevallen voor hun toepassing afhankelijk zijn van tussenpersonen of de overheid.

Deze nieuwe strategieën kunnen worden onderverdeeld in vier groepen: (1) zij richten zich op grote schaal direct op de vraag naar inbreukmakende content (eindgebruikers) door zich met name te richten op schikkingen in plaats van daadwerkelijke rechtszaken. (2) Ze richten zich indirect op eindgebruikers via tussenpersonen die ‘graduated response procedures’ toepassen. Deze procedures maken gebruik van een systeem van steeds strengere sancties voor elke inbreuk om gebruikers af te schrikken, en beginnen vaak met een waarschuwingsbrief en eindigen met afsluiting van de internetconnectie of boetes als de ultieme sanctie indien inbreuken blijven plaats vinden. Deze procedures vereisen tussenpersonen in de toepassing van sancties. (3) Ze richten zich direct op de aanbodzijde door het afsluiten of het filteren van websites die inbreukmakende content aanbieden. Overheidspartijen voeren vaak deze procedures uit. (4) Ze richten zich indirect op de aanbodzijde door tussenpersonen te vragen op te treden tegen inbreukmakende content. ‘Notice and takedown’ procedures stellen rechthebbenden in staat websites op de hoogte te stellen van inbreuken en hen te verplichten om deze content neer te halen.

Weinig mensen verdedigen inbreuken, maar er zijn zorgen dat deze nieuwe handhaving strategieën onevenredig kostbaar zijn voor de samenleving. Technologen, wetenschappers en maatschappelijke organisaties, zoals de Electronic Frontier Foundation, beweren dat die opgeschaalde handhaving slecht zal zijn voor mensenrechten en andere publieke belangen, omdat het procedurele waarborgen als het recht op een eerlijk proces erodeert. Procedures met minder waarborgen zouden rechthebbenden te veel controle geven over internetdiensten en zelfs over toegang tot het internet. In een notendop is het argument dat als rechthebbenden eenzijdig kunnen beslissen wat goed of fout is omdat gerechtelijke controle ontbreekt, dat slecht zal zijn voor de vrijheid van meningsuiting, de rechtsstaat, en innovatie.
Voorstanders van intensievere handhaving wijzen op de kosten van al die inbreuken, die zij in de miljarden schatten. Ze beweren dat dit vraagt om effectievere handhaving. Rechthebbenden, het Witte Huis en EU-vertegenwoordigers beweren ook dat grootschalige handhaving kan worden toegepast in overeenstemming met de mensenrechten. Volgens vertegenwoordigers van de rechthebbenden, zoals de Movie Picture Association of America (MPAA) en de US Chamber of Commerce, hanteren handhavingsprocedures als SOPA en ACTA dezelfde procesregels als een reguliere rechtszaak. Naar hun mening richt handhaving van het auteursrecht zich op illegale sites en mensen die inbreuk maken op het auteursrecht, en doet zij niets om legaal gebruik van content of internet gebruikers die niets fout doen te schaden.

Wie heeft er gelijk? Wat is de werkelijke impact van de nieuwe handhavingstrategieën op juridische waarborgen en, meer in het algemeen, op publieke belangen? Er is een gebrek aan empirisch onderzoek om deze vraag te beantwoorden. Dit proefschrift heeft tot doel deze leemte in onze kennis op te vullen met een eerste vergelijkende empirische analyse van nieuwe handhavingstrategieën. De onderzoeksvraag luidt: “Hoe beïnvloed grootschalige handhaving van het auteursrecht op het internet procedurele waarborgen, zoals het recht op een eerlijk proces, wat zijn de kosten en de doeltreffendheid ervan, en wat betekenen deze bevindingen voor beleid?”

Rechtseconomische theorieën voorspellen een zekere mate van effectiviteit van handhaving: effectieve afschrikking vereist grootschalige handhaving en strengere sancties om de kosten van het overtreden van de wet te vergroten. Het vergroten van de schaal van handhaving, dus het verhogen van de pakkans, is in het bijzonder effectief. Deze theorieën beschrijven dat handhaving op grote schaal kostbaar is en dat het vaak samen gaat met verminderde procedurele waarborgen, omdat wettelijke procedures tijdroend en duur zijn. Als deze uitruil tussen schaal en waarborgen ook geldt voor de handhaving van het auteursrecht, kunnen de gevolgen ernstig zijn voor de mensenrechten en publieke belangen.

Naast schaalvergroting, zou de effectiviteit ook kunnen worden verhoogd door zwaardere sancties. Wat is het verband tussen strafzwaarte en procedurele waarborgen? Als de gevolgen van straffen ernstiger zijn, kan het ontbreken van procedurele waarborgen leiden tot zwaardere onterechte sancties en een negatieve maatschappelijke impact.

Om de relatie tussen de schaal, strafzwaarte en waarborgen in de online handhaving van het auteursrecht empirisch te onderzoeken, analyseerden we 22 sanctiemechanismen die behoren tot acht handhavingsstrategieën in zes landen tussen 2004 en 2014. Elke handhavingsstrategie is een casus. We hebben gekeken naar wat bekend is over het effect ervan op inbreuk niveaus en de kosten van de handhaving. Binnen elke strategie kunnen er meerdere sanctiemechanismen zijn. We bestudeerden deze als subcasussen, waarbij we keken naar de schaal waarop ze werden toegepast, de strafzwaarte, en de procedurele waarborgen die werden geboden aan de betrokkenen die een sanctie werd opgelegd.

Het onderzoek toont aan dat rechthebbenden handhaving in sommige strategieën hebben kunnen opschalen, en dat in deze gevallen schaal ten koste ging van procedurele waarborgen. Procedures zoals bijvoorbeeld ‘notice and takedown’ stelden rechthebbenden in staat om miljoenen zoekresultaten van Google te verwijderen, maar alleen omdat de gerechtelijke controle was weggehaald. Alleen op het initiatief en de kosten van de gesanctioneerde partijen, kon er gerechtelijke controle plaats vinden en pas na de sanctie. Rechthebbenden hebben waarborgen kunnen ontlopen door niet-gerechtelijke spelers, zoals tussenpersonen, de sanctionerende partij te maken. In het geval van ‘notice and takedown’ worden tussenpersonen op de hoogte gebracht van de inbreuk en juridisch onder druk gezet.
om te handhaven: zij worden geconfronteerd met hoge boetes als ze dat niet doen. Deze uitruij tussen waarborgen en schaal is zichtbaar in elk handhavingsstrategie die we hebben geanalyseerd. Dit betekent dat het casusonderzoek de theoretische voorspellingen bevestigt - en ook de waarschuwingen van de tegenstanders van toegenomen handhaving van het auteursrecht. Wanneer het aantal sancties toeneemt, gaat dit ten koste van de procedurele waarborgen. Inmiddels hebben een aantal partijen nieuwe waarborgen voor grootschalige procedures gecreëerd, maar het is onzeker in hoeverre zij volstaan om juridische fouten of misbruik te voorkomen.

Sommige strategieën verhogen de strafzwaarte. Het onderzoek laat echter zien dat zwaardere sancties niet op grote schaal werden toegepast. Zo leidden bijvoorbeeld het offline halen van een website via de Sinde procedure in Spanje of via 'Operation in Our Sites' in de VS tot een zware sanctie – het verwijderen van een gehele website of bedrijf - maar werden zij alleen toegepast op een beperkt aantal websites. Ook in Frankrijk heeft de overheidsinstantie HADOPI weliswaar miljoenen waarschuwingen aan burgers gestuurd, maar kreeg slechts een handvol de uiteinde sancties (boetes of een opschorting van de toegang tot internet) op bevel van de rechter. Dit betekent dat het casusonderzoek de theoretische voorspellingen bevestigt. De handhaving strategieën vergroten ofwel de kans op sancties, of verhogen de zwaarvante van de straf, maar niet allebei.

Figuur B toont dat in de 22 subcasussen en de daarbij horende 8 casussen die onderzocht zijn, er een verband is tussen schaal, strafzwaarte en waarborgen. De subcasussen die op grotere schaal werden toegepast hebben minder waarborgen. Denk aan de HADOPI waarschuwingenbrieven en 'notice and takedown' zoals het door Google wordt toegepast. Voor de sanctiemechanismen die niet goed opschaalden vonden we meer waarborgen, zoals in het geval van rechtszaken. De figuur suggereert ook een relatie tussen strengse straffen en schaal: zwaardere sancties schalen niet op.
Figuur B: Grafiek die schaal, strafzwaarte en waarborgen laat zien voor elke subcasus. Voor ruimtelijke doeleinden, zijn sommige subcasussen als één bol weer gegeven, van elkaar gescheiden door een schuine streep.

Het weergeven van kwalitatieve gegevens is in een grafiek lastig. Aangezien geen van de maatregelen precies kunnen zijn, gebruik ik een ordinale schaal om de variabelen weer te geven voor alle sanctiemechanismen (de subcasussen). De grafiek is verdeeld in cellen om het beter leesbaar te maken. Elke bol wordt gelezen als alleen die van die cel. De exacte positie in een cel, naar links of naar rechts, heeft verder geen betekenis en is zo weergegeven om meer ruimte te kunnen gebruiken. Daarnaast scoren sommige subcasussen hetzelfde op variabelen. Daarom zijn zij soms vertegenwoordigd door een enkele bol, hun namen gescheiden door een schuine streep.

Het onderzoek laat ook zien dat auteursrechtshandhaving verschillende kosten met zich mee brengt: kosten voor de rechtshandhebende, institutionele kosten voor rechtbanken, kosten voor de rechtshandhaving door publieke instellingen, kosten door degenen die zich willen verdedigen tegen de dreiging of de toepassing van een sanctie, en de kosten voor derde partijen.
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Al met al, laten de bevindingen zien dat de totale kosten van de handhaving zijn gestegen. Dit is geen verrassing, aangezien het aantal inbreuken eveneens is gestegen. Dit betekent dat er meer kosten door de samenleving als geheel worden gedragen, omdat de grootschalige handhavingsstrategiën een aanzienlijk deel van de kosten toewijzen aan openbare instanties (door het vergroten van de rol van de staat), derden (door ze te betrekken in handhaving tegen eindgebruikers) en de ontvangers van de sancties (die zichzelf willen verdedigen tegen claims).

Deze verdeling van de kosten wijst op een problematische prikkel door een verkeerde afstemming van private en maatschappelijke kosten en baten. De voordelen van handhaving van hun privé-rechten stromen naar de rechthebbenden, maar een aanzienlijk deel van de kosten wordt gedragen door anderen. Dit biedt rechthebbenden een prikkel om meer handhaving te initiëren of vragen dan het geval zou zijn als ze het grootste deel van de kosten zelf zouden dragen.

Het onderzoek toont ook aan dat bijna geen enkele van de handhavingsstrategiën inbreuken blijvend verminderden. Het niveau waarop inbreuken wereldwijd plaats vonden bleef nagenoeg stabiel, en het casusonderzoek toont aan dat handhavingsprocedures beperkte gevolgen hadden voor het aantal inbreuken dat plaats vond. ‘Graduated response’ procedures leken van invloed te zijn op door P2P gefaciliteerde inbreuken. Dit kan zijn omdat het systeem een grote schaal in de eerste fase combineert met een zware sanctie in een latere fase, maar het kan ook een vals signaal zijn en alleen maar wijzen op de verschuiving van eindgebruikers richting encryptie en het delen van bestanden buiten P2P.

Het onderzoek was gericht op het aantonen van een empirische relatie tussen de schaal, strafzwaarte en procedurele waarborgen. Deze inzichten kunnen beleidsmakers begeleiden door meer duidelijkheid te verschaffen over de beleidskeuzes waarmee zij worden geconfronteerd in dit domein.

We hebben empirisch de rechtseconomische theorieën bevestigd: procedures die auteursrecht op grote schaal handhaven kunnen dat door minder procedurele waarborgen te bieden aan gesanctioneerde partijen. Ook hebben procedures die op een grotere schaal worden toegepast minder strenge sancties. Het onderzoek heeft ook aangetoond dat het aantal inbreuken dat plaats vond wereldwijd in grote lijnen onveranderd bleef, en dat handhavingsprocedures aanzienlijke kosten creëren, waarvan een groot deel is uitbesteed aan de staat en aan derden.

Wat betekenen deze bevindingen voor de handhaving van het auteursrecht? Door binnen het rechtseconomisch kader over handhaving na te denken, kunnen we de discussie over beleidsimplicaties in drie kernvragen voeren:

1. Hoe kunnen we handhaving effectiever maken?
2. Kunnen we de negatieve bijwerkingen van intensievere handhaving beperken?
3. Zijn er alternatieven voor intensievere handhaving?

Dit onderzoek biedt een leidraad om deze vragen te beantwoorden, hoewel veel dingen onduidelijk blijven.

**Hoe kunnen we handhaving effectiever maken?**

De status quo bleek nogal teleurstellend voor iedereen: de maatschappij draagt aanzienlijke kosten en neveneffecten van meer grootschalige handhaving, zonder dat daar veel tegenover staat in termen van effectiviteit. De strategieën zijn niet erg succesvol geweest in het terugdringen van het aantal inbreuken. In de meeste gevallen uitten zelfs de rechthebbenden hun onvrede over de huidige situatie. Hoewel er enige discussie bestaat
over wat "effectief" betekent, wees, als we terugkeren naar het oorspronkelijke, en nog steeds dominante doel van handhaving om het aantal inbreuken naar beneden te brengen, onze theorie en empirisch bewijs op twee fundamentele opties: verdere toename van de schaal waarop handhaving plaats vindt en een toename van de strafzwaarte.

Voor elk van de nieuwe handhaving strategieën is het bereiken van schaal gepaard gegaan met minder waarborgen, vooral in vergelijking met de waarborgen aangeboden in een gewone civiele rechtszaak. Dit suggereert sterk dat schaalvergroting verder alleen mogelijk zal zijn door nog meer waarborgen te verwijderen. Dit kan leiden tot ernstige maatschappelijke kosten, omdat waarborgen belangrijk zijn voor de bescherming van de rechtsstaat, mensenrechten zoals de vrijheid van meningsuiting en privacy, innovatie en de zorgvuldige balans die auteursrecht bewaakt tussen beschermde uitingen en niet beschermde uitingen of uitingen die onder de uitzonderingsregels vallen. Talloze voorbeelden laten zien dat misbruik en nietige gedingen voorkomen op het gebied van auteursrecht. Dit is precies wat handhavingsprocedures controversieel maakt.

De tweede optie is om de strafzwaarte te vergroten. Sommige handhavingsprocedures zijn omstreden omdat de sancties in vergelijking met de waargenomen schade van inbreuken als onevenredig worden ervaren. Een klassiek voorbeeld hiervan is de zaak van Capitol Records vs. Jammie Thomas-Rasset. De vrouw werd veroordeeld tot $ 220.000 voor het delen van 24 liedjes via Kazaa. Dergelijke sancties veroorzaakten veel weerstand bij het grote publiek. Rechthebbenden zijn al geconfronteerd met een moeilijke situatie, omdat er weinig draagvlak is voor handhaving, en een vergrote strafzwaarte zal dit probleem verergeren.

Afgezien van deze maatschappelijke effecten zal elke intensivering van handhaving ook verdere economische kosten opleggen aan de staat en aan derden.

Wat betekent dit voor beleidsmakers? De pogingen tot grootschalige handhaving van de afgelopen tien jaar hebben geleid tot een problematische status quo. Als het door ons verichte casusonderzoek een goede leidraad is zou het verder intensiveren van handhaving - dat wil zeggen: meer schaal en een hogere strafzwaarte - zeer waarschijnlijk de negatieve effecten van handhaving vergroten met onzekere resultaten in termen van een afname van het aantal inbreuken. Is dat het waard?

Tot op zekere hoogte is deze vraag al beantwoord in de praktijk. Sommige van de strategieën die zijn voorgesteld om de strafzwaarte en schaal te vergroten zijn al erg omstreden. De politiek heeft ingegrepen en SOPA gestopt en in het Verenigd Koninkrijk heeft de rechterlijke macht het grote aantal schikkingsvoorstellen verstuurd door advocaten aan voorwaarden verbonden. In Duitsland werden dezelfde soort grootschalige schikkingsvoorstellen zonder rechterlijke tussenkomst gecorrigeerd door de wetgever door de mogelijke sanctie op het eind te verlagen. Ook is de uiteindelijke sanctie in HADOPI verminderd. Ondertussen streven rechters en wetgevers er in toenemende mate naar om een einde te maken aan het op grote schaal versturen van schikkingsvoorstellen in de VS.

Kunnen we de negatieve bijwerkingen van meer handhaving beperken?
Zou er een manier zijn om de schaal en de strafzwaarte van sanctionering te verhogen, terwijl we ook procedurele waarborgen kunnen behouden of kunnen laten toenemen? Onze vergelijkende analyse van 22 sanctiemechanismen suggereert dat dit uiterst moeilijk is. De enige compenserende voorbeelden zijn de bescheiden nieuwe waarborgen die in een aantal van de nieuwe procedures zijn toegevoegd. Denk aan het transparantie verslag van Google, bijvoorbeeld. Systemen op basis van reputatie en meer transparantie kunnen de balans
verbeteren. Het is echter de vraag of deze garanties toereikend zijn om juridische fouten of misbruik te voorkomen. De vraag voor beleidsmakers blijft dan of we deze negatieve neveneffecten moeten accepteren.

Rechthebbenden zijn niet bereid om de waarborgen te behouden en daarvoor de kosten te dragen, omdat die procedures te duur zijn. Dit is het meest zichtbaar in de rechtszaken tegen eindgebruikers. We hebben voldoende bewijs dat rechthebbenden deze procedures grotendeels hebben verlaten vanwege de kosten. Met andere woorden, de rechthebbenden zelf waren niet bereid om hun geld te besteden aan het opschalen van de handhaving, met behoud van waarborgen. Dit roept de onvermijdelijke vraag op: als rechthebbenden, die profiteren van de potentiële voordelen van een effectievere handhaving, niet bereid zijn om deze kosten te dragen, waarom zouden dan de staat, belasting betaler of derden moeten worden gevraagd om ze te dragen?

*Zijn er alternatieven?* 1982

Wat is het alternatief? We zouden het auteursrecht moeten hervormen. Auteursrecht is momenteel een exclusief eigendomsrecht, maar inbreuken op grote schaal en de problemen met handhaving laten zien dat dit paradigma misschien niet geschikt is voor het informatietechnologie tijdperk. Met behulp van rechtseconomische theorieën kunnen we kijken naar nieuwe manieren om de entertainment markt economisch te stimuleren en de toegang te garanderen tot cultuur voor het publiek. Een manier zou zijn om exclusiviteit te laten vallen en meer te bewegen in de richting van een toegangsrecht. Dat is meer in lijn met de business modellen die momenteel opkomen (zoals Netflix en Spotify). Dit betekent dat leveranciers zouden betalen voor het recht om toegang tot cultuur aan het publiek te geven, en nog steeds rechthebbenden compenseren voor hun werk. Het zou drastisch de kosten van de handhaving verlagen, en de kosten in de vorm van schendingen van de mensenrechten verlagen.

---
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